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“A Word from the Author”
“Unforgiven Destiny” is a fictional account regarding the life of John Frederick
Williams, based on historical facts as well as, family stories handed down from generation to
generation. While much of the story is true, I have taken literary-privilege to embellish many of
the facts in order to create an interesting and entertaining piece of literature.
The life of John Frederick Williams was well documented with pictures and personal
accounts from a multitude of family members, up to the point where he left his family in Gillette,
Wyoming. As the family’s verbal history proclaims, after homesteading in Gillette, with his
second wife and family, he encountered a hay buyer who swindled him out of the payment for a
large quantity of hay. Upon heading out to set things straight with the swindler, John was never
heard from again.
Through the years, family members have speculated what happened to John, after leaving
the farm in Gillette, sometime around the 1915 to 1917 time frame. At that time, he set out in a
new direction, leaving everything he owned behind, including his wife and all of his children.
Finally, after more than thirty years of waiting for news regarding the fate of their father, the
family received word through a newspaper ad that he had passed away while living in Chester,
Oklahoma under the alias of “Sam Tipton.”
As a child, I listened intently to these stories as told by my grandmother, Gladys and my
grandfather Bob, as well as, my parents and various aunts and uncles. I was intrigued by the
story, causing my imagination to run wild thinking about the trials and challenges associated
with living in a bygone era. Grandpa (Bob) really was quite the story teller himself, as he always
had a tale from his past to share with a friend, a family member, or as in my case, with any of his
dear grandchildren who were willing to listen. I remember numerous times hearing him share the
tale of how his Pa had put him in charge of the family as he left everything behind. As I grew
older and began a family of my own, I tried to understand how a man – my great-grandfather,
could walk away from his family and never be heard from again. Later on in life, I learned that
he had actually walked away from two different families. But as I contemplated the questions
associated with the motives of this man, a story began to develop within the confines of my
mind. Finally, the time has come, after nearly forty years of personal speculation, to present a
depiction that may help to unravel the mystery of the life of a man named John Williams, alias,
John Frederick Williams, or Sam Tipton.
While no one can attest to the actual events or dialogue associated with John’s life, I have
taken the liberty to create an account that starts with the facts as we know them, while filling in
the missing pieces with calculated speculation. Included within the story are personal accounts of
the family. These recollections serve to lay the basic foundation of historical events that allow
the story of John Williams and his family to be told in a way that brings it to life - through an
active, vibrant dialogue.
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Much of John’s story is a mystery that may never reveal the complete truth regarding the
experiences of his later life. However, in the process of unraveling his mystery a multitude of
intriguing facts and family secrets came forth. In the process, I have tried to fill in the missing
pieces as best as possible using research, speculation, legend, as well as, personal stories from
many of the family members. Intertwined through the many facets of personal family
recollections is a story created from an over-active imagination.
While John’s saga is presented as historical fiction, I can attest to the fact that the
founding principles, on which this story is built, are true. Many of the names, places, dates, and
accounts are based on historical fact. Mike Peters of the Greeley Tribune - Republican shared a
piece published December 28, 2014 in a column entitled “100 Years Ago,” dating from the end
of December 1914 and the beginning of January 1915. In his column, Mike provides evidence to
substantiate the very premise for the basis of this family story: “A WARNING is being sent to
farmers and ranchers in Weld County because of hay swindlers in the area. A group of men who
claim to be part of the Western Hay and Grain Co. of Denver have been buying large amounts of
hay, paying with a check and then hauling the hay away before the farmers discover the checks
are no good. Some fake agents have been arrested in Denver, but others are working Weld
County.” Since hay swindlers were working the circuit in Colorado, it’s no stretch of the
imagination to presume that they would certainly be working their deception with farmers just a
few hundred miles north in the lush hay country of Wyoming. I truly believe, after researching
the life of John Williams and seeing the type of man that he appeared to be, the accounts
presented in this book accurately represent the possible events of John’s life after leaving his
family behind on the Wyoming homestead.
It is important to understand however, that some of the characters contained within the
pages are mere fiction. They have been created to compliment the story of John’s life. Any
resemblance or association to people, living or dead is merely a coincidence. However, it is
important to note that the names of John’s family have been used in context throughout the story.
My attempt to present the often times, colorful facts and situations associated with their lives has
been done in a way that preserve the truthful accounts as I have heard them through the years.
However, the dialogue and events presented in regards to the lives of the Williams’ family are an
exaggerated embellishment. As you read through each of the chapters contained in this work,
please keep that in mind.
I hope that you enjoy reading the story of John Frederick Williams. It is my deepest
desire that the story of the Williams’ clan comes to life as you share in the mystery of this family
classic. May God Bless!

~ Lanny K. Cook – Great-grandson of John Frederick Williams
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Synopsis
What possesses a man to leave a wife and family behind without just cause or
explanation? What are the inner demons that plague a man, causing him to totally abandon the
ones he loves – not just once, but twice in a lifetime? Unforgiven Destiny is an account of the life
of John Frederick Williams based on historical fact obtained through family lore and legend.
John was a man that learned early in life to run away from problems. As a child he migrated to
America from Wales with his mother and sister during the second half of the 18th century. As
immigrants to America they were sponsored by a group of Mormons from Salt Lake City. After
living in Utah for a few short years, they narrowly escaped the oppressive life of a polygamist
culture. These experiences formed the catalyst of panic that plagued John for the remainder of
his life. This consuming panic turned into a deep seated fear --- causing him to turn tail and run
when life became too overwhelming. It was the personal demon that pursued him throughout
much of his entire life.
As a young man living in Nebraska, his adulterous ways allowed him to marry several
different women who bore his many children. The responsibility of family was a bondage that
sentenced him to an unwanted life of drudgery and sacrifice. Each marriage took its toll on his
dreams and aspirations. Ultimately, he was destined to live a secretive life of isolated solitude. In
total desperation he would decide to leave his past behind while abandoning those he claimed to
love as he set out to live his final years in obscurity.
The story picks up in Gillette, Wyoming during the winter of 1917. After homesteading
120 acres in Gillette, with his second wife and most of his family, John was given a fraudulent
check as payment for a large crop of hay from an agent purporting to represent the Western Hay
& Grain Company out of Denver, Colorado. On Christmas Eve he headed out to set things
straight with the swindler. His family never heard from him again. The circumstance involving
his disappearance was a constant mystery, nagging his family and friends. For years they
pondered the fate of John, haunted by the circumstance of his disappearance. The little
information that was available was a close kept family secret, not to be revealed or unraveled for
decades. Finally, after over thirty years of waiting to hear news about his fate, the family
received word through a newspaper advertisement that he had passed away while living in
Chester, Oklahoma under an assumed alias.
Unforgiven Destiny is a compilation of the folklore from the family of John ‘Frederick’
Williams. It answers many of the unanswered questions of his life while unraveling the mystery
of a man who made it a habit to run from the troubles of his past. While no one can firmly attest
to the actual events or dialogue associated with his life after he left the homestead in 1917, this
book fills in the missing pieces with calculated speculation. Nearly a century after the known
events of his life, Unforgiven Destiny unravels the mystery while exposing the demons that
plagued the man known as John ‘Frederick’ Williams.
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“The mystery for many of life’s questions can only be discovered
through the experience of the journey, as they culminate at the
end of the final passage. They will never be completely revealed
to those who are left behind.” ~ Lanny K. Cook
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“Prologue”
It was Saturday, December 22nd, just three days before Christmas in the prairie town of
Gillette, Wyoming. Main Street was bustling with folks taking care of last minute preparations
before the town closed down for a long holiday weekend that would include Christmas day.
Fortunately, the weather was clear while the sun was shining brightly. Even though, there was a
chill in the air accentuated by a deep frost that covered the hitching posts, for the first time in
nearly a week folks were able to get out, so as to tend to the business of the day.
It was wintertime on the prairie, and for the families that lived outside of the city limits;
travel to town was limited to the mercies of the ever-changing weather. No one dared venture
from the confines of a homestead unless the skies were blue and clear. Winter storms were
deadly in this part of the country. Even the task of venturing out of the house to tend the
livestock was risky business when the storms hit with their relentless fury. Within minutes the
weather could change from gorgeous, clear conditions to a deadly rage that threatened all forms
of life. Instantly, the temperature could drop from 50 or 60 degrees to below freezing. But, on
this beautiful morning, the skies were clear, the temperatures were brisk, and the town was
bustling with activities and commotion.
Jalopies puttered down the gravel streets, as the noise along with the pungent smell of
exhaust from the modern gasoline engines spooked the horses tied to the hitching posts in front
of the many businesses that made up Main Street. New-fangled automobiles jockeyed for
parking spots with horse drawn carriages along the streets and alleyways that surrounded the
mercantile and livery. The frosty air seemed to enhance the noxious smells of modern machinery
as it mixed with the nauseous aromas of horse manure mixed within the fresh snow piled along
the edge of the main street.
LANNY K. COOK
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The squeaky boardwalk echoed through the shops and the taverns, as each individual step
of the crowd was announced through the groaning and moaning of the weathered and worn,
wooden planks. Fresh snow from the early winter storm was tracked into every business as
shoppers scurried to reach their destination stopping to enjoy the warmth of an old potbelly
stove, located at the front of nearly every establishment. Harried shoppers gathered around the
stoves, stretching out their hands after opening their heavy coats in an attempt to let the warmth
penetrate the near-frozen layers of clothing and skin. It was a chill that penetrated clear to the
bones. It took the heat of a blast furnace to exterminate the frosty cold from the extremities of the
human frame. After a few minutes of soaking in the heat, the shoppers would turn their attention
toward the task of picking up the supplies needed for the coming days.
There was an excitement in the air as neighbors visited while their children scurried about
through the shops. Christmas was a special season for the people that lived in this part of the
country. It was a time of reflection and hope, when the demands of life could be placed on a back
burner, as moments with family, friends, and faith took center stage in nearly every person’s life.
The inhabitants of this harsh land worked relentlessly to tame this last part of the
American wilderness. It was always with great anticipation that the holiday season brought
momentary relief to the drudgery of the everyday chores. Although the chores had to be tended
everyday of the week, the holidays provided a distraction to all the things that needed to be taken
care of on a homestead. It wasn’t an easy life as blood sweat and tears were poured out with
abandon in an effort to realize an individual’s personal hopes and dreams for a prosperous future.
Even though there was an urgency to accomplish the tasks of the day as the folks hustled about
to finish their errands, shoppers were able to enjoy the revelry and fellowship found in this small
farming community as Christmas day quickly approached.
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The well-stocked mercantile was busier than ever as shoppers bought the supplies
required to see them through the holidays and in many cases through the coming months. Within
those purchases were a few treats for the children, a peppermint stick, a piece of fruit, and
maybe, even a licorice whip; delights that would be carefully and lovingly placed inside a
Christmas stocking along with a special gift. Often those gifts were necessities that couldn’t be
afforded throughout the year - new socks, or shoes, maybe a new shirt and if the crops had been
extremely profitable that year, maybe a new toy, a doll, or a pocketknife. Gifts in those days
weren’t extravagant offerings of material possessions, but rather they were gifts of sacrifice,
given from the heart. Many times those gifts were handmade items that had a significant
meaning due to the precious time and energy required to fashion each personal present.
The Christmas stocking was symbolic of a child’s hopes and dreams. Each sock had been
carefully hung on the mantle of the living room fireplace the night before Christmas in
anticipation of a visit from Santa Claus. Even the older children maintained the tradition of
hanging a sock on the mantle, it didn’t matter that they knew Santa was a mere legend. No matter
what age a person reaches, there is still a belief down deep in every heart that seeks the
goodness, and love that Santa represents. Even though they knew it was just a fabrication
perpetuated by a parent that loved to witness the delight and anticipation of a child rushing to
discover a surprise prepared just for them. The joy in the face of a child on Christmas morning
always made the activities and preparations worth the effort and the expense.
Of course, the shopkeepers didn’t mind the whole Santa Claus legend because it was
extremely good for business. They sold more peppermint sticks and textiles during Christmas
than they did throughout the entire year. But yet, this Christmas was noticeably different than
any of the others. In the window of nearly every shop and business along Main Street, you could
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see a small, yellow flag with a star on it. The commemorative flag was a reminder to all that this
was a nation at war. A war that touched nearly every American and the flag let people know that
a family member or friend was fighting in the greatest war the world had ever experienced. This
was a country that found itself smack dab in the middle of World War I.
It was earlier that year in 1917 that the Germans began to torpedo American merchant
vessels in an attempt to hinder the flow of goods and aide to the Allies. This was nearly two
years after the sinking of the luxury liner Lusitania by German U-boats, which claimed the lives
of nearly 1,200 people, including 128 Americans. In March of 1917, the German submarines
sank four unarmed American ships without warning. The continued aggression along with
rumors of Germany negotiating a secret alliance with Mexico to begin aggressions toward
America caused our country to enter into a bitter war on a distant continent. After President
Wilson’s negotiations between the warring nations to bring “peace without victory” failed, the
Congress of the United States declared war on Germany on the sixth of April.
Our country was ill prepared to enter the war in Europe. The American military was
merely a token force to the defense of this country - it was in no way close to being an invading
army ready to go into the world to defend the principles of freedom and justice. The air force of
the time had but a handful of planes and a budget of just over $120,000 a year. The American
military was nothing more than a bunch of rag-tag soldiers, many of whom had never seen any
type of combat. Only 6,000 U.S. troops had experienced action of any sort when the year before
General John J. Pershing led a detachment into Mexico in pursuit of Pancho Villa who had
raided a New Mexico border town.
It soon became apparent that there was no way this country could win the war without
investing a huge amount of money, resources and manpower. When the United States instituted
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conscription (the draft) in May of 1917, millions of men flooded into the military in response to
the threat of the great German war machine. By Christmas a vast army of men and women had
volunteered for service in the military as well as, the nursing corps. The American war machine
was set in motion as men were being prepared for deployment to the European war zone.
The war effort had an impact on everyone left at home; especially those who had loved
ones preparing for deployment to Europe. Everyone in the country felt the impact of war while
all of America bore the harsh reality of personal sacrifice. This was a Christmas unlike any this
country had endured. Even though the joy of the season was evident within this small prairie
town, the inhabitants were all affected by the shadow of war that loomed overhead. There was a
longing that encompassed the entire community as individual prayers focused on reunions with
family and friends. The flags hanging in the windows of the shops and homes stood as a solemn
reminder of the reality that loved ones were missing from within the families of the community.
Nearly all would feel the pangs of separation as they gathered around the dinner table to
celebrate the Promise of Christmas.
John Frederick Williams was one of those men, affected by not only the storms of war,
but also the reality of battling for an existence within the Wyoming frontier. The Homestead Act
passed by congress in 1862, made free land available to those who qualified. With a pocket full
of dreams along with a boxcar full of personal property, he headed out to homestead a place just
twelve miles southeast of Gillette with his wife and eleven of his children.
Originally, in the late 1800s Gillette was known as “Donkey Town” and was actually
homesteaded by cattle ranchers. In August of 1891, the Burlington and Missouri Railroad
Company had just completed this section of the track allowing the first train to pull into the
anxiously awaiting town. Within the celebration of this event the town was renamed for Edward
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Gillette who was a surveyor for the railroad. During his assignment to survey the countryside and
develop a plan for plotting the course of the railway, he suggested building the railroad route
through the community of “Donkey Town.” This suggestion saved the railroad company
thousands of dollars, and Edward’s reward was to have the town formerly known as Donkey
Town to bear his name. From that time on, it has been known as the town of Gillette.
Gillette’s lifeline to the rest of the country was the railroad and without it, the town
would have faded into oblivion like so many other towns scattered throughout the desolate
prairie. Since the origins of the town evolved around homesteading, and the railroad provided a
link to the rest of the country, John felt it was only fitting that he set out to build a life for
himself in this little section of America. He had set out with his wife and part of the family to try
and conquer the challenge of homesteading the wild grasses in the hill country of the Midwest.
John and his wife Loretta were the proud parents of 14 children. Two of the boys were
part of the volunteers who joined the military right after America declared war on Germany.
Elwood and Claude were now serving in the army and were preparing for their deployment for
an unknown destination in Europe. Even though their extended training was scheduled to first
take them to France, the family knew that inevitably, they would end up somewhere along the
battle front.
News was slow coming from the troops stationed overseas, and even in the best of
circumstances was rather sporadic. What compounded the problem was the fact that mail was
even slower coming in this part of Wyoming. It would come once every week or so, that is, if the
weather allowed. There were times during this part of the year that it wouldn’t show up for two
weeks on end. Add to the mail dilemma the fact that folks in the country usually didn’t get into
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town more than once every month or so, well, that made the anticipation for news that much
greater.
So, as John and Loretta ventured into town that day, their hearts ached for news from
their beloved sons. In fact, their first order of business as they ventured into town to pick up
supplies from the mercantile was to stop at the post office to check for mail. They were anxious
to hear from the boys as it had been well over a month since they received the last letter from
either of them. To hear a word, receive a short note in a card - was always the greatest gift in the
world for a parent during those days.
Even if there was nothing from either Claude or Elwood, maybe there might be a
Christmas card or letter from their eldest son Sidney who had remained behind in Omaha,
Nebraska. It would make for a wonderful Christmas to receive a greeting from him and his wife
Mary. They were about to celebrate their first year anniversary, and as it so often happened in
those days, they were expecting their first child. It would be so good to hear that all was well.
Loretta’s hopes were running high that she would hear from all three of her boys that morning.
The anticipation continued to build over each mile of their long ride in to town on that crisp
winter morning. But the excruciating cold ride would all be worth it if there was any sort of news
from the boys. Now, that would make for a perfect Christmas gift. Not to mention the relief it
would bring knowing that they were all doing well. Just a short note from any one of them would
help alleviate the emptiness and concern for the boys being so far away from home at Christmas.
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“The Raging Winter Storm”
Expectation ran high as John jumped from the wagon in front of the post office. He
quickly hitched the horses to the post before hurrying into the red brick building. Loretta
remained in the wagon with a thick wool blanket tucked around her as she waited for her
husband to return with the mail. But alas, just days before Christmas, the scheduled mail hadn’t
arrived due to the snowstorm that had blanketed the countryside the day before. They would
have to wait until their next visit to town, and then hopefully, there would be a letter from at least
one of the boys. Although neither one of them had any idea when that next trip to town might
occur. Disappointment was written on both of their faces as John unhitched the team from the
post, climbed back up on the seat and headed toward the mercantile store.
As the wagon eased its way toward the mercantile, Loretta quietly wiped away a tear
from her frosty cheek as she struggled to contain her disappointment. Not a word was spoken
between the two of them as the horses plodded down the increasingly muddy street and both of
them were lost in the depths of their own private thoughts. It had been a long hard year for the
Williams’ family as they struggled to survive in the desolate prairie near Gillette. A lot of things
had happened in one short year as life changed drastically for the family.
They had homesteaded the land 12 miles southeast of town during the spring of 1914, just
a few years before America declared war on Germany. John and his son Bob had each
homesteaded their legal allotment of prime land. Since John had previously homesteaded 40
acres in Nebraska, he was only allowed to homestead another 120 acres. But Bob was allowed to
homestead the full allotment of 160 acres. Bob had been able to stake his claim soon after the
move from Nebraska. They had made the trip west the first week of March and since Bob’s 21 st
birthday was the ninth of March, he was just old enough to file a claim.
LANNY K. COOK
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John couldn’t help smiling to himself as the team pulled his wagon through the muddy
streets toward the mercantile as he thought about the possessions that he had worked so hard for
in the Wyoming landscape. Why, together with his son, they possessed a combined allotment of
280 acres, nearly a half-section of natural grassland. Add to that the spread that belonged to his
daughter Nellie’s husband Henry, and the Williams clan had a rather impressive parcel for one
family. The only stipulation on keeping the land after paying a $16 filing fee for each parcel was
to continue to improve the land for five years. They had to work it as well as, build a home and
structures on each of the homesteads.
The Williams’ family dream was to turn the natural grasses of this prairie-scape into a
virtual garden of hay fields. If the land could produce a bumper crop within the first two or three
years of farming, they would be well on their way to a productive life – a life that promised a
prosperous future for the entire family. In fact, John’s hope and dream was to have both Claude
and Elwood return from Europe to homestead their own land nearby. But that dream was
dependent on God’s grace to bring them back home safely from the war.
This was a prime area for growing hay. The many ranches around the area would create a
major demand for their crop, as well as the fact that the army was buying up as much hay as
possible in order to feed the thousands of horses being used on the battlefront in Europe. If they
could just make it through the first couple of years and payoff the bank loans that helped grubstake the venture, then they would be on their way to realizing their great American dream. In
fact they had survived for nearly three years, and things were looking extremely bright, except
for the fact that two of the boys were heading off to war.
It had been a near perfect year for farming. The spring rains had contributed to a very
productive crop while the harvest season was hot and dry, making it possible to glean every bit
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of hay from the fields. Considering this was only their third year of homesteading the land, it had
been a highly successful season. Even better, was the fact that they had sold the majority of the
hay crop for a good price, well above the current market value for the time; it didn’t matter that
John was still waiting for the check to clear on the largest portion of the crop. He had made a
deal with an agent who had already picked up the harvest and shipped it out on the railway. It
made him a little nervous to accept a check instead of cash on the barrel-head, but considering
the state of an economy ravaged by war; John was glad to make a deal no matter how it had to be
worked out financially.
In fact, John’s second order of business for the day was to stop in the bank to see if the
check had finally cleared. It seemed to be taking forever for the funds to arrive and he was
extremely anxious to see first-hand the money in his account. Once he had access to the funds, it
would be a wonderful Christmas - the prospects for next year would be brighter than ever. John
felt like his ship was just coming in to port, laden with riches and prosperity. The realization of
being a successful farmer as well as, a prominent landowner was finally a prideful reality.
Before leaving the dock in England to sail over to America with his mother, as a small
boy, his papa told him, “The true measure of success in America is to own land and to work it
with your own hands!” On this beautiful day before Christmas, John was feeling like he was on
the top of the world.
With the generous hay payment, he could afford to put on an addition to the house by
adding a couple of extra bedrooms, which would allow the kids to spread out. Their house was a
far cry from the humble beginnings of life on the homestead. They were already blessed to have
a real house, a home with wooden floors, walls, a roof and heat!
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After the first year of farming, they were able to build a comfortable structure, which
allowed them to move out of the barn. For the first few months of their stay in Gillette, they lived
in the hotel. That was until the barn had been built on the property. From that point on, it was the
barn that provided shelter during that first year of homesteading. The living quarter in the barn
was hardly big enough for 4 people, let alone conducive enough for a large family. Stuffing a
family of 13 into those small quarters was like cramming a bushel of peach preserves into a quart
jar. It didn’t matter that 6 of the kids were under 13 years old, they still took up a lot of space and
at times, everyone’s nerves were frayed to the limits.
It had been a blessing that the summer and fall had been so mild that year, as most of the
kids were able to take their “kivers” and go sleep out under the stars. All but the youngest two –
little Maude, who they called Peggy, and Carl, who was nick-named Pokey made it a habit to
sleep out under the stars or in the loft of the barn if the weather was too wet. They were too
young and too scared of things that go bump in the night to venture out too far away from the
security of their folks.
The amazing part of many old homesteads was the fact that in most cases, the barns were
bigger and more eloquent than the houses people lived in. The animals had roomier
accommodations than the humans. But then again, the livestock was essential for the family’s
survival. The roominess, as well as, the familiarity of the barn was why Robert, or Bob as they
called him, stayed in the loft of the barn. It was a temporary situation until he could finish a
house on his own place. Besides, he knew he’d miss the family if he moved a quarter mile down
the road into his own house. So, at the time, the barn provided the perfect accommodations for
his bachelor lifestyle.
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Bob was the fourth child born to the family and he was twenty-four years old at the time.
A stocky man, who stood about 5’ 8” tall, with a grin, that went from ear to ear. His sly smile
appeared every time that his wry sense of humor came out to play. He was a true character that
enjoyed life to its fullest. Not only did he work hard, but he played hard too! He had a heart of
gold that would willingly give you anything he had if you needed it. He loved all his family, and
he was loyal and devoted beyond measure. Whenever anyone needed his help, he never even had
to stop to think about it, he would offer his assistance. Bob was a totally selfless man and he
displayed his love and devotion to family and friends alike through his never-ending generosity
and graciousness. He indeed was a “diamond in the rough.”
Like the rest of the Williams’ clan, Bob had a nose that was more prominent than most; a
family feature that had been passed on from generation to generation. To look at Bob you could
tell that he was straight from the mother country of England. Actually it was his father, John that
was born in Littledean, England and migrated to America as a child with his mother Harriet and
his sister Henrietta. The English heritage was noticeable in the entire family and Bob carried
those same traits, the brown hair parted down the middle, the prominent nose, the square jaw,
along with a staunch, husky frame.
Bob’s homestead was the section of land right next to his dad’s but rather than build a
house of his own that first year, he opted to live in the barn and help the family get established
before turning to his own place. He did however work his land that first season and when both
hay crops were cut, stacked and sold, he put most of his money back into the family homestead.
He also made sure to put a little away for his own future. He knew the importance of investing,
not only in the family’s future, but also his own.
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Bob had dreams of his own, and part of those dreams included meeting a pretty little filly
that he would want to take as a wife. He had brothers and sisters galore, but he still longed to be
married. He had an aching desire to have a family of his own that he could love, nurture and to
share his life with. He longed to have children of his own whom he could spoil as they tagged
along beside him. Although it was often a little cold and lonely sleeping out in the barn while the
family lived inside the house, he had his dreams that provided company and kept him warm at
night.
Bob had stayed home on this particular day, to tend to the animals and to watch over the
rest of the family. Although the family wagon was good sized, it wasn’t big enough to hold all
the supplies along with the entire family. When John and Loretta headed off to town with Lloyd
riding shotgun, Bob elected to stay behind to stand watch over the clan of rambunctious little
ones. He never had any problems with any of his siblings, and in fact, he rather enjoyed being
left at home to look after them.
Bob had a way with people, kids in particular and he had a way of turning routine chores
into an enjoyable adventure. He promised the kids that if they all completed their chores for the
day he would treat them to a game of baseball inside the big old barn. Of course, the ball field
would be a condensed version from the one out in the pasture, but since it was wintertime, it
would have to do.
Baseball was the Williams’ family sport. All of them loved to play the game and with all
the boys in the family they could easily make up their own team. If they were short a player or
two, one of the girls could step in and make up for the missing man. The whole Williams’ clan
seemed to be born with a baseball in one hand and a bat in the other. It was in their blood and
nothing seemed to come more natural to any of them than the art of hitting or catching a ball. So,
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when Bob promised to play a game of ball after the chores were done, all the kids hurried to
finish their assigned task. Bob had just completed his round of inspecting the quality of each
child’s performance when the clamoring of the wagon and the distinct sounds of horse hooves
echoed up the valley toward the house.
The children scrambled to get their coats, hats and scarves thrown on before running out
the door to greet their ma and pa. Clumps of snow flew up into the air from their shoes like a
blizzard as they raced to meet the wagon. Bob picked up nine year old Peggy as she struggled to
get through the knee-deep snow. He lifted her up, placed her on his shoulders and tromped
through the blanket of white snow as the wagon pulled in front of the barn.
“I guess the ball game will have to wait until we get the wagon unloaded and horses
tended!” He said as he threw a giggling Peggy up onto the back of the closest horse before taking
the reins to lead the team into the barn.
As the whole family pitched in to unload the supplies from the wagon, they worked
together to carry them into the root cellar next to the barn. From the smallest child to the oldest
sibling, they joined in to quickly accomplish the task of putting away the groceries. But after
hauling down the last sack of potatoes and neatly stacking them in the corner of the cellar, Bob
noticed that his dad was unusually quiet and forlorn.
There was almost a sense of depression that hovered over John. He had never seen that
kind of behavior from his dad. Even though life was hard during those days, John always had a
twinkle in his eyes along with a bounce in his step. Although there were times that things were
tough in a marriage that produced 14 kids, John had always maintained a positive disposition.
The kids could always depend on seeing a twinkle in his eyes as well as, a word of
encouragement coming from his lips.
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Things had grown extremely cold for John and Loretta’s marriage. Life on the homestead
had changed them both; Loretta had become a strictly business type of a lady since leaving their
lucrative enterprise in Honey Creek, Iowa. Moving to Overton, Nebraska in 1905 then picking
up roots once again to move to Gillette in 1914 had taken its toll on her. It was difficult for her to
leave behind a well-established mercantile store but it had been devastating for her to walk away
from a spacious home that she loved dearly. Add to that the good friendships that she had
developed in Nebraska and it was difficult for her to accept John’s decision to come to this
unforgiving part of the country. Her reluctance to move to Gillette had created a lot of animosity
towards John. Resentment had continued to build in her heart which added to the pressures of
living on a homestead in the middle of nowhere.
Ever since they had boarded the train in Overton to come to Gillette her disposition and
personality overflowed with bitterness. She had never been the easiest person to get along with
but the past several years had turned her into an extremely critical, defiant, cold-hearted wife.
She had become extremely demanding. The expectations she placed on her husband along with
her kids were at times nearly unbearable. Add to that her tendency to be a bit domineering and
manipulative; well, it was easy to see from the family’s perspective that she was quite a bear-cat
to deal with.
The years had not been gracious or kind to Loretta. The fact that she had bore 14 kids
didn’t exactly ease her burdens or provide her a pampered lifestyle. Her sense of humor along
with her jovial laughter had pretty much waned over the years, causing her to more often than
not see the darker side of most situations. She was a far cry from the woman that John had met
and fell in love with nearly thirty years earlier.
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John on the other hand was just the opposite. His easy go lucky behavior was his
trademark, while his sense of humor was beyond compare. He was the life of the party when
there was any type of social activity or dance in town. His personality hadn’t changed a bit over
the years, although the fifty-six years of hard work and the past three years of homesteading
were beginning to take its toll on him physically. He was starting to walk a bit slower and his
posture was beginning to slump just a bit.
Kids swarmed to John like the piped piper. They loved his laugh; they adored his smile,
begged for his attention as they worshipped the ground that he walked on. They loved their
poppa and would do anything in the world for him. Whenever he told them to do something, it
would be done, with no grumbling and no dilly-dallying.
John was quite a man, and even though Loretta wasn’t anywhere near the same person
that he married nearly 30 years earlier, he still loved her with all of his heart! At the beginning of
their relationship they were consumed with passion for each other. It was a physical passion that
continued throughout most of their marriage in spite of their many problems. After all, with 14
kids to show for it, there had to be some major chemistry going on between the two of them. A
family comprised of so many kids couldn’t be entirely attributed to a lot of cold winter nights.
John fell in love with Loretta the first time he laid eyes on this beautiful young woman.
He soon learned after their first meeting that she too was quite enamored by his blue eyes along
with his boyish grin. It was the twinkle in the eyes that she noticed the first time they met. John
soon learned that she would swoon at his feet and melt in his arms whenever he looked directly
into her eyes.
John knew exactly how to handle Loretta’s moments of discontent and frustration. He
would always come back with some clever response and then he’d take her in his arms to tell her
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how much he loved her. Whenever she would look into those bright blue twinkling eyes and see
that cantankerous boyish grin plastered all over his face, well, she just couldn’t stay mad. But
then again, she also couldn’t let anybody see that they had any power over her emotions. She
would put on a show of staying mad for at least a few hours when it was necessary. After all, she
was a tempered pioneer woman. She didn’t need to let anyone see her in a moment of tenderness,
except her husband of course. She was a strong independent woman who wasn’t about to let on
that she had a soft, vulnerable, romantic side.
Loretta was quite the cook however, with her fried chicken being renowned throughout
the county. When she did any type of cooking, you could smell the spice filled aromas clear into
the barn and even into the musty old chicken coop. She knew how to whip up a delicious
banquet even when the cupboards were sparse.
Her canned goods were a mouthwatering treat, as she would spend all fall harvesting
vegetables and fruit from her garden before cooking ‘em up and putting ‘em in those big old
mason jars. But since the growing season in that part of the country was a little short, she would
often “barter” with some of the neighbors for peaches, apples, or cherries when they would make
a trip to the fruit orchards of Colorado and bring back a wagon load of delicious fruit.
The canned goods that she always put up included peaches, apples, and pickled
cucumbers, beets, and vegetables, as well as, jams of all sorts that lasted throughout the entire
winter and spring. She had enough canned goods to last till the summer when all the fresh
vegetables were ready for the picking. After three years on the homestead, she had cultivated a
rather lavish garden behind the barn. Although, the crops that came out of her garden were
always dependent on the mercy of the Wyoming climate.
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Loretta truly was a master chef when it came to baking her breads and her pies. Her rolls
were nearly as big as the plates themselves and they would literally melt in your mouth. The
homemade bread that came out of her oven was as light and delicious as her rolls, and her pies. It
was a known fact around the country that nobody ever made fruit pies like Loretta. Her pies
made her the talk of the town while the cherry, peach and apple pies that flowed out of her
kitchen were truly a gourmet delight. It was amazing that the whole family wasn’t as big as the
barn after the wonderful feasts that Loretta regularly prepared three times a day.
The men were almost done unloading the wagon and would soon be tending to the team.
It wasn’t just a matter of leading them into the barn, but they also needed fed, brushed, and
watered after the long, hard trip into town and back. Bob always had a lump of sugar or two to
give to the horses or maybe even a piece or two of apple to offer them for a job well done that he
would pull out of his coat packet. So both horses stood close by him, nudging him with their
noses until he finally reached in and grabbed the treats, holding one in each open hand as a token
of his affection for these large, yet gentle creatures.
As Bob and John finished up in the barn Loretta gathered all the kids like an old hen with
her chicks ready to herd the brood into the house. “I think it’s time to start supper, let’s go inside
and you kids can help me out!” she exclaimed as she shooed the kids out of the warmth of the
barn toward the dimly lit house.
John and Bob watched as she opened the door and quickly rushed them through before
too much heat could escape into the darkening night. As Bob pulled the last crate from the
wagon, John paused, let out a long sigh, and wearily leaned against the wagon. With his arms
resting on the sideboard of the wagon just above the large back wheel, he declared, “Bob, I need
to talk to you.”
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His voice was barely audible and his eyes stayed focused on the ground as he began to
speak. “I ran into Dale Wilkins today while I was in town. He sold some of his crop to the same
hay buyer.”
“Yeah, I know! Did he get as good of a price as we did?” Bob asked as he lifted his hat to
scratch his head.
“Well, that’s what I need to talk to you about.” His voice became more serious as he
continued on, “Dale said the guy that bought our crop was a crook and after he ran off with the
hay, Dale cashed the check -- but it was worthless! Apparently, he’s not from the Western Hay &
Grain Company out of Denver like he told us, he’s really from some place in the Dakotas. I’m
sure the check the agent wrote me was just as worthless when I stopped in the bank today, they
informed me that it was a forgery and it’s not from the Western Hay and Grain Company. The
agent was a con-man. Dale told me that he’d talked to the sheriff about it and more than likely,
we’re probably just tough out of luck.”
For several minutes not a word was spoken as they both reflected on the gravity of the
situation. The seriousness of the circumstance could be seen on both of their faces. Finally, John
cleared his throat to break the silence before adding, “There’s nothing we can do about it now! I
checked while I was in town today and no money had been wired. It was supposed to be here
more than three weeks ago. I hate to admit it but I’m pretty sure that we’ve been swindled!” John
walked over toward the horses and pulled a couple of sugar cubes from his pocket. He placed a
cube in the palm of each hand as he slowly lifted them toward the horses’ mouths, offering them
as a treat for a job well done.
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Bob’s dark, tanned face went pale as he pondered the severity of the situation. Then he
asked, “What are we going to do? There has to be something that the sheriff can do about it.
There has to be something that we can do to get our money. That guy owes us a bundle.”
“I don’t know what we’re going to do?” John replied as the tears swelled in his eyes.
“I’ve just got to take some time and think it through. I’ll figure something out.” John paused for
a moment, and then looked up at Bob. The twinkle was gone in his eyes, and the seriousness of
their situation was written all over his face. “I just hope that this isn’t the beginning of the end of
my dreams. I’m getting too old to have to start over!”
The news had caught Bob by surprise and after a few moments reflecting on the situation,
he looked up at his dad and asked, “Have you talked to Ma about this yet?”
“No, not yet,” John Replied. “I thought I’d talk to her tonight after the kids were all
tucked in for the night.” It seems like that would be a better time to discuss things.”
John turned toward the barn door as he put his arm around Bob’s shoulder. “No sense
worrying about it anymore tonight. Your mom should ‘bout have dinner ready. Let’s go in and
eat. The worries will still be waiting for us in the morning.”
“Besides,” he quipped, “Christmas Eve is the day after tomorrow and we have plenty of
celebrating to prepare for in honor of our Lord and Savior’s birth.”
With that the two quietly made their way across the barnyard. Neither one of them spoke
another word as they pondered the gravity of the situation. They both hoped and prayed that after
a good meal followed by a good night’s sleep things would look better in the morning. But it was
impossible to convince their hearts of that as they slipped into the house and headed straight over
to the cooking stove in order to try to warm themselves by its fire.
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As Loretta finished dishing up the evening meal she looked over at both of them and
quipped, “Go get washed up, supper is ready!”
With the smell of country fried chicken permeating the air, Bob just couldn’t resist the
temptation of reaching over to pick up a small piece of meat from the plate that was sitting on the
table already to be served. His ma quickly slapped the back of his muscular hand as she sternly
scolded him for being a bad influence on the children. Bob and John both realized that the
marvelous aromas that emanated from her cooking could take a man’s mind off of any problem
and this evening’s meal wasn’t any different. After all, the way to any man’s heart is through his
stomach and as long as the stomach is in the process of finding satisfaction, the rest of his desires
have a tendency to hide in the shadows of any of his discontentment.
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“Goodnight Loretta…..”
Loretta came into the living room and plopped down in her old rickety rocking chair
beside the fireplace and let out a deep, exasperated sigh. Taking the worn and raveled quilt that
was thrown over the arm of the chair she carefully laid it on her lap and tucked it in around her
legs. The long days on the homestead were enough to wear out any woman. But, add to that a
twelve-mile trip into town through a frozen winter landscape and it was enough to tucker out the
hardiest of women, let alone a 48 year-old mother of fourteen kids with more than half of them
still living at home.
“Did you get Peggy tucked into bed?” John asked as he leaned over the arm of the chair
to spit a wad of chew into the brass spittoon perched on the hearth of the fireplace.
“Yep, she’s tucked in and ready for a long winter’s nap.” quipped Loretta with a slight
hint of sarcasm as she blatantly glared at the spittoon. Her eyes stayed focused on the spittoon for
a moment before slowly coming to rest on John. Her disdain for his nasty habit was manifested
in her eyes even though John chose to ignore her deliberate glance of resentment.
After a short pause she continued on, “I’m thankful the children are all in bed, now I can
get to work on finishing up that sweater for Alta. I don’t have much time left before Christmas.
It’s a good thing it’s almost done, and I’m sure glad this is the last present that has to be
finished.” As she picked up the sweater, along with her crocheting hook and thread, she once
again glanced over at John sitting in his old soft chair. He was leaning in toward the kerosene
lamp that was sitting on the table next him in an effort to shed light on the dimly lit pages of the
book.
As Loretta began to work on the sweater, she cleared her throat; let out an obnoxious
cough or two in an effort to garnish John’s attention away from the captivation of his book.
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Finally, in an effort to spark up a conversation she blurted out, “It was sure nice to get into town
today and visit with a few of the town folk.”
John looked up for a moment and with a slight sense of irritation, he replied, “Yep!” If
there was one thing that really bothered him, it was being interrupted in the middle of a good
book. It was hard enough to read at his age by the dim light of a kerosene lamp, but it was really
frustrating to be distracted for the sake of some frivolous conversation before having to retrace
his path back to the spot of his reading.
Loretta continued to crochet, although it was obvious that her mind was really on
something else as she sat there rocking like a fidgety child. That was one of the many talents that
she did possess, crocheting, not fidgeting. Crocheting and sewing were second nature to her
which made it natural to work on a project while completing it to perfection without paying
hardly any attention to the details of what she was doing, so, to carry on a conversation while
crocheting didn’t slow her down – not even a stitch.
As she continued to work on the sweater she emphatically cleared her throat, trying to get
John’s attention in order to start up a conversation. But once John got hooked on a good book, it
was nearly impossible to distract him. It frustrated her to no end that his eyes were tightly glued
to his book. He appeared determined to ignore her completely, so she rocked the chair with a
more deliberate enthusiasm, trying to draw his attention away from reading.
Finally she asked, “So did the Postmaster say when he expected the next shipment of
mail to arrive? It would sure be nice to hear from Elwood or Claude soon. I miss those boys and
I worry about them too.”
Without even skipping a line in the book, he responded, “Nope!” as he kept his eyes
focused on the pages of the book.
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His automatic response to her conversation left her in total disgust. Loretta slapped her
crocheting to her lap and stopped rocking. As she slid to the edge of the old rocker, her clenched
jaw and the fire in her eyes told John that they were about to have one of their “little talks.”
Actually, it wasn’t really a talk that included any two-way conversation. But rather it was a
“Talking to!” which was a one way lecture; leaving him on the receiving end of a rather long and
torturous tongue-lashing. John had learned early on in their marriage that when Loretta had
something on her mind, there was no use in trying to skirt the issue. The best approach was to
place it smack dab in the middle of the table and let the thrashing begin. At least that way, the
peace process might be reached in a reasonable amount of time, which helped him avoid an
extended and frigid post war. Even though the arctic cold fronts that grew out of these “little
talks” would sometimes go on for days -or even weeks on end.
So John placed an old tobacco wrapper that he used for a bookmark between the pages to
mark his spot, while slowly closing the book. He let out a bit of a sigh as he gently placed the
book on the table next to the lamp. “What’s on your mind, my love?” He asked in a tone that he
hoped would display a true sense of concern for what was bothering his wife.
“What’s on my mind, you ask?” Well, you should know what’s on my mind. I shouldn’t
have to tell you what’s bothering me every time something comes up that bothers me. We’ve
been married for 29 years and you still ask me what’s wrong? I asked you in the wagon on the
way home what you and Dale Wilkins were talking about at Morgan’s Mercantile, and what was
your response? I’ll tell you how you responded to me, ‘YOUR WIFE’ - you just patronized me
with your typical short, two-word, patented response. All you said was ‘nothin’ much!’ and it is
so obvious to me that there’s a lot more to that story than ‘nothin’ much!’”
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John leaned forward in his chair in an effort to give her his undivided attention. In an
effort to humbly share his reasoning he began to softly speak his peace, but Loretta quickly cut
him off. “You know what makes me madder than a hornet that just got its nest knocked out of
the tree? I’ll tell you what makes me furious. What makes me more than furious is that you can
tell stories for hours to your friends in town, but when I try to talk to you, all you do is give me
one or two word answers and I have to pull those out of you with a crowbar! Do you have any
idea how that sticks in my craw and eats away at me? Huh, do ya?”
John waited for a second to see if she was going to let him talk, and then as a sly smile
came across his face, he looked Loretta in the eyes and quipped, “Nope!” Then he let out one of
his patented belly laughs. Needless to say, Loretta didn’t find any humor in her husband’s
attempt to bring some levity into the situation. Actually, it was clear that he was doing nothing
more than mocking her. In fact, it had the opposite effect than John had hoped for.
“Oh, Loretta,” John said, as he got up out of his chair to make his way over to stand in
front of the fire. “You know that sometimes I have to ponder things awhile before I say too
much. It wasn’t that I wasn’t going to talk things over with you. It’s just that this is a serious
situation – plus it’s complicated. I’m not sure what needs to be done to resolve it. Now, it’s no
secret that in every one of our conversations, you ‘Always’ expect me to have a solution to the
problem long before we’re done talking about it. And…………”
Loretta stood to her feet to cut him off before he could say another word, “Now you just
wait a dog-gone minute, John Frederick Williams! I’m not going to let you place the blame on
me for your inability to carry on a conversation with your wife. This has nothing to do about
what I expect, because if it did, you wouldn’t have a problem sharing these things with me and
we wouldn’t be having this conversation! We would have already discussed things and together
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we would’ve decided what to do. Why, I always have to pull every little scrap of information out
of your ornery old hide! It’s like sending a shirt through the wringer on a wash tub to get a drop
of information out of you! Now, isn’t that true?”
John just stood by the fireplace, waiting a second to respond to his wife. In one way, she
was right. He didn’t find it easy to carry on a conversation with her when he knew that the
subject would rile her up. He’d been snake bit so many times when he tried to talk that he had
become leery of even discussing the weather with his wife. In fact, over their 29 years of
marriage she had become nearly unapproachable when it came to discussing any matters of the
heart.
Loretta had always been a tad bit stubborn, as well as, extremely outspoken, but ever
since they sold the store in Honey Creek, then the farm in Overton before moving to Gillette,
these traits had nearly taken over her being. From the time they arrived in Gillette to homestead
their parcel of prairie land, the marriage had become totally strained with no real love and
affection displayed between either one of them. Even though from John’s perspective, the real
heart of their problem began after the fourteenth child was born when Loretta decided to put an
end to any kind of loving that might lead to another child. It had been over nine years since their
marriage had experienced any type of physical intimacy. And, if the truth would be known, after
nine years of platonic conversations, well, a whole lot of hostilities could build up inside any
normal married man when he was denied access to the physical liberties of marriage.
But for Loretta, the real problem stemmed from the fact that John had lied to her at the
beginning of their marriage. He had told Loretta that he was a divorced man; divorced from a
persnickety woman that had unrealistic demands for her marriage. John had made Iva out to be
more of a villain than she actually was. It wasn’t until after John and Loretta were married that a
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lot of John’s story started to unravel. Not too long after their marriage, Loretta was informed of
John’s philandering ways by a few of her more distant relatives, when it came to light that Iva
was actually a second cousin to Loretta. It was then that she found out that John had been given
an ultimatum by Iva to either be faithful or to hit the road. John hit the road alright, into the open
arms of Loretta who had no idea the kind of man John really was.
That was the beginning of Loretta’s insight into a few of the startling revelations
involving his first marriage. But the one that nearly sent Loretta over the edge and the one that
completely changed her attitude about her marriage was the day that she found out that John
wasn’t divorced from Iva when he was married for the second time. In fact, Iva had finally filed
the papers in court on her own for the divorce after John abandoned her and their three children,
leaving them to fend for themselves. He didn’t bother to divorce her or to even send any type of
support for the kids. He left them behind without ever giving them a second thought, or so it
seemed. It ended up that John wasn’t officially divorced from Iva until 6 years after he had
married Loretta, and that was only because Iva sought a divorce.
Loretta came upon the news accidentally when a friend saw the legal announcement in
the Fort Calhoun paper and mailed it to her. Talk about upsetting the apple cart. Loretta was so
shocked by the news that months went by before she could look John in the eye again – let alone
carry on a civil conversation. He pleaded; he begged; he apologized; he lavished her with gifts of
affection for months on end as he sought Loretta’s forgiveness and reconciliation. To Loretta,
however, even though she let John stay on – from that moment on, she tolerated their marriage
for the sake of the children. To her, their whole marriage was nothing more than an outrageous
lie, perpetrated by John’s own selfish desires.
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But, in John’s defense and from his perspective, when Iva told him to get out, that was all
it took to end the marriage. He wasn’t one to bother with the legal details involving personal
affairs. From his vantage point, when Iva kicked him out of the house, he was a free man to do
whatever he felt compelled to do. Never once did it occur to him that he couldn’t get on with his
life or marry another woman. From his perspective when Iva cut the apron strings, he didn’t need
some legal document telling him it was alright to marry again.
Maybe it was his independent nature, or else it could have been contributed to his
stubborn side, but whatever the reason, he wasn’t going to let anyone tell him what he could or
couldn’t do. So, when the opportunity came along to marry Loretta he took it without giving it a
second thought. Although, if the truth were ever to be told, having a shotgun stuck in his back
helped convince John that it was the right thing to do, as far as marrying Loretta. After finding
out that she was three months pregnant, the family quickly moved to legally make Loretta and
John an honest couple by seeing to it that they were properly married in the eyes of the law.
But, as time went on both John and Loretta began to feel trapped within the tangles of an
unhappy marriage. It probably wasn’t even the marriage as much as it was the circumstances. In
general, they really did have a pretty good life together. They had the farm, a nice house, plenty
of money in the bank, and a whole brood of children, some of which were already out on their
own. While the children were a constant source of joy and pride for both John and Loretta, the
battles of maintaining a disillusioned marriage had become an overwhelming burden for them
both. Once the love and compassion had died out, because of the revelation of John’s previous
affairs, it had become difficult to find a whole lot of contentment or satisfaction within the rest of
life. It was like a dark storm cloud that followed their marriage wherever they went.
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With the passing of each and every day, it seemed that they grew more distant from one
another. The task of finding happiness together became a burdensome chore. They were both
disillusioned with the relationship. Married life had become a constant and forbidding drudgery.
It seemed that every moment was filled with bitter battles that escalated the never-ending
resentment. Misunderstandings along with a myriad of unmet needs fueled the fires of discontent
while the cold war exhibited by vast times of silence perpetuated their sense of hopelessness.
Things had changed drastically in their marriage. But, the most glaring change was in the
way that they treated each other. Nothing had been the same since the days of contentment and
prosperity in Nebraska. But of course, that was before the revelation of John’s blatant polygamy.
To Loretta the most damning thought was the secret knowledge that her children were literally
all bastards; born through the consummation of an illicit marriage.
Even though John held the blame for starting off a marriage through a perpetual lie, after
the truth came out, they both agreed to make the most of it for the sake of the children. From that
time forward, it wasn’t that either one of them was to blame specifically for treating the other
with an obvious disregard, but collectively; they both had contributed significantly to the other’s
discontent. Neither John nor Loretta was hard to get along with, except when it came to each
other. The rest of the world saw them as two wonderful individuals who were admired and
respected in the truest sense. But when it came to the way they treated each other, there was an
obvious attitude of contempt and disgust applied to every situation and contained in nearly every
word.
Loretta’s verbal tirades along with her cold heart toward her husband, combined with
John’s inability to effectively communicate honestly with his wife, had wreaked havoc on their
marriage. The years of abuse had taken its toll as neither one of them felt any significant support
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or love from the other. In the quiet moments of the days, they would both find themselves
reminiscing over the past, dreaming of a life that was filled with contentment – a life that would
take them away from the glaring reality of their circumstance.
Days of peace and tranquility were merely a distance dream; a misty vision of the past. It
had been a lifetime since they experienced those days in Nebraska. But the reality of life on a
homestead would constantly draw them from their reflections on a distant past back to the reality
of their everyday trials, challenges, and hardships. They both came to realize in the short time of
living in Wyoming that the constant work, filled with the everyday drudgery of life on a
homestead was a greater challenge and sacrifice than either one of them had imagined.
As John stood in front of the fireplace, with his arms outstretched against the mantle, he
took a deep breath before beginning to softly mutter, “I told you about the rancher who still owes
us money for the hay crop that he hauled off in October!”
Loretta cut him off as she jumped in the middle of his conversation with a hateful
chastisement. “You need to speak up, man, I can hardly hear you!”
John’s ire was building as he tried to control his temper while attempting to keep his
voice down so as not to wake the children. Before repeating what he had just said, he looked
over toward Loretta and paused. She could tell by the fire in his eyes that she had stepped as
close to the line of defiance as she dared. In a brief moment of submission she quickly looked
down at her crocheting, as she picked up where she left off on the sweater.
John continued, “The swindler ended up doing the same thing to Dale Wilkins, but
unfortunately, Dale doesn’t have any money in the bank to fall back on. He’s months behind on
his note and they’re going to be foreclosing on his farm soon. When I talked to him, he
mentioned that he was heading out tomorrow to go after the swindler in an attempt to try and get
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his money. Dale and Gladys have been great friends since we came to this place. If it weren’t for
them, we wouldn’t have made it out here. Their help the first year we were here was invaluable. I
still feel like I owe ‘em something! Why, Dale and his boys helped us build this house and never
expected a cent from us. We would’ve still been working on it if wasn’t for their help!”
Loretta dropped her crocheting back to her lap. The fire of wrath raged in her eyes. “How
much money did you loan them? You know we can’t be going around loaning money to
everyone who needs it. If you gave them any money, John Frederick, I swear I’m going
to………..”
John abruptly interrupted her and blurted out, “I gave him ten dollars to buy the supplies
they needed while he’s gone. He didn’t even ask for that much, all he asked for was five dollars,
but gosh darn it, it’s Christmas and ten dollars ain’t going to bankrupt us Loretta. What kind of a
friend are you? You’re the stingiest women I’ve ever laid my eyes on!” As John turned in disgust
to head toward the bedroom, he hesitated just long enough to glance at his wife to make one last
dig, “I think maybe Charles Dickens was writing about you when he described old Mister
Scrooge!” With that he abruptly turned around to head off to bed.
Loretta sat there for a moment with tears flowing down her puffy cheeks. The fire
crackled and popped within inches of her outstretched feet. John’s words pierced deep into her
heart, as she pondered the conversation. She realized that it did sound like she was an old miser,
worried about nothing more than clinging on to the almighty dollar. Her comments would have
led any one to believe that she had no heart for the plight of the neighbors. Yet, if the fact was
truly known, she too was as generous a soul as anyone in the country. Her feelings didn’t stem
from the concern of loaning out their money to a friend in need. But it did have everything to do
with her frustration and bitterness from never being consulted by John for the decisions that
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directly impacted the family. After 29 years of marriage she was frustrated to wit’s end with their
inability to communicate. And to compound the misery, neither one of them seemed to have the
ability to love, to care, or to soften each other’s load while helping carry the burdens of life for
the other.
In the glow of the fire, she placed the sweater on the floor beside the rocker and pulled
the old ‘wedding ring’ quilt up under her chin. She found a lot of comfort in that old soft quilt.
Her mama, Mary Jane, had made it and then given it to her on her wedding day in 1888. Two
years and a couple of months later her beloved mama had passed on, just five months before
their second child was born. Little Archie had been such a blessing and it still grieved her to
think that they had lost him when he was only four years old. He was such a delightful child. She
often wondered what he would have been like if he had lived to be an adult. Her heart still ached
from the loss, but she did find comfort in knowing that her mama and little Archie were together.
As she clutched that quilt, she wondered if John still mourned for the loss of their child. He had
become so cold and callous over the years she couldn’t imagine him feeling anything.
She pulled the quilt tighter across her lap as she lovingly stroked the intricate, colorful
patterns of her ma’s handiwork. For a moment she was lost in the comfort that the quilt brought
her, but as the fire crackled and popped, she was brought back to the moment and the turmoil
that embroiled her marriage. Things had become cold between her and John and she knew that
she was as much to blame as he was. As the salty tears rolled down her cheeks and softly fell
onto the quilt, she gazed into the dancing flames of the fire. The glow of the embers below the
log drew her into an almost trance-like state as she reflected back on earlier and happier times.
She thought of the times when she first linked their names together on a piece of writing
tablet, “John and Loretta, Loretta and John.” They had been so much in love when they first met.
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Yet, those memories of happiness, contentment, and unbridled love seemed like a lifetime ago.
Unbelievably, it had been a lifetime – five times they had moved around and started over from
scratch. Fourteen children later – they were both on the downhill side of middle age and looking
smack dab into the face of old age. Her dreams for life never included living on a homestead out
in the wilderness of Wyoming. She realized that the life of her dreams was beyond her reach and
within this reality she had become consumed with the resentment associated with her
discontentment. There was even a bit of a grudge as well as, a bit of hostility aimed at John for
taking her away from her home, their friends. Even worse was the consuming anger with the
realization that the reality of her dreams were well within her grasp back in Nebraska. The life
she left behind was the one she cherished the most.
As she watched the flames flickering and dancing in the fireplace, she was reminded of
the time when she first met John. The thought of their first meeting sent shivers down her spine
and a slight smile to her tear stained face. She could still see him walk onto the dance floor for
the first time in Fort Calhoun, Nebraska.
It was a Fall Festival and the town went all out as no expense was spared for the
celebration of the harvest. There was a two-day fair, complete with prizes for the fancy handmade works, the baked goods, the canned goods, and animals of all kinds. Potluck picnics were
held both days with the tables laden with foods of all kinds. There were booths for entertainment
setup that awarded prizes for skill competitions. Games and races for the kids were scattered
throughout the festivities. There was even a sandlot diamond where the boys and the men vied to
win a make-shift baseball tournament. Loretta couldn’t remember all the excitement that was
contained in those two days, but she did recall the last night of the fair where the barn dance was
the crowning culmination of the day’s activities. That was the night that the tall, dark, handsome
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stranger walked onto the dance floor - waltzing into her life. Before she could say a word, he
whisked her away from a teenage friend that she had been dancing with.
He was well dressed and carried himself like a stately gentleman. He had the persona of a
man of means who displayed a vast amount of self-confidence both on and off the dance floor. It
wasn’t really a dance floor, at least in the cultured sense. Rather, it was a dirt floor in a barn. A
floor that provided all the romance, ambiance, and adventure that the Old West offered in the late
1800’s. For Loretta, at that time in her life, it became a ballroom for a princess as she had found
her Prince Charming.
John was truly a lady’s man. All the ladies would clamor around, as he would dazzle
them with his brilliant smile and gracious, flirtatious conversation. He was handsome, well built,
dashing, debonair, and he was loved by all of the ladies, both the young, and the old alike. He
was a flirt, a tease, as well as, the life of the party wherever he went. There wasn’t a gal in the
whole county that wouldn’t have wanted to be walking arm in arm with John Williams.
Loretta had always thought that she had been lucky to catch a man like John. Not only
was he a handsome man, but he was also one who possessed a staunch athletic build that could
make the girls giddy with desire. The added attraction that intrigued the girls was the fact that he
was also a hard worker. John was smart and willing to do whatever he needed to in order to find
success. Above all of that, he was a man who could make anyone laugh, and life in the late
eighteenth century required some welcome relief to the abundance of hardships through a lighthearted jokester like John.
Loretta realized that she was never the kind of woman that most men desired. Even as a
child she had never been a thin, petite woman. She was a large woman with a stately grace. Even
though she was not tiny and petite, nor tall and willowy, she was attractive. She even had a nice,
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curvy figure which is unusual for girls her size. She always considered herself to be a bodacious
woman who just happened to possess a lot more padding than she would have preferred.
However, despite her size, the poise and grace that she exhibited set her apart from all the other
young ladies. Her heritage had a lot to do with the regal grace that accompanied her wherever
she went.
Both of her parents’ lineage included royalty from both Scotland and England. Her
father, Leonard Gilbert, had ancestors that traversed the lineage of kings from English and
Scottish thrones. Her mother, Mary Jane Grant Gilbert, often told her of the castle that housed
the coat of arms from the Grant Castle in Scotland, an estate that skirted the famous Loch Ness
which was the watery residence of the infamous monster from the deep. She would often dream
of life in the mystical and magical life in a castle; the extravagant royal balls established
exclusively for the royal families of the land as well as the beautiful gowns and dresses that
would adorn her frame as a member of the royal family. To dream of the lavish lifestyle of
royalty occupied much of her time as a young girl.
Throughout her childhood, Loretta’s head was filled with visions of handsome men in
silver armor riding atop a magnificent white stallion. Brandishing their massive swords above
their heads they fought off through the hordes, in quest of saving the fair maiden who was
destined to become the queen. The stories from her royal lineage allowed her to dream of exotic
and romantic places filled with exhilarating love and never-ending adventure. However, it was
her personality, smile, and exuberance for life that had first caught John’s attention, along with
the brilliant sparkle illuminated from her baby blue eyes.
As she sat in the warmth of the fireplace that night, she remembered that first dance on a
night long ago when John captivated her with his light feet and his witty charm. Even a snake
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charmer could learn a few things from John and his never-ending charisma. John had spotted
Loretta from across the dance floor before quickly making his way to her side. The entertainment
was provided by a band of traveling musicians made up of a few old, stoic gentlemen, playing
their violins and cellos from the confines of a cleared out horse stall. But the music was sweeter
and more romantic than anyone had ever heard as the melodies floated across the dust-filled
barn. They were melodies that melted a woman’s heart and stirred her very soul in the
anticipation of a long awaited romance in her search for love.
When John had made his way across the barn to ask her to dance, Loretta nearly fainted
from excitement. She couldn’t believe that this handsome man would even notice her, let alone
ask her to dance. As they made their way to the middle of the dance floor, her heart raced like a
wild stallion.
As John took her into his strong arms, while leading her in the rhythm of the music, she
gazed into his steel blue eyes. For the first time in her life she instantly felt like the prettiest girl
in the world! Her emotions soared with delight as it seemed her feet never even touched the
ground while they shared their first moment of emotional intimacy. When the music faded into
the shadows of the barn, they were left standing in the middle of the dance floor.
Loretta and John continued to hold each other in their arms for a moment as they stared
into each other’s eyes before reluctantly walking back toward the chairs. As long as she lived,
she would never forget how John had captivated her during that first dance, as she longingly
gazed into the brightness of his eyes and deep into the uttermost recesses of his soul.
With these memories flooding her mind, she began to feel something stirring inside her.
The ice around her heart began to melt. Emotions that had been suppressed for many years began
to rise up and overwhelm her. Desire stirred in her body for the first time in ages as the fire
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flickered across the shadowed room, casting its radiant warmth upon her. Surprisingly, she
longed for John’s strong arms to hold her close once more, allowing his touch to warm her heart
with his love. He had always been able to make things right in a world consumed with hardships
and never ending work. But, since moving to Gillette, everything had changed. Loretta ached to
have John’s eyes sparkle with delight as he gazed into her eyes and deep into her soul. Her heart
anguished with the desire to be needed and wanted, not for what she did or offered, but for who
she was as a woman.
As she sat in the glow of the fire that evening, reminiscing the reality of life and the
direction it had taken--she couldn’t help but realize she still had a desperate love for her husband,
even though it hadn’t been easy to show it or share it over the past several years. As she
continued crocheting on the sweater for Alta, she prayed that this would be just another bump
along their journey.
Watching the fire flicker while her hands instinctively continued to crochet, she realized
that as long as there was an ember glowing, there would always be a flicker of hope for the flame
to ignite again. In her hopes and prayers, she found the assurance that her dreams would still one
day come true. In the end, all things would work out for the best and that good fortune and
prosperity would soon make its way back into their lives and into their marriage.
Loretta crocheted on the sweater for nearly an hour before finishing the work. After
tucking away her crochet hooks and thread into the sewing bag beside the chair, she picked up
the sweater and stretched it out in front of her to admire her handy work. “It came out pretty
good, Alta’s going to love it!” she whispered, as she stood up from the rocker with a glimmer of
satisfaction emanating through her smile.
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As she turned down the wick of the kerosene lamp and headed off toward the bedroom,
she noticed that the fire had nearly died out. She quietly picked up another log to stoke the fire so
that it would continue to burn throughout the night. Pausing for a moment to make sure the new
log caught fire, she watched as the flames began to flicker around the old cottonwood log. At
that moment she was determined to make a concerted effort to be more supportive and loving
toward her husband. She would do her best to be more submissive, as well as a bit more
agreeable with his decisions and leadership of the family. After all, they had invested too many
years and too much energy in their marriage to continue to battle and make each other
completely and totally miserable.
After putting on her long flannel nightshirt, she crawled in between the frigid sheets and
pulled the covers up to her chin. John was already huddled under the covers with his back turned
toward his wife. “Are you still awake?” Loretta whispered, as she snuggled close to him in an
effort to try and warm up.
John was caught off guard by his wife’s cuddling and stammered, “Yep, I’m still wide
awake! Just laying here thinking.” Over the past few years he’d given up on any type of
touching, let alone cuddling. They had both grown accustomed to sleeping with their backs
turned to each other and lying as far away as possible from the other.
John rolled over on his back, turning his head toward Loretta he intently stared at her
with a puzzled look on his face. After a few minutes of silence, he questioned her, “Why do you
ask?”
There was a momentary pause and then in a softened, almost submissive voice she
whispered, “Well, I just wanted to apologize for the way I’ve been acting. Things haven’t been
good between us since before we left Nebraska, and I know a lot of that has to do with the way
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I’ve been acting. I think maybe it’s time to think back about the way things used to be between
us. You know, the way we looked into each other’s eyes and how we couldn’t keep our hands off
of one another for the first part of our marriage.”
Loretta took her hand to gently caress John’s whiskered cheek. “I just remember the
passion that we used to have for one another, and it makes me sad to think that we’ve lost those
feelings. You used to make me feel so alive, and when we made love with all of that unbridled
passion, well I would actually lose myself in the moment and forget about everything else.
Everything else except the love I felt for you!”
Loretta had definitely gotten John’s full and immediate attention. He rolled over to face
her. “I’m wondering what you’re really up to woman! Why, not too long ago, you were madder
than a hornet’s nest! What’s gotten into you?”
“Well, John,” Loretta whispered, as she put her arm around his chest. “It is Christmas,
and well, I was just thinking that maybe somehow, we could make things different; after all,
neither one of us has been too happy. I’ll be the first to admit I haven’t been and I must say that
I’m tired of living that way. Marriage takes a lot of hard work. I’m thinking that maybe we
should start to spend less energy working on things around this place and put a little more effort
into our marriage! You haven’t been all that happy lately either have, you?”
John was still puzzled as to where this conversation was leading and he was hoping that
somehow, it would lead to a long awaited romp in the sack. “Well, no, it’s obvious that neither
one of us has been happy for quite awhile. I know that I have been pretty grumpy at times, and
that neither one of us has paid much attention to the other for quite some time. After all it has
been an eternity since I held you in my arms and took you to that place of losing yourself in the
moment.”
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Loretta drew closer to John and began nibbling on his ear as she softly ran her fingers
over his hairy chest before she softly admitted, “Well, I have been doing a lot of complaining
about us not talking, and if the truth be told, our best conversations always happened after the
loving, while we were still naked under the sheets. That was about the only time that I had your
total and undivided attention. So, maybe it’s time that I revert to some of my old tactics to get
you to notice me and talk to me more.”
With that said Loretta rolled John on top of her and began kissing him with a passion that
he hadn’t experienced for a long, long time. They passionately embraced each other as they
rolled around under the covers, trying to contain the sounds of passion to the confines of their
own room. Through their moments of tenderness they became lost within the ecstasy of a long
lost love. Just as their intimacy was reaching a climax, Loretta pushed John away onto his back.
She rolled over on top of him, squeezing him tight until his passion subsided.
“What did you do that for woman?” John asked, as he tried to catch his breath.
“You know how I feel about having any more babies!” I’m too old to be changing any
more diapers!” Loretta quipped.
“Well, I guess it’s better than nothing!” John replied, with a bit of frustration. After all, it
had been nearly nine years since they had enjoyed any type of physical intimacy. To be pushed
away moments before the deed was done left him disappointed. But, at least, he was relieved to
have had a bit of physical satisfaction.
Loretta rolled off him and placed her head upon his heaving chest as he continued to
breathe deeply. He lifted his head off the pillow, looking at his wife with a bit of confusion. He
stared at her for a moment before letting out a rather cynical laugh.
“What you laughing at?” Loretta asked.
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John plopped his head back down on the pillow, chuckled again and then replied, “I’d
almost forgotten what that was like. It had been so long! I guess I’m not too old for it after all.
And obviously, neither are you woman! You seemed to enjoy yourself too! I gotta tell ya, that I
thought the old mare and the old stallion had been put out to pasture. But I still can’t believe that
you initiate such a thing and then push me away before I’m ready!” John said, as he rolled over
onto his side facing his wife.
Loretta reached over and began to lightly rub her fingers over John’s back and around the
base of his neck. “Well, I guess, it’s time that we talk. Don’t you think?” John whispered in her
ear.
“Maybe so,” quipped Loretta.
“Well, is there anything in particular on your mind?” John asked, in his natural teasing
manner.
“You know there is.” Loretta said, as she lifted her head off of John’s chest. “We need to
talk about what you’re going to do with Dale Wilkins. I know that you two are up to something. I
can just feel it.”
John took in a deep breath before he started to speak. “Well, Dale is planning on going
after his money, and I couldn’t live with myself if I let him go alone. Besides, you know how
much I hate to be swindled. I figure we have a better chance of getting our money back if the two
of us go together to confront this guy. I really believe that I have to go. It’s the right thing to do,
and I don’t think I have any other choice in the matter.”
For once, Loretta wasn’t really sure what to say. She knew that once John had made up
his mind, he could be as stubborn as an old mule. Nothing she could say or do would change his
thinking. She also knew that he was the kind of man that would give everything he had for a
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friend in need, and down deep, she admired that trait in him. Her heart began to beat faster and
she felt almost panic stricken at the thought of John heading out, especially during this time of
the year. She wanted to talk him out of it. It took everything she had inside to bridle her tongue
and not react to what he was telling her. In fact, it was probably the first time in years that she
had held her tongue without lashing out in an attempt to control the situation.
John was surprised by her silence and after several minutes of waiting for a response he
spoke up. “You don’t have anything to say about it?”
Loretta lifted her head and turned to face him. “I don’t want you to go! I have a bad
feeling about this. A really bad feeling! But, I also know the kind of man you are. I know that
there’s nothing I could do or say to stop you once your mind’s made up. I don’t know what’s
going to happen, but all I can say is I know I’m going to be doing a whole lot of praying. There’s
not much else that I can do!”
Loretta put her head back down on John’s chest. He gave her a tight squeeze as he kissed
the top of her head. “I was really expecting a lot more fighting over this. I gotta tell ya that I’m a
bit surprised. But then again, that’s not the biggest surprise of the night.”
“There’s not much more I can say.” replied Loretta, as the tears welled up in her eyes.
She continued on, “You’ve gotta do what you think is best, and I have to accept it. It was just
nice to be in your arms once again. I just hope it won’t be the last!”
Loretta’s words caught John by surprise. After all, the way things had been over the past
eight or nine years, he was convinced that the love was really lost. The night’s loving had caught
him totally off guard. Deep in his heart, he had been contemplating the possibility of leaving the
homestead and never coming back. He had convinced himself that everybody would be better off
if someday, he just vanished off the face of the earth.
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John couldn’t find any words to respond to his wife. She was right - there was nothing
else that needed to be said. But through it all, she had given him plenty of things to think about.
He had just been reminded of the love, the passion, and the zest for life that they once shared. It
felt good to be loved like that, to find intimacy both physically and emotionally, even though
there was the added frustration of being pushed away at the most inopportune moment. But it did
feel good to actually carry on a conversation with his wife; a civil conversation that didn’t
include any type of lecture, ridicule, or defiance.
Silently, in the stillness of the night, John reflected on the events of the past as they
mingled with the possibilities of the future. Nothing was certain. Nothing was clear. Things were
more clouded now than ever before and as he lay in bed with his eyes wide open - contemplating
life, he wondered if he was doing the right thing. He did know that one night of things being
almost right didn’t guarantee that things would ever change for the better when he got back. It
would take more than one night of passion to erase the brokenness and disappointment of the
past nine years of marriage. Neither John nor Loretta spoke another word that night. Eventually
they fell asleep as they rolled over to assume the comfortable position of sleeping with their
backs toward the other.
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“A Sad Farewell”
Bob woke up early Monday morning to the frosty chill of a December day inside his
bedroom in the back of the barn. He had used some of the leftover lumber from building the
house to improvise a small room in the warmest corner of the big barn. The corner of the barn
that he picked afforded direct sunshine throughout every moment of the daylight. Situating the
room on the sunny side of the barn helped to at least warm it up during the day. As the sun rays
began to filter their way through the window panes, Bob wiped the sleep out of his eyes while
opening them wide then blinking in an effort to remove the blur of sleep from his vision.
Although Bob dearly loved his family, he needed “his” space and his room in the barn
helped provide some privacy while providing a buffer from at least a portion of the hectic life
inside the house. To him it was a perfect situation. If he got lonely or needed a little company all
he had to do was mention to any one of the other boys that they could sleep over with him out in
the barn. Of course, the fight was then on as they rivaled for the opportunity to stay in the barn
with their beloved older brother. Usually, Bob would have to settle the argument by allowing the
boys to draw straws. The brother who picked the short straw would be declared the winner. But,
to be honest, it was usually either Dick or Pokey who Bob enjoyed sharing quarters with the
most.
Dick and Pokey both idolized their big brother and loved to tag along wherever Bob
would go. Dick was always big enough to keep up with Bob’s man sized legs, but poor little
Pokey had a hard time keeping up. In fact, that’s how he ended up acquiring the nick name
‘Pokey.’ His given name was Carl but it seemed that he was always at the tail end of everything.
He was the lag-behind, the one that had to constantly be reminded to “get a move on.” Anytime
they went somewhere, his ma was pushing him out the door while the rest of the family waited
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for him to make his way into the wagon. Even though he was a delightful child, he was always
too busy or too preoccupied to be bothered with hurrying along. So, within the prodding and
pushing to get him motivated they started to tease him about being too pokey. Before long, he
had acquired a nickname that stuck.
Bob shivered as he rolled over in his bed trying not to think about the reality of leaving
the warmth of his down-filled mattress. He looked up at the ceiling and noticed the frost that had
made its way between the cracks of the hardwood planks that enclosed his room. Even though
the room was a bit chilly in the mornings, he was thankful that his pa had helped him install the
small stove near the end of the bed. He would always stoke the fire in the stove just before
crawling into bed and by keeping the door to his chamber tightly shut, the room stayed fairly
warm. Once in the bed, it only took a few minutes to warm up the goose down quilt that his ma
had made for him. As he’d snuggle deep into the warmth of his bed and covers he somehow
managed to stay cozy even through the coldest of nights. Toward morning, he would even stick
his head under the quilt to keep the frost from forming on his dark curls.
As he pulled his head back under the covers to warm it up again, he thought of how nice
it would be to have a little bit more hair on top to keep him warm. Even a beard would help to
keep the heat in during those cold winter mornings. While contemplating the need to venture out
from beneath the covers, he thought about the story his ma had just told his sister Peggy about
the once long, curly hair he had as a baby.
The past Sunday morning when his ma was combing Peggy’s long pretty hair, she
mentioned that it reminded her of Bob’s long curly hair as a baby. Of course, Peggy just had to
beg and plead to have her mom tell the story of Bob and his long curly hair. It seems that a pair
of shears hadn’t touched his head before the age of three and then one day his pa said, “Ma, it’s
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time to get the shears and cut that boy’s hair. He’s not a baby anymore so it’s time we turn him
into a little man. Why, the other kids are going to be teasing him about having curls like a girl!”
Ma tried to argue with pa, but it was to no avail, so she went out and got the barber shears. As
she began to snip away, those long dark curls fell to the floor one by one.
As Bob’s thoughts drifted back to the chill of his room, he was thankful for his own place
right there in the barn. He looked around, admiring the collection of his own personal treasures
that littered the room. There were a few pretty rocks and petrified wood that he had picked up
out of the creek, and a few arrowheads that he’d found when he and Dick were out in the fields
gathering coal. His fishing pole that his pa had made for him sat in the corner of the room behind
the door, along with the store bought tackle box that contained an assortment of hooks and
sinkers. He had a few special pictures nailed to the walls and even an old buffalo skull that he
had found out on the prairie. Bob didn’t have a whole lot of material wealth in this life, but what
he did have he fully appreciated. And as he continued to muster up the determination to jump out
of the confines of his warm bed, he was thankful for this little corner of the barn that he called
home.
Christmas Eve day was dawning and the anticipation of the next day’s celebration was
building. In just another day a wondrous feast prepared by his ma, would be waiting for them.
They’d all gather around that long oak table that he and his Pa had built to accommodate a crowd
of people. As Bob thought about the smells of fresh cooked ham and the mouth watering aromas
of pumpkin pie and fresh baked rolls emanating from the kitchen, it caused his stomach to begin
to rumble. Just the thought of Christmas dinner would set anyone’s mouth to watering. But his
ma’s cooking was always an exquisite delight and he couldn’t wait to indulge in the all you can
eat frenzy that happened every Christmas day. Sure there were chores that had to be done
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throughout the day even if it was Christmas, but between feeding the animals and milking the
cows, there would be plenty of time for eating and napping.
Besides that, it was always a good time to pull out the handmade checker board and
challenge the others to a checker tournament. Bob softly chuckled to himself as he contemplated
the thought of toying with the others in a robust game of checkers. Checkers was one of his
favorite pastimes and he had become a master of the game. Once he set his mind to it, nobody
could beat him. Not even old man Jigger Morrow, who was renowned around the country for his
expertise and skill in the game. Until the Williams clan showed up in the area, old Jigger had
never met a match that could come close to sending him packing. But after challenging Bob to a
round on a hot afternoon in June as they enjoyed a cool brew in the pool hall, old Jigger hadn’t
been able to win a match. Bob chuckled to himself as he thought about maybe letting little Pokey
or even Dick win a match. And since his Ma always invited old Jigger and any of the other folks
from around that didn’t have a place to go to on the holidays, he knew it would just sit in old
Jiggers craw to know that he couldn’t beat Bob, but one of the little kids could.
As Bob rolled over on his soft down-filled mattress in an attempt to silence his rumbling
stomach, he tried not to let the cold rush in by disturbing the blankets that were tightly molded
around his huddled body. The fire was nearly out in the pot-bellied stove that warmed his room
in the back of the barn. His room was right beside the horse stall and it was literally freezing cold
at night. He pulled the wool blankets and hand stitched quilt up over his head to try and keep the
frosty air from nipping at his nose and chilling his lungs.
Nestled within that warm winter’s nest, he knew that it was time to get up and get going
on the morning chores, but he just couldn’t manage to force himself out of that bed. He started to
sit up in the bed, but the frigid blast of cold forced him to huddle back down under the blankets;
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back down into the soft, down-filled mattress that lay on top of a soft pile of sweet smelling hay.
He knew that it must have gotten below zero during the night since his room was colder than
usual. He hoped the horses weren’t too cold out in the stalls. That part of the barn was always
freezing cold, but he chuckled to himself as the thought came to him, “I’m sure not gonna share
my room with any horse, no matter how cold it gets.” With that thought, he snuggled deeper into
the warmth of his bed as he let out a contented sigh.
Bob was more excited about this Christmas than any he’d experienced since he was a
child. He had been putting money aside for the past year in an attempt to buy his pa a special gift
that he’d been admiring for quite some time. Every time the family made it into town, John
would go into Morgan’s Mercantile and check out a 32-caliber pistol with a chrome-plated
barrel. It was a Smith and Wesson short barrel model that would be perfect for hunting rabbits
and even turkeys down by the creek. In fact, it might even come in handy for shootin’ a
rattlesnake or two when they were out on the horses during the spring and summer months
tending the cattle.
Each time John went into the store, he would head over to the glass-topped counter and
drool over the pistol. Many times, the shopkeeper would notice him eyeing the piece and
instantly, head over behind the counter, open up the glass cover, and hand John the gun. John
would carefully, open the cylinder, check to make sure it wasn’t loaded and then flip the cylinder
shut, as he stretched out his arm to check out the gun’s balance and take aim at an imaginary
target. As he pretended to follow a target running down the street, he would act like he was
shooting the gun while blurting out each shot, “Bam, bam, bam -- got him!” Then he’d hand the
gun back to the shopkeeper and exclaim, “Mighty fine gun you have there, Sam. Someday, I’m
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going to come in here and buy myself a present.” He’d always chuckle with a snort, and then
he’d tell Sam a far-fetched story about life long ago, before tending to his business for the day.
Not really wanting to leave the confines of his warm bed that morning, Bob reached
down under his bed and pulled out the black box containing the pistol he had purchased during
his last trip to town several weeks earlier. As he carefully opened it up, he smiled from ear to ear,
trying to envision his dad’s expression when he opened this special gift. He couldn’t wait to see
the excitement and surprise stemming from this beautiful piece of firearm.
Bob admired the piece for a moment, and then carefully rubbed the fingerprints off the
barrel with his blanket before placing it back in the box. He knew that he was probably just as
excited as his dad was going to be and literally, he felt like a little boy again. Bob softly
chuckled as he contently pondered his dad’s response to the gift that had been on his Christmas
gift list for quite some time. After all, any man would love to receive a gun like this as a gift.
As Bob pondered the upcoming day, he closed his eyes knowing that this would be a
special Christmas for the family, and especially for his dad. Carefully he placed the box back
under his bed with the pistol tucked neatly inside and then he plopped his head back onto the
already chilled pillow.
There’s nothing quite as exhilarating as waking up from a warm, cozy bed and having to
face the frozen chill inside an un-insulated room in the dead of winter. So, Bob quickly sat up in
the bed, wrapped the warm blankets and quilt around his stocky frame and began to put on his
work boots. With his boots still untied, he hastily grabbed a few lumps of coal to rekindle the
smoldering embers inside the potbelly stove. Quickly he fell back onto the bed in a huddled
mass, shivering from the cold.
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Waiting for the fire to start up again, Bob watched the embers glow through the
cracks in the stove door. He thought about how much easier it was living in Wyoming than it
was in Nebraska when it came to collecting fuel for the stoves. While in Nebraska, there was
a lot of cutting down trees and chopping wood in order to fire up the stoves. There was some
of that, but for the most part they relied on coal. In Wyoming, there were chunks of coal
scattered all over the ground around the homesteads. All you had to do was take the wagon
out, pick the coal up off the ground and toss it into the wagon. Then bring it back to the
house and dump it down the coal shoot in the house and the barn.
That was one of the chores that Bob always performed with his little brother, Richard.
Richard, or Dick as he was known by the family, was 10 when they moved to Gillette and he
looked pretty much like the rest of the boys. It was sort of a cookie cutter family that all had
the same square jaw, dark colored hair parted down the middle and bright blue eyes. At least,
as far as all the boys were concerned, they looked like they could have nearly been twins,
with the exception of several years’ difference between each of them.
Several times throughout the year, Bob and Dick would hitch up the team to the
wagon and then head out to the north section of the homestead to gather up coal. The chore
wasn’t nearly as routine and mundane as it sounds, since Bob would always make a game of
it. Many times the wagon would become a huge basket and the boys would stand twenty to
thirty feet away to see if they could throw the coal into the back of the wagon.
Keeping score was always part of the adventure and more often than not, somehow
by the end of the game, Dick would come out the winner. But every once in awhile, Bob
would make sure to score just a few more points than his little brother so that Dick would
keep some semblance of humility. No matter what happened though, the score was always
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very close. And by the time the duo made it back to the house, they were both covered in
coal dust from head to toe. So after every outing to collect coal, there was a ritual bath that
followed.
The morning sun was just beginning to creep through the frost-covered window when
Bob heard someone stirring inside the barn. As the fire began to come to life, he yelled out
toward the horse stall, “Good morning!”
“Good morning, boy,” came the reply. “How’d you sleep?” asked John as he opened
the wooden planked door to the room and poked his head inside.
“Pretty good until the darn fire died down, I had a hard time getting motivated to get
up and put on more coal,” replied Bob, as he got back up and stood in front of the stove
warming his hands and opening the blankets in front of him in an effort to absorb some of the
fire’s radiant heat.
“Why are you saddling up the horse?” Bob inquired. “Are you heading out
somewhere?”
John stepped all the way into the room, and sat down on the edge of the bed. With
his eyes focused at the foot of the stove he quietly stated, “Well, to be honest, I’m heading
into town to take care of some business.”
Bob looked puzzled by his dad’s answer and so after a short hesitation he said, “But
you were just there yesterday. It doesn’t make any sense to make that trip again today, at
least not in the dead of winter. What do you need to do?”
John sat silently on the bed for a few minutes and then finally looked up at Bob and
responded, “I need to go back in and talk to Sheriff Tait and to meet up with Dale Wilkins.”
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Bob could see by the expression on his father’s face and tell by the tone of his voice
that there was more to the story than what he had been told the previous night. There was
seriousness about his father that he had never seen before. Instantly, he could feel the gravity
of the situation. So, he stepped closer to his dad and anxiously asked, “What’s going on?
There’s something going on here that you haven’t told me, isn’t there?”
John’s eyes quickly darted back toward the floor again. “When I talked to the Sheriff
yesterday, he said that we weren’t the only ones that this guy has swindled. If there’s one
thing that I can’t stand, it’s to see friends or family get cheated out of their hard earned
money. Even worse, Dale Wilkins is probably going to lose his farm over this deal. He was
depending on that money to pay off the bank and be able to make it through another year.”
John paused for a moment and then looked Bob straight in the eyes as he continued
on, “Apparently, the bank is foreclosing on his place the day after Christmas since the note is
more than three months past due. He doesn’t know what’s going to happen to him and his
family. All he knows right now is that he’s probably gonna have to go someplace else and
start all over. Worse yet, he has three boys who are in the army and if they somehow make it
back home alive, they won’t even have a home to come back to.”
John took a deep breath and wiped his eyes before going on, “The look on Dale’s face
when he told me the news yesterday was nearly more than I could bear. I knew that they
were having some money problems, but I didn’t realize it was this bad. I lay awake all night
thinking about what we could do. Every time I tried to go to sleep I would wake up to his
face and his words. The look on his face haunted me as I kept seeing the desperation and fear
in his eyes. The more I thought about it, the more upset it made me. What’s happened to Dale
and his family could happen to any of us!”
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For a moment Bob stood there, silently watching the flames dance through the door
vents of the stove. He started to speak but John interrupted him. “Since Sheriff Tait won’t do
anything about it, somebody has to!”
Silence filled the chilled room as John carefully considered what to share next.
“When I talked to Dale yesterday, he asked to borrow some money to tide his wife over for a
time. He was in the mercantile picking up supplies when we started talking about the hay
deal. He confided in me the fact that he had no choice but to go looking for the swindler. I’ve
never seen a man so desperate.”
John hesitated for a moment while he cleared his voice. “I tried to convince Dale that
he shouldn’t go after this guy alone, and that the best way to handle it would be through the
sheriff. But the sheriff says he has no jurisdiction to go after this guy in the Dakota’s. Dale is
at the end of his rope. He’s about to lose everything he’s worked for! By golly, he’s hell bent
on getting his money from this guy or else getting even with him. And to be honest, I guess I
really can’t blame him!”
Staring down at the pot-bellied stove, Bob took a moment to think about what his dad
had just said. Then suddenly, the realization of what he was suggesting hit him like a ton of
bricks. He gasped and with his heart racing he looked up and asked, “You’re going with Dale
aren’t you? You and Dale are going after the guy together!”
“That’s right!” John stated emphatically. “Dale and his kin have been closer than
family since we moved here and homesteaded this place. I consider him to be closer than a
brother. Why, he’s the best friend I’ve ever had and I can’t let him go off by himself and try
to deal with this swindler alone. No telling what might happen to him if he goes by himself.
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No, sir, I don’t think I have any other choice but to help Dale out. And maybe, if we’re lucky,
we’ll both get the money that’s owed us!”
Bob stepped closer to his dad, grabbed him by the arm, and looked him dead in the
eye, “But what if things don’t go the way you’ve planned? What if this guy carries a gun and
pulls it on you? What are you going to do?”
“Well Bob, I’ve got to be honest I haven’t thought everything through just yet. But by
the time we get there, we’ll have come up with a plan. One thing’s for sure though, this guy
is either going to pay up with cash, or we’re going to beat him within an inch of his life. You
can’t give a guy like that any other options.”
John put his arm around Bob’s shoulder, “I pray that it all goes well, but if it doesn’t,
well, we both know that it will change all of our lives forever.” John’s voice began to quiver
as he took a moment to clear his throat while wiping a tear from his eye. Then he looked into
Bob’s bright blue eyes and softly said, “If things don’t go well, and I don’t make it back, then
you’ll have to take over for me here.”
Bob took a step back away from John and cried out, “What do you mean take over for
you here? This is your family! This is your land! You belong here and you need to stay here!
The family can’t make it without you! I can’t be responsible for taking care of the entire
family! I’ve got my own homestead that I need to be working on!” John walked across the
room and sat on the edge of the unmade bed. As he leaned against the wall behind the bed, he
turned his head and gazed out the frosty window.
Deep in thought he ignored Bob’s little tirade. Methodically, he continued on as he
put his thoughts into words, “We still have a nice sized savings account in the bank from
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selling the store in Honey Creek and the farm in Overton. We’ve got more than enough
money to tide the family over for quite awhile. Your name is on that account and so you’ll be
able to manage the family’s finances, as well as the farm. If you work hard and pray a lot,
then we’ll have a bumper crop this next year. And with the war going strong in Europe, the
army will be buyin’ up as much hay as possible to feed the horses over there.”
“You’re a smart one. Yes you are Bob, and you’re a good man. You’ll be able to
make a good deal with the army to get top dollar for our crop. If for some reason, I don’t
make it back, you remember, that you’re the man of the family. You gotta make sure that
your momma and the kids are taken care of. That is, if I don’t make it back. But don’t you
worry, I’m sure that I’ll be back soon, probably within the week. Although at times with the
way your ma acts, I wonder if I shouldn’t just stay away and leave her forever.”
“You two aren’t at it again, are you?” Bob inquired.
“Never mind that, we’ve got bigger fish to fry. It’ll all work out for the best. Just wait
and see!” John replied, as he tried to provide some reassurance to Bob.
Tears had welled up inside of Bob’s eyes and even though he was trying to fight them
back, they began to run down his cheeks. Bob was extremely close to his dad. In fact, he was
much closer to his father than he was his mother. With a family of 14 kids, his mom never
really had time for any of the boys. From the time he had turned 12 the bond between Bob
and John had grown extremely deep. They were more like best friends than they were father
and son. They laughed together, worked hard together, and were nearly inseparable through
most of Bob’s twenty four years of life.
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Bob was the spitting image of his father, and no matter where they ventured, there
was no doubt in people’s minds that they were father and son. John had taken great pride in
the fact that Bob was truly a little John - a younger, stronger image of a once virile man
battling the symptoms of growing older. But greater still, was Bob’s pride in knowing that
the world saw his father in himself. He loved the fact that people would refer to him as
“John’s boy!” In fact, John himself would often refer to Bob as just plain old “boy.” And
Bob would always spout off with delight, “Yep, that’s right – ‘John’s boy!’”
As a young man John’s rugged, staunch frame had served him well for farming,
carpentry, butchering, an occasional brawl, and even playing the family sport of baseball.
Hard work was what John’s life had always been about and he was never afraid to put his
sweat, blood, and tears into whatever venture he persuade. The mercantile and dry goods
store that the family owned in Honey Creek was successful because of John’s commitment,
hard work, and dedication. Not only did he build the business from scratch, but he also built
the building from the ground up. His tenacity for hard work was passed on to his children and
Bob had an extra dose of this genetic trait.
John was a man that the neighbors adored and admired. His greatest personal trait,
beyond his steadfast honesty, was his ability to make people laugh, and to feel at ease. He
was a great conversationalist that could carry on a two-way conversation with even a deaf
mute. Friends and neighbors loved to talk with John and listen to his endless stories and
captivating tales. If Mark Twain had ever met John, their witty conversations would have
been a source of endless novels filled with rhetorical dialogue and humor.
As John and Bob stood together in the slowly warming room that morning, a silence
fell over them. Bob realized that once his father’s mind was made up, there was no sense in
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trying to convince him otherwise. There was really nothing more that needed to be said. So,
with tears flowing down his cheeks, he grabbed his dad and gave him a long, crushing bear
hug. As he rested his head on his dad’s shoulder, the reality of the moment told him that his
life might never be the same. He wondered if this would be the last chance he would ever
have to be held in his dad’s strong, loving arms.
As he fought back the tears, Bob softly asked, “Well, is there anything I can do to
help you get ready?”
John stood back from his son, wiping a tear off of his own face. “Well, if you want to
finish saddling up ‘Topsy’, then I’ll finish putting my bed roll together. You never know
where you’ll be sleeping when you’re not at home.” With that, John turned toward the door
of the room and headed out.
Bob paused for a moment and peered out the frosty window. The sun was beginning
to melt the frost around the edges and the condensation that was left behind glistened like a
rainbow. Bob closed his eyes, and thought to himself, “If there is a God out there, I pray that
He would take care of my pa. If there’s not, then I guess he’ll be out there all on his own.”
With that prayer still on his mind, Bob remembered the gift he had for his dad. He
quickly finished buttoning up his overalls, grabbed the box from under his bed and ran
through the door out to the stall. “Pa!” he cried out. “I’ve got something for you that you
might need. I was going to give it to you tomorrow, but since……….” He paused, “Who
knows what tomorrow will bring, so I want to give this to you now. I’ve seen you admiring it
every time we went into town, and well, you might just be needin’ it on this trip. So, here Pa,
this is for you - Merry Christmas!” With that Bob handed John the box.
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John slowly reached out and took the box from his son. With his hands shaking,
partially from the cold and partially from the anticipation, he carefully opened the box. A
huge smile covered his face and the tears welled up in his eyes as he took the gun from the
box and checked the cylinder to make sure it wasn’t loaded. “I don’t know what to say Bob.
It’s the best present anyone has ever given me.

Thank … thank … thank you!” he

stammered.
Bob’s eyes glistened with pleasure from his dad’s response as he replied, “Ah Pa, I
just knew how much you wanted it. Here’s a box of shells to go with it. John took the box of
shells and placed them in his coat pocket along with the pistol.
“I’ll cherish it forever!” He exclaimed, as he put his arms around Bob and gave him
another bear hug. At that time there really was nothing more that needed to be said and with
one last squeeze, John slowly turned to head toward the house.
The smell of horse manure and straw filled the crisp morning air as Bob headed back
to the horse stall. He carefully put his arms around Topsy’s neck as he placed the bridle on
him. The warmth emanating from the old horse brought welcome relief to Bob’s tear stained
cheek as he buried his head into the horse’s neck and just stood there for a few moment
reflecting on what had just transpired. Trying not to let his emotions overcome him, he
cinched the saddle on old Topsy with a little more muscle than usual; then took him by the
reins to lead him out of the barn.
As Bob stood by the corral waiting for his father to come back out of the house, he
wondered what life had in store for all of them this Christmas. He was familiar with the
stories of a baby born to a virgin, but he had never really accepted it. He had never taken the
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time to ponder the reality of the story. He never felt the need for a savior to help him in any
situation.
Bob and his dad were both extremely self-sufficient and they had always been able to
handle everything that life had thrown at them. They didn’t need any help from anyone or
anything to handle any challenge or struggle. But on this Christmas Eve morning, with the
snow glistening from the bright morning sun peeking over the horizon, and the cold, crisp air
nipping at his nose, he felt totally helpless.
It seemed that for the first time in his life things were spinning completely out of
control. In that moment of despair, Bob hoped from the depth of his heart that maybe, there
really was something to the story of Christmas and he prayed that there was a heavenly
Savior out there to watch over his dad. In that brisk, chilled moment, nearly frozen in time,
he prayed that his father would make it back home safe and sound. But yet, in the deepest
recesses of his soul, he feared that he would never see him again.
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“Vengeance Unfolds”
Riding into town that morning on the back of old Topsy left John chilled to the bone. As
he dismounted the horse in front of Morgan’s Mercantile, it was just about all he could do to
straighten out his frigid fingers so he could wrap the reins around the hitching post. He quickly
headed into the mercantile, stomping the snow off his boots while hurrying over to warm himself
in front of the potbellied stove. Taking his gloves off, and placing them on top of the stove to dry
out, he noticed that the store was completely void of customers.
John glanced over his shoulder at the shopkeeper behind the counter who was working
diligently near the back of the store. “Looks like everyone’s pretty much done with their
Christmas shopping, doesn’t it, Sam?”
Sam walked up to the front of the store to stand beside John next to the fire. He stretched
out his hands toward the stove to take in the warmth radiating from the cast iron top. As he
briskly rubbed his hands together, he replied, “Yep! You’re only the second person to come into
the store this morning. But, it’s still pretty early. We’ve only been open for thirty minutes. What
are you doing out and about this early, anyhow, John? You should still be at home enjoying the
family on this cold, brisk morning.”
John put his hands under his armpits while doing an improvised jig as he turned around to
get some warmth on his backside. “Oh, I’ve got some business to take care of this morning. I
need to find Sheriff Tait and talk to him for a bit.”
Sam’s smile disappeared from his face as a look of concern came over him. “Is
everything okay, John? You haven’t had any trouble, have ya?”
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John danced around to face the stove again before slapping Sam on the back. “Oh no,
everything’s alright. I just need to talk to him about that hay swindler that made his way through
here last fall. That’s all.”
Just then, Dale Wilkins came bursting through the door, stomping his feet while the rest
of him shivered like a leaf, “Morning, John – morning, Sam. It’s colder than a ditch digger’s
rump out there today. I don’t know what ever got into me to move to this God forsaken ice box!”
John burst out with a laugh, “Why, everyone knows that you were sent here for all the
sins you committed when you were young. No one in their right mind would bother coming here
on their own, no matter how much free land they offered. Just about all this place offers is a lot
of cold, a lot of wind, and on top of all that misery, you’re stuck being friends with the likes of
us. It is purgatory, I tell ya. Just one step above Hell --- Just a lot colder is all!”
They all laughed as Dale unbuttoned his coat to open it up in a way that looked as if he
was going to wrap himself around the stove. He got as close to the stove as he could without
touching it before letting out a long, contented sigh. “Oh, that feels good!”
“Did you get a chance to talk to Sheriff Tait this morning?” John asked Dale as he
jockeyed around the stove in an attempt to find a spot that Dale wasn’t hogging.
“Yep,” Dale responded, “He says he sent a telegram to the Sheriff in Deadwood. It
sounds like there’s a rancher there that fits the description of the swindler. Seems he’s had a few
complaints about the guy’s unscrupulous dealings before. But neither, Tait or the Sheriff in
Deadwood can do anything about it. We’re in different states, don’t ya know? He said it’s a case
for the Feds, so we might just as well spit in the wind as try to get any help from any of those
guys.”
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John let out a disgusted grunt as he contemplated the thought of talking to anyone else
about the situation. “Well, if the local law ain’t willing to help us, and we voted him into office,
then for sure the Feds wouldn’t pay any attention to us. I guess it’s time to come up with another
plan.” John turned his head toward Dale and gave him a devious wink.
Sam, who had been listening in on the whole conversation looked at John before turning
toward Dale, “Looks like somebody needs to put a stop to this fella. Maybe somebody needs to
teach him some manners, doesn’t it?”
“Yep, it sure does.” Dale replied, as John chimed in, “Somebody needs to stop him
before he destroys anybody else’s life.”
With that being said, John and Dale buttoned up their coats, put on their gloves, and
plopped their hats on their heads as they scurried out the door. “See ya around Sam. Thanks for
lettin’ us borrow your fire.”
“Merry Christmas, you boys take care.” Sam responded, as he hurried to the front of the
store trying to keep some of the cold out by quickly slamming the door behind them.
“Looks like it’s time to buy us a train ticket and head to Deadwood!” John quipped, as he
mounted old Topsy. “Best thing to do is put the horses in a box car and find ourselves a nice
warm train coach to ride in. What do you say Dale? Does that sound like a plan?”
“Sounds like a good start to me John.” Dale responded, as he pulled back on the reins of
his horse as they began the short ride down the street to the train station. “Heck of a way to
spend Christmas, don’t you know?” Dale declared as he pulled the collar of his coat up around
the back of his freezing neck.
“Well, I gotta tell you, Dale, I don’t know what’s worse, heading out to straighten out a
swindler on Christmas day or being cooped up with Loretta, the whole while putting up with her
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nagging for yet another Christmas. It’s a tough choice. But I think I’d rather take my chances
with the swindler than take the chance on another one of her tongue-lashings on a holiday. My
backside has been chewed up so much there’s not much left to keep me in this saddle anymore.”
John let out a snort as he chuckled to himself. He mused over his ramblings about his wife and
the irony of the situation he found himself in.
“Oh, it can’t be all that bad, now can it, John?” Dale asked as the horses stopped in front
of the hitching post just outside the station.
“You think you’d like to switch places with me Dale? You want to walk in my shoes for
a few days?” John inquired.
“Heck no,” Dale emphatically replied. “I was on the receiving end of a few of her tirades
when we were building your house. I saw enough of that to know I wouldn’t want to be walking
in your shoes. That woman of yours could scare a flea off a coyote from a mile away when she
goes into one of her fits of rage. Sort of scares me just to think about it. Come to think about it
though, you really are a lucky man John Williams. I bet she keeps you mighty warm during those
long cold winter nights. She does have a lot of extra built in insulation!” Dale found his humor to
be quite entertaining, even though it was at John’s expense as he let out a big belly laugh and
reached over to pat John on the back. He added a little bit of an extra loud laugh in an effort to
let John know he was just horsing around, but that just added to John’s temper rising.
John stopped dead in his tracks right in front of the station door. He quickly did an abrupt
about face directly in the path of Dale who was only a step behind. With a glare that could kill,
John stared him down. “Just shut up Dale! Just shut your mouth, unless of course you want to do
this all on your own!”
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“I was just teasing ya a bit there John, you know I didn’t mean any harm. Why if I had
the chance, I’d take Loretta off of your hands in a heartbeat. I’d much rather be warm on a cold
winter’s night than be loved any old day.” Dale sheepishly replied in an effort to smooth over
some of John’s ruffled feathers.
John’s steel blue eyes nearly pierced through Dale as he opened the door to walk into the
station. “Whatever!” John snipped as he headed toward the ticket counter. It was obvious that
John wasn’t in the mood for any type of humor, at least the kind that involved the situation
between him and his wife. To him it was no joking matter.
They stepped up to the ticket window and John asked the agent what time the next train
left for Deadwood. “It leaves in about 20 minutes, so you’re just in time.” The agent replied with
a smile.
“We’ll take two tickets then.” John stated as Dale handed him the money to cover the
cost of his ticket.
“You boys will have the pick of the seats today. You two are about the only ones out and
about this morning. Not too many people want to travel on Christmas. No siree! Most folks are
already where they’re supposed to be by the time Christmas rolls around.” The agent quipped, in
an effort to make conversation as he handed John the two tickets. “You boys headed up to
Deadwood to visit family or ya goin’ for business?” The agent prodded in one last attempt to
garnish a few words out of the two men.
John just looked up at the agent, picked the tickets off the counter and replied, “Thanks!”
With tickets in hand John and Dale headed over by the stove to warm up again before
heading out to load their horses into the boxcar. As they hovered in front of the stove, John
thought back to the first time he had gotten off the train in the Gillette station back in March of
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1914. He remembered the exhilaration he felt when the train pulled to a stop and he took his first
step off that train. There was so much to look forward to and he had an overwhelming belief that
this chapter of life would be one of great contentment and prosperity. He had the promise of 120
acres of virgin grassland and he had most of his family by his side. Besides that, he had the
money from selling the mercantile store safely tucked away in his back pocket to grub stake this
new adventure. Yes siree, the future looked bright and he was sure that life would be better than
ever even though he knew it would require a vast amount of hard work and sacrifice-- a healthy
dose of blood, sweat and tears. But then again, John was no stranger to hard work and he reveled
in the prospect of putting in a hard day’s labor as long as it was for his own benefit and not for
the purpose of padding some employer’s pocket.
It’s true that he had found a great deal of prosperity in the harsh Wyoming landscape, and
he was proud of what he had accomplished. He had a well-established homestead, with the
promise of good crops each year, and a house that dreams were made of - a home he had built
with his boys and neighbors that contained eleven rooms, including a kitchen, a large dining
room, and even a new-fangled water closet.
The water closet was one of the fanciest around and it deserved bragging rights within the
community, although only the women of the house were allowed to take advantage of this
modern convenience. The boys were required to use the double-seat outhouse beside the barn in
accordance with Loretta’s house rules. This really didn’t bother the boys much, at least not when
the weather was nice. After all, there was a lot more privacy there and you didn’t have to worry
about one of the girls bustin’ in right in the middle of doing your business. But when it was cold
outside, it was just down-right miserable having to plop a bare bottom down onto a frozen
wooden seat. When the weather got below freezing, there was definitely no dilly-dallying around
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in the outhouse. It was a matter of taking care of business and heading back inside to find the
closest stove to warm the buns up.
Besides the wonderful house and land, John had a whole brood of wonderful children that
filled the place with laughter and joy. It really was more than most men could have ever hoped
for. But unfortunately, the contentment he had sought was nowhere to be found. A disillusioned
marriage seemed to take the joy out of nearly everything, including what he had made for
himself and his family. It had gotten so bad that it had even taken the joy out of being a father to
the children that he loved so deeply. And, he really did love his children as they brought a special
joy to his life.
While John stood by the stove enjoying the radiance of its warmth, a sense of mourning
and significant loss flooded his soul. He grieved the loss of hope and accomplishment that had
motivated him to take a chance on the adventure of homesteading. But greater still, he lamented
the loss of yet another broken dream in his life; a dream that not only included prosperity and
material possessions, but one that contained a vast amount of joy and contentment - the kind of
contentment that can only be found through a loving family, good friends, and a devoted wife.
“A devoted wife,” he thought to himself. “She’s devoted alright, to the children and her own
selfish needs.” But John knew in his heart that there was little devotion left over for him-- at least
as far as he was concerned.
As John stared off into the distance totally absorbed with his thoughts, the boarding
whistle let out a lonesome squeal. Dale grabbed him by the arm, “Looks like it’s time to load up
our horses and get on board. You ready to go John?”
John slowly turned his attention towards his friend, “Yep, I think it’s about that time!”
With that they headed out the back door of the station, loaded up the horses, and made their way
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to the warmth and luxury of the coach car. They found a seat close to the front, as they settled in
for the long six-hour ride to Deadwood – a six hour ride, that is, if there were no delays along the
way.
As the train slowly lurched forward out of the station, John took off his old felt hat and
preened the small brown pheasant feather tucked into the band. The feather reminded him of the
many hunting excursions that he had taken with the boys after the chores were finished for the
day. The natural spring behind the homestead provided plenty of cover for the flocks of pheasant
that ran wild in the country. Of course, there were a lot more pheasant back in Nebraska, but it
didn’t hamper the enthusiasm of either John or the boys to venture out for an hour or two of
hunting. Not only were the birds great eating and a good source of nourishment, but the sport of
knocking down one or two of them was quite the competition between him and his sons. Often
times, a small wager would be made to make the trip a bit more fun and challenging. Usually, the
wager was nothing more than having to get out of doing a chore, but sometimes it even involved
a bright, new copper penny.
While continuing to stroke the long tail feather, preening it between his fingers, he
reflected back on the love he had for his sons. A smile of bitter contentment crossed his face as
he thought about taking each of his boys, antelope hunting as a sort of initiation into manhood.
That was one thing he really loved about the homestead, the antelope roamed the expanse of the
grasslands like rodents. Why, they were thick, nearly as thick as a swarm of flies. There really
wasn’t much sport in hunting the small bodied creatures, but it was a great way to introduce the
boys to hunting. Success was guaranteed, no matter how bad of a shot they happened to be. It
wasn’t like you’d only get one chance, and if you missed you were tough out of luck. Nope, if
you missed the first time, you’d just walk over the hill to find the next heard. Each of the boys
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was always thrilled as they’d take their first kill back to display it in the barn, before setting out
to butcher the trophy.
After a few moments of mindlessly fussing with his hat he realized that he had
momentarily been taken back to a distant, heart-felt memory that brought tears to his eyes.
Trying to gain his composure, he leaned forward in his seat, cleared his throat and fussed with
his hat as he molded it back into a semblance of its original shape. Finally, he tucked it neatly on
his knee, as he nonchalantly wiped a tear from his check while attempting to hide his emotions
from Dale. With the train reaching its top speed, and the cars rocking back and forth in
conformance with the contour of the land, he leaned his head against the cool window to watch
the Wyoming landscape fly by.
The rocking of the train helped soothe the tension and the stress that had built up in John
from the challenges of the past several days. As the train swayed from side to side, he gently
rolled with its rhythm. He found solace in the noisy cadence of the wheels rolling over the tracks.
The gentle motion took him back to a time when he was young and his heart was filled with the
desire for adventure. He thought of his ma and the impact she had on his life. He loved his ma,
more than anything, but he couldn’t even remember ever having a relationship with his pa. In
fact, he didn’t remember much of anything about his pa, including what he looked like or what
he sounded like as he had remained in England.
John grew up being a momma’s boy as he spent most of his teenage years trying to prove
his worth and convince everyone that he was as much of a man as anyone. The fights and the
brawls that he instigated often left him battered and bruised, but he seldom lost a fight. He would
never back down. In fact, he was known to egg people on with a bit of taunting humor, as he
tried to pick a fight with any unfortunate victim. At the time, fighting was a test of manhood, and
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with every fight, he thought he could somehow at least to the memory of his pa, show that he
was tough and worthy of praise. More than anything his fighting was a way to release his anger
associated with growing up without his pa around. But after every scrape and every battle he felt
an emptiness that he wished his pa was around to fill. More than anything, he desired to have a
relationship with his father. It was a nagging thought, really more of a haunting thought as to
why his father never made the trip to America with John, his sister and his ma. After years of
fighting and his attempt to release all of his built up anger aimed at the father he never knew,
John finally realized it was all in vain. He vowed to never mistake fighting with being a man.
In spite of not having his pa around, the one thing that he had learned from other men in
his life was how to handle a gun. Over the years John had learned how to shoot a gun, not only a
rifle, but also a revolver. In fact, as a young man John won many shooting competitions at local
fairs. As a young adult he had finally learned to funnel his resolve for fighting into a more
productive, peaceful and often lucrative competition of shooting. He had developed quite a
reputation for himself as he had become known throughout the county as a man to be reckoned
with when it came to marksmanship.
There weren’t too many people around the country that could outshoot John. In fact,
John was a natural born marksman and he had never lost any type of head to head competition.
He had always made sure to closely analyze any possible competitor to size him up and
determine the odds of winning before making or accepting a challenge. John was highly
intelligent and had learned early on in life to use his smarts to win out over brute strength, well,
for the most part anyway. From his early fighting days he learned that everyone had a weakness,
and the best way to beat the competition was to take advantage of a man’s limitation. The first
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step in winning any competition was to evaluate the situation and determine a plan of attack.
John really was a master at studying his opponent and attacking his Achilles heel.
There was one time at the Oklahoma State Fair that the shooting champion was
challenging spectators to test their skills in a shooting match. John nonchalantly took on the
challenge and matched the champ shot for shot. Finally, getting weary of the competition, John
pulled out his pocket knife, walked over to a fence, extended the blade and stuck it into the top of
the wooden post with a target perched behind it. Walking back fifty feet, he challenged the
champ to split a bullet on the edge of the blade. The champ laughed in John’s face and then
proceeded to place a wager on the proposition. He was convinced that it was impossible for this
boy to split a bullet from that distance.
John calmly aimed the pistol at the knife, took a deep breath to steady his hand, and
gently squeezed the trigger. Instantly the knife and the target went flying off the fence post
landing on the ground behind the fence. It was obvious that John had hit the knife.
With a loud laugh and a bit of hysteria the champ blurted out, “HA! I can’t believe it boy;
you just shot the handle off your knife. I’m surprised you were able to hit it at all. It was a
mighty lucky shot, but there’s no way you split that bullet! It just can’t be done!”
John, just smiled at the champ, then with a wink, he walked over, reached through the
fence, picked up the knife and target before heading back toward the champ. “Looks like the
handles still intact, but there seems to be a nick on the blade along with two separate holes in the
target. It appears you owe me five dollars mister.” John proudly exclaimed.
The champ grabbed the knife out of John’s hand and carefully inspected it before doing
the same with the target. “Well, I’ll be hog-tied! I’ve never seen anything like it,” proclaimed the
champ with a bit of disgust. “Looks like I owe you that wager boy.” With that, the champ pulled
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five dollars out of his pocket and handed it over to John before walking away, shaking his head.
To John, this one memory was the moment of knighthood in his journey to becoming a man.
The train’s lurching suddenly brought John back from his day dream, and he quietly
smiled as he continued to think about that triumphant moment. It was one of his sweetest
victories. It always brought a sense of contentment to his heart when he would find himself
reflecting on showing up the state shooting champ and putting him in his place. But, as he sat
there reminiscing, he realized that his shooting skills might be a much needed necessity on this
trip and his vow to never pursue a fight again might have to be ignored. He wasn’t sure how he
was going to handle the situation, but he had been warned by Sheriff Tait to be wary of this
character. It seems he had a reputation of always getting his way and he wasn’t afraid of using
force and intimidation to get whatever he needed or wanted. He had lots of money along with all
the power in the county behind him as he had bought off nearly every politician that could be
found in the area. According to Sheriff Tait, this guy wasn’t someone to fool with. Even the local
law enforcement in the Dakota’s knew enough to stay clear of him.
As John sat there in quiet reflection, he began to formulate a plan of attack, realizing that
his vengeance could cost him and Dale dearly if they weren’t extremely cautious and prepared.
He knew the only way to win this battle was to study his opponent, find any weakness and then
take advantage of the swindler’s limitations. That is, if he had any. He knew it wouldn’t be easy,
and the dangers were imminent, especially when he took into consideration that Dale was
nothing more than an old farm boy and couldn’t handle a gun to save his life. John knew that
within the plan he would probably have to use Dale as a decoy or keep him away from the action
completely if they had any hopes of getting any of their money returned. He also realized that
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according to Sheriff Tait, this thieving rancher had a small entourage of gun hands that
accompanied him pretty much everywhere he went.
John looked over at Dale who was nodding off a bit, as he continued to think about the
plan. Just about then, Dale’s head dropped forward with a jolt that woke him up. He looked over
at John who was sitting there with a slight smirk on his face. Dale blurted out indignantly, “What
you looking at?”
John just laughed at him and finally responded, “The way your head was snapping
around there I thought you were going to lose it. I could see it rolling down the aisle of the train,
scaring the conductor to death. It was pretty entertaining watching you try and snap your head
off. It sort of reminded me of snapping the heads off of the chickens for Sunday dinner. Why it
gives me a hankering for some good old fried chicken!” John continued laughing, which made
Dale even more indignant.
“Yeah, right,” Dale mumbled under his breath. “It’s alright for you to joke around and
poke fun at me, but I better not make jokes about you or the misses. I see how this is going to
work.” Then Dale slumped in the seat and plopped his hat down over his eyes as he leaned his
head against the window. He closed his eyes in a blatant attempt to ignore John.
“You’re right there, Dale!” John humbly admitted. “Why, it’s just been a long rough road
with that woman of mine, and things just never seem to get any better. There’s not a day goes by
that she’s not harpin’ on me for one thing or another. I’m just at wits end, not knowing how to
make her happy.”
Dale sat up in the seat and pushed his hat up so that he could look at John. “Are things
really all that bad, John?” He asked as he leaned closer to his friend.
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“Well, there’s been no lovin’ in our marriage for going on nine years now. I don’t know
how a decent man’s supposed to live if he can’t have some lovin’ once in awhile, even at my
age.” John replied.
Dale leaned in a bit closer and asked, “Are you serious? Nine years?”
“Yep,” John admitted as his eyes glanced down to the floor. “I’ve got to tell ya, it’s
enough to make a man lose his sense of humor. Not to mention that if you don’t use it, well, you
might just lose it. Every once in awhile I got to reach down and see if my old friend is still with
me. But, I’m afraid the lovin’ part of my life is long gone.” John quipped.
“Well, no wonder you get so cantankerous! I just thought you was overworked and
underappreciated. But no lovin’ in nine years, I’m surprised you’re civil at all.” Dale stated with
a sense of understanding and sympathy. “If you were a good Catholic you could just go off and
join the priesthood or become a monk or something.” Dale quipped with a tinge of sympathetic
sarcasm.
“No use talking about it now. We’ve got bigger fish to fry.” John declared, in an attempt
to change the subject. After all, talking about his love life was a conversation that wasn’t too
comfortable for him and some things should just be kept private.
“I’m still working on a plan to get our money back from the swindler and I need time to
think it through.” John said as he slouched down in the seat while tipping his hat down over his
eyes.
“Well, wake me up when you figure something out.” Dale replied as he followed John’s
lead of slouching in the seat to assume a position more suitable for some rest. As John attempted
to relax and get a bit of sleep, his mind whirled with a multitude of unanswered questions. There
was a myriad of possibilities regarding the unknown hazards and perils that lay before them on
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this journey. He did find a bit of comfort in knowing that he had the rest of the day and night to
come up with a plan.
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“Christmas Mourn!”
Loretta woke to the sounds of the children opening the bedroom door and gleefully
clamoring aboard her bed, diving under the covers and crawling close to snuggle with her within
the warmth of the down-filled comforter. Peggy, Pokey, and Dick giggled with unbridled
enthusiasm as they vied for the place closest to their mama beneath the covers. Finally Peggy
poked her head out from under the comforter to inquire of her ma, “Where’s Papa?”
“Well, he hasn’t made it back from the business he had to take care of yesterday. I’m not
sure when he’ll be back. It might be awhile!” Loretta whispered as she took Peggy in her arms
and gave her a big hug.
“But Ma, its Christmas! Santa was here last night and filled our stockings full of presents.
When are we supposed to open up our gifts? What if he doesn’t get back this morning what will
we do?” Dick blurted out in a near state of panic.
“Well, he said he might be gone for a while, so he said to just go ahead and open up the
presents from Santa without him.” Loretta patiently responded as she did her best to hold back
the tears. She knew deep down in her heart that John might not make it back any time soon or
even at all for that matter.
Pokey, who was 8 years old at the time, crawled out from beneath the covers and plopped
down in the middle of Loretta with a sudden thud. With a sad, mournful look he held on tight to
his ma. “But Ma, when can I give Pa the present I made him for Christmas? It won’t mean as
much if I have to wait ‘til after Christmas.”
Loretta rolled Pokey off her lap, placing him close to her side, next to Peggy. “We’ll just
have to save it for him until he gets back home.” Loretta knew how proud he was of the box he
had made for his pa at school. It was an old cigar box that he had painstakingly decorated so that
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his pa would have a place to store his pipe and tobacco. Loretta knew how hard it would be for
the children not to have John around for Christmas. After all, it was the biggest holiday
celebration of the year and the children dearly loved their father. She knew that they would miss
him terribly. She also knew that Christmas would be ruined completely if they realized he might
not come back at all.
The more Loretta thought about the situation, the more agitated she became. The thought
of John ruining the holiday for her and the children began to fester inside. The more she
pondered the situation the more she realized that she didn’t really care if he ever came back. She
had taken just about all the foolishness she was going to take from her husband. But no matter
how irritated she became, she was determined to reassure the kids that everything was all right.
She wasn’t about to allow any emotions spew out and ruin Christmas for the children whom she
loved so deeply. She knew if she let down her guard for even a second, she would completely
lose her composure. She wasn’t about to let that happen. After all, she was a tempered woman;
seasoned by the reality of the last great American frontier. So she quickly jumped out of bed, put
on her robe and slippers, to head out to the kitchen with the kids in quick pursuit right on her
heels.
“Dick,” she yelled out as she pulled out a frying pan. “You put another log on the fire and
get things warmed up in that living room, and I’ll start breakfast. As soon as we’re done eating,
we’ll go ahead and open up the presents.” It didn’t matter that the children we’re nearly dying to
dump the gifts out from the bulging stockings perilously dangling above the fireplace, Loretta
was determined to get ‘em all fed before moving on to the clutter and confusion of opening up
gifts. Without missing a beat, she continued barking out orders to Dick, “Then once you get that
fire goin’ - you bundle up, head out to the barn and wake up Bob! Tell him it’s time to milk the
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cow and then be sure to tell him to get in here for some breakfast.” She could hear Dick
mumbling under his breath something about always having to do everything while his sister got
to sit around looking pretty, but Loretta just ignored his discontent while she continued to
prepare breakfast.
As Dick ran into the barn, slamming the door behind him, Bob was already tending to the
chores. He was sitting precariously on the one legged stool behind the milk cow, skillfully, and
efficiently filling the old galvanized bucket full of milk. As always, the old mother cat was
sitting on the other side of the cow, patiently waiting for Bob to occasionally squirt a stream of
milk her way. Dick ran over to the stall and stopped just shy of stepping on the cat. Squatting
down, he looked at Bob from beneath the old cow. Trying to catch his breath he blurted out, “Ma
says to finish your chores and get yourself into the house for breakfast!” Bob just kept
rhythmically squeezing the bovine teats as the squirting milk echoed a cadence off the side of the
bucket. “Did ya hear me? Ma said to hurry up and finish up the chores!” Dick repeated as he got
on his knees and drew closer to the ground in an attempt to see Bob’s face. Just then, Bob took
aim at Dick, drenching his face with warm milk, much to the chagrin of both Dick and the cat.
Dick flew around the side of the cow, wiping the milk off his face with his coat sleeve as he
reached out to try and shove Bob off of the one-legged stool.
Bob let out a laugh as he stood up grabbing Dick by the waist and flinging him over his
shoulder. “Ya better be careful boy!” Bob chuckled. “If you spill the bucket of milk, Ma’s gonna
have both our hides!” With that, Bob reached down and pulled out the nearly over-flowing
bucket of milk from beneath the cow. Steam rose from the fresh, warm milk as he carefully sat it
down on the ground in the middle of the frigid barn. Bob continued to spin Dick around his
shoulders a couple of times, before asking him if he had enough.
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“Enough already,” Dick squealed like a little pig as Bob continued spinning him and
tickling his sides. Dick continued to kick, squirm, and squeal as he pounded his fists in the
middle of Bob’s back in an obvious pretence of displeasure for all of the brotherly abuse. But,
down deep he adored the attention from the brother that he worshipped.
“Well, then pick up the bucket and let’s go eat.” Bob commanded as he bent down just
far enough for Dick to reach down and grab the handle of the bucket. “Don’t you dare spill any
of it,” Bob commanded as the two of them headed toward the door of the barn. Bob slowly
walked toward the house as he kept Dick perched over his shoulder like a sack of potatoes with
Dick holding onto the bucket of milk for dear life. “I’m warning you boy, don’t you dare spill
any of that milk.” Bob declared again as he walked through the barn door out into the freezing
Christmas landscape toward the house.
As the two of them walked into the kitchen, peeling off their coats, scarves and hats they
threw their attire on the coat rack by the door before proceeding to make themselves comfortable
around the table. “Did Pa make it back yet?” Bob asked with a bit of hopeless anticipation as
Loretta dished up the breakfast and placed it on the table.
“Nope!” she quipped as she turned back toward the stove. “He’s going to be gone awhile
it looks like. I’m not sure when he’s coming back.” she added with a slight quiver to her voice.
Deep down Bob knew the answer to the question even before he asked about his pa. It
was if he was trying to hide a secret as he searched his mind for something else to say. While the
enticing smells of home cooked breakfast filled the air, the sound of silence permeated the room
with an uneasy tension and a near sense of dread.
“Dick, go get Pokey and Peggy and tell ‘em its time to eat!” Loretta exclaimed as she sat
the plate of bacon on the table and sat down in her chair. As Dick ran into the parlor, Loretta
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turned towards Bob and in a firm, determined, voice declared, and “We are going to make this a
wonderful Christmas for the children. So not another word about your pa! Do you understand?”
Deep in her eyes, Bob could see that there was a bit of fear showing through. But beyond that, he
could also see a profound determination and resilience that confirmed to him his mother’s
conviction to get through this no matter what. At that moment, he realized that his ma was fully
aware of the probability that John would not be coming back home. Even though Bob agreed to
make this a wonderful Christmas for his brothers and sister, he knew that it would probably be
the most miserable and unforgettable day of his life. All the while he wondered why his pa had
to leave at Christmas.
After breakfast was over and the kitchen had been cleaned up, the children succeeded in
dragging Loretta into the living room and then proceeded to push her down into her mother-inlaw’s old rocking chair beside the fireplace. Peggy jumped onto her ma’s lap and gave her a big
hug as she placed a big, wet kiss on her cheek. “Can we see what’s in our stockings now Ma?”
she asked with her little girl charm.
“Alright, I suppose it’s time to see what Santa brung ya.” Loretta replied while putting a
tight squeeze around her precious baby girl.
With that, the children scurried toward the fireplace and pulled each of the stockings
down in one orchestrated swoop. Gifts went flying out of the stockings lickety-split as the childlike anticipation built in each of the children. Peggy, Dick and Pokey each had their space on the
floor, and they carefully placed each of the gifts around them, contemplating which one to open
first. The exuberance and laughter of the children filled the room with delight as the anticipation
of each gift grew with each shred of wrapping paper flying off the gift. But for Loretta and Bob,
the joy of the children only masked the grief that they felt within the reality of John’s decision to
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leave. The shadow of despair engulfed each of them as they reluctantly participated in the delight
of the children.
Without John there, participating in the celebration with his child-like anticipation and
sense of humor, there was an emptiness that accompanied the laughter of the children. Even
though the room was filled with family and the sounds of Christmas morning, Bob was
overcome with the absence of his father – with the absence of his best friend. As he opened up
the gifts one by one, he tried to hide his true feelings. As he smiled and thanked each of the
family members for every gift, he fought to hide the tears that continued to well-up in his steel
blue eyes as he constantly restrained himself from letting them overflow.
Loretta watched the children fly through the gifts and kindly nodded to each of them as
they would lift up the newly opened gift to display to everyone in the room. As she watched the
celebration of her children, she thought back to her own childhood and to her parents. One thing
is for sure in any type of holiday gathering or family get-together, the memories of loved ones
always finds a way to wander into the minds of those gathered for the celebration. The memories
of loved ones missing from the table always have a tendency to come to mind at some time
during the day. There’s always something that triggers those special memories of friends and
family long gone. Sometimes, it’s just the smell of the holidays, or something that is said, and at
Christmas, it’s the ornaments and decorations displayed on the tree and around the house handed
down from generation to generation that triggers the recollection of special times.
As she rocked in the old rocking chair that belonged to John’s ma, she noticed the special
glass ornament hanging near the top of the tinseled tree. It was one of her ma’s favorite
decorations, a simple glass bulb containing a small, delicate nativity scene and it always took its
place high on the tree each year. Loretta would carefully nestle it in the branches of the tree, safe
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from the dangers of any little one’s uninhibited reach. Like a bluebird nest resting high above the
ground as a safe refuge from the dangers of the world it held one of the most special gifts she had
ever received in this life. The gift of sweet memories associated with the loving touch and the
compassionate, gentle nature of her mother. She just couldn’t believe that it had been over
twenty seven years since her ma had passed on. In some ways it seemed like just yesterday, but
in others, it seemed like an eternity. Loretta and John had only been married for two years when
she lost her mother and it grieved her to think that none of her children had a chance to be loved
by their grandmother.
Mary Jane Grant Gilbert came from a renowned family who enjoyed all of the luxuries
available in the mid 1850’s. In fact, she was a niece to Ulysses S. Grant, the president of the
United States as well as the cousin of another former president, Martin Van Buren. As a young
girl she had the privilege to visit her uncle several times while he was serving the country in the
White House. Not only had she experienced the privilege of the upper class in her lifetime, but
she also knew what it was like to live a meager existence associated with growing up to be a
pioneer woman of the developing West as her family moved to Lincoln, Nebraska right after she
was born. In fact, after Mary Jane was born in New York City, the family moved to Silver City
as her father had sought out fame and fortune in the silver fields of Nevada.
Mary Jane was only seventeen years old when Loretta was born, so there really wasn’t
much of an age difference between them. As a toddler Loretta followed her mom everywhere
and learned to help out with all the chores on the family farm. So it was natural that as Loretta
became a teenager they became extremely close and a bond developed between the two of them
that created a connection drawing them together in a way that was more like best friends, rather
than merely a mother and daughter. There wasn’t a thing in this world that Loretta couldn’t share
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with her ma and there wasn’t anything that they couldn’t do together that ever seemed like a
chore. It was a joy to share time with her mother even if it meant working her fingers to the bone.
Oh, how Loretta missed that closeness and companionship. Her heart ached for her dear, sweet
mother.
She wished with all of her heart that her ma was still around to share her innermost
thoughts - to get her advice on how to deal with the challenge of living in the Wyoming
wilderness. She wondered what her mom would say about the way she was raising the children
and taking care of the homestead. She yearned for a word of encouragement from the woman
who she admired above all others. Her ma was a pillar of strength, and a wealth of wisdom that
always had a way to put everything into perspective. Loretta thought about how her ma used to
praise her for making the tastiest pies in “the entire world.” Even though in Loretta’s mind her
baked goods could never compare to the delicacies that came out of her mother’s wood burning
stove. Why, just the thought of her ma’s meals were a welcome reminder of the unconditional
love of a mother that she adored. And, every time Loretta walked into a kitchen, steaming with
the smells of dishes simmering and the spices permeating the air, she was reminded of her dear,
precious mother.
The smells of the turkey cooking in the kitchen filled the entire house and as Loretta
rocked herself into a deeper state of reflection, the aroma of the Christmas celebration took her
thoughts back to the last Christmas she shared with her ma. It was back in Fort Calhoun,
Nebraska and it was a bitter cold day following a deep, wet snow storm. The snow came down so
hard for two days before Christmas it was difficult to even travel by foot around the town. It
wasn’t until early Christmas morning when John was able to hitch up the team and head over to
her ma’s house to pick her up and bring her over for the celebration. Her ma’s frail fifty year old
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body wouldn’t have been able to make it over if it wasn’t for John’s efforts to make his way
through snow drifts and icy streets. Loretta was so grateful for his efforts that day and in
retrospect was extremely thankful that he was able to bring her over for what turned out to be her
last Christmas celebration.
It was on this memorable day that she brought over several of her most precious
possessions and gave them to Loretta. The surprise gifts that she brought with her that day
included a garnet ring, a diamond necklace, a pearl bracelet, an emerald broach, family pictures,
and the delicate gift that hung from the tree ever since, the Christmas ornament that contained
the scene depicting the real reason for the celebration. But, the most precious gift that she shared
that day was the gift of the family Bible that her ma received on her wedding day more than 32
years earlier.
The presents that she shared that day were not only gifts from the heart of a mother to the
child that she loved so much, but they were also an inheritance of the possessions that meant the
most to a middle aged woman who had seen her better days. Loretta knew when she was blessed
by these precious gifts that it was her ma’s way of letting her know that her days were numbered
and her life was closing in on the end. As Loretta gazed up at the Christmas ornament dangling
from its revered place on the tree, she realized that life does go on and that each person has a
legacy to leave their children. As she wiped away a tear from her cheek, she was determined to
leave a legacy of love and memories to her children. Her memories of her mother had helped her
to put into perspective the significance of making this a memorable Christmas for her children.
She didn’t want any of them to remember it solely as the Christmas that their father wasn’t at
home to share in the festivities.
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With that, she nearly launched out of the rocking chair as it moved forward on the
upward swing and she headed toward the kitchen to finalize the preparations for a memorable
Christmas Dinner. After all, she had invited quite a list of folks from around the country to share
in the bounties of their celebration. Not only did Loretta invite all the family, but she also made it
a habit to invite any of the loners from the area to share in her holiday feasts. There were several
widows and widowers around town and the surrounding area that didn’t have any family around
or any place to go for the holidays. There were even times that she invited some of the young
ranch hands from nearby homesteads just because they had no place to go for the day.
Loretta really was a gracious and caring woman who was always willing to give to
others. This too had been a bone of contention between her and John as he never saw eye to eye
with her on many issues. He would never hesitate to let her know that it bothered him when she
insisted on inviting certain individuals over to share in the feast. Even though his protests never
had the desired impact that he would have preferred. John had a tendency to like the peace and
tranquility of a holiday gathering that included just the immediate family, while Loretta loved
having a full house, regardless of whether they were friends, acquaintances, perfect strangers or
close family. One of the individuals that she always invited and which caused a stir with John
was old man Jiggers Morrow. He was an old widower that lived a couple of miles down the road
and just the sight of him had a tendency to make the hair on the back of John’s neck stand on
end. In fact, as far as John was concerned, Jiggers was nothing more than a whiskery old coot
who was an abrasive know-it-all with all the charm and congeniality of a rabid porcupine.
Jiggers had a way that set John’s nerve on edge and it wasn’t just his senile comments,
off the wall antics, and constant chattering that rubbed John the wrong way. It was the way he
walked, and talked, and rubbed his whiskers, and sniffed his nose and chewed his food, and……
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well, it was everything about the man that riled John up. Jiggers was a gentleman’s gentleman
from the British Isles and he made it sound like there was nothing that he couldn’t do and there
wasn’t a soul around who could do it any better either. But the rickety old gent who garnished a
thick English accent and spoke in a high pitched tenor voice made Loretta and the kids laugh
hysterically with some of the things he said and the way his thick British dialect accentuated his
gesture-filled ramblings. One thing was for sure when old Jiggers came into a room - there
would never be a moment of silence or a lull in any conversation throughout his entire stay. For a
moment, Loretta mused over the fact that at least Jiggers could make her laugh and the fact that
John wasn’t going to be there to be an old stick in the mud was at least a blessing to her and her
friend Jiggers.
As Loretta peeled the potatoes she smiled in anticipation of all the company that would
soon be arriving. She was really in her element when she was preparing a feast for a large
gathering. The thought of all her guests lifted her heart as she peeled each spud and rinsed it off
in the pan of water by the kitchen sink. Her daughter, Nellie, and her husband Henry, would be
coming over from their homestead just next door, and of course, they’d bring with them the two
grandchildren.
Oh, how Loretta loved her grandkids. She often said how she loved all of her children
with all of her heart, but when those grandbabies started coming around, she realized that a
grandmother wouldn’t just love a grandchild, but she would fall in love with them too. Every
time one of the grandkids made it over, Loretta would drop everything and love on the child with
kisses and hugs, before proceeding to finish her chores or preparations for the meal. Of course,
Alta and Joe would also be coming over with their son Tony. They too lived on a homestead just
a few miles away. Alta was expecting their second child and she had just recently quit her
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teaching job in anticipation of delivering another baby. Loretta gleamed at the thought of yet
another baby coming into the family. “Too bad that little one isn’t already here.” she thought to
herself, as she filled a pot with water to put on the stove to boil.
Family was the most precious blessing that a person could have in this life and Loretta
valued time with family over anything else. As she continued preparing the meal, her mind
wandered off to the family that couldn’t join them for the holiday and once again it brought a
tear to her eye. Sydney and his wife Mary lived in Omaha, Nebraska and they just couldn’t
manage to make it up to Gillette for a visit. Of course, Claude and Elwood had gone off to war
and they were constantly in her prayers. Oh, how she prayed for their safety and every time the
dust of a speeding car came down the dirt road toward the house her heart skipped a beat. She
feared for the day when the car would be a government vehicle carrying a chaplain and an army
officer bearing the dreaded news that so many folks had received about a beloved son.
She was saddened by the thought that even Lloyd who more than three hundred miles
away wasn’t able to make it home from Snyder. Ever since moving down to the area in
northeastern Colorado to work as a farm hand for his brother Claude, he hadn’t been able to
come back for a visit. Initially Lloyd had moved there to just lend a hand on Claude’s homestead
in the area near Pawnee, but before long it turned into a paid position. After Claude enlisted in
the army, Lloyd had been able to get hired on by a family named Peterson to work on their dairy.
They had a nice spread right off of the South Platte River just outside of the same town.
While Loretta placed the spuds into the pot of boiling water she hoped with all of her
heart that the Peterson’s would invite him in for Christmas. Lloyd had sent her letters about P.H.
Peterson and his family stating that he was a good man to work for. He was honest, fair, and
even on the religious side. Lloyd did his best to convince his ma that he worked for a good
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family and that they looked after him almost as if he was one of their own. He often wrote of
feeling like one of the family as they would often invite him in to share an evening meal or even
a Saturday breakfast. But what delighted Lloyd the most was that the Peterson family included
several right attractive girls that were close to his age. In fact, he had taken a fancy for one of
them. A blue-eyed brunette named Gladys. She had caught his attention the minute he had laid
eyes on her, and he was quite enamored with her. Although, up until just recently, she had kept
him at arm’s length and would hardly give him the time of day in fear of leading him on. Being
the religious family that they were, there wasn’t much of a tolerance for flirting or acting un-lady
like. So Gladys hadn’t let on that she was much interested until just recently.
Loretta hoped that something good would come of Lloyd moving so far away from home
and maybe he would just find a wife while he was back there in Colorado. In fact, she hoped that
if Gladys wasn’t a match for Lloyd maybe one of the other Peterson girls would be. After all, she
wanted the best for Lloyd and she seemed to worry about him more than any of the other boys.
Maybe it had to do with her feeling closer to him than any of the other children. Lloyd was a
quiet, gentle sort and always did his best to avoid getting much attention. He preferred to stay in
the background and not be noticed. Being a bit shy and bashful he was always content with the
little attention that he received and he’d never go out of his way to be made over in anyway. So,
Loretta took it upon herself to try and draw him out of his shell and would always pay more
attention to him than the other boys in an effort to build up his confidence and make him feel
special. Besides, he was the only one of the Williams brood to display the trait of blonde hair.
That may have been why she favored him so much. Her Scottish heritage showed up more in him
than any of the rest of the boys. That had an impact on Lloyd as he naturally developed into
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being sort of a momma’s boy, and the extra attention that she gave him as a boy growing up
developed into a closer bond between him and his ma.
As Loretta opened up a jar of her famous home canned bread and butter pickles she
relished the thought of entertaining so many friends and family. And even though she wasn’t
sure how many would show up, she realized that at least she had given people all around an
option to share the day. She just couldn’t stand the thought of someone not having a place to go,
and if they chose to stay home alone, at least they’d had a choice. The little gift baskets that she
had prepared for everyone that had been invited wouldn’t go to waste since Old Jiggers and a
few of the other widowers loved to get an extra helping of her canned goods and treats prepared
as a special gift to all in attendance. The gift baskets were her way of sharing a bit of Christmas
cheer to many of those less fortunate than her family. In fact, she was quite thankful that they
had a lot more than most of the people in that part of the country.
Loretta continued to finish up the last minute preparations for the meal in a rush to get
everything done and on the table before all the guests began to arrive. After all, she too wanted to
enjoy the time with everyone. She didn’t want to be locked up in the kitchen, isolated from all
the conversations and laughter, or the competition of a checker tournament after the guest began
to arrive. And everyone that was invited knew the reputation of Loretta’s attention to punctuality.
If she said dinner was served at noon, then you better be there a minute before to get a good seat.
At a minute past the hour, the first passing of the vittles would have already made its way around
the table, so being late could result in missing out on several of the best dishes.
Loretta couldn’t believe how quickly the time flew by as she automatically and without
thought to the task completed all the preparations for the meal. Even though she had been
working for several hours, it seemed like just minutes as her thoughts had taken her away from
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the chores at hand and led her down a path of reflection. Thinking about all of her loved ones and
the guests that would soon be arriving made the chore of cooking and getting the meal together
even more enjoyable and she was delighted with the fact that everything was ready to go and it
was still early. She could even take a moment and go freshen up her hair or even sit down and
relax before anyone arrived since the children were contentedly playing with their much
anticipated gifts.
So, as Loretta took off her apron and headed toward the parlor, she took a moment to
collect her composure before the guests began to arrive. For whatever reason, she felt a new
found sense of peace and contentment. Preparing the meal had served as a means of putting on a
garment of joy and she was more than ready to enjoy the remainder of the day and the blessing
of the festivities. Not having John around for the day was no longer a factor nor a concern, at
least for the moment. After all, this was a day of peace and good cheer. Regardless of how she
felt, she was going to make the most of it. In the midst of all the preparation for the festivities,
she overcame the depression of her circumstance as she reveled in the delight of spending time
with those she loved. Even though there were many loved ones missing from her presence, she
relished the fact that she had a multitude gathered around her to share the day. In the process
everyone would have a good time and they would also have their fill of delectable food and great
fellowship. On Christmas day, everyone needed to learn how to put away the problems of their
life and delight in the joy of the celebration.
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“Colder than a Witches Bum….”
As the train lurched to a stop in front of the station at Deadwood, John woke up from a
deep, intense sleep. As he stretched his arms out and took a moment to try to get his bearings, he
reached his foot across toward Dale in the other seat and nudged him with the toe of his boot.
“Wake up!” John blurted out. “We’re finally here!”
Dale woke up with a loud snort from the middle of a deep snore. It was obvious that he
was still in a daze and a near comatose state. Trying to sleep in an old, noisy train coach had left
him extremely groggy. “Where, where are we?” He finally mumbled as he rubbed the sleep from
his eyes and tried to clear the blur from his vision. As he sat up and looked outside he was
surprised to see that it was night time. “It’s dark outside.” He proclaimed as he yawned and
stretched his arms above his head.
“That’s right!” John assured him with a bit of sarcasm. “If it’s a six hour trip and we left
just before noon, the chances are pretty good that it’s going to be dark outside when we arrive.”
John quipped before adding. “You never were much of one with numbers, were you Dale?”
“I just never gave it much thought there Mister Smarty Pants! You just think you’re so
smart! If either one of us had any real smarts, we wouldn’t be chasing all around the countryside
trying to track down our money, now would we?” Dale spouted back.
John just leaned back in his seat and let out a chuckle. “You’re just a bit grouchy and a
tad over-sensitive when you wake up, aren’t you Dale? Like an old grizzly bear! Boy, I’m glad I
don’t have to wake you up every morning!”
“I’m not used to gettin’ woke up in the middle of a sound sleep, especially by a face as
ugly as yours. Let’s just get our stuff together so we can go get our horses, and then head out to
find a place to bed down for the rest of the night.” Dale declared with a hint of irritation. “If you
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want to see grouchy, I’ll show you grouchy if you keep it up!” He mumbled as he picked up his
hat and headed out the door of the coach.
The frigid winter air slapped them in the face as they stepped out of the coach and onto
the station platform. “Man alive!” Dale proclaimed, “It’s colder than a witches bum out here.”
“That’s not being fair to a witches bum.” John quipped as he pulled his collar up around
his neck. He tried to hunch deeper into his coat to keep the warmth from escaping as he shuffled
though the newly fallen snow toward the boxcar. “I don’t know how anybody could live in this
frozen country?” He added as the steam from his voice hovered around his head before
dissipating into the frigid darkness.
They waited for the yardman to open the door of the boxcar and as they both rocked back
and forth from one foot to the other in an effort to keep from freezing into a solid block of ice,
Dale inquired, “You have any idea where we might find a room at this hour?”
The yard hand scratched his head and with a grin responded, “That depends on how much
you want to spend and if you want ALL the comforts of home included in the price.” Then he let
out a devious laugh before asking, “How much you lookin’ to spend?”
As Dale entered the boxcar to lead the horses out he paused to think about the question
and then after a moment he replied, “Well, we ain’t sure. We’re not royalty but we’d like some
place that has a nice warm bed, and includes a hot bath and breakfast.”
John couldn’t help but to chime in, “I sort of like the idea of finding a place that offers
ALL the comforts of home too. If you know what I mean?”
The yard hand laughed out loud and with a toothless grin leaned closer to John as he spit
out a big wad of chew that just missed his boot. Then he whispered, “Well, you might want to
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check out the Franklin Hotel. They got the finest place this part of the country and pretty ladies
that aren’t afraid to show their hospitality too, for a small fee.”
“Sounds like that could take the chill off a soul, even on the coldest of nights.” John
chuckled as the reality of the frigid air sent a chill shivering through his entire body.
“They’ll do more than take the chill off!” The man retorted before he quickly added, “But
the Franklin offers a lot more than just the pretty women that you’ll find there. Yes siree, it’s a
first class establishment. Why, we’ve had two presidents stay there. Teddy Roosevelt himself
stayed for a time and even President William Taft was there just a few years back. It’s the top of
the line, but it won’t cost ya an arm or a leg like some of the other places around. Plus, they keep
the poker tables open all night long. That’s how they make most their money!”
The yard man had quickly convinced John that it would be a good place to check out,
even though it really didn’t take much effort. But even with all of the convincing, Dale still had
his doubts about staying there. “I don’t know about checking out any ladies of the night there,
John. After all, we are married men! I just want a nice warm place to bed down and get some
rest.”
“You do what you want there Dale, but if the spirit moves me, I might check out some of
those ladies, or even try my hand at the gamin’ tables. This cold and snow has me wide awake. It
won’t hurt to go check out the place. After all, you can do what you want.” John declared as he
mounted old Topsy.
“Where’d ya say this place was?” He asked the yard man as he pulled on the reins to turn
his horse toward Main Street.
“Just two blocks down Main.” he pointed, as he slammed the box car shut. “You’ll find a
reasonable livery right next door too. Just tell em’ that Billy from the rail yard sent ya there. If
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he’s not in the stable, just bang on the door right behind the last stall until he opens up. He’s
probably in there trying to stay warm.”
“Thanks a lot there, Billy. I appreciate your help!” John shouted out as he kicked Topsy
and turned the reins to head down Main Street.
“Yeah, thanks a lot there, Billy!” Dale quipped with a bit of sarcasm as he followed after
John in a slow gallop.
The snow started falling as they neared the livery stable, and the flakes were as big as
butterflies. “One thing nice about the snow, it helps to warm things up when it’s so cold out.”
John quipped as he slipped down off of old Topsy in front of the stable. “Let’s see if we can get
these horses settled in before going over to check out the Franklin.” John chortled as he winked
at Dale.
“Once we get these horses set watered and fed, I’m findin’ the closest bed and calling it a
night. You can do what you want as far as I’m concerned, you nasty old buzzard!” Dale
proclaimed with a sense of indignant self-righteousness.
“Nasty old buzzard! I’d sure hate to see what you’d call me if I wasn’t your friend, Mr.
Dale Wilkins. No siree! I can’t imagine how you’d talk to me if you weren’t so fond of me.”
John teased as he put his arm around Dale’s neck and gave him a big old hug.
“Leave me alone, you darn fool!” Dale yelled out as he tried to push John away. “Save
your hugs for those ladies at the Franklin and leave me alone.” Dale muttered under his breath as
he opened the door to the stable and led his horse by the reins.
“Anybody at home?” John yelled out as he entered the livery.
“Anybody here?” Dale’s voice echoed throughout the livery. “Billy from the rail yard
sent us over.” Dale added as he took off his hat and dusted the snowflakes from the brim.
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As he unbuttoned his coat, a voice yelled out from behind the stall, “I’ll be with ya in a
minute. Just let me get my jacket on.”
John grabbed the lantern hanging by the stall and after striking a match on the wooden
rail, he carefully lit the wick illuminating the livery with a shadowy light. “That’ll make it a bit
easier to see what we’re doing.” Dale stated, with a hint of gratitude.
“At least, there’s some heat in here!” John declared as he loosened up the saddle and
pulled it off of old Topsy, lifting it over the rail beside the stall. Just then a short, leathery old
man hobbled in and as he lit up a half used cigar he inquired, “What can I do for you boys?”
“We’re needing to put our horses up for the night.” John stated as he walked over to the
man and extended his hand in a friendly gesture. “I’m John and this is Dale.” He said as the two
shook hands.
“Billy from the rail yard sent us over. He said you’d take care of our horses at reasonable
prices.” Dale said as he shook the old man’s hand.
“You won’t find a cheaper livery in town, and nobody will treat your horses as good as I
will for the price.” The old man declared with a bit of pride emanating from his voice and then
he added, “Two bits a night and that includes the feed.”
“You got yourself a deal” John quickly agreed as he pulled the money out of his pocket
and flipped it over to the old man. “If we stay any longer, then we’ll settle the account when we
leave if that’s all right with you?” He added on.
“Fine by me and if you stay for more than a week, I’ll give you a discount. Go ahead and
make yourselves at home, if you need anything I’ll be in the back.” The old man declared as he
headed toward the back of the livery and into his room leaving the livery smelling with the foul
odor of a cheap cigar.
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“I think as soon as I get this horse bedded down, I’m going to head over to the Franklin to
register and then get a bite to eat. How does that sound to you, Dale?” John asked as he scooped
a shovel full of feed in the trough in front of Topsy.
“That’s the best thing I’ve heard out of your mouth today.” Dale responded, with a tinge
of sarcasm emanating from his voice.
“Maybe that’s true.” John replied, “But I got to say that the only intelligent thing that has
come out of your mouth today was the snoring like a pig that rumbled out of your trap while you
were sleeping.”
Dale grabbed a handful of hay and tossed it at John as he headed toward the door. “Well,
what ya waiting for?” Dale quipped as he buttoned his coat, put his hat on his head and stepped
through the door.
“I’m right behind ya!” John shouted as he hurried to get around Topsy and out of the
stall.
As the two of them crossed the street they couldn’t help but be impressed by the grandeur
of the hotel and it’s Greek revival architecture. The white Corinthian columns at the entrance of
the structure dwarfed the horses and carriages as they made their way down the street and the
electric lights in and around the hotel were the marvel of the day. Even though the hotel was only
5 stories tall, it nearly put a kink in John’s neck as he stood in the middle of the street absorbing
the enormity of the building. “Makes ya feel a bit insignificant doesn’t it?” John quipped, as they
both gawked at the splendor of the structure that seemed to melt into the infinity of the darkened
night sky.
“Don’t think I’ve ever seen anything like it.” Dale softly replied, completely awed by the
magnificent sight.
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The Franklin Hotel truly was a marvel of its time, and few people from the country had
ever encountered a building more magnificent. The Veranda on the second floor sat on top of the
columns adorning the main entry way into the hotel and it provided a breath-taking view of the
entire city. What was even more impressive was the fact that every room featured telephones,
running water, radiant heat, and electric lighting. Add to the fact that all of the possible luxuries
were available to each and every customer. The Franklin contained a large restaurant and dining
room, as well as boasting a casino, a brothel on the second floor, and a bar that provided free
drinks to the registered guests. Now, if that wasn’t enough to entice any of the weary travelers
from enjoying all the luxuries of the new century, there was also a spa that provided soothing
comfort to the worn out and weary explorer venturing in by either horseback, stage or train.
Truly, the Franklin was a taste of heaven and provided all the luxuries of royalty.
Dale’s drowsiness had taken a reprieve as he and John were anxious to register so they
could begin exploring the many amenities of this new and alluring experience. Both of them
walked through the lobby in amazement as they gazed at the grand staircase and the electric Otis
elevator that carried the guests to the floors above. As a man and a woman got on the elevator
and the gate closed behind them, Dale stopped dead in his tracks to witness this machine that was
capable of carrying passengers up and down the confines of the different floors. John stopped too
for a second and then before continuing on toward the desk he ordered, “You stay here while I
check us in.”
“That’s fine with me.” Dale replied, without taking his eyes off of the elevator that was
quickly disappearing through the ceiling. He continued staring up at the ceiling keeping a
watchful eye on the place that the mechanical marvel disappeared into oblivion. He stood there
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for quite awhile hoping that the elevator would reappear as he continued to watch for its return
with an almost child-like anticipation and wonder.
As John approached the reception desk a neatly dressed young man politely greeted him.
“Can we help you sir?” the man inquired. “We’d like a room with two beds please.” John
responded as the man pushed the guest registry toward him. “If you could just sign in for us
please sir, I will get you the key,” The receptionist directed.
John pulled the registry toward him - signed it and then put the pen back beside the ink
well. The receptionist twisted the register back around toward him and took a moment to
decipher the name scribbled on the page. “Alright Mr. John Daly, you will be staying in room
312.” He stated as he handed John the key.
As John turned around to head up the stairs, he nearly ran over Dale who was standing
right behind him. “We’re in room 312, so let’s head on up and then go get some grub.” John said
in an attempt to keep Dale quiet and not ask any questions. The look on his face was enough to
let everyone know that something was going on. As they made their way to the second floor and
continued climbing the stairs, Dale finally stopped for a moment and quietly stated, “John
Daly?”
“Well, you don’t expect us to use our real names while we’re here, do ya?” John chided
as he gave Dale a push to keep moving up the stairs. “We’ll talk about it more when we get to
our room, Mr. Tipton!” John whispered as he pushed past Dale and continued up the stairs.
Dale just stood there for a second with his mouth open and a perplexed look written
across his face. “Mr. Tipton?” He whispered to himself while following after John. “Hmmm. Mr.
Dale Tipton, I think I like that.” He mused to himself as he trudged up the stairs.
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After checking out the room and in an effort to make himself to home, Dale plopped
down in the middle of the twin bed closest to the door. The bed springs let out a groan from the
weight of Dale’s six foot frame and as he squirmed to kick off his boots, the bed continued to
squeak and moan uncontrollably with a sound that was nearly agonizing.
The noise and commotion was more than John was willing to endure, so he headed
toward the door. “I thought you wanted to go get a bite to eat before you hit the sack.” John
spouted with a tinge of sarcasm. “You can’t go eat with your boots off.” He added as he opened
the door.
“I’m too tuckered out to go anywhere. I’m already stretched out horizontal on this bed
and I have no plans to get back up to vertical. You go on your own and don’t wake me up when
you get back here!” Dale declared in a near state of total relaxation.
“Have it your way, Mr. Tipton!” John said as he slammed the door behind him. In a flash
he headed down the hallway toward the stair well that led to the main dining room. He figured
the time alone would do him good so that he could come up with a plan to confront the rancher
and get their money.
As he headed down the stairs he began to ponder the possible strategies that he might use
to convince the rancher to fork over the money. Being the fair and honest man that he was, John
knew that he first had to somehow meet with the man to give him the opportunity to make things
right up front. John believed in giving a person the benefit of the doubt and he hoped that there
had been some mitigating circumstance or oversight that had led to this point. Deep down he
hoped it had all been a misunderstanding, but in his heart, he feared that it went way beyond a
misunderstanding and the reality of the situation was that it crossed the boundaries into criminal
intent.
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John just wasn’t sure what to expect and had even contemplated the worse case scenarios.
He had even gone so far as to consider putting a gun to the man’s head, or even kidnapping him
and holding him ransom until they got their money. He realized there was a fine line between
getting their money back and committing a crime, so whatever he did, it had to be calculated
with a lot of forethought and planning. The last thing he wanted to do was go into a situation
blind or unprepared and end up causing himself more pain or trauma than what he already had
going. All he wanted to do was get the money that was legally owed him and get the heck out of
Dodge, so to say. But he had already been warned by Sheriff Tait that there were some
unscrupulous ties between the rancher and the law enforcement in the area. So he had already
ruled out the possibility of contacting the local sheriff and seeking his assistance. In fact, he
realized the significance of staying as far out of the sights of the law as possible while they were
in Deadwood. He knew they couldn’t do anything to draw any attention to who they were or why
they were there.
John was deep in thought as he entered the dining room and was met by the maitre d’
who was dressed in a formal black tuxedo. “Will anyone be joining you tonight sir, or will you
be dining alone?” The tailored host inquired.
“I’ll be eating alone tonight, so a table toward the back will be perfect.” John stated as he
partook of the overwhelming elegance of the room. The high ceilings softened the light that
emanated from the electric chandeliers. The chandeliers were a marvel of the modern age and
they seemed to flow out of the sculptured, metal clad panels that adorned the ceiling. The rich
walnut panels that covered the lower section of the walls all around the dining room served to
exude a sense of richness and warmth. The old cast iron steam heated radiators added a nostalgic
decoration to the interior of the facility as the warmth of the pipes heated the room, while the
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heavy velvet draperies covered the glass windows to keep in the warmth and added a sense of
royal elegance to the ambience for dining.
Since it was nearly ten o’clock in the evening, the dining room was nearly empty as the
maitre d’ escorted John to a table toward the back, located next to one of the radiators. “This will
be perfect.” John declared as he sat down facing the dining area and the host handed him the
menu.
“Your waiter will be with you momentarily sir. Enjoy your meal.” the maitre d’ said as he
left John on his own. John noticed that the few guests remaining in the dining room were fairly
well dressed for their evening meal. He felt a bit out of place as he had the same clothes on that
he had traveled in for the entire day. He looked down at his rumpled shirt and brushed off a few
pieces of lint before directing his attention to the flap on his shirt pocket that was standing out.
As he straightened the flap, he quickly glanced over the menu in search of a nice juicy steak. He
knew what he wanted and rather than waste his time looking over the menu he continued to
enjoy the elegance and the ambience of this fine dining establishment. When the waiter
approached John greeted him with a big smile and a hardy howdy.
The waiter, who was trying to maintain the required dignity of the establishment and with
the demeanor of a stately gentleman, kindly replied, “Good evening Sir. How may we help you
tonight?”
“All I want is a steak about this big and a baked potato with butter on the side.” John
ordered as he gestured with his hands to indicate the size of the steak. “And give me a beer to go
along with that.” He added as he handed the menu to the waiter. As the waiter excused himself,
John noticed an attractive young lady walking through the dining room. At first, he thought he
recognized her, but after a moment of staring determined that he was mistaken. John couldn’t
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help but to continue to watch her as she walked across the dining room. Her long blonde, curly
hair glistened in the light of the electric chandeliers as she stood there looking around the room
as if to see who was there. Suddenly she turned around to head back toward the door but as she
turned, she noticed John staring at her. She paused for a brief moment as their eyes met. John
was caught off guard with the eye contact, but regardless, he did manage a nervous smile as he
quickly looked away. She briefly smiled back as she began to move toward the door, before
stopping again for just a moment to take one more look at John before hurrying out of the room.
“She sure looks familiar.” John thought to himself as he helped himself to one of the rolls
that the waiter had left on the table. As he split the roll in two and buttered both halves, he
quietly thought about the woman he had just seen. With a slight smile on his face and a twinkle
in his eye he muttered to himself, “They sure didn’t make ladies like that when I was young. If I
was twenty years younger I’d be sure to go after something like that.” Then as he took a bite
from the freshly baked dinner roll dripping with butter his mind wandered back to the business at
hand. He realized that the first thing he needed to do was find out where the rancher lived and
then figure out a way to get as much information as possible about him without being
conspicuous. It wouldn’t be an easy task; in fact, he knew there were many inherent dangers
waiting to surprise him within the next few days and weeks.
After polishing off a nice twelve ounce T-bone steak, John decided he had just about as
much fun and excitement as he could stand for the day. The activities of the past several days
were finally catching up with him and he realized that it was time to head up to his room to try
and get some sleep if he wanted to wake up at all in the morning. As he walked out of the nearly
empty dining room and rounded the corner of the lobby, he ran head on into the lady from the
dining room, knocking her flat on her backside. Completely embarrassed, John knelt down
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beside her in a near state of shock. “Are you all right?” He anxiously inquired. “I am so sorry I
wasn’t paying any attention when I came around the corner.” He emphatically added as he took
her by the hand to help her sit up. “Are you hurt?” He asked again.
“I’m fine! I’m fine!” the woman stated. “It was my fault! I should’ve been watching
where I was going.” She added as she felt the back of her head and fussed with her hair in an
effort to straighten out the damage from the fall.
“No! It was my entire entire fault!” John proclaimed. “My mind was somewhere else and
I was never very good at doing more than one thing at a time. So, please, forgive me.” He added
as he grasped her by both hands and helped her up to her feet. The whole time he was unable to
take his eyes away from her sparkling blue eyes.
As she stood up and brushed herself off, she looked up at John as he was still holding her
by the arm, and said, “I saw you in the dining room, and I must admit that you look like
somebody that I once knew.”
“Really?” John replied with a bit of excitement in his voice. “I thought the same thing
when I saw you walk into the dining room. But I haven’t been able to put my finger on how I
might know you or where we may have met.” He said as he continued to hold onto her arm.
Without thinking he then blurted out, “My name is John Williams.” and just as it came out of his
mouth, he quickly turned and looked around the room in fear that somebody had overheard him.
Fortunately, there was nobody around as he turned his attention back toward this beautiful
woman that stood before him.
“I knew it! I was sure it was you, an older version, anyhow. But I knew it was you! It’s
me Liza from Lincoln!” She said with a giggly and youthful exuberance. “Don’t you
remember?” She asked.
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“Liza! I’ve never know a Liza.” John said as he continued to look into her eyes while
meticulously studying her face. “What a minute! It’s Elizabeth. You’re Elizabeth Claire Stevens.
Why, I haven’t seen you for probably 15 years. You have grown into quite a woman, Ms.
Elizabeth!” He gleefully proclaimed.
“Shhhh! don’t call me Elizabeth. Nobody around here knows me by my real name!” She
chided as she wrapped her arms around John and gave him a long lasting hug, while holding her
head tight against his chest.
John was caught off guard by the hug, but he didn’t hesitate in returning the gesture. He
had always thought that Elizabeth was a cute girl, but had no idea that she had turned into such a
stunning woman. She was probably only about 5’2” tall but had a remarkable figure for her size.
She was as well-proportioned as any woman he had ever seen as her red velvet dress highlighted
her narrow waist and provocative shape.
“I know it’s been at least fifteen years since I’ve seen you.” John said as he pushed her
back by the shoulders to take another look at her. “How old are you now” He asked as he pulled
close again to give her another hug.
“I’m thirty two!” She proudly proclaimed as she took him by the hand and led him over
to a sitting area near the lobby fireplace. “Are you in a hurry to go anywhere?” She asked as she
sat down on the sofa and patted the seat with her hand in a gesture for him to sit down.
“No, I’m in no hurry at all.” John said as he sat down next to her and leaned back on the
sofa with his hands behind his head. “But I’ve got to tell ya, that if I knew I was going to run into
a pretty lady like you I would’ve dressed up a bit.” He added with a flirtatious wink.
John had always been the ladies man and had no trouble flirting with any of the ladies. It
didn’t matter if they were beautiful or if they were as homely as sin, he had a way to make the
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girls blush and giggle with his boyish charm. Although, ever since he had married Loretta his
charm and flirtatious demeanor had taken a back seat to the demands of life along with the
burden of raising a large family. After the first couple of kids came along, Loretta had
discouraged any flirting or teasing, in fact, she had discouraged any type of foolishness as far as
John was concerned. John’s fun-loving personality had taken a hit over the years, largely in part
to the response he would get from Loretta whenever his boyish shenanigans came to the surface.
So, as John sat in front of the fire that night with Elizabeth, he was taken by surprise as
his natural tendency to flirt and his gregarious charm easily rose to the occasion. He was under
the misconception that the fun part of his personality was dead and buried, and he’d reluctantly
concluded that he would never have any use for it at his age. After all, he was well into his 50’s
and he looked it, even though he carried himself with dignity and an obvious share of selfconfidence.
As Elizabeth and John continued to talk, they reminisced of life back in Lincoln. Even
though they knew each other more than a decade earlier, they were more acquaintances than
friends. Elizabeth made it a habit of stopping in the store that John operated every day on her
way home from school. Most of the time she would never buy anything, but she would wander
around the store eyeing the fancy linens and the jewelry case before striking up a conversation
with John behind the counter. It was obvious at the time that she had a bit of a crush on John and
would sometimes chat for nearly an hour at a time before feeling the need to head home. Even
though John could see that she had a slight infatuation for him, he always shrugged it off to the
fact that she didn’t have a close relationship with either her father or her mother. Their many
conversations confirmed the distance between her and her parents, and John could relate to such
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an emotional chasm. After all, he really had little recollection of his father other than the fading
memory of him saying goodbye to him, his mother, and his sister at the docks in England.
Elizabeth was from a family devoted to serving and working in the church to save the
souls of the folks in the town. Her father was the minister of the church and was always busy
with church business and his obligation to visit the members of the congregation, as well as
individuals in the hospital. Her mom, on the other hand, had to work at the local restaurant in the
evenings in order to make ends meet for the family.
Being a pastor in a small town was definitely not a lucrative career, and so, in order to
survive both of Elizabeth’s parents felt obligated to work. Unfortunately, her father was too
focused on the souls of others to realize that his daughter was in need of some love and attention.
Elizabeth’s routine visits to the store each day were part of her way of dealing with the loneliness
of an empty house that awaited her every day after school.
John always enjoyed seeing Elizabeth stop in the store to visit, but there were times that
he had to hurry her off and tend to the business of running the store. But John was a talker, and
having someone to chat with on a regular basis was an enjoyable part of his day. Plus, the two of
them had one common thread to routinely discuss. Elizabeth desired to rebel against the strict
and harsh demands placed on her by her father’s legalistic religious views and his demands to
adhere to all of the Commandments.
So as Elizabeth would stop in to visit, John became a welcome relief to the lectures and
sermons that she had to endure at home by her parents. Her life seemed consumed with rules and
regulations that stymied her desire to live, to love and to be herself. During her visits at the store
she was allowed to laugh about anything and everything – she was free to talk about anything –
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to ask questions about everything – to share dreams and aspirations - and to be herself without
any form of condemnation or criticism.
John had never had any use for going to church or the religious rhetoric that accompanied
a church service. In fact, he’d do everything in his power to stay away from the church unless he
was forced to go to a wedding or a funeral. It wasn’t that he didn’t believe that there was a God.
He just didn’t see much need to listen to somebody talk about hell, fire, and eternal damnation.
He had enough problems of his own and he figured God didn’t have time to bother with anybody
as insignificant as him anyhow. As far as he was concerned there was enough condemnation in
life without going to church to have a guilt trip placed upon you by some preacher who had
never had to live in the real world surrounded by sinners.
Elizabeth on the other hand grew up with a strong belief in God, although she didn’t
agree with the rituals and the damnation associated with her father’s beliefs. Her father had a
rather twisted view of God and rather than focus on the love that God offered to the world, he
focused on God’s wrath for sin and disobedience. His Hell, Fire and Brimstone messages
permeated the small church and often brought members to tears during a service. Her father’s
legalistic views made it extremely difficult for Elizabeth to live with as he would try to
intimidate and manipulate her through a biblical means. The final straw came when she fell in
love with and wanted to marry a young man of a different faith. Her father forbid her to marry
and interfered to the point that the young man left town and never contacted her again. Elizabeth
became so furious with her father over his meddling and his attempt to control her life that she
left home at the age of 24 and never contacted her parents again. As far as her folks knew, she
was dead and buried and she never regretted the fact that she had gotten out from beneath her
father’s heavy hand.
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As the two of them sat on the sofa enjoying the conversation and their time together, the
hours quickly dissipated into the early morning hours. They were both so consumed with the
conversations of the past that they lost track of all time. Finally, John looked over at the fireplace
and noticed that the fire had died out completely. He pulled his pocket watch out of his vest
pocket and proclaimed, “Goodness, it’s already three in the morning. I better be letting you get
home before the roosters start to crow.”
Elizabeth leaned forward on the couch and placed her hands on John’s hand. “It has been
such a wonderful evening, getting to see you again and catching up on the past. But there’s so
much more I want to hear, so I think we need to meet for lunch. How does that sound?” She
asked as John rearranged his position on the sofa.
“Why that sounds like a wonderful idea!” John proclaimed with an obvious excitement.
“I think that one o’clock would be perfect. That is, if that’s all right with you.” He added on as
he stood to his feet.
“That would be perfect!” Elizabeth proclaimed as she stood up and gave John a big hug
with her head buried in his chest.
“Well, it’s a date then!” John declared as he took her by the hand and began walking her
to the door. “But I can’t let you walk home alone at this hour, so may I have the pleasure of
walking you there?” He queried with a hopeful anticipation for the answer.
Elizabeth quickly looked down toward the floor in an obvious effort to hide a bit of
embarrassment and then she responded, “I only live a block away, but I would be honored!”
With that she took John by the arm and they walked out the door of the empty hotel lobby. Their
continued chattering back and forth during the walk kept them oblivious to the cold, frigid air of
the Dakota hill country. When they came to the boarding house that Elizabeth called home, she
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stopped at the front door and exclaimed, “Well, this is it! I really have enjoyed the evening Mr.
Williams. You have been a perfect gentleman as always.”
With that remark, John felt his face turn red with embarrassment and the only thing that
came out of his mouth was a nervous, “Well, uh!” There was a moment of uncomfortable silence
as they both thought of what to say next. “I will see you tomorrow at one then.” John finally
blurted out. Then he added, “And we have to talk about you calling me by my given name while
I’m here in town.”
Elizabeth looked a tad perplexed for a moment before she playfully quipped, “It sounds
like you might be working with an alias too. I like that!” A playful and devious smile came
across her frozen cheeks as she confirmed, “One will be perfect!” She quickly reached up and
kissed John on the cheek before spinning around to open the door to gracefully slip inside.
John slowly turned around and headed back to the hotel. A smile crossed his face as he
thought about the irony of running into Elizabeth in a place like this. Especially given the
circumstances associated with his trip to this part of the country. As he walked back to the hotel
the snow squeaked beneath his steps and the arctic air bit through his jacket. But all he could
think about was the warm spot on his cheek that had just been touched with a kiss from a
beautiful lady. The lip rouge left behind provided a lasting reminder of the evening as it sent a
lingering warmth throughout his entire body.
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“Oh, What Luck!”
Once John’s head hit the pillow that night, he was out like a light. He slept so soundly
that he never moved and he never even so much as rolled over once. The long trip combined
with the adventures and stress of the past several days had taken its toll on his fifty-six year old
body. It had been a long time since he had the luxury of sleeping in on any given morning. With
all of the responsibilities of a farm and all the activity associated with a large family there was
never time to lounge around and take it easy. Even on the holidays there were chores to do at the
crack of dawn, long before breakfast was served. There were cows that needed milking, coal to
be fetched for the stoves, livestock to be fed and watered. There were all kinds of early morning
rituals that needed to be tended around the homestead. So, having the opportunity to sleep in on
any given day was truly a wondrous treat. In fact, John couldn’t remember the last time he
actually slept in since moving to Wyoming.
As he began to rouse to the sounds of guests meandering down the hallway of the hotel,
he rolled over and pulled the covers up over his head in an effort to muffle the noise of voices
echoing in from outside the door. But when the door of the room slammed shut he nearly jumped
out of his skin. He leaped to his feet with his faded long-johns clinging to his pot-bellied frame.
Dale was standing at the door and burst out laughing. “I didn’t mean to scare you. I thought
you’d already be out of bed.”
“You darn fool!” John proclaimed. “You nearly scared the liver out of me! What do you
think you’re doing?” He added on with a twinge of resentment.
“Why, it’s nearly noon! I didn’t realize that I was partners with Rip Van Winkle.” Dale
chirped, with a chuckle before adding, “I thought I was traveling with Don Quixote, De La
Mancha. But then that would make me Sancho Panza and I’m much too smart to ever agree to be
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your squire.” Then Dale burst out laughing before concluding, “Although I do think you’re crazy
enough to go out and pick a fight with a windmill.”
John didn’t even respond to Dale’s rambling effort to tease him, he just fell back onto the
bed and let out an exasperated groan. “I can’t believe you woke me up with such a start!” John
finally declared. “I don’t think I made it to bed before four o’clock. And when I finally hit the
sack, I was out like a light.” He proclaimed as he ran his fingers through the thinning hair on the
top of his head.
“Looks like you may have had one too many to drink. Maybe you should close your eyes
before you bleed to death.” Dale quipped.
“I didn’t have but one drink with my meal.” John stated as if he needed to defend his
character. “I have never been intoxicated in my life. I might be a lot of things, but a drunkard
ain’t one of ‘em!” John adamantly proclaimed, with just a sense of ire building inside as he sat
up on the edge of the bed to begin to put his pants on. “Have you had breakfast yet?” John asked
as he stood up to put his shirt on.
“I already got cleaned up, ate breakfast and now I’m about ready for a nap. I figured I
might as well get up and get going about eight this morning. And since you were snoring like a
bear in hibernation I figured I’d let a sleeping giant keep on snoozing.” Dale stated as he plopped
down on the bed and kicked off his boots. “I think it’s just about time to take a nap since it
doesn’t look like you’re in any hurry to get anything done today.” Dale declared while stretching
out with his hands neatly tucked behind his head. “Wake me up when you’re ready to go meet up
with the swindler. I’ll be right here waiting.” Dale said as he closed his eyes and let out a
relaxing sigh.
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“Well, I’ve got some business to take care of at one o’clock and then I’ll meet back up
with you this evening.” John said as he pulled a five dollar bill out of his pocket and handed it to
Dale. “Here! I’ll be your grub stake for playing a little bit of Blackjack at the casino. But
anything you win, we’ll split 50/50.” John proclaimed as he sat back down on the edge of the bed
to put his boots on.
Dale took the bill from John and began to diligently inspect it as a curious smile crossed
his face. “I’m much obliged.” He said with a hesitation, and then he continued, “But I think that
you’re up to something and I’m not sure what.”
John stood up from the edge of the bed and with a smile and a wink, he confided, “I met a
lady last night and we’re having lunch together. So, don’t wait up for me.” With that he grabbed
his coat and headed toward the door. As he opened the door he hesitated for a moment and then
turned around and whispered, “Don’t forget to only use your given name there, Mr. Tipton!”
With that he headed down the hallway slamming the door behind.
Dale neatly folded the five dollar bill in half and slid it into his pocket. “I think I’ll just go
ahead and take that nap before trying my luck at the casino.” He said to himself as he crossed his
arms over his chest and snuggled deeper into the soft, feathery mattress. Letting out a blissful
sigh, he closed his eyes and began to wonder where this adventure would lead. As he
contemplated the situation and the possible dangers associated with this challenge, he peacefully
dozed off into a deep sleep.
In the meantime, John found himself once again sitting on the couch in front of the
fireplace although this time he was anxiously waiting for Elizabeth to return while wondering
what the day held in store. He felt a tinge of exhilaration race through his heart as he pictured
Elizabeth in his mind, reminiscing about her beauty and the way she reached over and touched
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his hand with hers just a few hours earlier. The lingering fragrance of her perfume still emanated
from his coat and as he took a deep breath to savor the essence of her aroma, he pondered the
kiss that she placed on his cheek. As he considered the surprise encounter from the evening
before he fell into a trance-like state as he subconsciously pulled the collar of his coat close to his
nose to allow the faint scent to permeate his senses. Staring off into space he became totally
absorbed within his thoughts, reflecting on their chance meeting the night before. Just then,
Elizabeth entered the lobby and her greeting lulled him out of the recess of his deeply captivating
thoughts.
His attention was immediately drawn toward Elizabeth with her radiant beauty
announcing her arrival. Watching her draw closer, he was impressed by the elegance that she
exhibited as she greeted him with a beaming smile. His heart raced wildly and his mind literally
swirled with excitement when she scurried to his side and then reached up to place another kiss
on his cheek. He was caught off guard by her enthusiastic greeting but he still managed to
exhume a flirtatious response. He managed to display an exuberant, yet embarrassed smile as he
teased, “I may never be able to wash that cheek again.” With that, he offered her his arm and
asked, “Well dear lady, would you like to join me in the dining room for a bite to eat?”
She graciously took his arm, let out a flirtatious giggle and exclaimed, “I would be
delighted sir.” With that, they gracefully headed into the dining room arm in arm, picking up
their conversation right where they had left off the night before.
The task of deciding what to order from the menu was a momentary distraction from the
constant chattering that had continued non-stop from the moment they first bumped into each
other. After taking a few moments to look over the menu and declare their order to the waiter,
Elizabeth put her hand on John’s arm as the waiter retreated from their table to place their order
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in the kitchen. “There is one thing that I must admit to you, sir, and it took all morning to muster
up the courage to share this with you. So, before I lose that courage, I have to tell you
something.” With that, she sat up in her chair and gazed deeply into John’s eyes as she cleared
her throat. With a slight hesitation and a bit of timidity, she continued on, “Ever since those days
when I would stop in from school to visit with you at the store, I felt a bond develop that went
beyond just a school girl’s crush. During those many conversations, I became very fond of you,
developing a connection and an admiration that went beyond the realm of friendship.”
As she paused to consider what to say next her eyes looked down toward the table and
noticed John nervously running his finger over the edge of his plate. She smiled as she realized
that her words had caused a rather unpredicted reaction from John. As she looked back up at him
she noticed a bead of nervous sweat forming on his forehead. She had never seen him at a loss
for words, but in that moment of awkward silence, she saw a vulnerable side of him that she
found quite endearing. In fact, she found his reaction to be rather stimulating and for whatever
reason it gave her the courage to continue on. She became curious to see how he would finally
respond and decided to proceed without any inhibition as she continued on a playful course.
“Why, John, I think I’ve embarrassed you!” she teasingly stated as she reached up and stroked
her finger around his ear.
“Well, I always considered you to be a wonderful young lady and I enjoyed our
friendship too. But I must admit that because of our age difference, I never thought anything
more of it.” John nervously replied.
“Do you mean to tell me that you never even wondered what it would be like to kiss me
or hold me in your arms?” Elizabeth asked as she ran her finger down his arm and placed her
hand on top of his calloused old hand.
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“Well, I was a married man back then.” John replied in an attempt to justify his position
while trying to dance around the directness of her question. “In fact, just so you know it up front,
I’m still a married man!” He added.
“I know!” Elizabeth whispered, “But I still have to admit that our chance encounter last
night made me realize that I needed to share those deep seated feelings with you. After all, I have
thought about you many times throughout the years and wondered what had happened to you,
John. Who knows where the road will lead either one of us, and it just wouldn’t be right to not
share with you what has been on my heart all of these years. It’s not like I’m asking to get
serious or to have your hand in marriage, Mr. Tippet!” She smiled with a bit of cynicism,
knowing they were holding at least one secret between them. She then leaned back in her chair as
if to get a better perspective of John, patiently waiting for his response.
“Well, I’ve got to tell you, it’s a good thing you’re not looking for a marriage, because
I’ve been there twice and I’m not looking to ever make that mistake again.” John stated with an
added sense of boldness. “In fact, just between you and me, I don’t plan on heading back home
when I’m done with my business here. I think I’ll just head out in a totally different direction and
try to make a life of my own. I’m tired of being at everybody’s disposal and beckon call and I’m
just a thinkin’ it’s time to find a place where nobody tries to tell me what to do or where to go.”
He declared in a secretive whisper.
Elizabeth just let out a chuckle and then replied, “Well then, since we’ve gotten the
formalities of our situations out of the way, it’s time to sit back, relax, and enjoy our time
together.” Just then the waiter arrived with their dinner and momentarily interrupted the intimacy
of their conversation. After getting their meal situated on the table before them, their
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conversation picked back up with an added sense of enthusiasm that included an obvious sense
of relief and comfort.
The uneasiness caused by Elizabeth’s bold honesty had quickly passed and it actually
elevated the comfort level between the two of them as they continued to share some of their
deepest and profound hopes and dreams. As the evening progressed, the natural connection
between them became more obvious as they continued to share details of their lives that neither
of them had had ever shared before with anyone. Maybe it was the non-judgmental attitude that
they both exhibited as they listened to each other share the challenges, the aspirations, and the
dreams of their lives. Regardless of what contributed to their comfort level with each other, it
became quite obvious that their newfound connection ran deep. The meal lasted for just an hour,
but they sat there for several more laughing, giggling, and crying as they discussed the intricacies
of their lives with both the past and the hopes of their future.
In the meantime, Dale decided it was time to try his hand at Blackjack, so he headed
upstairs to the casino. As he walked up the stairs toward the entrance of the legalized gaming
facility, the sounds of gambling and the music from the player piano provided an enticing siren
song bidding anyone within ear shot to enter. Like Jason and the Argonauts it was difficult to
resist the temptation of the sounds that echoed forth an alluring promise for a chance to win it
big. Walking through the opened hardwood doors of the casino, the lights and atmosphere of a
lively casino greeted him. The mirrored walls glistened with the reflection of the lights from the
electric chandeliers that were scattered throughout the room.
The cries of both the winners and losers filled the air with a mix of celebration and
disgust as the smoke of cigarettes and cigars floated throughout the vast expanse of the room.
The sound of the slot machine bells ringing, mixed with the sounds of coins falling into the tray
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of these mechanical gold mines, provided the encouragement to all the gamblers to continue
dropping in their coins and pulling on the lever of chance. The atmosphere exuded a vibrant
sense of hope and exhilaration for all the participants who dreamed of hitting it big on a slot
machine, the roulette tables, or at the tables of Blackjack or Poker.
The casino was quite busy for that time of the day and Dale decided to make his way
toward one of the Blackjack tables in the back of the casino. He chose one of the tables that had
a dollar limit. Gambling with the five dollars that John had spotted him made him cautious and
he didn’t want to throw it away too quickly. After all, he probably wouldn’t be able to borrow
anything else off of John since he had paid for the train tickets and the hotel. He thought if he
found a table where he could bet a couple of bits at a time then with a little bit of luck he could
play for most of the afternoon and hopefully, he would walk out with a little more cash than he
came in with. Besides that, in the process he could pay John back for his expenses.
Dale decided to take the last seat at the table, but as he began to sit in the empty stool, he
noticed out of the corner of his eye someone else attempting to sit down on the opposite side of
the stool. Taken off guard and slightly embarrassed, he quickly stepped back from the stool and
apologized. Surprisingly, the man on the other side of the stool stepped back also, but never
responded to Dale’s apology. Standing there for a moment neither man made a move for the
stool, and so Dale once again moved in to sit down. Unbelievably, once again the man on the
other side of the stool quickly made a move toward the same stool to sit down. It appeared he
was just waiting for Dale to move just to badger him. With a rising bit of disgust, Dale once
again stood up and at the same instant the man on the other side of the stool followed suit. At this
point Dale was beginning to get irritated and blurted out, “If you want the seat, go ahead and take
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it. I’ll find another table.” Just then, the dealer burst out into a hysterical laugh. “What’s so
funny?” Dale inquired with sarcasm.
The dealer and the three other men sitting at the table just continued to laugh, completely
out of control. Dale still had no idea what they were laughing at, so he indignantly inquired once
again, “What’s so gosh darn funny?”
The dealer started to talk but just couldn’t get it out as the laughter overtook him once
again. Holding up a finger and gesturing for a moment of time, he finally wiped the tears of
laughter from his eyes and then began stammering in between another outburst of laughter, “It’s
a mirror. See, it was your reflection trying to sit down on your stool!”
With that, the dealer and the other men at the table let out one last obnoxious roar and
slapped their hands on the table in hysterics. “That’s the funniest thing I’ve ever seen!” One of
the men cried out from the midst of laughing and wiping tears from his eyes.
“Oh, it happens all the time!” The dealer choked out in between laughs. “That’s why I
like working this table. It keeps me young!” He added. “But this guy has topped them all!”
Dale indignantly tugged at his jacket before adjusting his collar as he said, “I’m glad to
be the butt of your jokes! Now, do you mind if I sit down and join the game?” With that, a
sheepish smile crossed Dale’s face as he realized that it was a pretty funny experience, in spite of
the fact that he was the one making a fool of himself.
Sitting down at the table and making himself at home, he continued to chuckle as the
other men’s laughter faded into the smoke filled room. With the hysterics of his shenanigans
fading away, Dale began to focus on the business for the day, winning some money at the tables.
He began by wagering twenty five cents on the first hand and to his surprise, he was dealt a king
and an ace. Blackjack on the first hand. He hoped that maybe, this was an omen that luck was
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with him. In the back of his mind he knew that they would be in need of all the luck they could
get their hands on during this wintry adventure of danger. “That’s paybacks for making me the
center of your jokes.” He declared to the dealer.
As he continued to play it became apparent that this was his lucky day and for the first
twenty minutes he continued to win nearly every hand. Winning provided a rush of adrenaline
that was hard to contain and it took everything he had inside him not to jump up and down with
joy every time the cards came up for him. Although, with every hand that went his way, his heart
raced with excitement and the thought of winning it big kept trying to creep into his mind. He
knew that he had to suppress those thoughts and not lose his focus or concentration. Plus, he had
to work at not showing too much outward excitement that would undermine the façade that he
was an old pro at this game. He didn’t want anyone to know that he wasn’t an experienced hand
at Blackjack and he didn’t want to tip off the dealer with any signals or nerves that would prove
to affect his ability to come out ahead.
Dale realized that half the battle of winning was attributed to putting on the game face by
not showing any emotion and he truly was a man that naturally displayed the demeanor of a
perfect gambler. His stone-cold poker face put the fear of God into anyone who gazed upon his
stoic pose. In fact, that was one of his best traits when it came to telling a joke or teasing
anybody. He would put on that granite look and no one could tell if he was serious or joking. It
took John quite awhile to figure him out. But once he did, they learned to play off of each other
and wherever they would go, others would be the victim of their somewhat twisted and demented
sense of humor. What one of them wouldn’t think of doing or saying, the other one would. Once
a person figured out these two jokers, anytime spent enjoying their rhetoric and shenanigans
became a hilariously delightful experience. In fact, they could have probably taken their show on
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the road as their entertaining bantering and badgering provided gut wrenching laughter to anyone
within ear shot.
Even though it was mid-afternoon, the casino crowd continued to grow and the noise and
the smoke became increasingly thick. Many of the tables were nearly full of gamblers and the
waitresses were busy catering to the clientele, anxious to serve their every need in anticipation of
getting a well-deserved and generous tip from any of the lucky winners or even the regulars who
frequented the establishment.
Dale was creating quite a stir as he continued to win at the tables. Of course, the attention
that he was drawing was not of his liking. He’d prefer to mind his own business and not make
any type of commotion that would cause him to be conspicuous or to stand out to any of the
management or security detail. Everything was going his way and he had lost very few hands in
more than two hours of playing. In fact, the management had already changed the dealer twice as
well as the decks of cards that continued to fall completely in his favor. Every time his hand
would beat the house, he would humbly reach out to gather his chips and state, “I can’t believe
my luck.” By his estimates he had already hauled in over $350 and it appeared that his luck
wasn’t about to run out anytime soon.
Of course, the scantily clad waitresses in their satin and lace outfits kept bringing him
complimentary drinks in hopes of getting a more than generous tip for their efforts and attention
to a client who was prospering from an overabundance of luck. There were several people
gathered around cheering Dale on as he continued his winning ways and kept reeling in the chips
after each hand. He had hit Blackjack more times than anyone at the table and it appeared to the
management that he might be counting cards or winning in some unscrupulous way. So the pit
boss had made it his personal duty to find out how he was managing to keep winning and he
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made his way close to the table in order to keep a watchful and rather intimidating eye on both
Dale and the dealer.
Even though Dale had already consumed a couple of the free shots of whiskey, he knew
that he was being closely scrutinized, and with each passing moment, he became a little more
anxious and concerned about bringing all of this unnecessary attention to himself. Considering
the reason that they were in Deadwood he knew that being so conspicuous might came back to
haunt them. And so, his nerves were just about frazzled as the stress of winning was taking its
toll on his ability to maintain his stern, poker face. After all, he had been at the tables most of the
afternoon and he had never had to keep a straight face for that long.
Finally, after nearly three hours at the table, he was dealt a losing hand. More than
anything it was a relief as he pushed his cards to the dealer and leaned back in his chair. The
folks behind him let out a moan of disappointment as he had suffered his first loss in more than a
dozen hands. Three more hands turned toward the house’s favor and Dale realized that this
would be the perfect opportunity to gracefully bow out of the game. So, he carefully gathered his
chips and threw a gracious tip toward the dealer as he declared, “Thanks, folks, but those two
drinks have me in need of an afternoon nap.” With that, he stood up, and nonchalantly walked
toward the cashier’s office to cash in his chips. He was amazed when the teller counted out over
$425 in crisp, new bills.
Dale couldn’t remember ever holding that much money in his hands. It was a pretty
sizeable wad of money for anybody to be carrying around. His heart was racing so fast it felt like
it was going to burst out of his throat as his mind whirled in a near-state of shock and disbelief.
His mind spun nearly out of control and he was overwhelmed by a sensation that was
comparable to being a bit drunk. For a moment, he felt like he would pass out from the
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excitement, so he had to pause in an effort to steady himself. However, he felt compelled to
maintain his callous demeanor and not let on that this was a moment of a lifetime. Before turning
around toward the exit, he smiled an appreciative grin at the teller, and then carefully placed his
winnings inside his vest pocket. Before taking a step, he took in a much needed deep breath of
the smoke filled air and then gracefully meandered from the casino quietly whistling his own
rendition of Camp Town Races. Yes indeed, it had turned into “quite an afternoon” he thought to
himself as he strolled out the doors of the casino and headed toward the stair well leading up to
his room.
Dale fully expected to find John taking a nap when he got back to the room, but as he
quietly opened the door and peered in, he could see that the room was empty. He clumsily
groped for the light switch to turn it on and then made his way over to the bed as he yawned and
stretched his arms high above his head. Plopping down onto the noisy springs he pulled the wad
of cash out of his vest pocket. Holding his winnings tightly in one hand, he pulled the loot up to
his lips and gave it a long, appreciative kiss. He knew that this was a godsend and the money
would go a long way toward surviving through the next several months, especially, if he couldn’t
recoup any of the hay money from the swindler. He couldn’t believe his luck and as he pondered
his good fortune, he let out a loud and appreciated “Thank you God!” He then began to run his
thumb through the end of the bills making a shuffling sound. Oh, how good it was to have a
pocket full of money he thought to himself as he continued flipping the corner of the bills with
his thumb. It was then he suddenly realized that according to the agreement he would have to
share his winnings with John.
It would be difficult to part with over two hundred of his hard earned dollars after all it
was his luck that brought in this small fortune. But “fair is fair” he thought to himself, although
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he did ponder the possibility of just telling John that he had won a few bucks and he could just
pay back the five dollar seed money or maybe even give him an extra five or ten dollars. He
realized however, that he owed John more than five bucks and the only fair thing to do would be
to split the winnings, no matter how painful it was to part with the cash. After all, they were
partners and if there wasn’t any trust between them, he knew that their chance of getting the
money that was owed them from the rancher was pretty slim.
Sometimes it was a tough choice being an honest man, and he chuckled as he considered
the temptation involved with running into a bit of money and the impact it could have on a man’s
level of honesty and integrity. He thought back to a message he had heard at church one Sunday
morning a few years back, regarding what possessions a man carried with him when he left this
life. The preacher that day impressed upon him that the only thing a man takes with him when he
crosses over into the next world is his “character.” Without integrity, honesty, and morality, a
man has nothing of value to take with him into the realm that follows this life.
So, as he pondered the words of a long ago sermon, he realized that he only had one
choice and that was to split the winnings with John. “Maybe I should have stayed at it a while
longer. After all, maybe my luck would have continued on? Who knows, maybe I could have
won a lot more.” He thought to himself as he began to doubt his decision to get up from a
winning table and walk away. With all of those thoughts still running rampant inside his head, he
took the money, gave it another kiss and then carefully tucked it in the waistband of his pants. At
least there it would be safely tucked away if someone broke into the room and tried to steal
anything from him while he slept. The two shots of whiskey were beginning to really relax his
old weary body as he took a deep breath and rolled over on his side. With that, he let out a
contented sigh before he peacefully slumbered off for a long anticipated nap.
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John and Elizabeth continued to talk incessantly as they got up from the table and headed
out of the dining room. They walked into the lobby, arm in arm, and once again found that they
were standing in front of the large fireplace. “My, it seems like we always end up back where we
started, doesn’t it?” Elizabeth declared as she glanced around the room and then focusing her
attention on the fireplace with the huge Bull Elk head mounted above the flagstone mantle. “I
can’t believe that we’ve been talking for hours! It seems like only a few minutes have passed and
there’s so much more I want to share.” She said as she sat down on the couch to enjoy the
warmth and the beauty of the flickering flames dancing above the logs in the fire.
John stood there for a moment looking down at Elizabeth and wondering if he should
politely excuse himself to meet up with Dale. He really wasn’t in any rush to go anyplace and he
knew that Dale could take care of himself for a little while longer, so he sat down next to
Elizabeth. “You know that I do have some business that I need to tend to?” He asked as he gazed
into Elizabeth’s sparkling blue eyes.
“Well, how long will that take?” Elizabeth inquired. “Do you think you will be gone
long?” She asked as she moved closer to John and put her hand on his.
“I’m not sure how long it’ll take” John said as he could feel himself blushing again. “But
I really should check in with my partner before too long, so he knows what I’m up to.” He added.
A devilish smile crossed Elizabeth’s face and her eyes glistened with mischief when she
replied, “My! Maybe you should enlighten me as to what you’re really up to, sir!” She let out a
laugh and then leaned in toward John snuggling closer to him.
“No, what I meant is that I just need to let him know that I’ve run into an old friend so he
can make his own plans for this evening.” John stammered as his face turned a bright shade of
red. “Besides, I’ve got to tell you that I really do need to go find a bath and get cleaned up. It was
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a long trip yesterday and I haven’t had a chance to really clean up proper, especially to be in the
company of such a lovely lady!” John flirtatiously added with a wink.
Elizabeth leaned forward on the couch and proclaimed, “Tell you what, the baths at the
boarding house are much cheaper, so why don’t you come over there with me, get ready, and
then we can go to the movie house this evening. ‘The Little Princess’ is showing and I just love
Katherine Griffith and Mary Pickford. It sounds like a wonderful movie and I would love to see
it with you.” She paused just long enough to catch her breath and then in an almost pleading
request she added, “I will even treat since you were kind enough to buy me lunch today. It will
be a special night for both of us!”
John sat there for a moment contemplating the offer, and as he pondered the thought
Elizabeth snuggled in closer, tightening her grip on his arm while anticipating his response.
“Well, I think that sounds like a mighty fine proposition. After all, what man in his right mind
could say ‘no’ to such a beautiful lady?” John agreed as a conspicuous smile came across his
face before adding, “Just point me in the right direction for the bath house and I’ll meet you back
here around six o’clock. How does that sound, little lady?” With that he stood to his feet and
offered his hand of assistance to help Elizabeth up off the couch.
Elizabeth pulled herself up and planted her feet right next to his, standing on her tip toes
she whispered in his ear. “I’ll do you one better than point ya in the right direction. I’ll escort
you to the place myself and then let you tend to your business of cleaning up while I get myself
ready for a night on the town.” She let out a giggle as she brushed a bit of lint off of John’s vest
and then reached up to run her finger over his whiskered cheek. Teasingly and with a bit of a
mocking wink she added, “I bet you clean up pretty good for an old hay farmer!” She then
grabbed him by the arm and led him out of the hotel and toward the boarding house. Once again,
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they chattered without ceasing as they walked arm and arm across the snow covered street and
into the warmth of the boarding house.
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“The Bath House Surprise”
As John slid into the hot, steamy tub of water he let out a long sigh of contentment. One
thing was sure, he wasn’t used to enjoying the luxury of a private bath in a tub large enough to
stretch out in and relax. Most of the time John’s bathing experience was relegated to the old tub
in the kitchen or the cold stream that ran back behind the house. The indoor tub and facility was
reserved for Loretta and the women folk of the house. The boys took their ritual Saturday night
bath in succession after supper was finished and the kitchen cleaned up. Normally, it was John
first and then each boy according to age; the oldest first and down to the youngest. The rituals of
the Saturday night baths were nowhere close to being considered a relaxing experience of a
pampering nature. They were nothing short of just another regularly scheduled chore that had to
be tended to.
John was well aware that this was truly a rare treat and he was going to make the most of
the opportunity. The hot water was almost too hot as it sent stinging sensations through his
chilled fingers and toes, but he put aside the little bit of discomfort as he immersed his tired,
aging body into the pampered warmth of heavenly comfort. He leaned his head back against the
edge of the rounded claw foot tub as he breathed in the steam saturated air that arose out from
the water that filled the tub to the brim. “Now this is the life!” He thought to himself, closing his
eyes in sweet contentment.
As he continued on with his thoughts the words started flowing out of his mouth as
though he was talking to an imaginary friend. “Yep, this is the life! No little ones running in and
out to spoil the moment. No wife yelling at ya to ‘hurry up so the kids can have their turn.’ No
fighting, no bickering, no arguments over who gets to go first and enjoy the luxury of clean,
virgin water. No defending the right to be the first one in the bath and no making excuses as to
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why I’m not done yet. Yes siree! This is living as the Good Maker intended. I think I could get
used to this kind of luxury and indulgence. As I think about it, I don’t know anybody that’s more
deserving of living the good life than good ole’ John Frederick Williams! Why, there’s no more
deserving a man on this planet.”
He chuckled to himself for a moment as he pondered the irony of what had just come out
of his mouth before he continued conversing with himself, “Well, I guess if I really got what I
deserved, I’d be sitting out in the cold, begging for food, and fighting to stay alive. After all, I
haven’t lived a life of sainthood, that’s for sure! His mind began to wander back to his first
marriage in 1880 when he was only 19 years old, and of the kids he had left behind from that
union. He hadn’t known Iva Miller for too long when they first started courting, but it hadn’t
taken him too many dates to get to know her in the biblical sense after meeting at an oldfashioned “hoe down.” In fact, they rushed into marriage thinking that Iva was in the “family
way”, knowing from the start that it was most likely a big mistake. All the things they thought
they had in common were superficial, a lustful attraction that quickly faded away with the
passing of time. Unfortunately, three children later, it turned into a dreadful, unbearable situation
that forced his hand while, leaving him no alternative but to agree to a divorce.
It wasn’t that he really wanted a divorce, but he also didn’t see any purpose in staying in
a marriage that had gone sour so quickly and didn’t seem to fill any of his intimate desires.
Maybe the real thrill that he experienced at the onset of their relationship was indicative of the
challenge related to conquering something that others thought was un-attainable. Iva’s family
was one of modest prosperity with an established name and good standing in the community,
while his origins could have been considered one from “the other side of the tracks.” After all,
his mother was raising John and his sister, Henrietta or “Etta,” as she was commonly known on
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her own. Even though she worked hard at maintaining a modest living to provide for the needs of
her small family, it was obvious that she struggled to provide any extras for her children. In
addition, since she spent so much time trying to provide, John and Etta spent a lot of time
fending for themselves when school wasn’t in session. At times, being alone in a strange, foreign
county without any relatives or close friends around to keep an eye on them was almost like
being an orphan. John being the type of lad he was, quickly learned how to manipulate the
situation by conning his way into people’s lives in order to get the things that he needed or as
was often the case, the things he wanted in life. In many ways, although most people saw it as
being congenial and outgoing, John’s ability to talk his way out of situations was nothing more
than a con game, developed to survive in a rough and cruel world he became quite the “fast
talker” early on in life.
It wasn’t an easy life for John as a child or even through his teenage years. There was a
stigma associated with a family that had no father around which caused many of the folks in
town to snub anyone that had the misfortune of not coming from an established family with two
parents at home. It always bothered John that he had no one to call “Pa,” other than some faint
remembrance of a fading figure of a man who shipped them off to the States. For whatever
reason, his parents divorced and as the rest of the family set sail for a new life in America, he
stayed behind in England. It was hard for a boy growing up to not have the influence of a strong
male role model. So, John was forced to figure out many things on his own without any advice
from the wisdom of a guiding hand. Much of his tough talking, as well as his macho demeanor
was nothing more than a front put up to try to hide his many insecurities and self-doubt. Many of
his actions and attitudes were developed over the years simply because he missed out on having
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a dad by his side as he grew into manhood. Every boy needs a father in his life; a role model to
guide, to advise, and to mold a boy into a man of integrity and honor.
Of course, it didn’t help that he was quite the ladies man. One of his biggest problems
was the difficulty he had in staying at home away from the brothels. There were several dens of
iniquity surrounding the area and it was quite common in those days for a large portion of the
men in society to at least occasionally, enter into the temptation of legalized prostitution. It took
a true man of integrity and commitment to his family to resist the siren’s call of these types of
establishments. John was a man with a strong desire for the ladies, so when word got back to Iva
that he was a frequent customer of more than one den of ill-repute, well needless to say, the
proverbial stink hit the fan. When mild mannered Iva met him at the door late one night after an
evening of his drinking and carousing at the brothels, she gave him a clear cut ultimatum –
“Either give up that kind of lifestyle or hit the road.” She made it perfectly clear that night that
there were only two options: either he could decide to commit to be a devoted husband and
family man that shared the evenings at home, or fill out the divorce papers.
John knew that his wife was dead serious and he really did want to make the marriage
work. He loved his wife and adored his children, so he tried to walk the fine line of fidelity that
his wife had set out for him. Yet, after just a few short months, he couldn’t handle the
circumstance of his situation and he felt like a prisoner. It was like his freedom, his independence
had been taken away and the frustration he felt with the predictable routine of his love life left
him incomplete. He just didn’t find fulfillment in the love making that his wife offered once a
week. His desires were far too great to be limited to such scheduled lovin’ and so he once again
found himself sneaking off to the brothels to squelch the burning desires of his passionate heart
and his fleshly cravings. Although, for the first few months of his renewed infidelity, he did
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manage to limit himself to just once or twice a week, making excuses that he had to work late at
the store or make an unscheduled delivery of a last minute order that had been phoned in. But
having been down this path before, it didn’t take Iva long to once again catch wind of her
husband’s regularly scheduled rendezvous and she quickly let the hammer come crashing down
on top of John’s inconsiderate head.
As John reflected on the last days of his marriage with its countless infidelities that he
had actively sought after throughout those times, he felt a tinge of shame and guilt for his
reckless and inconsiderate behavior toward his first wife. Taking the bar of soap in his hand he
began to vigorously scrub his arms and chest, building up an intense lather of bubbles that
floated on top of the splashing water in the tub. “It’ll take more than this soap has to offer to
clean the dirt of life off me.” He mumbled to himself as he fought the pangs of guilt for betraying
his first wife and family. In his mind he could picture each of them; that is, as he remembered
them from nearly thirty years earlier. He wondered how the children looked now since becoming
adults and if they bore any type of resemblance to him or his clan. There was Jessie May, little
Walter, and the youngest child Ethel, but of course, none of them were little anymore, other than
in John’s mind. At that moment his heart ached with a sudden loneliness and longing for a
glimpse or a touch from his first family.
“It seems like I’ve pretty much fouled up another marriage since then, even though I’ve
reformed and behaved myself over the last twenty years,” he softly proclaimed to himself as he
began to rub the soap through his hair and into a creamy lather. “Seems like I’m pretty good at
messin’ up relationships and runnin’ off when the times get tough!” He softly declared, as he
took a deep breath and eased down into the tub, immersing his head into the steamy water, in an
effort to rinse all the suds out of his thinning hair. As he raised his head up out of the water and
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wiped back the dripping hair from his eyes, he realized for the first time that he was really no
different than the father he had left behind in England at the age of five.
John had never known his father other than through a faded old picture that his mother
kept on the mantle of the fireplace. As a five year old leaving port on the steamer ship ‘JohnBright’ from England, with his mother, Harriet, and his sister, Henrietta, he could barely
remember the faint, fading image of a man waving goodbye on the docks as the ship set sail. At
least his father had seen fit to see them off as they disembarked on their voyage even though he
had just recently divorced Harriet. But John had become the same type of man that his father
was, or at least, the same type of man that he assumed his father to be. He had become a man
who was willing to walk away from the responsibility of his family. He was willing to let go of
the most valuable possession a man has in this life, simply leave them behind without giving it a
second thought, not even taking one last look back as he headed off into the promise of a new
life.
John had already followed directly in his father’s footsteps and had become a mirror
image of his example. John had mastered the art of abandonment when he walked away from Iva
and their three children, and now, he was in the process of making the same mistake all over
again. However, this time the impact would be even greater when he left Loretta, seeing how
there were still nine children still at home in Gillette! Another family left behind to fend for
themselves and deal with the anguish of building a new life out of the ashes from a broken past.
As he contemplated this sudden revelation of his lack of character, he slowly sank down
into the tub of water as if to slip away from the reality of the kind of man he had become. It was
almost as if he was trying to let the water wash away the filth of the past along with the character
he lacked as a man. While the soap bubbles slowly began to dissipate from the top of the water,
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he gazed off into the distance of his mind as he pondered the ironies of the life he had lived, of
the paths he had followed. He contemplated how things could have been different - wondering
about the families that he had abandoned in order to find his happiness while seeking out his own
self-determined as well as, self-centered destiny. Yet, as he drifted out to the memories of the
past, he realized that he was just as miserable now as he was over thirty years ago when he was
married the first time. It seemed that maybe misery was a constant companion that he could
never rid himself of and that his happiness was something that he could never quite grasp.
John was lost deep in his thoughts as the door to the bath quietly opened allowing
Elizabeth to slip into the room, quietly closing the door behind her and turning the lock. She
peeked over her shoulder to see if he had heard her, but since John’s back was to the door and his
thoughts were in a different place and time he was oblivious to the things around him, including
Elizabeth’s unannounced arrival. She gracefully and silently made her way to the back of the tub.
As she leaned down to wrap her arms around John’s neck and rub her hands over his hairy chest,
the floor let out an eerie moan. The sound of the squeaky floor caught John by surprise, causing
him to nearly jump out of his skin. He quickly twisted around in an effort to see who had come
into the room and was shocked to see Elizabeth standing behind him with a brilliant, yet
coquettish smile stretched across her face.
John was so shocked to see her standing there that he didn’t have the presence of mind to
try to cover up his naked body, even though at least part of him was nearly half immersed in the
tub. “My, oh my, Mr. Williams!” Elizabeth teased, “You are quite the man, I see!” John quickly
slid back down into the tub in an attempt to cover himself with the water. There was a moment of
embarrassed, silence as John searched for the words to lighten the tension in the room. It took
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him a few moments to even find his tongue and then finally he stuttered, “H-h-h-h-how did you
get in? I had the door locked!”
Elizabeth smiled as she held up a skeleton key. “I have access to every room in this fine
establishment.” She giggled and then added, “I know the owner quite well.”
John glanced back and forth between the key that she was holding in her hand and the
devious smile that was still embellished across her face before realizing that she still had a fairly
unrestricted view of his nakedness. He abruptly immersed himself up to his neck in water while
thrashing his arms around to try and move the few remaining suds into a more strategic location
in order to hide his private parts from her direct view. “What are you up to, girl?” He finally
managed to blurt out as Elizabeth made her way to the other end of the tub where she could look
straight into his steel blue eyes, trying to get a better read of what was going through his slightly
disoriented mind.
“Oh, I just thought you might need a little help in shaving off those bristly old whiskers.
It’s much easier for someone else to do it while you’re enjoying the pampering of a tantalizing
hot steam bath. After all, you might be so relaxed in that hot tub of water that you could end up
cutting your throat with your own razor. And I surely wouldn’t want you to have any excuse for
not keeping our upcoming appointment for tonight.” She took a step back from the edge of the
tub and then proclaimed, “So, here I am, at your service, Mr. Williams.” She then stretched out
her arms, lifting her hands upward to emphasize her point. It was then that John noticed that she
was wearing a rather shear purple robe with feather trim around the collar and half-sleeves. The
feathers had done a fairly good job of concealing the fact that she wasn’t wearing anything else
from the waist up. In the dimly lit bathroom he could make out the cleavage of her ample breasts,
as well as the silver dollar size nipples hiding just behind the trim.
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John was completely taken aback by Elizabeth’s surprise interruption of his bath, as well
as, the view that wouldn’t allow him to take his eyes off her tantalizing chest. The sight of her
caused him to be at a total loss for words. The only thing that he could get to come out of his
gaping mouth was a long and exasperated “duh!” After a few moments though, he realized that
his face was flushed as red as a rose and it felt like he was out in the blazing desert sun. He
leaned forward a bit in the tub and splashed some water onto his face in an attempt to hide his
aroused state of embarrassment.
Elizabeth was well aware of John’s reaction to her surprise visit as she reveled in her
ability to catch him totally off guard. In an added bit of dramatic enticement she casually made
her way back to the opposite end of the tub, where she picked up the straight razor that was
sitting on the top of the mirrored vanity along with the shaving brush and bowl. “It looks like it’s
time to get to work here, Mr. Williams!” She playfully teased, as she pulled up a stool and sat
directly behind John. She whipped up the shaving cream and brushed it on his face and neck as
John sat motionless and silent in the tub. “Oh come on!” She proclaimed. “You need to relax and
enjoy this. I promise I won’t cut your throat or anything else.” She added with a girlish laugh.
“Now, just lean back and relax. You have to trust me!” She commanded as she gently pulled
John back by the shoulders.
“Well, I gotta tell you the truth.” John sheepishly declared, “I wasn’t expecting any
company in here, and I most certainly wasn’t expecting to see you in that kind of an outfit! It
makes it hard for a man to relax……………” He paused and then continued on, “And it makes it
even harder to not show my excitement!” John again tried to use his hands to stir the water over
his nearly exposed manhood.
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“Don’t worry, you ain’t got nothin’ I ain’t seen plenty of times before!” Elizabeth
proclaimed, with a bit of a naughty laugh. With a slight blush she added, “Although, from what
I’ve seen, I’m quite impressed!” Again, there was a brief moment of uncomfortable silence
before she found the words to continue, “Besides, as far as what I’m wearing, you don’t think I’d
come in here to give you a shave wearing my best going to the theater clothes do you? If this gets
wet, it’ll dry out in no time.”
Elizabeth grabbed John’s forehead and pulled his head back in order to stretch out his
neck as she began to shave the stubble from around the base of his throat. As she reached around
to begin the task of shaving his neck, John began to sit back up in the tub. Elizabeth once again
pulled him back by the shoulders and proceeded to turn his head to the side. John’s eyes popped
wide open and he didn’t move a muscle as he once again got an up close and personal view of
her scantily clad breast. But as she drew him close, he also got a whiff of her provocative,
sensuous perfume.
“What is that perfume that you’re wearing?” John inquired as he sought a way to divert
the tension with a bit of conversation. “It’s Chez Pioret from Paris!” Elizabeth responded. “Do
you like it?” She asked.
“It’s wonderful!” John declared, “I’ve never smelled anything as sensuous before.” He
paused for a moment and then added, “But I’m not sure if it’s the perfume or the circumstance
that has aroused my senses.”
Elizabeth then pulled his wet head back until it came to rest against her nearly exposed
chest as she tried to get him positioned to shave the last part of his neck. “See there!” She
proclaimed, “You’re getting me all wet and we still aren’t finished yet!”
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By then John’s wit had found its tongue and as he held his breath in fear of getting
nicked, he cautiously replied, “Well, I gotta tell ya, if I get any wetter, I’ll forever be a prune.”
“Better a prune than a prude!” Elizabeth spouted back.
“You’re anything but a prude. That’s for sure, Ms. Elizabeth!” John declared with a
growing sense of confidence. “In fact, if you want to know the truth,” He added, “You’re
probably the finest looking woman I have ever seen.” With that, she turned his head away from
her and pulled up on the tip of his nose as she started shaving above his lip. With a bit of a nasal
twang John continued on, “And, to be totally honest, I’ve never had a barber that looks anything
like you give me a shave or a haircut, especially in these kinds of circumstance.” John splashed a
bit of water up toward her before he playfully added, “Although, there was this barber once in
Honey Creek that sounded a bit like you.”
Elizabeth started laughing and she had to carefully pull the razor from beneath his nose.
“Don’t make me laugh, John! Not when I have a straight razor in my hand. You could lose your
nose.” She continued to giggle and then questioned John, “So, he really had a voice like mine?”
“His voice was so high it could make your ears bleed and it sounded like he’d been
kicked one too many times in the jewels by the family mule!” John declared, as he burst out
laughing. “Why, he was the most girly fella I’ve ever known, and it nearly made my skin crawl
when he’d talk while he was giving me a haircut. It was downright creepy, I tell you! I had to
keep my eyes shut the whole time I was in his chair.” John added emphatically.
“Well, Mr. Williams, you’re not having any trouble keeping your eyes shut this time. I
guess I’m not scaring you off?” Elizabeth teased.
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“I’m not scared off. But I am intrigued, captivated, and more than a bit aroused, if you
want to know the truth of the matter!” John declared as he tried to turn his head and get another
eyeful of Elizabeth’s revealing cleavage.
“You keep your eyes looking straight ahead, John Williams!” Elizabeth directed as she
finished the shave. “If you’re a good boy, and you mind your “P’s” and “Q’s” then you might get
another chance to test the waters. But for now, you’re shaved and it’s time for me to go up and
get ready. I will meet you downstairs in 30 minutes, so don’t be late!” Elizabeth proclaimed as
she stood up and dropped the bar of soap into the tub. She then bent over John, kissing him on
his forehead, as she once again seductively rubbed her hands over his gray-haired chest. She
softly whispered in his ear, “And I promise, you won’t have any regrets before the nights over.”
With that, she playfully flung the water off her hands over John’s head, turned around, and
gracefully headed out the door.
Once again, John was left alone, immersed in the tub of cooling water and reflecting on
the thrill and excitement of what had just transpired. He felt like he had just woke up from a
sensuous dream. He couldn’t believe what had just happened. His mind whirled with excitement
of what the immediate future might hold. Even though it was difficult to determine what was
more exhilarating, the thrill of knowing the reality of what had just happened, or the anticipation
of what might occur next. As he sank back down up to his neck in the tepid water, he continued
on with the conversation he was having with himself before Elizabeth came in, questioning the
facts, reciting the possibilities, and reviewing the dangers and fears of what to expect. Before
long, he decided it was time to once again submerse his head in the water and as he came up
from beneath the dwindling suds he blurted out, “I need a cold shower!”
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“Oh, What a Tangled Web”
Dale had been sitting around the hotel for nearly two days while John tended to his
personal business with Elizabeth. The more time he spent in the isolated room, the more irritated
he became. His building anger was fueled by the feelings of abandonment, as well as the
presumption that John had more pressing issues to take care. It led Dale to believe that he was
nothing more than an inconvenience and a burden; a forgotten friend who was in the way and
who had been tossed to the side like an old piece of unwanted baggage. He had taken about all of
the neglect he could stand as he contemplated what to do about the situation.
Dale began to mill over the possibility of just approaching the rancher in an open and
friendly manner, in hopes of getting his money back. That way, he wouldn’t have to even think
about bothering John or interrupting his little intimate escapades. John was so infatuated with his
new-found friend that he was oblivious to anything else around him. Dale knew the situation
with Elizabeth would only add to the danger that they faced as they tried to find a way to recoup
their money. Elizabeth had most definitely thrown a monkey wrench into the works of the
operation. In Dale’s estimation, she had become an unwanted and compromising liability.
Dale found it nearly disgusting to think that John could carry on with this girl who was
nearly half his age. It nearly made him sick as he thought of the two spending most all of the past
several days together. To make things worse, they hadn’t even thought about including Dale in
any of their outings. They could have at least included him for a meal or invited him to go out to
the movie house with them. But no, they were too wrapped up in themselves and were carrying
on like a couple of young lovers. Why, as far as Dale was concerned, John was acting like an old
fool who was making a sad spectacle of himself.
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His mind began to wander back to the things that were happening at home. As he thought
about his own family, wondering how they were doing, his focus quickly turned to John’s
family. He wondered if Elizabeth even knew that John was married or that he had 14 kids with
his current wife. As he pondered that question, he began to reflect on the impact John’s running
around would have on Loretta if she caught wind of his mischievous little escapades. It bothered
him to think that any man could cheat on his wife and his family, and what made the matter
worse was the fact that he had trapped Dale into being an accomplice to the secrets – secrets that
couldn’t be shared with anyone when they got back home.
It was a well known fact that Dale hated liars and cheaters with a passion. What upset
him most was the thought that he had become a willing party to a lying, cheating scheme. But the
fact that really put a burr under his saddle was the reality that he would not benefit in any way
from the situation. He found himself in a no-win situation and he knew the longer that John
tended to his personal business the less likely they would be to ever get their money and make it
back home to Gillette. Dale’s anger and resentment for the situation continued to build as he sat
there in the isolation of the shadowy hotel room. Finally, he felt like he was going to burst, so he
grabbed his coat and hat and tore out of the room, slamming the door behind.
Dale had no idea where he was going, but he was sure he wasn’t going to be hanging out
in the room all alone for another minute. He stormed down the stairs, bolted through the lobby,
and burst out the doors into the frozen landscape of the town. He checked out the nearly deserted
streets around the hotel and finally focused his attention on the Green Front, just down the street.
It was referred to as the Green Front Theater, even though it could have never been mistaken for
a legitimate theater. It was well known for its burlesque style entertainment, as well as, its
prominence as one of the towns more notorious houses of ill-repute. It was probably one of the
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raunchiest dives in Deadwood, carrying the reputation of being the “toughest place in the town.”
Even though it advertised itself as a theater it was an establishment that catered to a wide variety
of cowboys, businessmen, locals, and whoever else happened to be enticed by the siren’s call of
its ladies. The Green Front boasted quite a selection of rather worldly and wily women, ready to
meet the needs of anyone who walked through its doors. Not that Dale had any interest in taking
advantage of any of that type of action, but he figured, at least, he could go in, have a few drinks,
let off some steam and maybe even have a bit of feminine conversation that would help ease his
current emotional tensions. With that idea locked firmly in his head, he made his way down the
squeaky old board walk and headed into the Green Front.
Dale made his way up to the bar and slapped a silver dollar down on the bar, “Give me a
beer!” He commanded the bartender, “And keep ‘em coming until I tell you to stop!” he added
with an irritable and agitated tone. The bartender filled a mug to overflowing, slapped it on the
long wooden bar and slid it down to Dale’s waiting hand while the foam froth left a trail along
the way. Dale didn’t waste a minute in guzzling down the beer, and in no time, he slid the mug
back up the bar to the bartender. “Fill it up again. I told you to keep ‘em coming!” Dale
commanded, in a scolding manner. The bartender didn’t say a word, but gave Dale a long,
deliberate scowl before filling the order and once again sliding the mug down the bar to Dale’s
waiting hand.
Dale guzzled down several gulps of the second beer before sitting the mug down on the
bar and wiping the foaming brew off his lip with his sleeve. Dale actually had a strange talent
that he often times bragged about. He could drink a glass of water, or lemon aide without taking
a gulp. He could literally pour it down his gullet and straight into his stomach without even once
swallowing. He had never done it with beer before, but on this night, he figured it was time to try
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it out. Since he really wasn’t much of a drinker, he wasn’t used to the effects of alcohol on his
body or his mind. In fact, even though he would have an occasional drink now and then, he had
never been drunk before in his life. In reality, he didn’t have any idea what to expect. But given
the situation that he found himself in with John, he figured it couldn’t hurt to have a few beers.
After all, it might just help ease the tension while providing him some relief from his building
anger and pent up resentment.
As he stood there for a minute, the effects of the first beer began to work its magic,
causing him to become a bit light-headed. The room started to move on its own while everything
seemed to become a bit wobbly. Rather than taking the time to feel the full effects of the first
beer, Dale decided it wouldn’t hurt to go ahead and finish downing the second mug of brew.
With just a few more gulps he once again slammed the mug down on the bar and slid it back
toward the bartender. Dale hadn’t had a thing to eat since he’d had breakfast that morning, so the
alcohol quickly did its job as his speech started to slur and he even had a hard time standing on
his own. One thing was for sure, the alcohol had taken care of the many emotions that had built
up inside of him and although he was no longer angry with John, he did begin to fall into a
depressed stupor. As he slurred out the words, “Give me another,” he grabbed onto the bar to
steady himself while managing to plop down into a stool.
After filling up the mug again, the bartender made his way toward Dale and handed him
the mug. “This is the last one, fella!” he said with just a bit of compassion in his voice. “If I let
you have another, they’ll be carrying you out of here on a stretcher.” The bartender added, as he
wiped the bar with a towel.
Dale lifted up the beer and with a near drunken smile declared, “Here’s to you!” He then
proceeded to take a few more sips. The bartender began to head back toward the other end of the
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bar but Dale grabbed him by the arm, and inquired with an obvious slur, “Have you ever had a
friend who left you behind? A friend who you thought was a friend but was really no friend at
all?”
The bartender pulled his arm away from Dale and before turning away replied, “We’ve
all been there, fella. Friends like that aren’t worth the worry!” He patted Dale on the arm and
with the compassion that only a bartender can muster he added, “I think if you finish that drink
and head back home, you’ll find that things will be better in the morning. This too, shall pass,
although the headache you’re going to have tomorrow might last a whole lot longer.”
Dale tried to stand up but he couldn’t seem to find the floor with his feet. After a few
seconds of stumbling around the bar stool, he plopped back down and drew closer to the
bartender. In a rather loud and boisterous voice he drunkenly declared, “You - you, don’t
understand. You – you – you, see, even after I won all of this money at the card table the other
night, my friend still hasn’t, hasn’t, hasn’t h..h..h..h..had the time for me. He, he just left me on
my, my, my own. Dale pulled out the wad of money that he won at the casino, holding it up high
above his head, he waved his hand in an effort to show it off. “See, wh..wh..what I mean?” Dale
stuttered. “You, you, you w..w..w..would think that he’d at least,” he paused to try to gather his
thoughts before continuing on, “invite me out to, to, to dinner, so that I could pay. B..b..b..but no.
He don’t give me the time of day!”
Dale had become so drunk after just two beers that he had lost his ability to think clearly,
let alone talk without stuttering and slurring all of his words. The quickness of his drunken state
had attracted some attention of those around him within the close proximity. The sight of a drunk
was always a humorous part of the dance hall experience and all of the patrons got a kick out of
watching someone else’s drunken misery. However, Dale’s ranting about winning money along
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with his rabid waving of the wad of money around his head ended up attracting everyone’s
attention in the room. Even over the noise of the player piano, the laughing, the cussing, the
flirting, and the hollering he had attracted everyone’s attention.
Dale might as well have put a sign on his back that said “I have money, so come take
advantage of me in my drunken state.” Instantly, several of the dancing girls made their way to
Dale while immediately going to work to cozy up to him. Louise was on one side of him while
Clare was on the opposite side. It was obvious that Clare was much older than Louise and the
loose fitting, yet nearly revealing outfit helped to hide part of her sagging and aging body. Her
snaggle-toothed grin, wrinkled face, and mussed hair provided a true indication of the long and
weary miles she had endured in her profession of choice. Louise on the other hand was a rather
young, attractive, red-headed woman who wasn’t any worse for the wear from her experiences at
the dance hall. She couldn’t have been any more than nineteen or twenty years old while still
flaunting the vibrant, curvaceous body of an attractive young woman.
As they jockeyed for position around Dale, they were like two mad wildcats, stalking
their prey before going straight for the kill. Each of them wanted to enjoy the bounty of their
hunt while keeping it all to themselves. There was no room for sharing in this western jungle and
once the beast was on the scent of fresh game, there would be no prize awarded for second place.
The two girls began to bicker over who got to Dale first. Before you knew it, the words were
flying and within seconds the claws came out. They were grabbing hair, scratching, kicking, and
cussing at each other like there was no tomorrow. All the while, poor Dale sat there nearly
oblivious to the escalating commotion that surrounded him.
Dale was not only the reason for the center of the malaise, but he also found himself
caught in the middle of the fevered ruckus with no protection from the brutal scorn of the two
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women. Regardless of the commotion that surrounded him, he continued to nonchalantly drink
his beer, all the while maintaining a death grip on the wad of money held tightly in his left hand.
As the tussle reached a fevered pitch, Louise let loose a wicked right cross that was worthy of an
Amazon woman. The punch landed square on the jaw of poor, defenseless Clare. Immediately,
Clare flew backwards, landing flat on the old, worn oak floor. She lay there motionless with her
legs and arms sprawled out wide, as her eyes rolled back into her head. She was stunned by the
ferocious impact of her opponent’s prize winning upper cut.
Instantly, there was a wild cheer from the throng of patrons who had focused their
undivided attention on the bout. They let out a boisterous shout of approval for the winner as
Clare ended up motionless on the floor, completely stunned by the devastating punch. The crowd
always enjoyed the excitement of a good cat fight and after the show was over, they quickly
turned their attention back to the sinful debauchery that had lured them into the establishment.
The place truly was a den of iniquity that offered everything from drinking, gambling, fighting,
and of course, “ladies of the evening” who for a price, would satisfy the lustful desires of the
savage souls of man.
With Clare out of the picture, Louise turned her full attention towards Dale, who was still
sitting peacefully at the bar, sipping away on his third mug of beer. Louise snuggled up close to
Dale, placing her hand on his arm, while unleashing a barrage of lavish, suggestive flirtations. Of
course, Dale was too drunk to see through her over-zealous advances, and being the friendly
gentleman that he was, he responded in kind to her graciously inviting conversation.
Louise winked at the bartender while taking Dale by the arm to lead him over to an
isolated table in the corner of the saloon. “Send us over another beer, George!” she commanded,
as she struggled to herd Dale across the room on his drunken, wobbly legs. Once at the table, she
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gently pushed him down into the chair as she continued her advances by snuggling up close
beside him. Seductively, she rubs her hand over his shoulder then proceeds to find her way down
his arm while turning on her well-polished charm. Her compliments for Dale oozed from her lips
as she continued her seductive game. Even though she was a young woman, she possessed a vast
amount of experience when it came to, literally, charming the pants off of a man.
If Dale hadn’t been so drunk he would have easily recognized the intentions behind her
eloquent, yet, overtly obvious seduction. But, having had more beers than he had ever consumed
in one sitting, Dale was as they say, “two sheets to the wind.” He could hardly stand on his own,
let alone carry on a lucid conversation. Poor Dale was a disaster waiting to happen. There was no
way he was capable of recognizing the danger associated with Louise’s advances.
Louise continued to snuggle close to Dale, encouraging him to share details of his life in
an effort to gain his confidence. She presented herself as a deeply concerned friend, displaying a
sincere amount of empathy. She had mastered the art of deception while acting as if she was
willing to listen intently to help him out in any possible way. When in reality, if the truth would
be known, she was only interested in one thing, helping Dale part with his money. She proceeded
with her devious plan as she continued to encourage Dale to enjoy his beers, ensuring that he had
an endless supply of the frothy brew.
It didn’t take too many beers before Dale let the cat out of the bag regarding the true
intent of their visit to Deadwood. In his intoxicated state he began to share their plan of finding
the rancher and doing whatever it would take to get the money he owed them. After a short cat
and mouse game of trying to obtain the specific details of their plan, Louise realized that he’d
had more than enough to drink and the time had come to stop her little spy game. She no longer
needed to be coy as Dale was so drunk he could hardly sit up on his own. He had drunk himself
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into a state of oblivion as she began to directly question him about the plan. She even had to slap
him a few times in an effort to get his attention, as the alcohol made it hard for him to even keep
his eyes open. She had to know how far they were willing to go to get their money back from the
rancher. With every slap of the face, Dale would be brought back to a brief moment of lucidness
in order to answer her questions. At first the beer had turned Dale into quite the bragger, but
now, he was quickly losing his capacity to share any information that could be trusted. Finally,
Louise was convinced that she couldn’t get another ounce of relevant information out of him as
his ramblings had turned into incoherent babbling.
Louise had obtained enough information to know that she was standing at the threshold
of cashing in big with this drunken old man. This was her chance of a lifetime. Not only was she
about to take him for all the cash he has on him, but she was also well aware of the possibility of
making a nice sum of extra cash, by providing the rancher with the information that Dale had
unwittingly divulged.
Louise knew the rancher quite well. In fact, he was one of her regular clients who often
came in for a drink or two along with an extended romp in the hay. He had more money than he
knew what to do with, even though most of it had come from his unscrupulous business deals.
When it came to the ladies though, he was always willing to lavish them with generous tips in
order to flaunt his power and his wealth. Any girl who was lucky enough to get his attention and
keep him satisfied would take a step up on the ladder of success, at least in her profession. But
God pity the poor soul who managed to get on Bill’s bad side.
The fact of the matter was that there were plenty of stories around town that were secretly
shared in the shadows of discretion foretelling the demise of many a soul who had gotten in
Bill’s way. They say he was a man without compassion for the needs of others. He had always
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been willing to step on anyone who got in his way, including his own kin, if they didn’t stay in
line with his ways of thinking or doing business. There’ was even a rumor about his own son
who disappeared after getting into a heated debate in public with the ole’ man. Some people say
the boy snuck out of town without notice, but others say that the old man beat him to death after
the incident and then secretly buried him out on the north forty of his ranch where only the cattle
roam. Whatever the truth of the story, it was a known fact that Bill was not a man you wanted to
tangle with. Louise was smart enough to know that she too had to be very careful with this
opportunity if she wanted to reap a reward from Bill’s appreciation. If she wasn’t she too could
end up meeting an untimely end, wasting away in the north forty under the feet of a wandering
herd of cattle.
Louise had heard all she needed to from Dale. Without any hesitation, she decided it was
time to make her move. Even though Dale was still in a mood to talk, she convinced him to head
to a backroom where they could continue their conversation in private. She manages to help him
get to his feet while using her petite five foot frame to support his weight. Pausing for a moment
to get his balance, Dale tried to make sense of what was happening. He had no idea where he
was or where he was going. But his mind was totally numbed by the effects of the alcohol so he
just followed her lead while stumbling along beside her.
“Come on!” she bid him as she tried to bear up to his drunken weight. “Let’s go back
here so you can sit back and relax.” she said, with an inviting whisper.
Finally, she managed to get Dale into a private room at the back of the saloon. Once in
the room, she positioned him beside the bed and then gently pushed him backwards allowing his
drunken stupor to do the rest of the work. Dale quickly found himself laying flat on his back with
his feet dangling off the edge of the bed.
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“Let’s get you comfortable.” she teasingly said, as she began to pull off one of his boots.
Dale tried to sit up in an effort to resist but Louise forcefully shoved him backwards while
continuing to take off the boot. Dale was intent on resisting as he battled his way back up to a
sitting position even though the room was swirling in a tumultuous sea of dizziness. In spite of
his resistance, Louise was determined to get his boots off as she grabbed his other foot to give
the boot a forceful tug while putting her foot on his chest for added leverage. When the boot
finally came off, Dale fell backwards from the force of the tug while Louise stumbled backwards
against the wall. Once again, Dale battled to sit up, but this time, Louise grabbed his hand and
helped him sit up on the edge of the bed.
“Now!” she proclaimed, “Have I got a surprise for you!” As she began to unbutton his
shirt, a shadowy figure appeared out of the darkened corner of the room. Through his drunken
vision Dale saw a man stepping toward him. Trying to make sense of what was happening he
struggled to his feet. “Wh..wh..who is this?” Dale asked from his drunken stupor with a slightly
trembling voice.
“Just a friend of Louise.” the man replied as he stepped within a few feet of Dale. The
man turned to Louise and let out a devious laugh. “This is going to be just too easy.” he chuckled
as he landed a vicious blow to Dale’s stomach. Again he laughed, as Dale doubled over in pain
clutching his stomach while desperately trying to catch his breath. Then the man landed a wellplaced upper cut to Dale’s chin which raised him back up to an almost erect position. With his
other fist he quickly landed another blow on Dale’s eye causing him to spin around before
landing one more punch that knocked him back onto the bed. While the attack was vicious, Dale
was so numbed from the effect of the alcohol that he really didn’t have the sense to know what
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hit him or to even feel the pain. Instinctively, he rolled off the bed in an effort to find his way
back onto his feet.
Louise was surprised that Dale was able to stand at all, considering the amount of beer
he’d consumed along with the well placed punches that her friend landed directly on Dale’s
unsuspecting body. She took a step closer to Dale as she tried to help him steady himself. “Don’t
hurt him too bad, Luke!” she pleaded, “I do kinda like the guy. Let’s just get his money and go!”
She begged as she reached into his pocket to pull out the wad of money while wrapping her free
arm around him to try to hold him up.
“Just hold him there, just like that, Missy!” Luke directed, as he leaned back to gather
momentum before letting loose with another devastating blow. It was a wicked blow that found
its mark directly on Dale’s face. The force of the blow knocked Dale out of the grasp of Louise
before catapulting him up against the wall. As Dale slid nearly unconscious to the floor Luke let
out a boisterous laugh. “Thanks, Darlin'. You held him up long enough for me to get one last lick
in.” he proclaimed with a manly delight.
Luke’s overaggressive attack on Dale made Louise step back and catch her breath before
she found the gumption to chastise him. “You had no right to hit him like that, Luke! What kind
of a man are you? The poor fella is totally defenseless. We could’ve taken the money and left
him to sleep it off. He wouldn’t have remembered a thing about what happened anyway.” she
chided.
Her ridicule triggered a rage in Luke as he barked back at her, “If you didn’t want him
hurt, you shoulda got some of your girlfriends to help. I did what I had to do!” Luke declared in
defense of his aggressiveness. Then, just to make a point, he took a big step forward causing him
to tower over the top of Louise in an effort to intimidate her.
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Louise pushed him back with her hand and on her tip toes declared, “Just remember,
Luke Calhan, I’ve got a lot of friends in this town. Most of ‘em is meaner and tougher than you!
Don’t you forget it!” she added emphatically as she pushed him backwards.
Luke just glared into her eyes for a moment, not saying a word. The tension continued to
build between the two villains as they stood silent in the midst of the crime scene. Finally, Luke
decided to break the stalemate by leaning over to give Louise a peck on the cheek. She was
caught off guard by his little display of affection during a most inopportune time. Again, to her
surprise he reached down to quickly snatch Dale’s money out of her hand.
“Give that back to me, Luke!”
“I’ll give it back when I’m good and ready!” Luke declared. With a bit of flirtatious
teasing he added, “I think maybe I should charge you for services rendered at the same rate you
charge me. How’s that sound, girl?” Luke held the wad of money up above her head just out of
her reach. She looked up before starting to jump in an attempt to grab his out stretched arm.
“Maybe I’ll even give you a special rate tonight. What do you think there Missy?” Luke asked
teasingly.
“Give me back that money, Luke. I’m warning you!” Louise demanded, with a bit of
laughter. “I told you I got other friends that’ll look after my interests.” she once again reminded
him.
Luke just let out another evil chuckle before agreeing, “Yeah, I know you have other
meaner and tougher clients than me. But you gotta admit, you ain’t got any better lookin’ than
me! Now do ya?”
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“I got a dog that’s cuter than you, Luke. He’s more faithful, too! I don’t know what
you’re talkin’ about.” she quipped, before jumping up and snatching the money back out of his
hand. They both laughed as they gave each other a quick kiss on the lips.
As they turned to walk toward the door, Dale let out an agonizing moan. Luke gave
Louise a gentle push through the door. As he stepped over Dale, Luke pulled out his revolver to
pistol whip Dale on the side of the head before closing the door behind them.
Louise turned toward Luke in total disgust and gave him another forceful shove. “What
did you have to go and do that for?”
Grabbing Louise by the arm to spin her back toward the front of the saloon, Luke
whispered in her ear, “I didn’t want him wakin’ up too soon and like I said, ‘a man’s gotta do
what a man’s gotta do!’” He gave her another gentle little push toward the front of the saloon to
get her headed in the right direction before whispering “It’s time to get outta here.”
Louise and Luke didn’t want to bring any unwanted attention to the situation so they
nonchalantly made their way up to the bar to stop and talk to the bartender George. Behind the
massive oak bar, George stood carefully drying a mug with a white cotton towel.
“How’s business?” he asked Louise with a devious grin.
“Business is fine!” she replied, with a wink and then added, “I think I’m done for the
evening. It’s time to go home. It’s been a great night at the gaming tables.” With that, she let out
a devious little laugh of her own.
She leaned in over the bar, drawing closer to George while signaling him to move in with
her index finger to whisper something private. As he leaned in over the bar, she cynically
whispered, “You wouldn’t mind cleaning up after me, now would you George?” Louise carefully
slid a nice little tip into the waiting hand of her accomplice. It was a generous tip that would go a
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long way to guaranteeing his silence. An added sense of security as she lined the pockets of those
who kept an eye on her backside, at least as long as the price was right.
“I’ve got ya covered!” George declared as he neatly folded his tip to safely place it deep
into his shirt pocket. With that Louise and Luke triumphantly turned about as they headed
through the rowdy, smoke filled saloon in order to make their getaway.
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“An Intimate Alliance”
Walking arm in arm, John and Elizabeth stepped through the doors of the movie house
into the frigid, evening air of a late December night. John tightly pulled his collar around his
neck while pushing his hat firmly in place to prevent the winter wind from whipping it off his
head. They both responded with a spontaneous shiver as the arctic wind wrapped its icy touch
around their being as they took their first steps on the boardwalk just outside the movie house
door.
John’s displeasure of the extreme temperature spewed forth from his mouth as he cursed
the cold while a cloud of steam rose out of his lips, “It’s colder than a witches …” Before
finishing his often used phrase, he remembered that he was in the company of a beautiful lady,
so he stuttered for a moment before adding, “broom stick!”
Elizabeth let out a boisterous laugh, “My, oh my, John, that’s not how the saying goes!”
as she snuggled up a little closer trying to keep out the cold. They both let out a concerted
chuckle as they picked up their pace to walk the five blocks back to the boarding house.
Never in my life have I ever experienced such a thing!” John boasted before continuing
on, “Why, I’m just amazed to have spent such a wonderful evening with such a beautiful lady.
This old hay farmer ain’t never been treated so nice. It has truly been a delight!”
“As Elizabeth drew herself a little closer to John by tightening her grip on his arm, she
lifted her eyes towards his before whispering, “But it ain’t over yet, you old hay farmer.” Then
she let out a flirtatious, as well as, enticing giggle.
The couple continued to walk down the frozen boardwalk arm in arm, oblivious to the
arctic cold as they enjoyed each and every moment of their conversation. As they would step out
into the adjacent streets that crossed Main Street their steps would let out a frigid squeak,
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announcing their crossing as the fresh snow moaned beneath their weight in the frozen tundra of
the night. When they would step back up onto the boardwalk to continue their journey, the
squeak would continue for a step or two as the snow fell from their boots, all the while the two
laughed, giggled, and snuggled along their way.
“I still can’t believe they can make moving pictures that light up an entire stage like that.
Why, it’s bigger than life.” Those folks up there were twice the size of me. I tell ya its almost
magical!” John declared, with a sense of amazement and wonder.
“It is magical!” Elizabeth declared with a girlish excitement in her voice. “But I must
admit that it was the music that thrilled me. It was like I was in the middle of a symphony
surrounded by all the instruments.”
“You were, girl! We had the best seats in the house. I don’t know how you managed to
get tickets in the first row right next to the symphony pit, but I must admit, it made me want to
pick up my fiddle and join in the fun,” John responded. There was a moment of silence as he
reflected back on the wonder that he had just witnessed. After all, he had never seen a silent
movie before. He had to admit that the whole experience felt like a dream, including his meeting
up with Elizabeth. After a few silent steps, John shared, “I think one of my favorite parts was
how Cheyenne Harry falls in love with his boss’s daughter. But, of course, the worst part was
when she elopes with that city slicker and heads off to the city.”
“Why, I thought your favorite part would have been that it was filmed on a ranch in
Wyoming” Elizabeth interrupted. “I thought it might just make you home sick.” she added, more
as a question rather than a critique.
“How could I get homesick when I’m in such fine company?” John quickly replied in an
effort to set the matter straight.
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Elizabeth was thrilled by his response but she didn’t want to let him see her true delight
so she changed the subject back to the movie. “Well, besides the music, I loved it when
Cheyenne Harry heads off to the city to find his love. It did my heart good, when in the end; he
rescued her from Captain Thornton’s evil ways and saved her from that decadent life in the big
city. It still brings a tear to my eye to think about it.”
John gently wiped a tear off her cheek with his glove covered hand. He then added with a
bit of sympathy in his voice, “Yep, I noticed a tear or two running down your cheeks during that
part of the movie. But I must admit I kinda liked it since you’d snuggle up a little closer and hold
my hand a little tighter.”
“Oh, John,” Elizabeth sighed with a bit of an embarrassed blush. “I must admit, in some
ways, the movie reminded me of us and our story. Don’t ya think?”
The magnitude of her revelation was captured in John’s voice as he excitedly replied, “I
can’t believe it. I was thinking the same thing! Why, I had an attraction for you the first time I
saw you come into the store back in Honey Creek. We lost track of each other for quite a few
years, and then to my surprise, we get the chance to get reacquainted here. I must admit that
‘Bucking Broadway’ could almost have been written as our story!”
They continued walking down the boardwalk together, arm in arm, as their steps gently
swayed from side to side in a perfect harmony of rhythm and synchronization. They nearly
floated together down that creaky old wooden walk, as if they were dancing to the music of the
movie still resounding in their hearts. The sounds of the weathered old wood beneath their feet
sang out a symphonic cadence with each and every step in choreography of romantic interlude.
Elizabeth then inquired in a rather inviting tone, “So, does that mean you’re here to rescue me
from my life of sin and debauchery, Mr. Williams?”
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John was caught off guard by her not so subtle invitation. Rather than ruin the moment in
spite of all the complications he already had in his life, he chose to respond, “Well there, Missy, I
really wasn’t under the impression that you needed rescued. You seem to be doing mighty fine
under the circumstances.” With that, he let out a bit of a nervous laugh, hoping he had addressed
her question so that they could continue on with their wonderful evening.
Elizabeth saw this as an opportunity to actually open up the door to try and get a bit more
information out of John. “Well, now that you mention it, I think that maybe it’s you who might
be needin’ rescued, Mr. Williams! Am I right?” she added as more of an accusation than a
question.
John was curious as to where this was leading but didn’t want to let on so he casually
shrugged his shoulders. With a puzzled look on his face, he said, “I’m not sure what you’re
talking about, girl?”
Elizabeth once again snuggled up closer to John, squeezing his arm a bit tighter in an
effort to reassure him that she could be trusted with anything and everything, “You know what
I’m talking about. Don’t play coy with me. You’ve said enough for me to know that the business
you’re here for is something more serious than just your day to day happenings.”
John was silent for a moment as he considered the depth of trust he had developed in
Elizabeth during the few short days that they had been back together. He had known her for quite
awhile back in Iowa, but that had been nearly twelve years ago. Although, since meeting up
again, they had developed and rekindled an amazing bond and connection that he had never had
with anyone before. As he contemplated their relationship, he finally decided he could probably
share at least a bit more about his business in Deadwood. “Alright!” he said, “What do you want
to know?”
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Elizabeth quickly asked, “Who are you here to see?”
“Bill Lange!” John instantly replied.
“Bill Lange!” Elizabeth echoed back with a look of shock. “Why, he’s probably the most
powerful man in the county! He’s not your typical rancher. In fact, he’s one of the dirtiest
scoundrels around. Besides that, he’s bought off half the town, including the sheriff and the
mayor.” she shared as a warning.
“That’s what I hear!” John replied, with an unwavering confidence. “That’s why we’re
going to have to find a way to get to him, get our money, and get out of here as quick as we can.
Once the action starts, we’re not going to have much time to hang around and be cordial with
anybody.” he added, as a matter of fact with an added sense of determination.
“Have you thought about just going out to the ranch and talking with him? I’ve known
him for several years as an acquaintance. Maybe together we could go out to talk with him.”
Elizabeth suggested before adding, “He’s always sort of had a likin’ to me, just as a friend.”
“I’ve sent wires to him several times. He responded that the U.S. Government broke his
contract and the deal was contingent on him getting paid by the U.S. Army. I never signed
nothin’ sayin’ it was contingent on somethin’ else or someone else. He’s flat out refused to send
us the money. He’s had his chance to do it the easy way, and now it’s time to do it our way!”
John angrily replied.
“But, John,” Elizabeth pleaded, “You don’t understand how dangerous this man can be.
There’s no guarantee that you or Dale might not get hurt, or worse yet, killed. Lange is well
known around these parts for his evil ways, his unscrupulous business dealings, as well as, his
mean streak that’s a mile wide and just as deep. Folks around here have said that he’d sell his
mother’s soul just to make a profit. He’s not a man to mess with, John Williams.”
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John took a step closer to Elizabeth and in a hushed voice informed her, “My mind’s
made up. We’re going to get our money back from that cheating scoundrel!” The fog from his
breath mixing in the frozen air seemed to engulf Elizabeth as she peered deep into John’s
determined eyes. She was becoming quite enamored with his manliness as well as his charm. She
had never seen his determined side or the forcefulness of his convictions. It caused her to admire
him even more as she became captivated with the mysterious nature of this newly discovered
side of his character.
By now they had arrived at the entrance to the boarding house. John opened the door as
the two scurried in out of the cold. The foyer of the establishment was deserted as they stomped
the snow off their feet on the large mat, just inside the door. Elizabeth grabbed John by the hand
as she invited him to follow her up the stairs. When Elizabeth made her way onto the first step,
John stopped dead in his tracks. He turned her around, pulled her close, and then proceeded to
wrap his muscular arms around her. As he gave her a tight squeeze, he said, “You have to
promise me that everything I’ve told you will be our secret. You can’t tell a livin’ soul!”
Elizabeth returned his hug with a tight squeeze of her own and in a reassuring voice she
whispered, “Just so you know, I’m willing to help you in any way that I can. Your secret is safe
with me! I promise!” With that she reached up and kissed him on the cheek. “You mean a lot to
me, Mr. Williams, more than anyone else in this old town. In fact, I’ve come to be quite
captivated by the kind of man that you are.” she softly spoke as she kept her cheek against his.
“We can figure this out together.” she added as she reached up and took John’s hat off of his
head and then playfully nibbled on his exposed earlobe.
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“Let’s go upstairs where it’s nice and warm. I can put on some soft music while we share
a nice little night cap to help take the chill off of us.” she added invitingly as she started up the
stairs, pulling John by the arm in quick pursuit.
Once inside the room, Elizabeth turned on the light, before walking over to her Victrola
phonograph to play her favorite song for John. “This just came out at the beginning of the year,
and I just had to have it.” Elizabeth boasted, as the music began to play.
“What is it?” John inquired.
“It’s ‘Back Home in Indiana,’ and I just love it. It takes me back to those days I was
growing up back in Honey Creek, when I didn’t have a care in the world.” she said, as she began
to sing along with the words,
“I have always been a wand’rer
Over land and sea
Yet a moonbeam on the water
Casts a spell o’er me
A vision fair I see
Again I seem to be
Back home again in Indiana
And it seems that I can see
The gleaming candlelight, still shining bright,
Through the sycamores for me.
The new-mown hay sends all it fragrance
From the fields I used to roam.
When I dream about the moonlight on the Wabash,
Then I long for my Indiana home.

John had taken off his hat and coat before sitting back in a blue velvet Queen Anne chair,
located in a shadowy corner of the room. He closed his eyes to take in Elizabeth’s beautiful
soprano voice, as he enjoyed this private serenade. As Elizabeth began to sing the second verse
she danced over to John in the chair, gracefully she sat down on his lap. She placed her arms
around his neck and continued to sing along with the remainder of the song:
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Fancy paints on mem’rys canvas
Scenes that we hold dear
We recall them in days after
Clearly they appear
And often times I see
A scene that’s dear to me.
As the last notes dissipated into the shadows of the room, Elizabeth relaxed into John’s
inviting arms. Neither one of them said a word as they relaxed in peaceful contentment. They
found themselves lost in the music, in the moment, in each other’s arms, not wanting to let this
special time pass. With each and every breath, they could feel the very essence of life. Their
hearts raced as they embraced each other and held tight to the moment. John was nearly
intoxicated by the fragrance of her perfume as his head rested against her neck, his arms tightly
wrapped around her waist. With each breath he inhaled the sweet fragrance of her being. Even
though the music had stopped, it seemed to linger in their minds as it turned the moment into a
magical interlude of silence. However, the moment was finally interrupted when the needle of
the Victrola began to skip at the end of the record.
Elizabeth gave John a tight squeeze around his neck, gave him a peck on the cheek, and
then stood up to tend to the Victrola. “I don’t want to ruin this record,” she declared, as she
picked up the arm and placed it back on its resting clip. “I promised you a night cap, now, didn’t
I?” she said, as she picked up a flask of whiskey to pour it into a glass. “You don’t mind if we
share, do you? It will add to the romance.” she added as she walked over to hand John the glass
filled to the brim.
“My, that’s a pretty big shot glass, don’t you think!” John declared as his eyes nearly
popped out at the sight of such a large drink of whiskey. “If I drank even half of that I’d be down
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and out for the count.” He quipped as Elizabeth turned around and headed behind the dressing
screen.
“Maybe I’m just trying to get you drunk so I can take advantage of you. Did you ever
think of that?” She teased as she stepped behind the screen. “Excuse me for a minute, while I
make myself more comfortable.”
John took a quick sip of whiskey as Elizabeth dramatically flung her dress over the
screen, diverting his attention away from the drink toward the happenings taking place behind
the partition that stood between them. His attention peaked as he moved his head back and forth,
trying to get a glimpse of Elizabeth as she undressed. “What if I just let you take advantage of
me instead of having to get me drunk? How would that work for ya?” he asked, with a bit of a
laugh.
“Well, we’ll just have to wait to see, I guess.” she said, as she flipped her corset over the
edge of the screen.
“Well, I have to admit.” John added, “That way we could both enjoy the night a whole lot
more. Besides that, I’d be able to remember the excitement of what happened tomorrow.” John
continued trying to adjust himself in the chair in order to somehow get a glimpse of Elizabeth
behind the screen. As he leaned out over the arm of the chair taking a sip of the whiskey, he
happened to notice that there was a mirror sitting in the corner of the room, and if he moved just
right, he could get a pretty clear picture of the happenings behind the screen. He nearly choked
on the contents of his glass when he got a momentary, unobstructed view of her naked backside.
As he coughed in an effort to catch his breath, Elizabeth asked out of concern, “Are you all
right? It sounds like you’re chokin’ to death out there.”
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“I’m alright!” John fought to cough out the words. “Just swallowed wrong.” he added, as
he strained to get another glimpse of Elizabeth. “This is some mighty smooth whiskey!” he said,
with a bit of biting humor. “Goes down real smooth.” he added as he coughed a few more times
in an effort to clear his airway.
At that moment, Elizabeth pulled the same robe off of the top of the screen that she had
worn earlier that day in the bath house. John leaned even further over the arm of the chair to get
a better glimpse of Elizabeth. When he had stretched out as far as possible without falling out of
the chair, he was able to see that Elizabeth had turned around as she put her arms through the
sleeves of the robe, pulling it up over her shoulders. Once again, John nearly choked as the
mirror provided an eyeful of unobstructed naked beauty before she finished pulling the robe shut
and tying the belt loosely in place. Instantly, John straightened himself out in the chair and
turned his eyes away in an attempt to hide the guilt of his intrusive stares.
“Are you ready for another drink yet?” she asked, as she stepped from behind the screen.
“Nope, I’ll never be able to finish this one.” John stated, as Elizabeth took the glass out of
his hand, lifting the glass to her lips.
“Well, I can help a little, but you’re not going to get me drunk so you can take advantage
of me, Mr. Williams!” she temptingly declared. “No sir! You won’t need to get me drunk to take
advantage of me, sir! I’m yours for the takin’ tonight!” she added as she took a sip of the
whiskey before sitting down on John’s lap. She placed the glass on the table beside the chair
before putting her arms around his neck, drawing him close to give him a long, seductive kiss.
Her fingers ran through his hair as the kiss served to elevate their passion and desire for each
other. Her robe did little to hide the delicate beauty of her curves, adding to John’s burning state
of arousal.
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Elizabeth let out a contented sigh as she pulled away to take a much needed breath. “My,
oh my, Mr. Williams, that was definitely worth the wait!” she said as she began to playfully twirl
his hair with one hand while reaching down to unbutton his shirt with the other. “I think that
maybe it’s time for you to get a bit more comfortable now.” she said, as she quickly unbuttoned
the top button. “So, do you trust me?” she playfully asked, as she stuck out a pouty lip while
looking down with a sheepish smile.
“Of course, I trust you, Darlin’,” John declared, with a bit of nervous anticipation.
“Do you trust me enough to help you get your money back?” she asked; as she reached
down to unbutton the second button.
“Sure! But it depends on how you help me. After all, you said this was a dangerous man
and I wouldn’t be able to forgive myself if anything happened to you. So, I’ll let you help, but
I’m going to make sure that you’re not in any part of the plan that could be dangerous.”
“That’s fair enough,” she giggled as she reached down to the next button. She gave him a
quick kiss on the lips before asking, “But, you would let me serve as the bait so you can lure him
in to take care of business?”
She proceeded to masterfully unbutton the next couple of buttons as John answered with
a slight hesitation, “I’d consider that.”
As Elizabeth finished unbuttoning his shirt, she reached up and began to run her fingers
through the thick, graying, curly hair covering his chest. “Oh, how I love a hairy chest.” she
moaned, with a lustful desire. “Now, before we really get to business, where are you headed after
you get your money back? Are you going back to Wyoming, or do you have other plans?” she
asked, as she leaned down to nibble on John’s exposed chest.
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“I ain’t decided on that.” John mumbled, in the midst of his pleasure. “That’s still up for
discussion, and I’m open to being persuaded.” he declared with a sigh.
“Speaking of being open…….” John untied the belt of her robe and gently pulled the
robe back to expose her satin-like shoulders. He softly began to kiss her shoulders as the robe
slowly fell away from her body, exposing all of her womanly charms. John pulled her close as he
passionately kissed her ruby red lips. He pulled back for a moment as he looked deep into her
eyes, trying to gain access to the most intimate recesses of her soul, “You’re becoming quite the
distraction to my plan.” he whispered, as he stood to his feet while still cradling her in his
muscular arms.
“You too, are quite the distraction, Mr. Williams, as well as quite the surprise!” she
passionately responded, as they continued with a deep, passionate kiss while John carried her
over to the bed. Gently, he laid her down on the elaborate, quilted spread. Throwing the robe to
the side he crawled up beside her, as they freely released their pent up passion and desire. It was
a lust that had built up over the past several days to epic proportions.
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“For Want of a Letter”
Loretta was distracted from her house cleaning by the dogs barking relentlessly outside.
She peaked through the white, lacy curtains covering the parlor window, but couldn’t see a thing.
She assumed the dogs were chasing a squirrel or a prairie dog out of the yard, but before
returning to her chores, she took one more glance out the window to double check. As she
peeked out the window her attention was drawn to the morning sun, breaking through the cloudy
skies. The sun’s golden rays of warmth were finally penetrating the thick clouds of winter as the
refreshing light glistened through the branches of the trees that lined the trail to the house.
A knock on the door took her by surprise as she whipped off her cleaning apron, laid the
dust rag on the table and scurried toward the door to see who had come to visit. A visitor was a
rare commodity on the northern plains of Wyoming, especially during that time of the year. “I
wonder who that could be?” she whispered excitedly, as she made her way onto the front porch
to open the door.
Dale’s wife, Abigail, was standing on the wooden landing of the porch, shifting back and
forth from one foot to another in an effort to stay warm. It was fairly early on that bright winter’s
day and the temperature was barely over 20 degrees that morning. “Why, Abigail, it’s so good to
see you. Please come in!” Loretta invited, as she took her by the arm leading, her over to warm
up beside the fire.
“Brrrr, it is certainly a cold one out there this morning, I tell ya!” Abigail responded, as
she rubbed her hands together over the flickering flames of the fireplace, while placing her feet
as close to the fire as possible without placing them directly in the flames. “I bet it’s not out of
the teens yet!” she insisted, while spinning around to warm her backside.
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Dale and Abigail lived about two miles southeast of the Williams homestead. Even by
horseback it could be a chilly venture, but since Dale had their only means of horse flesh
transportation, Abigail had managed to make the shivering trek on foot.
“You must be freezing!” Loretta proclaimed, as she took a shawl off the rocking chair
and threw it over Abigail’s shoulders.
“I’m fine!” Abigail spouted, “This ain’t nothin’ compared to the winter of ‘99. Why, it’s
nearly a heat wave out there in comparison to that year.” she laughed before once again turning
around to warm her front side.
“Let me get ya a cup of hot tea.” Loretta insisted, as she headed out to the kitchen to put
on some water to heat. “You stay right there and warm yourself up - I’ll be just a minute.”
Loretta directed her guest.
Abigail made herself to home by plopping down in the old rocking chair that was sitting
next to the radiating fireplace. “I’m in no hurry, Loretta. I ain’t planning on leaving any too soon;
at least, not until after I warm up a bit.” she hollered out, as she stretched her feet toward the fire
to warm the soles of her feet. “It does seem though, that the walk over to your place is a bit
longer in the winter time than it is during the summer, I’ve got to say.” Abigail added, in her
thick Irish brogue.
Loretta hurriedly made the tea as she continued to carry out a shouted conversation from
the kitchen. After several minutes the tea pot whistled and before long, she headed back in with
two cups of steaming tea in her hands. “It was a good thing that the fire in the stove was still
burning in the kitchen, and the water was still a bit warm, it didn’t take so long to heat things up
for ya.” she said, while handing the cup of tea to Abigail.
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Abigail anxiously sipped the hot tea before sitting back in the rocking chair to relax. “I’m
not sure what’s better, the hot tea going down the gullet to warm ya up from the inside, or the hot
tea sittin’ on your lap, warmin’ ya up on the outside.” Abigail said, with a playful giggle.
Loretta laughed out loud at her remarks; “I think it’s a bit of both, if folks want to know
the truth.” she chimed. That was probably the first time Loretta had even cracked a smile since
before John left. It did her heart good to finally sit back and laugh a bit with an old friend.
Abigail took another cautious sip of the steaming brew then looked up at Loretta before
graciously proclaiming, “Why, ya made it just like I likes it, with a touch of milk and two lumps
of sugar. I say that you’re the most gracious hostess that I’ve ever known, Loretta!”
Loretta blushed with pride. She was a woman of modesty, but it always did her heart
good to have a compliment now and then. “Thank you much, Abigail, it’s always a pleasure to
be a host to you and your family. Our friendship means a lot to me. I hope you know that!”
“Why shucks, Loretta, you know that I feel the same way. I haven’t had a friend any
better than you since I left Dublin.” Abigail replied, with a bit of nostalgia in her voice. “You’ve
been a godsend to our family. Why, if it hadn’t have been for you and John, we would’ve packed
up and left this god forsaken land a long time ago. Your families help that first summer in
building a barn and then our house was……..” Abigail began to tear up and sob, as she thought
about their kindness.
Loretta carefully moved aside the delicate handmade, crocheted doily before sitting her
cup of hot tea down on the Sheraton mahogany tea table that she had brought with them on the
train from Honey Creek. She rose from the comfort of the old chair where she was sitting to head
over and kneel down beside her dear friend. Taking Abigail’s work-worn, calloused hands into
her own, Loretta began to console her dearest of friends with an empathy that only a pioneer
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woman could possess. “It will be alright! We’ve come through hard times before and this little
bump in the road will be no different,” she softly crooned, while gently patting Abigail’s hand in
an effort to symbolically provide added reassurance.
Abigail let out a mournful sigh. “But with the bank note comin’ due, if Dale doesn’t
come back with the money, we’re going to lose the homestead.” she said, as the tears began to
flow down her cheeks. “We’ll lose everything we’ve worked for!” she sobbed.
“It’ll all work out. You’ve gotta have faith!” Loretta consoled, as she pulled out a hanky
from her dress pocket and handed it to Abigail.
Abigail wiped the tears from her cheeks before dabbing her eyes. With her voice barely
audible and trembling, she replied, “I’m tryin’ as hard as I can, but I’m scared stiff about what’s
going to happen. I just don’t have a good feelin’ about this whole thing.
Loretta patted her on the hand while offering a few more words of encouragement. In an
effort to change the subject to get Abigail’s mind off the matter, she inquired, “Have you gotten
any word from Dale? We’ve been waiting, or I should say, that Bob has been anxiously waiting
to get a wire from John.” Loretta stood up and made her way back over to John’s old easy chair
while continuing on, “He’s been carrying on for nearly a week now. His pa promised to send
word to let us know what was happenin’ but as of yet, we haven’t heard a thing. Bob’s been
pacin’ around the place like a caged mountain lion. He’s about to drive me nuts. Besides that,
he’s been as grouchy as a mean old grizzly bear. This whole thing has put a burr under his
saddle, for sure!”
Abigail quickly pulled a telegram out of her pocket and proudly held it up in her hand.
“Yes, that’s why I came over this morning! Dale sent this just yesterday, so I thought you’d be
interested in hearing what it had to say. Although, I must admit, there ain’t much detail to it.”
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She opened the folded telegram, held it out to allow her aging eyes to adjust to the small print
and cleared her throat before carefully reading each word: “arrived in the dakotas three days ago
stop weather is cold stop we’re fine stop will send word when we start out to home stop love your
husband dale stop”
The room was silent except for the constant ticking of the mantle clock above the
fireplace. Finally, after a few moments of reflective thought, Loretta shared, “Doesn’t say a
whole lot, does it?”
Abigail shook her head while keeping her eyes focused on the words of the paper that
was held tightly in her hands. “Nope, it sure don’t!” she added, with an obvious air of
disappointment in her voice. “But, at least, they’re fine!” she added while exhaling a sigh of
relief. “Still doesn’t keep me from worryin’ about him though!” she concluded, with a look of
concern written across her face.
“That’s true!” Loretta responded, as she reached over to take the telegram in order to take
a look at it for herself. “Doesn’t say where they’re at other than the Dakotas, does it?” Loretta
noticed.
“Nope, but I’m thinkin’ maybe in Sioux City or possibly Deadwood,” Abigail declared
with a bit of doubt, before adding, “But to tell ya the truth, I have no idea where they might be.”
She lifted up the hanky to wipe another tear from her cheek as she stared down into her cup of
tea. “Just hope they’re takin’ care of themselves.” she said as she lifted up the cup to take another
sip.
Loretta shared a reassuring smile with Abigail before adding, “They’ve always taken care
of each other, ever since that first day they met in Gillette when the two of ‘em took on that
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drunken cowboy on the boardwalk in front of the mercantile. That cowboy was sure sorry he
picked a fight that day. I have no doubt that everything will turn out fine, Abigail.”
Just then the dogs started barking outside, causing Loretta to make her way over to the
window. “Maybe that’s Bob. He headed into town to pick up a few things. I’m sure he stopped at
the post office, as well as the telegraph office to see if there was any news. Hopefully, there’s
more news for us.” As she parted the sheers to get a better look, she excitedly proclaimed, “Yep,
that’s him. He’s driving that surrey like a band of wild Sioux Indians are chasing him. He must
have some news of sorts.”
Just a few moments later, Bob burst through the back door hollering out for his ma.
Loretta shouted out, “we’re in the parlor!” as Bob tromped through the kitchen leaving a path of
snow from his shoes behind each step.
“We gotta letter from Claude!” he boisterously proclaimed, as he held it up in his right
hand while taking off his brown felt hat with his left hand.
“Bob!” Loretta cried out, “You’re getting snow all over my freshly cleaned floors. Take
off those boots right now and carry ‘em back out to the porch!” she commanded with a stern
authoritarian bark.
“I'm sorry, Ma!’ Bob apologized, as he knelt down to unlace the snow covered boots and
pull them off his feet.
“Howdy. Mrs. Wilkerson.” He acknowledged, as he stood up with dripping boots in
hand, ready to head out toward the porch.
“You’re going to clean up that mess, Robert Roy!” Loretta bellowed as Bob made a hasty
retreat.
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“Yes, ma’am!” he quickly replied as he ducked into the kitchen before his ma had a
chance to say anymore. Before long, Bob returned to the parlor with the letter out of the
envelope ready to read it. As he unfolded the pages, his ma gave him a stern look of disapproval
before harshly reprimanding him, “Bob Williams, who you think you are? Opening my mail and
reading it before I have a chance to look it over.”
Bob held up the envelope to show his mother the neatly printed address. “It says the
Williams Family.” Bob stated, as a matter of fact.
“Don’t take that tone with me, young man!” Loretta warned. “You may be 24 years old,
but you’re still not man enough to take your momma!”
Sheepishly, Bob apologized. “Sorry, Ma,” then he continued to try and defend his
actions. “But, I was so excited to see a letter from Claude that I opened it up and read it right
there in the post office. We’ve been waiting for months to hear from him.”
Loretta wasn’t about to let him off the hook too easy, so she continued to maintain a
forceful scowl as she casually directed, “Well, don’t just stand there, read us the letter!” Bob
hurriedly opened the folded pages, his hands nearly trembling with excitement, as he started
reading:
“Dear Family. I hope you are all doing well. It’s been a long four months of
training here at Camp Green, North Carolina. It is by far the hardest thing I have ever
done. There were times I didn’t know if I would be able to bear up to the physical
training even tho' I thought I was in pretty decent shape. The drill sergeants were the
most intimidating men I have ever met. Although, at times, they sounded like ma giving
me orders to clean up my bunk or to tuck in my shirt or to polish my boots. Ha-ha! Just
kidding, Ma! I miss you all terribly but I don’t know how long it will be before I get to see
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any of you again. I do hope that maybe I will be able to see Elwood sometime soon. I’m
not sure where he will be stationed, but hopefully, it will be somewhere close by. It would
sure be nice to have some family around.
We’ve completed all of our training and we are scheduled to ship out to Europe in
just a few days. We’re supposed to set sail on the 26th but will have to wait and see.
Rumor has it that we may sail on the S.S. Tuscania to France as part of the 148 th Field
Artillery Brigade with the American Expeditionary Force. It sounds pretty impressive,
don’t ya think? Other than all the physical fitness training, I have enjoyed the rest of my
time at Camp Green. It has all been very exciting. I gotta say, it sure is fun to shoot those
big guns, but they do make my ears ring for a few days afterwards. I’m sure that when I
get home, you’ll have to talk a lot louder to get my attention, Ma. At least now I’ll have a
real excuse for not listening!
It’s really exciting to think about setting sail across the Atlantic Ocean. Imagine
me, just an ordinary farm boy, sailing across the world. I’m looking forward to getting to
France and hopefully, we will have some time to see some of the sights before heading
into battle. They say we will be stationed at a small village called Bourmont when we
arrive. It’s on the north-eastern side of France, away from the fighting. So, don’t worry. I
won’t be heading off into battle right away. I can’t wait to taste some of that fine French
wine, as well as meet up with some of those French girls. Ooh, la la! Don’t be mad, Ma!
I’m old enough to have some fun now. Ha! Well, I guess I better go; I do want to get this
in the mail before we ship out. I will write more when I get the chance. They have been
keeping us pretty busy day in and day out. Not much time for anything personal.
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Just know that I’m fine. I’m well-fed, well-trained, and we have the best
equipment the country has to offer. Don’t worry about me. I will be home before you
know it! Give all my love to everyone. Give hugs and kisses to Pokey, Peggy, Orville and
Dick for me. Then you can just give a good swift kick in the backside to Bob, Art, and
Heinie. Tell them they better behave themselves or I’ll whoop up on all of ‘em. Also, tell
the rest of the family and all of our friends “hi” for me next time you see them. You are
all in my thoughts and prayers. Please keep me in yours. Until next time, your loving son
and brother, Claude.”
Bob solemnly folded the letter back in half, tucking it back into the envelope before
handing it to his ma. “Kinda makes me sad to think that Claude’s probably already made his way
to France by now.” Bob said quietly, “It seems strange to think about that.” he added on with a
trembling voice.
“Well, the truth be known, I try not to think about it too much.” Loretta shook her head in
a bit of denial. “It makes me all teary eyed.” she confessed as she wiped a tear off her cheek.
“Was there a telegram from your father?” she asked, clearing her throat to gain her
composure.
“No ma’am! That was it, just the letter from Claude.” Bob replied.
Abigail sat forward in the rocking chair to hand Bob the telegram from Dale. “Well,
here’s a cable from Dale.” she said, as Bob quickly stepped forward to snatch the message from
her hand.
Bob unfolded the paper and quickly read the brief message. “This is it? This is all they
have to say?” he blurted out in agitation. “Pa told me that he’d send word to let us know what
was going on. This doesn’t say anything. How long is he going to be there? What have they been
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doing? It’s like he’s forgotten all about us. He can’t even take the time to send us a word to let us
know if he’s alright. He lets Dale do it!” Bob blurted out. The pitch of his voice along with its
volume increased with each word until he was nearly yelling.
With that, he tossed the cable back to Abigail before storming out of the house, slamming
the door behind him. He flew past the surrey with the horse still hitched to it, giving its wheel a
swift kick on the way by as he headed to the barn to take his frustration and his anger out in
solitude. He cursed at his father, slamming the barn door shut as he entered the chilled stable.
The dust from the floor, mixed with miniscule bits of hay, feed, and manure permeated the air as
it rose from beneath his stomping feet into a growing cloud that engulfed him.
He was in a fit of rage. Not just because there was no word from his pa, but more so,
from the words his father shared with him right before leaving. “You’re the man of the farm
now. You take care of your ma, your brothers and your sister!” Those words had haunted him
ever since his father had spoken them over a week ago. They whirled around in his head through
every waking moment. They infiltrated his dreams as he would wake up to the sound of his
father’s voice. Those parting words brought up a sense of anger like he had never experienced
before. They frustrated him, they irritated him, they scared him, and they hovered over him like a
dark cloud, raining over his life in a way that flooded his soul with resentment.
He knew in his heart that his father would not be returning. He knew that life as he had
known it would never be the same. The least his Pa could do would be to send word that he was
alright; that he was still thinking about them. Bob wanted to know, he had to know that his Pa
hadn’t forgotten him. It was just as important for his Pa to know how worried he was about his
welfare.
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After all, it wasn’t like they were just father and son. In Bob’s eyes, his father was his
best friend, his only confidant, and the man that he had admired and looked up to most for all of
his life. Bob had idolized his Pa. He worshipped the ground he had walked on. He took pride in
being John’s son. He valued the wisdom, the common sense, the ingenuity and resourcefulness
of his Pa. Not to mention the integrity, and the character that motivated him to accomplish any
task that he set his hand to. Everything that he had admired about his Pa was now in question.
It seemed that the very foundation of his life was crumbling before his eyes. The things
that he had believed in most were all developed through the example of his father. And now, he
didn’t know what to think. All he knew was that his father was no longer in his life, and he had
no reason to believe that things would change any time soon. His father was gone, and he didn’t
even have the decency to keep his word by letting Bob know where he was at or what he was
doing.
It wouldn’t have been quite so bad if Claude or Elwood, or both of them were still there
to help him make decisions or to help carry the load. Even if Sid lived close by to help, but with
Claude and Elwood gone off in the army and Sid living in Nebraska, he felt completely alone
and abandoned. The weight of the world had been thrown upon his shoulders with the
responsibility that belonged to his father suddenly thrust upon him.
Pa’s parting words now echoed over and over again in his head, “I’m leaving you in
charge here, boy. Take care of your ma and brothers and sister. Remember, you’ll be the man of
the house now. I’m leavin’ you in charge…. I’m leavin’ you in charge……, I’m leavin’ you in
charge……..” Bob could still feel his pa’s hand clasping tight upon his shoulder in a farewell
gesture and the words continued to echo in his mind.
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Bob shuddered to think what all of this really meant. Even though he was in his early
twenties, he didn’t know if he was ready or able to take on the enormity of this obligation. How
could he take care of his ma, Peggy, and five younger brothers? Besides that, he had his own
homestead that he had been neglecting. How could he keep up with two homesteads all by
himself? Just thinking about the pressures of what the future would hold made his shoulders sag
under the weight of the load he was now forced to bare. He loved them all deeply, but the
responsibility that was suddenly thrust upon him was too overwhelming to think about.
“It wasn’t fair! It just wasn’t fair! Why now?” Bob thought to himself. He had just met
this special little Peterson gal down in Colorado and the letters had been flying back and forth
fast and furious. He was even thinking about asking her to marry him. In fact, he had even hinted
so much the last time he wrote to her, just a few days earlier. But now, all of this had happened.
It wasn’t fair! He was ready to marry and start a family of his own, not take one over from his
pa. Bob seethed with anger as he mulled over the situation in his mind. “Pa had no right to do
this to me!” he blurted out in anguish.
Bob’s mind started wandering to the first time he had set his eyes on Gladys. His blonde,
blue-eyed, handsome younger brother, Loyd, had been working as a hired-hand for the Peterson
family. They had a really nice spread along the South Platter River valley near Union, Colorado.
Union was just a few short miles from the cattle town of Snyder, where the ranchers from clear
across the county would drive their cattle for shipment by rail to the stockyards back east.
Loyd had become quite enamored with one of the older Peterson girls. They had gone
together for awhile before Bob had entered the scene. In fact, it was noted that things were going
pretty well for Gladys and Loyd as he had given her his favorite turquoise stick pin that
announced their intention to be an ‘item’ – committed to go steady.
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Bob wiped a tear from his eye as the memories poured over him. To ‘prove up’ on his
own homestead after getting his pa’s squared away with a barn, then the next year an eleven
room house, Bob needed to make some extra money of his own. With fall harvest coming, P. H.
as they called Peter Hans Peterson needed more hired help. Loyd had been working for P. H. for
several years as a hired hand so he mentioned that his brother, Bob, might be available to lend a
hand during the harvest. P.H. jumped at the offer to have another hard-working Williams’ lad on
hand. He didn’t hesitate for a second to hire Bob for a few months and he even offered to put
him up in the bunk house for as long as he was there.
Loyd sent word to Bob that if he could make it down to Union, he’d have a season of
work until the harvest was complete. In addition, he’d have a place to stay, plenty of food to eat,
as well as, a brood of good looking young Peterson girls to flirt with while he was there. After
receiving word from his brother about the opportunity, Bob hitched up the buckboard and headed
out on the two day trek to northeastern Colorado. He thought about just takin’ the surrey, since it
would make quicker time. But, decided on takin’ the buckboard so he would be able to haul back
a load of fresh Colorado produce when he headed home. His Ma always loved that; getting fresh
fruits and vegetables that she would preserve for the long winter months.
Bob leaned against the worn rail of the stall as he continued to contemplate the situation.
He picked up a piece of straw from the hay stack and began to nervously chew on one end of it.
He thought about the trouble he was having with getting any work done on his homestead,
especially with all that had to be done on his pa’s claim. He only had five years to “Prove Up” on
his claim or else he’d lose it. He’d been working from before sunup to well past the light of
sundown every day of the week throughout the entire spring, summer and fall. He had neglected
his own homestead and he knew it. He also knew that there was a line of men just itchin’ to jump
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his claim. After all, it was a prime piece of real estate that boasted a continuous harvest of natural
hay. It really was a farmer’s gold mine. The fact of the matter was, there was already a guy
threatening to stake a claim on his land. “Who knows, he might of already done it.” Bob thought
to himself.
Bob tried to put those thoughts out of his mind as he turned his thoughts back toward the
treasure he’d stumbled upon in Union. He had gone down to Colorado to work for Mr. Peterson.
While he was there, Loyd had introduced him to his girlfriend when she came out to the field to
bring the hands some lunch, along with a fresh squeezed batch of lemonade. She didn’t linger
long at all, but Bob had the chance to meet her. To say that he was impressed was an
understatement. He was more than impressed.
Bob walked over to the hay stack in the corner of the barn and plopped down. A puff of
straw dust erupted from beneath his backside, as the miniscule particles danced in the light of the
sunshine, peeking through the barn window. Clasping his hands behind his head, this favorite
son of John Frederick gave a weak smile at the thought of taking Gladys home from the fall
festival, shortly after meeting her. To take a break after all the hard work in the harvest fields, the
community held a festival on Saturday night at the Union school house. It was really an
extravagant dance where lots of good food was served, along with a vast amount of community
fellowship. Neighbors from all around the county would join in the fun. It was time to kick back
and enjoy the bounties of their labor as the crops had been harvested and preparations all made
for surviving through another long winter, trying to make it through for another year on the
prairie.
Bob loved to dance, as well as eat, so he decided to go, even though he didn’t really
know too many people there. He hoped that his brother, Loyd, would be going, but Loyd had
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made other plans. In fact, even though he claimed that Gladys was his girl, if the truth be known,
Loyd was quite the ladies man. He had arranged another date with a gal from the Dead Horse
area, just a bit northeast of Fort Morgan. So he had headed out earlier for a little rendezvous.
Loyd, really had a hard time resisting the ladies, and unfortunately for him, his reputation was
beginning to make its way around the community.
Bob decided to go anyway, so he hitched up his horse to the buckboard and began to
make his way up the road to the school house. When he got there, he noticed Gladys dancing
with some of the young fellas in attendance. She had come with one of her girl friend’s family.
Bob waited for an opening and when the moment was right, he quickly went over, asking her to
dance. From that moment on, with the fiddle music playing in the background, he was totally
smitten. Just one dance and he knew his search was over. At the end of the evening, he told her
that he could just as well take her home, since he was staying at the family’s bunkhouse. “It’ll
save your friends from having to go all that way to take you home,” he reasoned.
She quickly agreed. After informing her friend’s parents of the new plan and getting their
permission to head out with Bob, when the clock struck 11 o’clock, they left the festival
together. Once in the wagon, the cat got hold of Gladys’ usually talkative tongue. She didn’t say
more than a few words the whole way home. Politely, she responded to Bob’s questions, but she
not once offered to pick up the conversation or share anything more than what she was asked
about. It was pretty much a one-sided conversation with Bob doing all the conversing.
When they pulled up to the gate in front of the house, he hopped down to give her a
helping hand out of the wagon. As he lifted her down and gently set her on the ground, he softly,
but confidently told her, “I’ll be seeing you, again.” With that he quickly jumped back up on the
wagon seat, tipped his hat with a noticeable wink, and headed off for the barn. Gladys spun
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around like a pirouetting ballerina as she floated into the house with stars twinkling in her eyes.
As Bob unhitched the team and led them into the stable, he decided that it didn’t matter if Loyd
referred to Gladys as his girl. Loyd was nothin’ but a two-timin’ cheat anyway. Gladys deserved
a lot better than what his brother had to offer. So, at that moment, Bob decided he was going to
have a talk with Loyd in order to set things straight. He was going to see Gladys again, whether
Loyd liked it or not. Once Bob got something straight in his head, there was no changing his
mind. He was determined to see Gladys again. And, Bob kept his word; he did see her again, and
again, and again. A broad smile was plastered across Bob’s face as he thought about the love he
had found.
Standing back up to his feet with his feet planted firmly in the dusty barn floor, he
thought of the other times he had courted Gladys, with her father’s permission, of course – each
encounter was sweeter than the time before. “We’re destined to be together!” Bob thought to
himself.
Why, he was even able to convince Loyd that he should look in other pastures to find the
filly of his dreams. Even though it hadn’t taken much convincin’ to set Loyd out on the scent of
other game. After a long heart to heart with his brother, Loyd agreed that while he thought
Gladys was a fine young woman, he had sort of taken a keen interest in a lady over in Morgan
County. As Loyd had put it, “she lives somewhere between here and sort of toward Ft. Morgan.”
Of course, Loyd hadn’t mentioned to Bob until later on, that this lady friend was widowed with a
couple of young-uns of her own. When Bob ‘heard’ about the details of Loyd’s little escapades
with an older, ‘married’ woman, it sure as hell-fire, reinforced the notion that he had done the
right thing by movin’ in on his brother’s claim, by pursuing Gladys. But, little did he know.
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It wasn’t too long before Loyd straightened Bob out in regards to the truth of the story.
He had finally heard enough of the rumors that were flying around, as well as, the subtle
innuendos that his brother would teasingly send his way. Enough was enough, so he decided to
set the record straight, at least with Bob and the Petersons. They deserved to know the truth, so
one Sunday afternoon, with no work in the fields, he noticed P.H. out in the garden checking his
tomatoes. Loyd made his way over to P.H. and nervously asked to speak with him. “Of course,
Loyd, just wait a minute while I take these tomatoes into Lillie. I’ll be right back!”
Just as P.H. was heading into the house to deliver the fresh tomatoes to his wife, Bob
wandered out in the garden to see what the two were talking about. He had an inkling that it
might have something to do with Gladys, and Bob figured he had nothin’ to lose by sharing his
thoughts about the matter. Maybe it was time to bring all of this to a head.
Loyd heard the gate of the white picket fence that surrounded the garden squeak open. He
turned around to see who was coming, and after seeing it was Bob, he proclaimed, “Good, I’m
glad you’re here. I need to talk to you, too.”
Bob went on the defensive as he thought, “oh, no, here it comes; Loyd’s going to let me
have it for stealin’ his girl.” So, it was with a bit of trepidation that Bob walked over toward
Loyd and sat down on the garden bench. Just as he had sat down on the bench and before a word
could be spoken, he saw P.H. coming back toward the garden. The sight of Gladys’ father
heading their way nearly put the fear of God into Bob’s heart as he wondered if he was about to
get the boot off the farm.
As Loyd and P.H. sat down on the small bench, they squeezed Bob between them. “Oh,
no,” Bob thought, “here it comes.” As the three of them wiggled in an attempt to squeeze onto
the bench, Loyd quietly told them, “There are some things I want to get squared away around
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here that effect both of you. I’ve heard some stories going around that concern me and it’s time
to straighten things out. I hope that both of you will listen to what I have to say?”
“Of course,” Bob and P.H. assured him. Loyd started off by explaining how he had first
met Jane; the woman that everyone was so concerned about. He started off by sharing, “I first
met her when me and some of my huntin’ buddies, Art and Charlie, went up Dead Horse Draw to
go rabbit huntin’. We headed up to the house at the mouth of the draw to get permission to hunt
on their land. We figured it wouldn’t be a problem since the jack rabbits were thicker than fleas
on a barn-yard dog.”
“Seems this lady, Jane, along with her two year old son, Jacob, along with her baby girl,
Dola, were in the process of movin’ back in with her parents. You know them P.H. – Douglas
and Dorothy Wolfe,” Loyd added.
P.H. thought about it for a moment before replying, “Well, I don’t know them personally,
but I’ve heard of ‘em.”
Loyd continued on, “Well, Jane answered the door when I knocked; I introduced myself
and then asked for permission to hunt rabbits on their land. Before she could answer, her pa
came to the door and introduced himself and his daughter, Jane as well. It didn’t take me too
long to start to wonder if this woman could be the wife of a man our search party had found last
February. Do you remember, P.H.? I told you about how I was part of the team that went on the
search.”
P.H.’s eyes lit up as he remembered the story. “You were the one to find him nearly a
week later.” he declared with astonishment.
“Wait a dog-gone minute here!” Bob demanded. “Found who? What are you two talkin’
about, here?” he inquired.
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Loyd proceeded to explain the story, not necessarily from the beginning to the end, but
with information that he had learned along the way interjected throughout the timeline of events.
“You see, Jane and her husband Bill, lived several miles from her parents, on a section of their
own land, closer to the county seat of Ft. Morgan. In fact, they lived near the area known as the
Wild Cat where the terrain was littered with deep ravines and long windy gulches. It was shortly
after the baby girl was born in February that a tragic accident took Bill’s life.”
Bob’s demeanor quickly changed from one of a defensive posture to that of deep concern
as he prodded Loyd to tell him more. “Well, you know how fast and furious the blizzards can be
out here? They can come on a man without warning and if you get caught out in one, it can be
deadly.” Loyd looked over at Bob for acknowledgement. Bob just nodded his head in agreement.
He had been caught in a blizzard or two in his life, and he knew how lucky he was to make it out
alive.
“Well,” Loyd continued, “it seems that Bill had let his few cattle out on a nearby range,
just above the Wild Cat. He had been runnin’ low on hay, so he thought he could let the cattle
graze a bit in the pasture a few miles from their ranch. Suddenly, a winter blizzard hit like I’d
never seen before. It was white out conditions for days. You couldn’t see more than ten feet in
front of you for days on end. Bill knew that he needed those cattle to pay the upcoming mortgage
payment. So, he started out to round them up and bring them back to the close in pens where
they’d be protected from the freezing winds and driving snow. Against his better judgment he
saddled up his pinto and took off into the storm, all the time hoping to beat the worst of it.”
“Well, this one ended up bein’ a humdinger –the wind driven snow was blinding. I’m
sure that once he got out there, he realized that he’d made a big mistake, but he was desperate to
save his cattle and besides, once he was out there in the fury of that storm, there really was no
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turnin’ back. He did make it to his cattle, though, huddled together in the raging’ storm, their
bodies caked with a mixture of snow and ice. He had started to drive them back toward his
spread, when it looked like the pinto lost its footing in the knee deep snow at the top of the
ravine. As they went down, the horse’s foreleg broke under the strain; the pinto and Bill tumbled
down the ravine with the horse landing’ on top of him, pinning him to the ground. I’m sure that
Bill struggled for quite awhile to get himself out from beneath that horse. When we finally found
him more than a week later, it was obvious that he didn’t die from the fall. He must’ve laid there
for hours before he finally froze to death. Talk about an agonizing way to go.” Loyd added, as he
shook his head in disbelief.
There was dead silence for a moment as Bob and P.H. reflected on the story. The only
sounds came from the birds chirping in the trees lining the garden and the locust song echoing
through the branches. After several minutes Loyd finally added, “In fact, it was so cold out there
during that storm that his cattle ended up freezin’ to death, too. They were standin’ straight up
just like they were alive; except the fact of the matter was, they were stiff as a board, frozen
solid. That’s how we happened to find Bill. We saw the cattle up on the top of the ravine and as
we headed up we stumbled upon part of his horse, sticking out of the snow bank. “It was a sight
that I’ll never forget; I’ve got to tell you.” Loyd shuddered, as he sadly shook his head.
“So, you see,” Loyd began to share again, “Jane was unable to pay the mortgage or keep
the ranch. The property went back to the lender, forcing her to move in with her parents. She had
no other way to survive. When I first met her that day, for whatever reason, it occurred to me that
maybe Jane was Bill’s wife. It wasn’t ‘til later on that I learned she was. When I found out for
sure, my heart went out to her. And, since her pa was laid up with a bad back, I offered to go
help ‘em out with the chores around the place. That was just ‘til her pa could get back on his feet.
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Each time I’d go out there to chop wood, or clean up the barn, or mend the fences, I’d get
the chance to talk to Jane. Often times, it was just listenin’ to her as she would talk about her
losses, not only her husband but her home and dreams too. Needless to say, I started growing
quite fond of Jane. Even though none of you knew where I’ve been or what I’ve been doin’ I’ve
been spendin’ a lot of time helpin’ out the Wolfe’s. In fact, Bob, that’s where I was the night of
the festival when you brought Gladys home. I’ve been workin’ all day for P.H. and then headin’
out to help out Jane and her family. During those days, I put in more than 16 hours of work. And,
it’s hard labor, don’t you know.” Loyd added to reinforce the fact that he hadn’t been slackin’ off
a bit.
“Well,” Loyd added, “the stories have been circulatin’ around town that I was havin’ an
affair with a married woman. That ain’t true in the least.” Loyd stood up to emphatically plead
his case to P.H. and his brother, Bob. “Everything has been upfront and honest between us. We
have not gone beyond a friendship. But I’m tellin’ you know that my intentions are to start
courtin’ Jane. I have become quite enamored with her. And, just to put both of your minds to
rest, I’ve already had a talk with Gladys and we’ve set things straight. In fact, we had a talk the
day after the festival.”
“Well, if that’s the case,” P.H. said as he got up and took a step toward Loyd, “then I’ll
go have myself a little chat with Gladys. If it comes out that what you’ve said is true, well, I
guess I won’t have a problem with you stayin’ on to work for me.” P.H. rubbed his chin with his
big, calloused hand in a moment of contemplation before adding, “After, all, you’ve been honest
with me, and I appreciate that, Loyd! But like I said, I’m goin’ to have a talk with Gladys to
make sure that she has no problem with you stickin’ around to work for me. But, I gotta tell you,
after seein’ the look in her eyes after comin’ home from the festival the other night; I’m thinkin’
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she might be headin’ toward a greener pasture, too!” P.H. let out a boisterous laugh as he slapped
Bob on the back before turning to head into the house to talk with Gladys.
As it turned out, P.H. was right about his daughter and the instant attraction he had for
Bob. As far as Gladys was concerned, while she was a bit enamored with Loyd, the feelings that
she felt for him were nothing in comparison to the ones she had quickly developed for Bob.
When Bob arrived on the scene, she had already decided that it was time to move on. Initially,
the rumors had hurt but once she met Bob, she knew in an instant that Loyd was nothing more
than a whimsical encounter. It was merely a puppy love that happened to be her first love. It did
set her mind to ease however, when Loyd confessed that his heart had been stolen by another. It
helped Gladys to think more kindly of him as he was at least, man enough to share the truth with
her. Of course it didn’t hurt one bit to take her mind off of Loyd once Bob entered her life.
The memories of the past few months flooded Bob’s mind as he pondered his life within
the confines of the musty smelling, old barn. As he thought about Gladys, he let out a desperate
moan, “Oh, I love her so much.” He paused for a moment as the ache deep inside his belly
seemed to swell with longing. “I miss her terribly and I want to spend the rest of my life with
her.” he whispered to himself.
Bob continued to reflect on the events of the past several months, since meeting Gladys.
He smiled as he thought about the letters they had exchanged. They had been flying back and
forth, fast and furious since he had come back to Gillette in the late fall. In fact, he was writing
so often that he would often times have his mother address the envelope so that Gladys’ family
wouldn’t know that he’d been writing so much.
Each letter brought them just a bit closer to a life-long commitment. In fact, he intended
to go to Brush and buy an engagement ring the next trip down there. He had considered one with
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a beautiful ruby setting. He had always liked rubies. In fact, he had noticed one at Church’s
Jewelry store in Gillette when he was there earlier in the day, but for some reason, it just didn’t
seem right. Maybe it was just that it was too small, it didn’t seem to capture the depth of his love
for Gladys. He had seen another one the last time he was in Colorado. It was in the window of
Burt J. Hutton’s Jewelry and Optometrist shop in Brush. Brush was about six miles south of
Union. He had walked by the store right before heading home last September when he and Loyd
headed in to the mercantile to pick up some things for P.H. in Brush. The ring was displayed in a
blue, velvet box and to Bob it was a magnificent looking ring.
“Holy smokes!” What now?” Bob muttered to himself. I want to marry that girl and have
a family of my own. Oh, Pa! Why? Why now, Pa! Dog-gone it! Why did you have to go and
leave? It‘s just not fair! Come back, please come back.” Bob pleaded, as the reality of his
circumstance flooded his emotions.
The magnitude of the entire situation overwhelmed him. The pent up frustration and
anger finally reached its boiling point as Bob threw himself down onto the stack of hay. The
tears finally broke forth as they flowed freely down his cheeks. In total anguish he covered his
face with his arms. The uncontrolled sobs lasted for several minutes as he lay there in the
solitude of the winter chilled barn. Slowly, he began to regain his composure as he pulled out a
big, red handkerchief from his pocket, in order to dry his eyes. Drained of all emotions, he
finally pulled himself up to sit on the bales of hay beside him, before blowing his nose into the
well-worn handkerchief.
“There’s no need to be crying over spilt milk.” he whispered to himself. “I’ve got chores
to do and there’s plenty of ‘em. I gotta pull myself together; I can’t go around snivelin’ like a
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baby.” He tried to bolster himself, as he stood up and grabbed a pitch fork. The cow was
bellowing in the corner stall, waiting for her dinner.
As Bob tossed some fresh hay into Bossy’s trough, Loretta opened the barn door. As she
peeked around the half opened door, she asked, “You in there, boy?”
Bob continued doing his chores as he answered, “Yep!” He didn’t dare to look his Ma in
the eyes for fear that she’d notice his blood shot and swollen eyes.
“Are you alright?” she questioned. “I know this is especially hard on you, Bob.” she
sympathized, as she stepped up beside him to wrap her arms around him.
“I’m fine, Ma.” he choked out, as he struggled to continue on with his work, trying to
escape from his mother’s embrace. He sat the pitch fork against the post as he leaned against the
wooden rail of the stall, intentionally keeping his back toward his ma.
In a loving voice, Loretta began to encourage Bob. “Well, I just want you to know, that
both me and your pa love you, Bob. You are a wonderful son and nothin’ in this world is ever
gonna change the way either me or your pa feel about ya. Now, things might not go just the way
we want them to in this life, but as long as we have breath in our lungs, we will have a purpose
for bein’ here. And just because we don’t have the ones that we love around us all the time, well,
that doesn’t mean that we’re not still in their hearts or their minds.”
Loretta paused for a moment as a tear ran down her cheek, “Why, it’s just like your
brothers, Elwood and Claude. They’re half a world away from us but they’re always in our
thoughts. Just like Claude’s letter said, ‘we’re in his thoughts and prayers.’ Sometimes, the only
way we can ever reach out to touch the ones we love, is by takin’ the time to think about them or
by saying a prayer for them. No matter what, you can’t forget, you have to work at rememberin’
the ones that you love. And, as you think about ‘em you’ll be reminded of the good times, as
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well as, the love you were able to share when you were spendin’ time together. Sometimes, and
all too often, that’s the only thing you’ll have to carry with you through this life, and what’s even
more important to remember, is that at times it will be the only thing that will carry you through
this life. Believe me when I say that at times, that’s all you’ll have to make it through the dark
and lonely nights.”
Loretta put her arms around Bob’s stocky frame, placing her head on his back as she gave
him a big bear hug before barking out an order like an old drill sergeant, “Now, Abigail’s ready
to go home. I’m not going to have her trekking out again in this cold on foot. So, since you got
Topsy hitched up to the surrey, you pull yourself back together and then take her back home.
Don’t forget to throw an extra blanket in there for her.”
She paused for a moment, waiting for his response before give him a forceful nudge.
Reluctantly, Bob replied, “Alright, Ma, whatever you say,” as he turned around to look his Ma
square in the eyes. He reached down, intending to pick her up before realizing that she was much
too large of a woman for him to lift, so he simply gave her a big, loving squeeze. “Thanks Ma!”
He murmured as he gave her a quick peck on the cheek.
“I love you too, boy!” she said, as she turned around to head out of the barn. She stopped
as she got to the door, turned around and with an encouraging smile declared, “You’re the best
son a ma could ever ask for!”
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“An Irresistible Offer!”
John woke from a deep sleep, interrupted by a recurring nightmare. He was breathing
heavily while cold sweat covered his body and face. It was a dream that had plagued him through
most of his life. He found himself running through the prairies, darting around thick sage brush,
while dodging massive mounds of prickly-pear cactus. Diamondback rattlesnakes slithered
throughout the desolate prairie as he leaped from one rock outcropping to the other. He found
safety at the pinnacle of each rock formation that served to keep him just out of reach of the
coiled vipers, striking up toward him in an effort to set their needle sharp fangs into his body to
inject their deadly poison into their unsuspecting prey.
The demons who chased him through the relentless pit of slithering danger, never gave
him a chance to rest as they continued to stay right on his heels, just a step behind. John could
feel the frigid pant of evil breathing down his neck as he scurried and darted his way to the next
pinnacle of safety. He was constantly dodging the deadly dangers that surrounded his path. He
never once saw the face of the evil that pursued him. All he could ever see was a darkened image
cloaked in a hooded cape, relentlessly pursuing him. It was as if the image could fly effortlessly
while poor John was sentenced to escape on foot in slow motion.
Through every part of the chilling dream he could feel the impending doom that followed
him through every step; a doom intent on devouring him. The force of evil was relentless in its
pursuit of John, never giving him a moment of rest; never giving him an opportunity to catch his
breath as he constantly ran to escape the destruction of evil’s icy chains. Evil was intent on
completely destroying him as well as everything that he had in this life.
It was a haunting dream that never quite went away. It seemed to be locked, deep into his
mind; always raising its ugly head at times when John would least expect it to come back. The
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last time the dream came was right before they left Honey Creek to start a new life in Gillette. At
that time, the nightmare came nearly every night for almost a month. Every night, it was the
same horror chasing him throughout the prairie. Each time, when he would wake up to escape
the evil, his heart would fiercely pound as if it were about to leap out of his chest and his whole
body would be covered in a cold sweat. During that time, he dreaded bed time in fear that the
demons that seemed to lie in the innermost recesses of his being would come out, continuing the
pursuit of their prey. It seemed that it was only when daylight began to peak over the horizon of
the landscape that John could find relief from the night of terror.
John let out a deep sigh of relief as he realized that he had made it through yet, another
nightmare. But, waking up with a start as he always did from his ghoulish dream, he was
completely disoriented. His mind whirled in confusion as he looked around in a desperate
attempt to gain his bearings. What added to his confusion was the fact that it was still nearly
pitch-black in the room. The sun wouldn’t be up for another hour. This was the first time that his
nightmare hadn’t been interrupted by the first light of a new morning. He struggled to shake the
cobwebs loose from his head trying to figure out where he was. As his eyes adjusted to the dark,
he realized that he was in a strange bedroom. Nothing looked familiar as he rubbed his eyes to
try to get the blur out of his vision. Slowly, his mind began to think clearly as his breathing
slowed to a normal state. Finally, his racing heart began to beat at a more normal pace and the
uncontrolled trembling that accompanied his nightmare began to dissipate.
John leaned back to relax against the pillow and as he pulled the covers up around his
neck he realized that he was buck-naked. He never slept that way. It was way too - exposed.
Plus, living on the farm, you always had to have somethin’ on, just in case you had to jump out
of bed, grab your gun to go out and chase off a fox from the chicken house. Besides that, with
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14 young-uns runnin’ ‘round the house, there would be too great of a chance he might get caught
jumpin’ out of bed in his birthday suit. After all, getting’ caught with his pants down would just
be too undignified. One thing was for sure John had always been a modest man, except of
course, when it came to lovin’ on a woman. Then for whatever reason, he would lose all of his
bashful inhibitions.
John closed his eyes to finally try to get a bit more rest while his stomach let out a long,
disgruntled rumble. He was still a bit groggy, as well as, a bit nauseous from one too many night
caps consumed the evening before. As he tried to take his mind off his belly, the lump of heavy
covers next to him began to slowly move. He propped himself up a bit higher on his pillow while
keeping a constant eye on the movement beneath the covers. As if in slow motion, a delicate,
naked arm made its way out from beneath the covers and dramatically stretched toward the
ceiling. A muffled moan rumbled from beneath the heavy bedding. Slowly, Elizabeth poked her
head out, peering at John through her half-closed seductive eyes. Her long golden hair, muffed
from a good night’s sleep flowed gently down her bare shoulders as a provocative smile
emanated through her lips. In sweet contentment, she placed her head on John’s chest as she
whispered, “Good morning, Sweetheart!” John lifted his arm and wrapped it around her, drawing
her close. As he squeezed he felt her naked curves press tightly against his skin.
“Good morning!” he replied, as he gently smoothed her ruffled hair before proceeding to
use his calloused fingers to comb the wild strands back behind her delicate ears.
“I never let any of my clients spend the entire night.” she quietly confided while running
her fingers through the thick, salt & pepper hair that adorned his chest. “I’m sure glad you’re not
a client, Mr. Williams!” she seductively added. “You would have had to leave hours ago, if that
was the case.” she continued as she lifted her head allowing her to look deep into his eyes. Her
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eyes sparkled with delight as she lavished in the tender moment of John’s strong caress. She
proceeded to wrap her silky smooth leg across his thigh as she cuddled even closer, letting out a
long, blissful sigh. For a moment the two lovers lay silent as they cherished the moment of a
sweet, erotic embrace. With the fulfillment of their most intimate desires behind, they relaxed in
delight as they continued to bask in their long-awaited connection. In that moment, the dawning
rays of sunlight began to peak around the scarlet red, velvet curtains engulfing the couple in its
morning radiance.
Elizabeth wasn’t used to having any emotional attachment associated with the intimate
acts of her profession. After all, she had mastered the skill of keeping her clients at arm’s length
emotionally. There were a few that she was a bit fond of, but for the most part, making love was
just a part of her profession; nothing more than a business proposition. She had always taken
great pride in being able to maintain an emotional distance, all the while, skillfully playing the
part of a loving intimate partner by filling the un-met needs of her clientele. But this man that lay
next to her had aroused something down deep in her heart; something that she had never in her
life experienced before. Nothing came close to the fireworks of emotion that she was now
experiencing. It was true that she had admired him from a distance as a teenage girl more than a
decade earlier in Honey Creek. However, the feelings that were blossoming inside caught her
completely by surprise.
Elizabeth was totally caught off guard by the giddiness that he seemed to so easily bring
out of her. She felt like a young school girl experiencing the exhilaration of a first love; the
silliness, the breathlessness, the intimate details of secret thoughts and desires seemed to just
spring forth in a natural way. When she would look into John’s eyes, she felt as if she would
melt. When he spoke, she hung on his every word. When he kissed her, she became light-headed
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as her heart would race nearly out of control. When he touched her, she was aroused in such a
way that she was willing to give him anything, and everything that she possessed. There wasn’t a
thing that she wouldn’t be willing to do for John. She had never before experienced a reaction to
a man like she was with this man, and although she was taken by surprise, she was enjoying
every minute of this wonderful ride. For the first time in her life, she felt an emotional tie, a
developing bond, to a man that shared her bed. Even though it wasn’t a professed love, there was
a deep admiration, a growing fondness, and a desperate attraction that naturally accompanied the
friendship that had developed.
The emotions were quite surprising to Elizabeth. They were feelings that she hadn’t
expected to well up inside of her. As she lay beside this captivating and intriguing man, she drew
herself closer to him, as she tried to embrace the emotions in a way that they would never leave.
She held John tight as she tried to cling on to the feeling, the sensation, the exhilaration, and the
contentment that seemed to encompass her entire being. As she snuggled closer to John, she
placed her head next to his on the pillow. She could feel the warmth of his breath stream over her
face. It was as if their individual breath exhaling from two souls was melting together into a
single, blended stream of life. The moment was unlike anything she had ever felt, and she basked
in the moment, not wanting it to ever end.
The warmth and tenderness of the moment was finally broken when John rolled her over
onto her back. He quickly kissed her on the lips and began to get up out of the bed. Elizabeth
quickly pulled him back towards her. She once again wrapped her arms tightly around him.
“Where do you think you’re going?” she asked, as she gently nibbled on his neck.
“I’ve got to meet up with Dale and tend to that business I’ve been puttin’ off.” John
declared in a forceful tone.
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“But I’m not done with you yet, Mr. Williams!” she playfully whispered. “Don’t tell me
that you’re more interested in Dale than you are me?” she quipped as she took John’s hand and
placed it on her exposed breast. “Besides,” she continued, “you haven’t told me when I’m going
to see you again, or what you’re going to do for the rest of the day.” she said, with an inquisitive
tone. Her teasing was beginning to pull John back into her lair as he began to nibble on her ears
and run his hands across her delicate hour glass figure.
“Tell you what.” John mumbled through a mouthful of Elizabeth, “I will meet you for
lunch at 12:30, back at the Franklin. Then I promise to give you a chance to finish up with me.”
John then continued to gently and playfully nibble on her neck.
With a quick, yet gentle push, John tried to escape her determined grasp. Once again,
Elizabeth pulled him back into a tight embrace before asking, “Do you promise?”
John looked deep into her sparkling blue eyes and replied, “I promise, just as the sun is
peeking through those blinds, I promise!”
Elizabeth still didn’t have all the assurance she desired. In fact, she didn’t have all the
answers to her many questions, either. So, she continued to hold on tight. Her arms locked
together around his waist. “Promise me that you’ll trust me and let me help you with your
business?” she pleaded. “I have lots of connections in this town and you’ll need access to the
ranch.” she stated, in an effort to further plead her case. She paused for a moment before
continuing, “I know I can help you get your money back and with my help, I’m sure nobody will
get hurt; especially you.” She gave him a quick kiss on the cheek. “I’m sorta getting’ attached to
you, Mr. Williams!” she playfully added, while placing another kiss on his other cheek. Then,
her tone became deadly serious as she said, “Mr. Lange is a dangerous man, and I can guarantee
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you that it will get ugly. Unless you let me help, you could end up with a sack full of trouble that
you never expected. I’m beggin’ you, John Williams. Please let me help!”
There was a brief silence and Elizabeth felt like she needed to add something else that
might convince John to let her help, but her mind went blank; she couldn’t think of anything else
to say. Finally, in desperation, she pleaded, “Please, I’m beggin’ with my life to help ya John. I
promise, together we can get your money back.” Elizabeth continued to hang on tight to John as
she placed her head on his shoulder. The tears were streaming down her cheeks. John felt the
tears fall onto his shoulders as he contemplated her request. He was a bit perplexed at her
insistence to help them out. Did she have ulterior motives? Or, was she really concerned about
his welfare? John wasn’t sure what to think. He knew that he had never experienced the kind of
lovin’ or intimacy that had initiated their discussion. He wondered if she was really attached to
him emotionally, or if something else was going on. However, he knew that when he looked into
her eyes, he could see something special; something deep inside her told him that she could be
trusted beyond measure. As he drew back to take another look into her eyes, he was able to see a
genuine concern sparkling out from the deepness of her effervescent blue eyes.
With a confident nod, he whispers, “Okay!” He placed his hands on her cheeks drawing
her close to his face. He proceeded to give her a long passionate kiss that was intended to serve
as a reassurance to his promise. As he gently pulled away, her bottom lips still clinging between
his lips, he began to get up out of the bed. “I will see you at 11:30 in the dining room.” he said
with an added bit of assurance. This time, Elizabeth let him get out of the bed to go on his way.
Elizabeth was confident that John was going to allow her to help him get his money. She
felt a great sense of satisfaction in the trust that John displayed in their relationship. While John
continued to get dressed, she watched with delightful admiration as she began to ponder the
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possibilities of where this relationship might lead. Down deep in her heart, she was beginning to
hope that maybe, just maybe, John would decide to take her with him to head out for a new life
when his business in Deadwood was complete.
She had often dreamt of meeting a man that she could fall desperately in love with; a man
who was capable of passion; a man who was capable of committing his life to her. She had a
longing deep in her heart that ached for someone to love her un-conditionally; Someone who
could look beyond her past and who was willing to accept her for who she was, as well as, for
what she had to offer. As she watched John pull his boots back on, she felt she had found just the
man. The one she had been waiting a lifetime for. She pulled the covers up around her neck as
she thought; “I think I’ve found my knight in shining armor!”
By then, John had finished dressing when he stepped over to the bed, placing one last
passionate kiss on the anxiously waiting lips of Elizabeth. “See you in a bit.” he declared, as he
turned to walk out the door. As he opened the door, he once again turned toward Elizabeth and
with a mischievous smiled said, “Don’t be late. I’ll be waitin’ for ya!” With that, he walked
through the door, quietly shutting it behind.
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“Battered & Bruised”
John quietly opened the door to his room at the Franklin Hotel with the intention of
sneaking in and slipping into bed without waking Dale. He had already taken off his boots while
just outside the door, in an effort to minimize the noise of his entry. He hoped that Dale was still
asleep so that he wouldn’t have any explaining to do. If there was one thing that irritated John
more than anything else, it was havin’ to explain his actions or decisions to nosy people. It didn’t
matter whether it was family, friend, or stranger, people questioning John’s authority sent him
straight into an indignant rage.
The room was still dark as the heavy velvet curtains covered the windows while keeping
any signs of daylight from infiltrating the quarters. John kept his back towards Dale’s bed while
quietly slipping out of his clothes, but as he turned around to sit on the edge of his bed to pull off
his socks, he noticed that Dale wasn’t in the bed across the room. In fact, the bed was still neatly
made. It was obvious that it hadn’t been slept in. “That’s odd! John whispered. “Maybe, he got
lucky himself.” he chuckled as he kicked his feet up on the bed to stretch out. “Well, I guess this
relieves me of having to explain my whereabouts.” He thought as he leaned back to rest his head
on the pillow.
As John stretched out, he began reflecting on the indulgent ecstasy of the previous night.
Yet, he couldn’t help but to start worryin’ about Dale - hoping that he was all right. It wasn’t like
Dale to go out to find himself a woman to share an evening with. Dale might mention it once in
awhile, as if to prove his manliness. But he had never known him to have the nerve to step out on
his wife. After all, he was a devoted family man who was quite active in the Protestant church
back in Gillette. He’d be ex-communicated from the church if word ever got out that he’d done
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such a thing. Not to mention that Abigail would skin him alive and hang him out to dry if she
ever caught him cheatin’ on her.
On more than one occasion, he caught a glimpse of Abigail’s Irish wrath when she’d get
after Dale for somethin’ he hadn’t done quite right. No sir! She wasn’t a woman to mess with.
There were many times that John wondered if a woman like that could’ve helped him walk a
straight line. But, if the truth be known, he was more than just thankful that he wasn’t married to
a woman like Abigail. He’d take Loretta any day over one like Abigail.
John let out with a laugh, “That’s pretty funny. As miserable as Loretta can be, I can’t
believe I’d take her over Abigail. I wouldn’t even consider it.” John continued to chuckle as he
remembered the time Abigail went after Dale with the broom when they got back from a
pheasant huntin’ trip and Dale tracked mud into the house. Why, if Abigail had caught him with
that broom, she would’ve put him in an early grave. It was quite the sight, Dale runnin’ out of the
house, his muddy boots in hand with Abigail in quick pursuit, wavin’ that broom over her head
like a dust devil tearing through the sage covered hills. She was on him like a stray dog on a
fresh bone. One thing was certain, even though Dale was the man of the house; Abigail let him
know when he could wear the pants. There were a few times where John did feel sorry for Dale,
but that never stopped him from teasing him about who really wore the pants in his family.
The longer John thought about the situation as he was stretched out on the bed, the more
worried he became about Dale. It just wasn’t like the man to stay out all night. “Somethin’
must’ve happened to him.” John declared as he swung his legs over the side of the bed and sat
up. John figured he better get up to go out lookin’ for him. The problem was that he had no idea
where to start lookin’, especially in a way that wouldn’t bring any unwanted attention to their
presence in the town.
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The thought of going out to find Dale caused John to be a bit aggravated. They didn’t
need any unnecessary exposure around town. John headed over to the window to open up the
velvet blinds to take a quick look outside. As he stood by the window, staring out toward the
nearly empty streets, he contemplated what to do. He stood there for quite awhile before
whispering out loud, “The less attention we bring, the better our chances of collecting our money
and getting out of town in one piece.”
Rather than take the chance of bringing notice to himself by going out and asking
questions, John decided to just sit tight. He’d kick back and relax a bit. He could use a short nap
after being up most of the night. “It won’t hurt to take a nap and if he’s not back in a couple of
hours, I’ll have to go lookin’ for him.” John declared in his one-sided conversation, as he
stretched back out on the squeaky old bed. The bed moaned and groaned under the weight of his
frame, as he tossed and turned in an effort to get comfortable. After fluffing his pillow with a few
forceful punches, he rolled on his side allowing his body to ease into the comfortable, downfilled mattress.
Once again, in peaceful contentment, his thoughts turned back to Elizabeth as the vivid
image of her passion ran swiftly through his mind. He could still smell the fading remnants of
her lavish and expensive perfume. As he licked his lips, he could still faintly taste the ruby red
lip rouge she left behind through her passionate kisses. The thoughts of the past several days and
the time they had shared together continued to run through his mind. John relaxed in his
thoughts, as he reflected back on her touch, the sound of her voice, and the exhilaration of just
being around her. It wasn’t long before John had fallen into a deep sleep.
An aggressive pounding on the door startled John out of his deep, dream-filled sleep. He
jumped to his feet, pulled on his britches before hollering out, “Who’s there?”
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“Hotel security!” was the thunderous reply through the closed door by a man with a deep
rumbling voice. The response from the hallway caused John’s heart to race wildly. Slowly, he
opened the door to find two well-dressed hotel security agents standing at the threshold. They
looked like two Pinkerton agents standing straight as arrows in pin-striped suits. They looked
almost like twins as they maintained the same exact posture before John. They were the same
height, wore the same style of clothes, and they both held a stylish brown derby in their left
hands. The only difference between the two was one had dark hair with green eyes and the other
had blonde hair with blue eyes. Their mustaches and chops also gave each of them a unique
appearance. But for the most part, they looked as if they had been cast out of the same mold.
John gave them the once over as they returned the favor in kind. “What can I do for you gents”
John asked with a nervous smile.
“We just came up to let you know that your friend was found beaten and robbed behind
the Gem Theater early this morning. It looks as if he was attacked somewhere else and then he
was tossed behind the theater sometime later.” The dark-haired agent with a thick bushy
mustache and curly chops shared the information in a matter of fact tone.
John opened the door a bit wider and stepped out into the hallway. His concern for Dale
was obvious as he asked, “Is he all right?”
“He’s over at the doc’s office now. The doc’s taking care of him as we speak.” The other
agent shared. His emotionless words coming out of a mouth encompassed with a blonde, wellgroomed handle bar mustache.
“Is he beat up bad?” John anxiously inquired as he pulled his suspenders up over his
shoulders. “Is he conscious?”
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The dark haired agent let out a chuckle as he replied with a tinge of sarcasm, “Well,
apparently, he had enough sense to tell the doc where you were staying and what room number
you were in.”
The other agent then chimed in, “The doc sent word to us and asked us to notify you. He
wanted us to fetch ya, but you look like a capable man. You can probably make your way over
there if you set your mind to it.” He then gave John another once over before adding, “We don’t’
take kindly to fetchin’ folks for someone else --- unless of course, they’ve done something
unlawful.”
The other agent stepped in a bit closer to John as he added, almost as a warning, “Then
it’s our pleasure to do what we need to. We love to apprehend those criminal types. It gives us a
chance to rough ‘em up a bit, and sometimes we even get to use our guns!” He patted his side
where a revolver was safely tucked beneath his jacket.
“By the way, may we ask what kind of business you’re tending to here in Deadwood?
The other agent inquired with a hint of an Irish brogue.
“Excuse me?” John replied, as if he hadn’t heard the question.
“We just like to know what type of business our guests are in.” the first agent injected. “It
helps us to better protect our patrons. So, what did you say you came to Deadwood for?” The
agent questioned with a hint of intimidation.
“No business, sir! Just makin’ a little visit to try and get away from the pressures of life
back home. You know, just trying to blow off some steam in your friendly little town.” John
declared in an obvious attempt to hide the truth.
Neither one of the agents bought his story, as they stood in the hallway making the
presence of their authority known to John. “Well, let us warn ya, sir. Be careful where you try to
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blow off your steam while we’re on duty. Be sure to keep it off the premises of the Franklin, if
you would be so kind!” The dark-haired agent warned.
“We’ll be keeping an eye out for you, sir, just so ya don’t get into any trouble.” the other
agent added.
John paused for a moment, trying not to show any type of emotion or nervousness.
“Where can I find the doctor’s office?” He asked in an effort to change the subject.
“Just down Main Street on the other side of the Gem Theater.” The blue eyed agent
shared. Then, with a bit of a sarcastic chuckle he added, “The patrons of the Gem and the Green
Front Theater send a lot of business our way.”
The other agent reached over and gave a manly pat on the back of John’s shoulder. “If
you need anything else, you can find us down in our office. We’re right behind the registration
desk in the lobby.” He placed his derby back on his head before tipping the rim of the derby with
his finger in a congenial gesture as he turned to walk away.
“Thank you, gentlemen!” John shouted as the two agents walked down the hallway. Just
as they got to the stairs, they stopped, turned toward John and almost in unison forewarned,
“We’ll be seeing you, Mr. Williams, Mr. John Williams!” They added a noticeable bit of
emphasis on the name ‘Williams’ before turning to head down the stairs.
John’s heart nearly leaped out of his chest as he quickly stepped into the room while
nervously shutting the door behind. He made sure to lock the dead bolt as he walked over to plop
down on the edge of the bed. “That darn fool, I can’t believe he gave them my real name.’ he
grumbled as he grabbed his shirt and whipped his arms through the sleeves.
The more he thought about Dale’s slip up, the more agitated he became. He nearly forgot
that Dale had been beaten and robbed. His attention was totally diverted to the realization that his
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alias had been divulged and his true identity was now known. “Dale better hope he’s in pretty
bad shape, if he’s not, I’m going to beat the daylight out of his worthless hide!” John muttered as
he pulled on his boots. “I swear that man doesn’t have a lick of sense!” he blurted out as he
grabbed his coat and hat while heading toward the door. “No wonder that woman of his has to
straighten him out with a broom. I wish I had one with me now.” He declared as he stepped into
the hallway and slammed the door.
John muttered and mumbled to himself all the way over to the doctor’s office as he
stomped and kicked his way down the street. As he walked through the door of the doctor’s
office he was greeted with the pungent smells of s semi-sterile medical facility. The odors of
alcohol, ether, chloroform and elixirs permeated the air of the office. His nose stung from the
odiferous aromas of the drugs and medicines common at the turn of the century. As he took off
his hat and gloves, he was greeted by a less than cordial nurse who was perched behind the
receptionist desk. She wore a white uniform while she was crowned with a white nurse’s cap.
Even though she wore the color of purity, she was a rough looking woman who carried a
physique that would’ve allowed her to be a bull doggin’ champion. She didn’t say a word as
John approached the desk. She just gave him a disgusting look of disapproval before saying,
“You must be the friend of the patient.”
“That’s right, ma’am!” John replied with a hint of submission in his voice. “Is he all
right?” John asked rather sheepishly.
The nurse just gave John another discerning glare as she inspected him from head to toe.
As her eyes came to rest on his, she callously stated in a low, raspy voice, “He’ll live!” She then
proceeded to turn her attention back to her work on the desk.
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Reluctantly, and with a bit of hesitation, John finally got up the nerve to ask, “Can I see
him?” Once again the nurse gave John a disgruntled glare for interrupting her important work.
Without saying a word, she nodded her head while gesturing for him to go to the examining
room that was located behind the heavy green curtains. John hesitated for a moment, waiting for
some type of verbal response. After a long moment of silence with the nurse continuing to ignore
him, he walked toward the curtain and entered the examining room.
Dale was stretched out on the exam table, covered with a wool blanket from the neck
down. His head was propped up on a blood stained pillow. His eyes were the worst shade of
black and blue that John had ever seen. They were so bruised that they were nearly swollen shut.
His head was wrapped tightly with a bandage that had a few fresh blood stains seeping through.
There was plenty of bloody gauze that had been tossed into the porcelain sponge bowl that was
sitting on the old oak stand beside the table, along with the remnants of sutures used to stitch the
gash on the back of Dale’s head, as well as, several deep cuts on his forehead. John was nearly
shocked by the sight as he looked at his friend’s motionless body stretched out on the table. He
cleared his throat in an attempt to subtly get Dale’s attention.
Slowly, Dale turned his head toward John. With great effort he finally managed to barely
open his bruised and swollen eyes. With nothing more than a squint, he looked at John and
whispered, “Hey there!”
John took a step closer as he took Dale’s hand into his own, “What happened to you?
You’re a sight!”
“I got run over by a freight train!” Was the muttered response out of Dale’s cracked and
swollen lips.
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John gave him a stern look before pushing for the truth, “I’m serious! Who did this to
you?”
“To tell you the truth, John, I don’t’ have a clue.” All I remember is going over to the
Green Theater to have a couple of drinks. I remember being upset since you was out on another
one of your rendezvous with your little friend and I was hangin’ out all alone. So I sat down at
the bar, ordered up a few drinks, and the next thing I remember, is looking up at a couple of guys
carryin’ me over here.”
John stared down at Dale, looking over the wounds and bruises on his head and face. He
was torn between anger and concern. He wanted to blast Dale for revealing his true identity, but
he knew that the nurse and the doctor were within ear shot of their conversation. So, he decided
to just let things ride for the moment. There would be plenty of time to set things straight with
Dale after the doctor released him.
Before John could ask any more questions, the doctor entered the room and walked over
to Dale as if John wasn’t even there. “How you feeling, Dale?” he asked as he picked up Dale’s
wrist to take his pulse.
“Feels like I’ve been kicked by an ornery mule!” Dale muttered.
“The doctor let out a laugh, “Well, I must say that by the looks of things, it was more
than one mule! But your pulse is down to normal and your breathing is much better. I’ve got to
tell you though, that you’ve got several broken ribs and I’m a bit worried about the blows you
took to your head.”
John started to ask the doctor a question, but before he got much of anything out of his
mouth, the doctor interrupted by asking Dale, “Who’s this?”
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“Oh, this is my friend, John!” Dale replied as gently as he could, trying not to move his
lips in the process of talking.
The doctor gave John the same look that his nurse had just a few minutes earlier. John
turned around to see if there was someone or something else behind him that the doctor was
glaring at. He had no idea why he was getting these discerning stares. Not seeing anything
around him that the doctor could be looking at, he turned around to face Dale and the doctor.
“Some friend, you are. You should know better than to let a friend go out drinking alone in this
town. It’s just asking for trouble!” The doctor chastised John while giving him a stern look.
“You’re lucky that your friend is still alive!” He added in an accusing manner.
John was surprised by the blame being cast upon him. “I’m sorry, Doc! I had no idea this
kinda thing could happen.” John apologetically proclaimed.
“It happens all the time.” The doctor replied as he attempted to lift Dale’s eyelid up in
order to check out his pupil.
The doctor continued to re-examine Dale to ensure that he hadn’t missed anything during
the first exam. At that time, he was more concerned about stopping all the bleeding and tending
to the more serious wounds. This time, he was doing more of a follow-up exam. Silence filled
the room as the doctor continued to poke and prod. The only sounds were of Dale, letting out an
occasional moan of discomfort in response to the doctor’s thorough exam, along with an
occasional grunt or a thought provoking “hmmm” from the doctor. After several minutes of
poking and prodding, the doctor looked over at John and asked, “Do you have any other
questions?” It was obvious that it was more of a signal to John that he was no longer welcome
rather than an inquiry as to his concerns.
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John stuttered for a moment while thinking of an appropriate response. “I guess, I was
wondering,” he stammered over his words for a second before continuing on, “when do you
think he may be ready to leave?”
The doctor looked at John in astonishment. “Does he look like he’ll be going anywhere
soon? He replied in sarcasm, before adding with an improved bit of bedside manner, “I want to
keep him around for a few more days, possibly more in order to monitor that blow to his head.
I’m worried about the swelling and possible infection from those wounds. Besides, he has no
business moving around for at least a couple of weeks until those ribs start to mend. He won’t be
traveling anywhere for quite awhile.” The doctor took a step closer to John before asking, “Now,
do you have any other questions?”
It was obvious that John had outlived his welcome, “No, sir!”
“Good! The doctor quipped. “Then it’s time for you to leave. I’ve given him something
to help him rest and he needs rest more than he needs you here disturbing him. Without saying
another word the doctor pointed toward the lobby and gestured for him to leave. John paused for
a moment, looking at the doctor and then glancing over at Dale before pulling the green curtain
to the side to leave the room.
As he placed his hat back on his head and pulled his gloves onto his hands, he glanced
over at the nurse who still working diligently behind the desk. It was obvious that she wasn’t
about to make any type of cordial effort to acknowledge his departure or to even look up at him,
so he slowly made his way to the door. As he gently pulled the door open, the bell above the
entrance let out a muffled ring, announcing his departure.
He stepped from the warmth of the doctor’s office into the brisk chill of a winter morning
in Deadwood. The rickety old boardwalk let out a groan from beneath John’s weight. He turned
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from side to side in an effort to casually glance around the town, looking to see if anyone had
noticed his visit to the doctor’s office. There wasn’t a soul in sight who had paid a lick of
attention to him. With a sense of relief, he turned to begin his trek back toward the hotel.
As he took his first step, he pulled his old, worn pocket watch out by the golden chained
fob. It was “almost 11 o’clock,” he thought to himself as he closed the lid of the watch and
fumbled to tuck it safely back into his vest pocket, beneath his bulky coat. “It looks like the rules
have just changed.” he mumbled in an inaudible whisper. “Maybe it’s a good thing that I’ve
picked up a new partner --- Dale’s not going to do me any good, from here on out.” He thought
to himself as he headed down the boardwalk toward the Franklin.
“It looks like it might be time to start workin’ on a new plan.” he chuckled, as he peered
through his squinted eyes in an effort to see through the bright morning glare of the winter sun.
“I guess I’d better go get cleaned up if I want to meet up with my new partner in a few minutes.”
he quietly muttered, as he picked up his pace.
For whatever reason, there seemed to be a little bit more spring in his step as he hurried
back to meet up with Elizabeth as he had promised. In fact, even though he should have been
upset that Dale wasn’t going to be able to help him out with the plan; he was actually relieved
that he was out of the picture and Elizabeth was going to be his new accomplice. “After all,” he
surmised, “she offers a whole different kind of fringe benefits with a lot less aggravation. Now,
that’s my kind of partner!” he thought, as he let out a devious snicker.
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“The Best of Plans”
John hurried back to the Franklin as he pondered the daunting situation that stood before
him. There was no question in his mind that Dale was completely out of commission and would
serve no purpose from here on out. Actually, John felt a bit of relief knowing that Dale wouldn’t
have the opportunity any longer to get in the way. In fact, as John thought about Dale revealing
his true identity to the hotel security agents, he once again allowed the anger to start festering
inside.
“What a darn fool he is!” John whispered out loud as he trudged along the boardwalk that
led back to the hotel.
“It’s a good thing that the boy is in such bad shape, because I’d take him out behind the
woodshed to give him the beatin’ of his life. That is, if he was up to it.” He was still mumbling to
himself as he stepped through the double doors of the Franklin turning toward the stairs to head
up to his room.
He pulled his pocket watch out of his vest pocket as he reached the grand staircase;
stopping to check the time. He stood there for a moment, nostalgically inspecting the watch
before carefully tucking it away, safe and secure in his vest pocket. It was a magnificent gold
timepiece, worthy of admiration. It was a special gift that Bob, Elwood, and Claude had given
him for his birthday, just a few years before they headed out for Gillette to homestead. The boys
had pitched in to buy their pa something a little more meaningful than usual. The watch was
covered with engraved etchings on both sides, and the white face boasted black Roman numerals
around the perimeter. There hadn’t been a day that had gone by since they first gave it to him
that he hadn’t carried it with him. In fact, the etchings were beginning to show the wear of
everyday use, but the accuracy of the piece was just as precise as the first time he had wound the
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golden knurled stem. As he admired his watch, a tear came to his eye with the realization that he
may never have the chance to see those three boys together again.
The watch stood as a reminder that time passes. The only constant to life was the fact that
it was full of change. John knew deep in his heart that things in his life would never be the same.
Claude and Elwood were overseas as they had gone off to war. They had left their family behind
to strike out on their own in order to make a life for themselves. They both had a deep allegiance
to their country. They were more than willing to serve and lay down their life if need be.
Then of course, there was Bob. He was a devoted son who had made his way to Gillette
with the family. He had put his own ambitions aside, as he was determined to give his all to
ensure that the family succeeded in their endeavors to build a new life on the harsh Wyoming
grasslands. John had a bit of envy for his boys as he watched them start out on new adventures;
each of them seeking after their own destiny in life. Oh, how he wished he could go back to start
his life anew as a young man. There were so many things that he wished he could do over. If he
could erase the things of his past by being given a second chance, he would definitely do things
much different.
John wiped the tear off of his cheek when for the first time, he realized that he was
standing at the threshold of another new beginning. This was his chance to start over --- to
finally, do things right. Here was an opportunity to strike out in a totally new direction. It was
clear in his mind that this would be his final opportunity to leave the past behind in order to find
his own sense of personal happiness. John knew deep down in his heart that heading off to set
things straight with the rancher was just an excuse to leave the homestead, as well as, Loretta. He
had been on the verge of looking for an excuse for years. Now finally, he had found one. He
wondered though, how Bob would deal with all the pressures of maintaining two homesteads.
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The only concern he had regarding not going back to Gillette was that the responsibility placed
on Bob might be too much for him to handle. But then again, Bob was a hardworking,
resourceful young man and if anybody could handle it, Bob could.
He felt a bit of guilt as the reality of Bob doing all the chores on both homesteads, plus
watching after the kids and Loretta, milled through his mind. After all, Bob had stuck by him
through thick and thin over the past several years. He had set aside his own personal dreams in
order to help John realize his own. At that moment, he finally, for the first time, took notice that
by leaving everything behind, he had not only betrayed his wife and the kids that were still living
at home, but, he had also betrayed Bob. Bob was the one son who had made the decision to put
his life on hold as he helped the family make it on the harsh prairie homestead in Gillette. Even
though Bob had filed on a parcel of land right next to John’s, he hadn’t had the time to prove up
on it. He had been way too busy helping out his pa to do much of anything on his own piece of
land.
John continued to fret over what Bob must be feeling as he made his way up to the top of
the stairs before heading down the narrow hallway to his room. “Well,” he thought, “there’s no
time to think about anything back home. I’ve got to figure out a way to get my money back,
while at the same time makin’ sure I get out of this alive.”
He hurriedly took out his key to unlock the room. He only had 30 minutes left before he
headed out to meet up with Elizabeth. He needed to clean up a bit before that time arrived. If
nothing else, he at least needed to shave and splash on some cologne. The fact of the matter was
he wanted to make sure to continue and impress Elizabeth. There’s no way he wanted to give any
indication that he wasn’t a true gentleman even though he was a mere man of modest culture.
Showing up unshaven would be an insult to the dignity of meeting a fine lady for lunch.
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After shaving and cleaning up a bit; John headed down the stairs to meet up with
Elizabeth as promised. He only had a few minutes to spare as he found himself standing at the
doorway of the dining room frantically searching the sparsely crowded area for any sign of
Elizabeth.
Just as he turned to go back out to the lobby, he felt a gentle tap on his shoulder.
“Surprise,” Elizabeth declared, as she stepped along side of John. “You beat me here!” she
teased as she took John by the arm to follow the host to a waiting table situated in a rather
isolated corner of the room.
“Does that surprise you?” John inquired with an underlying tone of indignation.
“Well, to tell you the truth, I was a bit worried that you might just stand me up.”
Elizabeth replied with a girlish giggle. “After all,” she continued, “You pretty much had your
way with me last night. So, I was thinking maybe you weren’t that interested in me anymore.
You know the whole challenge of the conquest.”
John looked at her with a bit of amazement. “What kind of a man do you think I am? I’m
not the kind of guy to run out on a good deal when I see it.”
The host pulled out the chair for Elizabeth as they took a seat at their table. “I must
admit,” she whispered so as not to be overheard, “I thought that maybe you had second thoughts
about our little agreement.”
John slid his chair closer to the table before leaning in to whisper back, “A deal’s a deal!
Besides, I need you now, more than ever.”
Elizabeth lifted her hand to her mouth in order to try and conceal a bit of embarrassment.
“Even more than you needed me last night?”
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A smile of contentment crossed John’s face. “Well, that might be takin’ things a bit out of
context.” He proceeded to place his hand on her leg as he drew just a bit closer. “It seems there’s
been a change of plan. Dale’s over at the doctor’s office now in pretty bad shape. He got beat up
and then robbed last night. I don’t think I can count on him to help me out at all now.”
The expression on Elizabeth’s face displayed her deep concern as she glanced around the
room before asking, “Is he all right?”
“He will be! But he’s too banged up to be of any good to anybody right now. The doc’s
going to keep an eye on him for a few days.”
“Where was he when he got mugged?” Elizabeth inquired with great concern.
John hesitated for a minute as he thought about the doctor’s reaction to him letting Dale
head over to the Green Theater on his own. “Well, --- it sounds like he went over to the Green
Theater and ran into some trouble.”
Elizabeth leaned back in her chair and with a look of astonishment on her face began to
chastise John. “You let him go over to the Green by himself? What’s wrong with you? Nobody
let’s a friend go to that place on their own!”
“I didn’t know he was going over there. He did it on his own!” John blurted out in his
own defense. “Besides,” he added, “everything happens for a reason, and I think this is going to
work out for the best. After all, it reinforces our partnership, now doesn’t it?” John looked into
her eyes in anticipation of her response.
Elizabeth thought about it for a moment before she let out a satisfied smile. “Why, yes, it
does, Mr. Williams!”
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John quickly put his finger to his lip to indicate her need to be quiet. “I’ve got to tell ya
about that too. Dale tipped off the hotel security to my real name. Who knows what else he told
them.”
“How did he do that?” Elizabeth quickly asked.
“Well, he told the doctor who I was and where I was stayin’. So, the doc sent word over
to the hotel to let me know where Dale was. The blasted fool went and used my real name! When
hotel security came to let me know about Dale, they made sure to let me know that they’d be
keepin’ an eye on me. Then they used my real name!” John’s anger began to rise again as he
shared the story with her. “Why, if he wasn’t already in such bad shape, he would have been by
the time I got finished with him.”
Elizabeth quickly tried to change the subject to take John’s mind off the anger he was
feeling. “Like you said, John, things happen for a reason.” Then she leaned in to give him a
quick peck on the cheek. “Seems to me, whatever you’re plannin’ on doin’ you better get to it.
Now that they have their eye on ya, you’d be a lot better off to take care of business and get out
of here as quick as ya can.”
John agreed as he took Elizabeth by the hand before the waiter interrupted their
conversation. It was the same waiter that had served John earlier in his visit. “Good to see you
again sir. Have you decided what you’d like?” The reality that people were starting to recognize
John as a familiar face didn’t sit well with him --- especially given the circumstances of the past
several days.
“We’ll both have the special, and I’ll have a beer!”
The waiter looked over at Elizabeth and smiled. “And for you ma’am – what would you
like to drink?”
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“Just a glass of water, please; it’s too early in the day for anything else.”
“I’ll have that right out to you.” the waiter replied as he turned toward the kitchen.
When he was out of ear shot, John looked directly at Elizabeth and with a tinge of anxiety
in his voice declared, “See, people are starting to recognize me already. I’ve been here too long!”
Elizabeth leaned in a bit closer, looking deep into John’s eyes. “That’s why we need to
take care of business soon. The longer we wait around here, the more likely it will be that we run
into trouble.”
John’s forehead was furrowed with concern. “I know, but I’m not sure how to go about it
now that Dale’s not here. I haven’t come up with a suitable alternative yet.”
Once again the waiter appeared delivering their drinks. As he placed them on the table,
he apologized for the interruption. John and Elizabeth kept silent until the waiter was once again
out of ear shot; when he had made his way back to the kitchen, they once again picked up their
conversation where they’d left off.
Elizabeth broke the silence as she shared an idea. “Since I know Bill Lange, and since
I’ve seen first-hand the tendencies he has with the ladies; maybe I can be the bait that lures him
into our snare. What do you think?”
John was intrigued by what she was saying. “Tell me more there, Missy!”
“Well,” she continued on as she wiggled a bit closer so as not to be overheard. “Bill is a
frequent customer over at the Green Front Theater. He usually goes there at least twice a week.
He’s like clockwork. At two o’clock on Tuesdays and Fridays he comes into town. He stops in at
the mercantile, picks up a few things – then he heads over to the saloon to have a drink or two.
After that, he heads over to the Green Front to pick out one of the ladies to share a couple of
hours with. The whole time he’s in town, he flashes money around like it is going out of style.
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He uses it to impress the ladies as well as, to let everyone else know how much power he wields
in this town. After he’s had his fun, and a few too many drinks, he heads back to his ranch. He’s
had the same routine ever since I’ve been here in Deadwood.
John’s curiosity was definitely aroused. “How much money does he usually carry with
him?”
“I’m not sure, but it’s a huge wad of big bills that he has stashed in his wallet. His
wallet’s attached to a chain that loops onto his belt. I’ve seen him pull it out and I bet he’s got
hundreds, maybe thousands of dollars on him.”
John was listening carefully to the details that Elizabeth was sharing. As she shared some
of the information, he felt a cringe of jealousy sprouting up. “So, you say he comes in and has his
way with the ladies? You ever been one of those ladies?
Elizabeth let out a laugh while playfully slapping the back of John’s hand. “Of course
not, but I do have to say that I have passed him on the street several times, and he has taken
notice. In fact, he has propositioned me several times, although I have always turned him down.
That’s why I know, I could be the bait. He’s dying to get into my bloomers. Why, he nearly
drools all over himself every time he walks past me.”
John was relieved to hear that she had never taken up with the likes of Bill Lange.
However, the more he thought about what she had said, the more convinced he became that she
might have something here with this plan. “So, tell me, how do we get him to take the bait?
Elizabeth began to share her plan, but before she could get too far into it, the waiter
appeared with their lunch. John picked up his napkin to lay it on his lap as the waiter placed the
plates down on the table. “Will there be anything else?”
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“Not a thing!” John quickly replied in an effort to get him out of the way so they could
continue on with their conversation.
Elizabeth cautiously watched the waiter as he scurried over to the other side of the dining
room. “Alright, if I know he’s going to be coming into town tomorrow at two. I can go into the
mercantile right about the same time and act like I’m picking up a couple of things. When he
comes into the store, I will make myself visible. It won’t take him long to take notice and you
can bet your bottom dollar he’ll start flirting with me. I’ll tell him that if the price is right, it
might just be his lucky day, since I’m in need of a little extra cash. Plus, I’ll tell him that he has
to make a deposit in advance if he is a wantin’ me. When he pulls out his wallet, I’ll be able to
tell if he’s carryin’ his usual wad of money. If he is, I’ll invite him up to my place. If he’s not,
well then, I’ll just brush him off by telling him I’ve changed my mind.”
John took a bite of his lunch before leaning in a bit closer, “Then what?”
“Well, you’ll be waiting for us up in my room. You can hide in the closet. Once I get him
in a compromising position, you jump out, surprise us and then take care of business.”
“Hmmmm, it sounds like a plan.” John declared as he washed down his lunch with a
couple of gulps of beer. “It just might work. But, how far are you willing to go?”
Elizabeth looked a bit confused by the question. “What do you mean, John, how far am I
willing to go?”
“Well, things might get ugly. I’m willing to do whatever it takes to get my money back
from this cheating scoundrel. If I have to I’ll beat the tar out of him, or if need be, I’ll shoot him
down too. I’m prepared to do whatever it takes and whatever happens, he deserves it!” John
looked deep into Elizabeth’s eyes for a hidden answer to the question.
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After a few moments, and without batting an eye, Elizabeth replied, “I’m with you all the
way, John! I prefer that nobody gets hurt, but whatever happens, happens. You’ve got my word
that I’m with you all the way!”
John couldn’t help but smile at the prospect of her promise. It seems that everything was
falling into place quite well. Not only had he acquired a partner who had more to offer
strategically to help him accomplish his mission, but he had also acquired a partner that
possessed an intriguing potential for something that could last well beyond the business dealings
at hand.
He felt something very special for Elizabeth, and as a devilish smile crossed his face, he
couldn’t help but admire the beautiful figure sitting beside him. With a glisten in his eyes he
reached up with his napkin to gently wipe a crumb off her chin. “Tell you what, Missy! I’m
going to take you up on your offer. I’m going to let you stand by me all the way.” With a
flirtatious wink, he confirmed their partnership. “Now, we better not speak another word of this
until after we’re through with our lunch and can head off to a place that offers a bit more
privacy.”
Meanwhile, Louise and Luke had put their devious plan into motion as they set out in a
borrowed surrey to meet up with Bill Lange at his ranch just a few miles northeast of Deadwood.
Even though the weather was frigid cold, with grey overcast skies looming overhead, they
anxiously set out in order to attempt to make a profitable business deal with Bill.
Bill was well known for his generosity when it came to paying off informants –
informants who were willing to provide specifics regarding those who had a score to settle over
one of his many unscrupulous business deals. After all, Bill Lange was a man with a lot of
enemies. He was always more than willing to step on anyone who got in the way of expanding
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his fortune. The expanse of his ranch and his untold wealth were built on the broken bones of the
unfortunate who happened to get in his way. Those poor individuals who tried to stand up to
him, always found themselves buried in the dust of his merciless ambition.
Offering generous bounties under the table helped strengthen his alliance with the
undesirables of the town. It served as a sort of insurance policy that in the long run not only
saved Bill a lot of money, but also on several occasions helped to save his life. There were a lot
of notorious individuals in Deadwood who were willing to keep an eye out for Bill, especially
since his generosity to cover his backside helped them to survive in this harsh and untamed
territory. This territory was literally the last era of the wild, Wild West.
Bill was more than gracious as he welcomed Louise and Luke into the warmth of his
study. They quickly made their way over to the blazing fire crackling in the fireplace while the
fire lit up the entire study from the far end of the elaborately crafted room. It was obvious by the
intricate wood carvings that made up the massive mantle of the fireplace that Bill lived in stylish
luxury. His stature in the community was evident within the elegance of the study that boasted a
magnificent crystal chandelier accentuating the extravagant carvings across the entire span of the
lofty ceiling. The dark custom walnut that paneled the walls added to the warmth of this
graciously styled room. It was a study fashioned after the style of a massive library as books
lined the shelves around the entire chamber.
A person couldn’t help but be impressed by the grand magnificence of Bill’s estate. Luke
and Louise stood in awe as they gazed at the many luxuries contained within the room. Neither
one of them had ever seen such elegance or extravagance. Bill couldn’t help but appreciate the
awe written across the faces of his uninvited guests. “You’ve never been in my study before,
have you, Luke?”
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“No sir!” Luke declared as he continued to slowly turn around, taking in the many
amenities the room had to offer.
“Well, I must tell you, that I normally don’t let the hired help venture inside the main
house. They have a tendency to start getting too friendly after I’ve invited them in. I hope you
understand what I’m saying here, Luke.”
“Yes, sir,” Luke quickly replied as he turned his attention back toward Bill. “I’m just a
hired hand sir, trying to do the best that I can for you, Mr. Lange!”
“That’s good, Luke! Now, what can I do for the two of you?” Bill leaned back in his
chair while putting his feet up on the edge of the massive oak desk that separated him from his
guests.
Louise turned toward Bill, taking a couple steps closer to his desk as she seductively
presented the reason for their visit. “Well, Mr. Lange, you know that I spend a lot of time in both
the Gem and Green Front Theaters, entertaining the boys.”
Bill opened up the drawer of his desk, pulling out a fine Cuban cigar. He bit the end of it
off, spit it on the floor and proceeded to strike a match on the bottom of his boot as he lit the old
stogy with an emphatic puff. “Yes, my dear, I hear you are quite the entertainer! In fact, maybe
later on, you could give me a little personal entertaining before you have to head back to town. I
will make it worth your while.”
“That would be my pleasure, Mr. Lange. But first, we have some information that we
think may be worth your while. That is if you know what I mean?” Louise stepped in closer to
Bill as she leaned down over his desk, exposing her ample cleavage.
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Bill dropped his feet off the desk as he leaned in to get a much closer view of the sight
before him. “Well, I’m listening. And, just so you know, if I deem this information as
appropriate, I will make it worth your while. I always have my dear.”
“Thank you Mr. Lange.” Louise stepped over to the Queen Anne chair sitting beside the
desk. She continued speaking as she made herself at home in the chair. “Well, while I was
entertaining at the Green Theater the other night, I overheard one of the customers talking about
coming after you to get some money that was owed them. You see, he had a few too many beers
and his tongue started getting real free. So, I took him to the side to find out what he was talkin’
about. Well, with just a few more drinks, I was able to get all kinds of good information out of
him. That is before he sort of passed out on me.”
Luke let out a cynical laugh. “He passed out alright; right in the middle of the room!”
Bill lifted his eyes toward Luke and without saying a word let him know with a stern
glare that it wasn’t his turn to talk. “Go ahead, Louise ---as you were saying.”
This Dale fella said that you had swindled him and his partner out of a whole crop of hay.
He said he was from Gillette, and that the two of them were going to find you and get their
money back.”
“From Gillette, you say?” Bill furrowed his eye brows as he continued to puff on his
cigar. “That doesn’t narrow it down much for me sweetheart. Can you be a bit more specific?”
Louise fussed with her hair a bit as she tried to remember the names. “I think that this
Dale fella said his partner’s name was Wilson or Williams or something like that. But poor Dale,
well, he passed out on me before I could find out his last name.
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Luke just about choked as he tried to hold in his laughter. Bill just gave him another
discerning look before turning his attention back to Louise. “Williams! Now that name’s
familiar. Is he a husky guy about the same height as Luke over there?”
“Yes sir!” Louise replied as she continued to twirl her hair in her fingers. “I only saw him
once, when they first came into town. But Dale said he’s been spending a lot of time with one of
the girls from the Franklin. He said her name was Elizabeth and they’ve been carrying on like a
couple of young lovers. In fact, that’s what led Dale into the Green Theater in the first place. He
was all upset that this Williams fella had left him out of the plan. He was thinkin’ that he was
going to team up with this Elizabeth gal and take off together with all the money. Yes siree, he
was pretty upset about it all when I was talking to him.”
Bill sat there for a moment, puffing on his stogy, with each puff he let out a perfectly
symmetrical smoke ring into the room. As he carefully produced each ring of smoke spewing
from his mouth, his eyes kept a constant watch on Luke and Louise. His eyes would scan back
and forth between the pair watching for any sign of deceit.
Finally, after a few minutes of smoke filled silence, Bill stood up to walk over toward
Luke. “Did this Dale fella happen to mention how they might be planning to come after me? Did
they mention any of the details of their plan?”
“No sir,” Luke nervously replied as Bill quietly circled around him. “That’s all we know,
Mr. Lange. Just what we’ve told you. We know they’re plotting to come after you.”
Bill stopped beside Luke, letting out a perfect circle of smoke that encircled Luke’s head.
“What about this Dale fella? What does he look like?”
Luke coughed from the pungent second-hand smoke that filled his lungs. “Don’t you
worry about that Dale fella, Mr. Lange, when he passed out, he passed out pretty hard and hit his
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head on the floor a few times. He ended up over at the doctor’s office. Folks say he won’t be
leaving there for a few more days.”
Luke looked over at Louise as he tried to not let out even the faintest hint of a smile.
“That’s right, Mr. Lange. Poor Dale hit his head so hard that he ain’t going anywhere for quite
awhile. I ain’t ever seen a drunk fall that hard before. He just couldn’t hold his liquor!” Louise
giggled as she tried to avoid looking at Luke.
“So, what do you think? Does that sound like anything worth your while, Mr. Lange?”
Louise walked over to Bill to seductively run her finger along his cheek as she prodded for a bit
of confirmation.
Bill reached up and grabbed hold of her hand as he spun her around to face him directly.
“I’m thinking that this might be some pretty good work. I’ll go ahead and give you half of our
agreed price and the other half to you when we’ve foiled this little plot.”
Louise stood up on her tip toes to whisper in Bill’s ear. “But what may that price be, Mr.
Lange?”
“Well, sweetheart --- that depends on how things work out between now and the rest of
the night.” Bill put his arms around her waist to draw her close. “Now, what do you say? Are you
ready to go up stairs to negotiate your rate?”
Louise gave Bill a peck on the cheek as she returned his embrace. “I’m ready when you
are. But I’ve got to warn you, I’m pretty expensive by the hour and even more expensive by the
night.”
Bill slowly led her from the study by the hand, leaving Luke standing alone in the study.
“Money is no object to me, Darlin’.”
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Luke stood there for a moment, not knowing what to do or say. The jealousy from Louise
heading off with Bill boiled inside. “What am I supposed to do?”
Bill stopped at the doorway of the study as he turned to look at Luke. “You’re a hired
hand, aren’t ya? Well, then you should have some work to do. Don’t be cluttering up my house
any longer. Go out and find something to do!” With that he headed toward the grand staircase
that led to his bedroom.
Luke was furious as he stomped his way out of the study toward the front door of the
estate. He slammed the door behind him, causing the leaded glass inserts to nearly shake out of
their frame. Not only was he irritated about being treated like a lowly hired hand, but here his gal
was heading up to do business with the likes of Bill Lange. Even though he knew that when it
was all said and done there would be a nice sum of bounty to share with Louise. Still, he didn’t
take kindly to the thought of his boss having his way with the girl that he thought belonged to
him; at least when she wasn’t working at night.
He wasn’t sure what bothered him more, Lange doing what he was doing with Louise, or
Louise being so willing to head up the stairs at Lange’s command. As he jumped on the surrey to
head back to town, the jealousy and rage were written all over his face. Violently he slapped the
reins to get the horse into a full gallop as he raced down the lane back toward the road leading to
Deadwood. In his rage, he hoped that Louise would have to walk back to town when she was
done having her fun for the evening.
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“Preparing for Battle”
The time had quickly flown by for John as he reveled in the exhilaration of life in the
rowdy and untamed town of Deadwood. Truly, it was the last of the vanishing wild and wooly
towns of the old west. The worldly debauchery inherent within the confines of the many
establishments of the town made for quite the experience of every visiting cowhand and gambler.
In spite of the reasons for his visit, John found himself consumed with the frivolous lifestyle of a
man with no immediate responsibility or accountability to anyone other than himself. He
couldn’t believe that it had already been more than a week since he had arrived with Dale.
The holidays were over, a new year had begun and John found himself immersed in the
sinful pleasures of a decadent town of the Old West. He had tried his luck at several of the
gaming establishments scattered throughout Main Street and had actually added to the tidy little
sum of money he had carried with him for the trip that was tucked safely within his saddle bag.
The day before he had left, he made sure to stop in the bank to withdraw enough money to see
him through for a spell if the circumstances warranted an extended stay. This in itself gave him
the confidence to hang around for as long as necessary.
John wasn’t in any real rush to head out as he preferred to thoroughly plan his every
move to ensure that he safely retrieved his money from the rancher before making an
inconspicuous escape. In fact, the longer he lounged in the decadent lifestyle of Deadwood, the
more he realized he didn’t want to find his way back to a life filled with the demanding
responsibility of a wife and a whole brood of kids. Besides that, the food was good, the
accommodations were more than comfortable, the entertainment was unlike anything he had ever
experienced, and to top it all off, his relationship with Elizabeth was in full blossom with nearly
more intimate pleasure than he could remember experiencing throughout his entire life. Things
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were good, in fact, things were extremely good. The added bonus was that with Elizabeth’s help
he had devised a plan that provided pretty good odds for retrieving the money owed him by the
rancher. Now, it was just a matter of time to set the plan in motion as they patiently waited for
Bill Lange’s weekly visit to town.
John had continued to keep his room at the Franklin even though he had spent a lot of the
nights with Elizabeth at the boarding house. He always made it a point to sneak into her room
well after the sun had set behind the mountain after enjoying an evening out on the town having
dinner or attending a show together. He also had made it a habit to get back to his room early in
the morning before the dawning of a new day as he attempted to maintain a low profile with the
management at both the boarding house and the Franklin. Part of his behavior had to do with his
concern about keeping a low profile, but there was also another reason that wouldn’t allow him
to continue to spend each and every night with Elizabeth. He still had a tinge of guilt that kept
welling up inside for having an affair as a married man. He continually tried to suppress the guilt
that kept rearing its head at the most inopportune times. But it was still there, gnawing away at
his insides as he tried with all his might to rid himself of its limiting reminder of his life in
Gillette.
Even more disturbing than the continuous pang of guilt that followed him around; he was
still concerned about the hotel security agents who were intently keeping an eye open for any
type of suspicious behavior. As he would come and go from the hotel he would often pass them
by in the lobby and it was obvious that they were keeping a close eye on his every move, at least,
when he was inside the Franklin. Through each of his casual encounters with the agents, they
would merely tip their hats with a devilish grin without saying a word – just a visual reminder
that they were still watching out for him, so to speak.
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However, besides the small annoyance of the agents watching his every move, John had
thoroughly enjoyed his time in Deadwood; staying up until all hours of the night, sleeping in ‘til
noon, nonchalantly having meals at his leisure. Well, it was truly the life of Riley. No chores, no
nagging wife, no bothersome kids to demand his time; why, it was like dying and heading off to
heaven – or so it seemed. But, the time had quickly flown by. It was already Friday, January 4,
1918 as John woke up to the beginning of a new day, even though it was nearly noon when he
managed to rouse himself from the comfort of his bed.
“A new year has begun.” He muttered to himself as he rolled out from beneath the covers
and began to get dressed. This was a year that offered great potential, at least, from John’s
perspective. It had the potential of being a great, exciting year; one filled with new prospects,
wild adventures, and unforeseen promise. It had been a long time since John had felt such
exhilaration and anticipation for a new year. In fact, it was the first time in decades that he had
really felt alive. Even more important, it had been even longer since he had felt so happy to be
alive. This was what life was supposed to be about; this is the way a man was supposed to feel.
John’s heart raced as he pondered the reality of his existence away from the homestead
and his family. While he loved his children dearly, and while he was proud of the homestead
back in Wyoming, it had become quite apparent that he was completely worn out. His aging
body just couldn’t take that kind of punishment anymore. Down deep in his knower, he realized
that he couldn’t manage that kind of physical abuse much longer, why it would probably send
him to an early grave. But, the life he had been enjoying the past week was one he could start to
get used to. In fact, he could really learn to love it without a whole lot of effort.
He began to whistle a tune as he contemplated the possibilities of life without all the
demands of hard work or laboring in the fields. It really was quite appealing. The more he
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pondered the possibilities, the louder his whistling became until he stepped through the door of
his room, encountering a young couple walking arm in arm. He abruptly stopped whistling as he
closed the door behind him, tipped his hat while offering a pleasant, “good morning,” to the
couple.
As he headed down the hallway toward the stairs, he had an obvious spring in his step as
the whistling picked up from where it left off. It was time to meet up with Elizabeth in the dining
room for another encounter which would include a delightful lunch along with a lot of flirtatious
as well as, intimate conversation. But, more importantly, it was Friday and Bill Lange was
scheduled to make his regular visit into town. John let out a bit of a nervous sigh as he realized
that this was the day that he had been planning for. It was the day that Lange’s account would
come due.
Even though John was trying to be inconspicuous, the host and wait staff at the Franklin
dining room had become quite familiar with the pair. “Good afternoon, it’s good to see you both
again today. Your last couple of visits must have made a good impression since you’re joining us
once again!” The host remarked as he showed them to a table toward the back of the facility. “I
assume that this is where you’d like to sit again?”
“This will suit us fine.” John replied as the host assisted Elizabeth with her chair.
“With your permission, I will have your waiter serve up your usual drinks.” The host
presumed as he unfolded Elizabeth’s napkin by snapping it in the air before neatly placing it
upon her lap.
“That will be just fine, sir!” John declared as he quickly grabbed his napkin to place it on
his own lap. One thing was for sure, he didn’t like some nosy host pampering him like some sort
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of inept royalty. He could manage his own affairs and didn’t need the assistance of a persnickety
dining room host to unfold the napkin or place it on his lap.
Elizabeth and John carried on like they hadn’t seen each other in months. They chatted
and flirted throughout the entire meal while the stars in their eyes continued to sparkle with
infatuation. But, as they finished up their meal, their conversation quietly turned to the looming
task at hand. The time was drawing near for their plan to take action as Bill Lange’s regularly
scheduled trip to town was just a few hours away. Their flirtatious ramblings took on a solemn,
nervous tone as they reviewed and confirmed each of their tasks in a whispered hush.
Elizabeth leaned in close to John as she softly whispered; “Now you have to be in my
room before two o’clock. I don’t want Bill seeing you anywhere around the town this morning.
Just seeing you might tip him off that something is up. I’m sure he probably wouldn’t recognize
you, but if he sees a stranger lurking around he’s bound to get suspicious.”
“Don’t worry. I’ll keep a low profile. I’ll sneak up the back stairs to the balcony and
crawl through your window. You just make sure that you leave the window open a bit so I can
get in.” John quietly commanded with his lips as close to her ear as possible.
Elizabeth let out a flirtatious smile to camouflage their conversation as she slapped the
back of John’s hand. “Why, how could I forget something as special as that, sir?” She then
leaned in to give him a peck on the cheek.
“Well, I guess that you couldn’t, my dear.” John replied with a smile.
John’s smile was short lived as he scooted his chair closer to Elizabeth, leaning in to
share one last, nagging detail. “Now I just want to tell ya, that if things start going wrong, if this
whole scheme blows up in our face and I have to get out of here quick, I want you to know that I
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will send word back to ya, as to where I end up. I ain’t heading back to Gillette. So, if things go
south on us here, you sit tight and I’ll let ya know where I’ve gone off to.”
Elizabeth shivered with the thought as she grabbed John’s hands, pulling them up to her
chin. “You promise?”
John leaned in a bit closer as he took her by the hand. “I promise. But that’s only if
something goes wrong. Now, don’t be too anxious, because it could take me a couple of months
to get settled in somewhere before I can send word to ya.” John took her by the shoulders to look
her straight in her eyes. “You understand that I will send for ya?”
Tears began to fill up in Elizabeth’s eyes. “I understand. But that’s if something goes
wrong, right?”
Seeing the fear in Elizabeth’s face caused John to realize that he also needed to provide
some reassurance. “That’s only if things go wrong, which I don’t think they will. If everything
goes according to the plan, we’ll be headin’ out of here together. That’s a promise that I mean to
keep!”
Elizabeth let out a sigh of relief as she gave John’s hand an affectionate squeeze. “Well,
it’s good that we’ve got everything covered, I suppose.”
After just a few minutes of continued whispering about last minute directions, John sat
back to pull his watch out of his vest pocket. “It’s just a few minutes past one. I guess it’s time to
head out. I need to stop by the doc’s office to make arrangements for Dale to get home after he
gets Doc’s okay.”
With that, he safely tucked his watch back into his vest pocket as he assisted Elizabeth
out of her chair. “So, it’s a date then! I’ll be picking you up at about six this evening?” John
loudly proclaimed in an effort to be overheard by everyone within ear reach.
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“That will be just fine! I’ll be anxiously waiting.” Elizabeth declared as they walked arm
in arm past the host through the dining room and toward the front entrance of the Franklin.
As they reached the lobby, the couple stopped just in front of the desk. Elizabeth reached
up to give John a peck on his cheek. While the hotel security agents tried to spy at a distance
from behind the desk she once again declared, “I will see you tonight at six. Now, don’t you be
late. It’s not polite to keep a lady waiting!”
With that, she turned to hurry out the front door, into the brisk breeze of a January day.
The winter sun was beginning to warm the frozen streets and sidewalks along her path back
toward the boarding house. It was the first time in several weeks that the temperature rose above
freezing and the sun beating down on Elizabeth was a welcome relief from the usual cold of the
Black Hills. To her it was an omen that the sun would shine down on the task that lay ahead for
her and John.
As soon as Elizabeth left the hotel, John quickly headed toward his room, scurrying up
the stairs in an effort to make the agents think he was heading up for a nap. He yawned as he
stretched his arms above his head once he reached the top of the stairs. “I could sure use a nap!”
He declared as he began the trek down the hallway to his room.
Once inside the safety of his dimly lit room, he hurriedly packed his belongings in
preparation for a quick getaway. He thought about taking everything to the stable to load it up on
old Topsy, but reconsidered as he realized it might bring unwanted attention to the matter. So, he
carefully readied his gear while placing his change of clothes and shaving kit into the saddle bags
and placing them at the end of the bed. They were in a perfect position to access after the
execution of the plan. He would have to quickly grab his stuff, before heading down to check out
of the hotel as he made a nonchalant and inconspicuous getaway.
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Before heading out of the room, he pulled the revolver that Bob had given him just a
week earlier, out of his saddle bag, spinning the cylinder, he checked to make sure it was loaded
before taking a few extra shells out of the box to place in his pocket. Just in case things started to
get out of control, he wanted to be able to quickly reload his weapon at least a couple of times –
just to be safe, he placed another dozen bullets into his other pocket. He stopped to admire the
quality of this old, 32 caliber Navy service revolver, with its polished chrome barrel and black
pearl handles before carefully sliding it into his pocket.
One thing was for sure, he needed to be extra careful not to cock the hammer of this
single action pistol before he was ready to shoot since it didn’t have the protection of a trigger
guard. Once the hammer was cocked, it wouldn’t take much to squeeze or bump the trigger,
causing it to accidentally discharge. That could lead to some very unwanted and untimely results.
He reached into his pocket several times to make sure that he had unobstructed access without
placing himself in any type of danger as he quickly made his draw. After a few attempts at
pulling the pistol out of his pocket, he once again placed it safely inside. Giving it a fond pat of
security with his free hand, he whispered a word of encouragement, “Don’t let me down now,
little fella.”
He started to head toward the door before realizing that he needed to take a little cash out
of his saddle bag. Before the fireworks began, he needed to stop by the doctor’s office. He had
decided to leave enough money with the nurse to pay Dale’s bill, as well as, to buy him a ticket
back to Gillette. He didn’t want to leave Dale hanging out on his own with no way to pay for his
care or to make it back home. In fact, he had made up his mind to give Dale a bit extra to help
him out. Besides, he had made a few extra dollars at the gaming tables and it was only right for
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him to share it with Dale. After all, Dale had been gracious enough to share his winnings with
him before fate took its course while relieving him of his winnings and his good health.
As he started to head out the door of his room, he bent over to pick up his Martin, lever
action rifle leaning against the end of the bed. But, as he lifted it to his side, he realized that
carrying a rifle around town would definitely bring unwanted attention. “Nope, I think you better
stay here to protect my belongings.” He chuckled as he leaned it back against the footboard of
the bed.
“That would make everyone in town take notice.” He whispered as he stepped out the
door while taking a quick look down the hallway in both directions. “Now, just listen to me,
talkin’ to myself like some darn old fool. I can’t take too much more of this, or I’ll go plumb out
of my mind.” Before heading down the hall toward the back staircase he paused to double check
the lock on his room. With the door securely locked, he nonchalantly meandered down the
hallway toward the backstairs of the hotel. It would take him out into the alley alongside the
Franklin not far from the boarding house.
But before he could make it over to the boarding house, he needed to pay a visit to Dale
to let him know that he was taking care of things before heading out of town. He had already
decided to tell Dale that he had changed his mind about getting their money back from the
rancher and would be heading out on the afternoon train. As far as Dale would be concerned,
John would be heading towards Nebraska rather than going back to Gillette. The less Dale knew
about what was going on, the better off everyone would be.
John carefully made his way around the backside of the Franklin before heading over to
the doctor’s office. As he stepped inside the door, the same lovely nurse greeted him with a
dastardly stare. Once again, she never said a word. Instead, she just welcomed John with a subtle
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glare of discontent, emblazoned in her hazel brown eyes. John attempted to wipe the mud off his
boots on the mat just inside the door before taking a step closer to the nurses’ desk.
“I just stopped in for a minute to see Dale.” John sheepishly stated. The nurse looked
down at the work on her desk as she tilted her head in the direction of Dale’s room. John started
to walk through the curtains but hesitated for a moment, as he stepped back toward the nurse.
He pulled a fifty dollar bill out of his pocket and handed it to the nurse. “This should
cover Dale’s bill, plus there should be enough left over to buy him a train ticket back to Gillette.
I’ve got some pressing business that I have to tend to, so I can’t wait around any longer for Dale
to get better so we can leave town together. But, I didn’t want to head out without making sure
he gets taken care of and can make it back home.” John waited for a response from the nurse as
she reached up to take the money out of his hand. She carefully looked it over before opening up
the drawer of the desk and placing it in the strong box. Without saying a word, she closed the
drawer and proceeded to turn her attention back to the papers on her desk.
John stood there for a moment, trying to figure out what to do next. Finally, he broke the
silent tension by asking, “So will that take care of everything?”
The nurse dropped her pen onto the papers scattered all over the desk in a bit of disgust.
“I took it from ya, didn’t I? What more do ya want?” She sarcastically responded as she gave
John a dubious glare.
“Well, I just wanted to make sure that Dale was able to get a train ticket back home when
he gets out of here.” John barked back with an agitated disgust as he turned to head back toward
Dale’s room.
As he walked into the sterile room, he noticed that Dale was sleeping comfortably. He
walked around to the end of the bed so he could look Dale straight in the eyes when he woke him
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up. Standing there, he noticed that nearly everything in the room was some form of white. The
walls, the ceilings, the sheets, the curtains, the bed pan, and even the bed itself, were all a rather
dingy shade of white. In fact, it was nearly void of any sort of color other than that of Dale’s
head sticking out from under the covers, or at least, the part of Dale’s head that wasn’t wrapped
in a white bandage. John quietly stood there for a moment, looking around the room before his
eyes focused on the ray of light radiating out from around the edge of the closed drapes covering
the window. “At least there’s a bit of light coming into this dreary place!” He thought to himself
as he reached out to shake Dale’s leg in an attempt to wake him up.
Dale nearly jumped out of his skin as John roused him from a dead sleep. “What in the
Sam Hill are you doing?” He yelled out as he shook the cobwebs out of his mind and tried to
gain his composure.
“You act surprised to see me?” John declared as he reached over to grab the bed pan off
the shelf. “Here, I thought you might need help with this.”
Dale pushed the bed pan out of his face back toward John. “Why, you ‘bout scared me to
death, wakin’ me up like that! I looked up and saw your ugly mug and I thought for sure the
devil had come to take me away. What are you doin’ here? Don’t you have some business you’re
supposed to be tendin’ to?”
John let out a laugh as he placed the bed pan back on the shelf. “Well, what kind of a
friend would I be if I didn’t check in on ya? After all, it’s not like you can hop up out of that
cozy little bed of yours so you can help me out with anything, now, can ya?”
Dale pulled the covers up underneath his chin as he nestled down into the comfort of the
bed. “Like I said, don’t you have some business you need to take care of?” It was obvious that
Dale was carrying a grudge for the events that landed him in the hospital. If the fact be known,
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Dale couldn’t bring himself to believing that it was his own fault he ended up getting robbed and
all beat up. Since John was the only one around to blame, he was willing to place all of it on his
old friend for getting him involved in such a crazy scheme.
John could see Dale’s irritation, but the sarcasm actually rubbed him the wrong way. He
wasn’t going to waste his time putting up with Dale’s foolishness or listening to his accusations
of who was to blame. “I just wanted to stop by and set things straight for your bill. I gave the
nurse enough money to cover things here and there should be enough money left over to buy a
train ticket to get your sorry carcass back home.”
John pulled some money out of his pocket, lifted it up to wave in front of Dale’s face
before stuffing it in the bed pan. “Here’s a little bit to help you get through these tough times.”
John had definitely gotten Dale’s attention as he quickly sat up in the bed, moaning from
the pain of his broken ribs. He grabbed John by the arm, “You tellin’ me you’ve already taken
care of your business here?”
John pulled his arm away from Dale’s grasp. “Nope, I just had a bit of luck at the tables
and decided to share it with an old friend.”
Dale quickly glanced toward the door of his room to make sure nobody was coming in,
before asking, “So are you still going to go get our money back from the rancher?”
John leaned in a bit closer to Dale so as not to be overheard. “Nope, I’ve decided it’s not
worth the risk. I’m pickin’ up and headin’ out.”
Dale was surprised by John’s response. In fact, it nearly made him mad. “Heading out
where? Are you going back to Gillette?”
“Haven’t decided where I’m headin’ right at the moment. I’ll know when I get there.”
John declared with an added sense of defiance.
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There was a brief silence as Dale contemplated the conversation. “I can’t believe you’re
not going back to the homestead. You’re not tryin’ to tell me that you’re walkin’ away from
everything you’ve worked for? What kind of a man would even consider walkin’ away from his
family and everything that he owns?”
It was obvious that Dale had hit a sensitive nerve. “I’ll tell ya what kind of a man. One
like me that’s tired of the naggin’ and the hollerin’ and always takin’ the blame for everything
that goes wrong! The kind of man who feels like a stranger in his own house; the kind of a man
who is tired of tryin’ to please everyone but himself; the kind of man who needs to feel wanted,
needed and loved, not for what he has or for what he can do for everyone else, but for who he is
as a man! The kind a man that feels like he’s a castrated old bull that’s been turned out to pasture
with no hopes of bein’ anything but a useless, mangy steer! If that’s all a man has to look
forward to in life, well, he might just as well be shipped off to the slaughter house. That’s the
kind of man who could think about walkin’ away and startin’ over!”
John turned to stomp out of the room as Dale reached over and grabbed him by the arm
again. “Wait a minute, John! Are you doing all of this because of that girl? Is that what this is all
about?”
Violently, John ripped his arm out of Dale’s grasp in a fit of rage. “No, Dale! That’s not
what this is all about! Weren’t you listenin’ to me? It’s about livin’ a life that makes me happy.
It’s all about finally, for once in my life, placin’ my feelings, my hopes, and my dreams above
everybody else. That’s what this is all about, ya darn fool!”
Relaxing back down onto his pillow, Dale let out another moan from the pain of his
injuries. “Well, friend, if you want to know what I think, I think that you’re still runnin’ from the
demons of your past. This isn’t about your hopes and your dreams. It’s all about your fears, your
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mistakes, and the demons that have been chasin’ after you all your life. Besides, Loretta didn’t
change overnight, plus, if you were to be honest with yourself, you’d admit that you brought on a
lot of that change yourself. You can’t deny that fact. In my opinion, that’s what it’s all about!”
John’s face turned red with anger as he turned to walk out the door of the room. But as he
got to the door, he turned to face Dale. “Well, my friend. For your information, it has nothin’ to
do with my fears, mistakes, or any sort of demon. That is, unless you’re referin’ to Loretta as
bein’ all those things. I ain’t goin’ back to a home where I’m treated like a hired hand. I ain’t
goin’ back to a place where there’s no hope of ever feelin’ loved again. I’d rather spend the rest
of my life alone as to put up with that for the remainder of my days!”
John turned to step through the door before Dale stopped him again. “What am I
supposed to tell Loretta and your family? How do you expect me to explain your absence?”
There was a long silence as John stood in the threshold of the door, his head bowed
toward the floor. The only sounds that could be heard were the squeaky wooden floorboards as
John nervously shifted his weight from one foot to the other. Shaking his head and his shoulders
sagging from the burdens of life, he finally said, “I don’t know, Dale. Tell her, that I just ran off
and you don’t know where I went --- that way, you wouldn’t be lyin’ to her!”
John started to step through the doorway before once again stopping to turn around to
face Dale. “If she asks about me, and I doubt if she does --- you tell her that, in spite of all our
problems, I will love her ‘til the day I die! But, just between you and me, I just can’t live with
her anymore. I want out and this is my chance, it’s the only way of getting out!”
A tear rolled down John’s cheek as he took a step toward Dale. He quickly wiped it off,
hoping that Dale hadn’t noticed it. John reached out his hand as a gesture of truce. Dale paused
for a moment as he looked at John’s hand, before lifting his eyes up to look John straight in the
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eyes. Finally, he reached out to shake his hand. They grasped each other’s hand like they were
hanging on for dear life. “You take care of yourself, Dale. I want to thank you for all you’ve
done for me and my family. I’ve never had a friend as good as you!”
Dale continued to hold onto to John’s hand as he wiped a tear off his cheek with his free
hand. “I’ve gotta tell ya, friend, I feel the same way!”
With that, John leaned down to give Dale a big old bear hug before quickly turning to
head out of the room. He blasted by the nurse’s desk as he made his way to the door. Before
opening up the door, he turned to the nurse and declared “Now, you better make sure and keep
your word about that money I gave you!” With that, he plopped his hat back on his head and
headed out the door.
Even though the temperature was just in the high thirties, it felt great to have the sun
beating down on John as he carefully checked out the streets of Deadwood. Standing on the
boardwalk in front of the doctor’s office, he pulled out his pocket watch to check the time. “1:40,
I guess it’s time to head over to the boarding house.” John whispered to himself with a bit of
nervousness.
He took a deep breath in anticipation of what was about to happen as he made his way
down the alley to the back stairs of the boarding house. Looking up at the stairs with the blue sky
hovering above the top landing, he felt an ominous foreboding waiting for him beyond what he
could see. It was looking into the vast unknown of eternity. He paused for a moment, realizing
the gravity of the possible scenarios that may be waiting ahead. As he slowly began his ascent,
he hoped that he wasn’t about to make the biggest mistake of his life.
With each step, his heart raced with anticipation as the only sounds he heard was the
breeze whistling through the streets of Deadwood and the fierce pounding within his chest.
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Carefully and quietly, he placed his weight onto each ascending step in an effort to minimize the
noise of his presence, until he finally made his way to the balcony. He cautiously scanned the
area to ensure his obscurity as he made his way toward the window that would provide access to
Elizabeth’s room. Before sliding up the window to duck inside, he once again nervously panned
the area to make sure no one was watching. Fortunately, the streets were nearly empty as he
eased his large frame through the window and into the room. Once inside, he fervently took one
last glance out the window to check for any signs of witnesses to his break-in. With no one in
sight, he opted to make himself to home until Elizabeth arrived.
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“The Price of Vengeance”
Elizabeth had made her way into the mercantile just a block down the street from the
boarding house. It was right at two o’clock as she casually meandered through the aisles, making
it look as though she was shopping for a special gift. She tried on a hat near the display window
at the front of the store, modeling it in front of a mirror to see if it was a flattering fit. After
turning her head from side to side in an effort to determine if it was a stylish fit, she took off the
hat, placing it back on the shelf before continuing to mill through the many dry goods the store
had to offer.
It wasn’t long until Bill Lange made his way into the mercantile. At first, Elizabeth
pretended not to notice his arrival, but after a few minutes she had managed to make her way
over to the aisle right across from him. He was checking out the selection of elk skin gloves,
trying on a pair to find the perfect fit. He had noticed Elizabeth from the moment he had entered
the store, maintaining a vantage point as he shopped that provided him the opportunity to admire
her shapely, enticing physique.
“Good afternoon, Ms. Liza, it’s good to see you out and about on this fine January day.
What brings you into Mr. Gibson’s Mercantile on such a beautiful day?”
Elizabeth took a couple of steps closer to Bill. “Well, Mr. Lange. I didn’t see you
standing there! Why, I just came in to do a bit of shopping. I thought it was high time that I
spoiled myself with something a little special. After all, a girl needs to stay in fashion these
days.”
Bill tossed the gloves over to the shop keeper. “Set these aside for me, Dave. I have a bit
more shopping to do!” He took a few steps closer to Elizabeth as he gave her the once over with
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his shifty eyes, “To tell you the truth, Ms. Liza, I think you have more fashion than a man could
afford.”
Elizabeth let out a flirtatious laugh as she pretended to still be shopping. “From what I
hear from the folks around these parts, there’s nothin’ that you can’t afford, Mr. Lange. That is,
if it’s something you really want!”
Bill walked around to stand beside Elizabeth. “Well, I have to tell you there, Ms. Liza,
that those people you’ve been talkin’ to are right. I have enough money to buy everything in this
store, including you if I had my mind set on it.” Bill reached out to run the back of his finger
along the fur collar that adorned her coat.
Elizabeth reached out to teasingly run her finger around Bill’s ear. “Well, you don’t know
how expensive that might be, Mr. Lange!” She turned around to walk over to the shelves on the
side of the store as Bill looked around to see if anyone was paying attention to his flirtatious
propositions.
Bill quickly followed her over to the shelves, while standing right behind her, he
intentionally reached over her shoulder to grab an item off the shelf as he whispered, “You just
name the price, there, Ms. Liza, and you’ll be havin’ the time of your life for the next couple of
hours.”
Elizabeth turned around to look Bill in the eyes. “Well, I’ve been plannin’ to take a trip
here soon. I’ve got a hankerin’ to go over to England to visit some long lost relatives. It’s a
mighty expensive trip, and so I’m thinkin’ that if you really wanted to spend a few hours with
me, Mr. Lange, it’s goin’ to cost ya at least three hundred dollars.”
Bill laughed out loud in disbelief. “You have to be crazy! I only pay my ranch hands a
dollar a day. That’s more than they make in a year!”
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Elizabeth turned to seductively walk to the back of the store. “Well, I guess you could go
at it with one of your ranch hands then, if you’d prefer. But two hours with me would be much
more enjoyable than havin’ them for an entire year!”
Bill quickly made his way back to Elizabeth, grabbing her by the arm to spin her around.
He once again looked her over from the top of her head to the souls of her shoes, stopping to
stare at her exquisite curves. “Okay, tell ya what, I’ll give ya seventy five bucks an hour for as
long as I can have ya. If you can handle me for more than four hours, then you’ll make your
three hundred dollars. How does that sound?”
Elizabeth let out a flirtatious giggle as she seductively ran her finger along Bill’s forehead
and down to his chin. “Mr. Lange, you’ll be like a spent pup after just an hour with me and then
I’ll never see my three hundred dollars!” Again, she turned and headed toward the front of the
store, enticing him to follow.
Bill’s ego was now at stake as he hurried to position himself in front of her. “Okay, tell
you what, I’ll give you a hundred dollars up front, and if you promise me three hours of delight,
I’ll go ahead and give ya another two hundred. Now, that’s a deal you just can’t pass up!”
Elizabeth lifted her finger to her chin, gently tapping it to her cheek, as if she was giving
his proposition serious consideration. “I’m not sure if I can trust ya for the other two hundred.
And, after all, if you really want me, you’re absolutely going to have to put out! Besides, I’m
probably the only girl in town who you haven’t been able to saddle up. If you want the best,
you’re gonna have to pay the price, Mr. Lange. This could be your only opportunity!”
Bill wasn’t about to let an opportunity like this pass him by. “Alright,” he grudgingly
agreed. I’ll give you a hundred fifty dollars up front, and I’ll match it after three hours! What do
you say?”
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Elizabeth took a step closer to Bill as she opened up her hand as a gesture for payment.
“Well, pay up, Mr. Lange, and I’ll meet ya up at my room in about 30 minutes.”
Bill quickly pulled his bulging money satchel out of his inner coat pocket. He opened it
up to expose a huge wad of large bills. He carefully pulled out a hundred and fifty dollars to
place in Elizabeth’s anxiously awaiting hand. As he counted it out, she giggled with excitement.
“Thank you, Mr. Lange. I will be anxiously awaiting your arrival in my room at the boarding
house. I’m in room 201, just at the top of the stairs. Now, don’t you dare keep me waitin’ or else
you might come to regret it.” With that she reached up to give him a sensuous kiss on the lips.
As Elizabeth turned to head out the front door, Bill carefully tucked his money satchel
back into his coat pocket. “I will be seein’ you in just a bit, little lady.”
Bill headed over to the counter to pay for the goods that he had set aside. As he was
paying his bill, Luke and Louise entered the mercantile. Bill walked over to the couple, just out
of ear reach of Dave who was busy behind the counter tying a string around Bill’s package of
goods.
“So, was it her?” Bill cynically inquired.
“Yes, sir, Mr. Lange, she’s the one!” Louise quickly acknowledged.
Bill wrinkled his forehead in deep thought, before asking, “What about the man? Have
you seen him around town anywhere?”
Louise and Luke looked at each other, shaking their heads almost in unison. “No, sir, Mr.
Lange,” Louise replied, “We ain’t seen hide nor hair of him!”
Bill shook his head as he pondered the situation, “Well, maybe he got some sense and
high-tailed it out of here.” Once again, Bill pulled his money out of his coat pocket, counting out
fifty dollars, he handed it over to Louise. “Here ya go, Darlin’- the two of ya can split this. Now,
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Luke, go get my goods and take them out to my wagon. When you’re done with that, you follow
me over to the boarding house in about thirty minutes. Just wait outside room 201 until I’m
finished with my business. You understand?”
Luke stuttered for a moment before spitting out, “Yes, sir, Mr. Lange! Thirty minutes,
room 201, I’ll be out there waiting.” Luke headed over to the counter to grab the package before
coming back to stand beside Bill, “What am I supposed to do once I get there, Mr. Lange?”
Bill gave Luke a look of complete disgust. “What are ya - stupid? If you hear any
commotion, you come in and help me out. If you just hear bed springs squeakin’ - well, then you
stay outside and mind your own business! Got it?”
Luke shook his head in understanding, “Gotcha, Mr. Lange.” With that, he hurried out to
put the package in Bill’s wagon.
Bill turned to Louise to give her a flirtatious squeeze around the waist, “As for you,
Darlin’, I’ll meet up with you in another few hours back at your place. I’ll make sure to make it
worth your while, too!”
Louise let out a girlish squeal as she stood on her tip toes to bite Bill on the earlobe. “I’ll
be waitin’ for ya.” She declared as Bill turned to head out the door.
Elizabeth had quickly made it back to her room to make sure that John was there waiting.
As she opened the door, John nearly jumped out of his skin, as he was quietly relaxing in the
chair. Well, at least he was making an effort to relax. But, the getting up and down to look out
the windows, as well as, the jittery nerves in his arms and legs made it difficult to really relax.
“Well, how does it look?” John anxiously inquired as he stood up to give Elizabeth a hug.
“He’s loaded today with money!” Elizabeth replied as she whipped out, to wave around,
the hundred and fifty dollars he had given her as a down payment. “He’s already given me half
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the money for a long-awaited romp in the hay. But, I think he’s goin’ to end up with more of a
surprise than he bargained for and he’s goin’ to end up payin’ out a lot more than he’s
expecting.” Elizabeth added with a devious laugh.
“It’s about time that he pays out instead of stealin’ from poor, honest folk.” John declared
as he peeked out the window to check for any signs of life moving around in the street. John
began to pace the room in nervous anticipation of Bill’s arrival. “So, what’s the plan? When is he
going to be up here?”
Elizabeth grabbed John by the hand in an effort to provide some calming reassurance.
“He’ll be here in just a few minutes. You have to remember that everything is going to be fine.
Now remember, I’m going to get him in a compromising position on the bed when you jump out
of the closet. I’ll act all surprised and scream out at you. That way he doesn’t think that I’ve had
any part of this. Then, you go ahead and hold him at gunpoint while telling me to pull his wallet
out of his pocket to hand it to you. Once you’ve got his money in hand, you head out the window
just like you came in. That should make him think that you busted into my room. Since it’ll take
him a few minutes to get his clothes back on, you’ll have that much of a head start for your
getaway. Now, does that all sound like it’ll work?”
John rubbed the whiskers on his chin as he contemplated what he had heard. “Alright,
that all makes sense, but when he comes into the room, you make sure to lock the door behind
him so we don’t have any uninvited guests pop in on us.”
“Alright,” Elizabeth agreed as she stepped behind the dressing screen to begin changing
into her seductive evening wear.
As she tossed her dress over the edge of the screen, she took John by surprise. “What in
the Sam Hill are you doin’ there, girl?” He asked with an obvious jealousy in his voice.
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Elizabeth peeked out from around the corner of the screen with a devious smile on her
face. “Why, I’m just playin’ the part, silly. He’s comin’ up here for some afternoon delight, so I
need to play along, at least to start. This is what I always wear when I’m entertaining clients!”
“I don’t like it, I don’t like it a bit, no siree!” John decreed as he stepped around the
screen to get a better view of what she was wearing.
“Get back over there!” Elizabeth demanded as she gave John a gentle push backwards.
“I’ll make sure to put my winter time robe on over the sexy stuff so he doesn’t get an eyeful like
I offered you in the bath house. Will that make ya happy?”
“Well, it will help a bit, but I still don’t like the thought of him seein’ any part of ya that
should only be seen by my eyes!” John replied with a bit of disdain mingled in his tone.
“Oh, relax! He’s only goin’ to see enough to get him in the mood to take his clothes off.
Once he’s dropped his drawers, he’ll be yours for the havin’ --- if you know what I mean?”
Elizabeth declared with a mischievous giggle.
“I’m not sure I like the sound of that!” John declared with a chuckle of his own.
“Now, I’m gonna close the curtains and turn the lights way down low so it’s fairly dark in
here. You get in the closet and get ready to make your move. He’s gonna be here in just a few
minutes.” Elizabeth whispered as she guided him toward the closet door. “Now, you be sure to
keep it quiet in there until you hear me say, ‘My, oh my, Mr. Lange.’ That will be your cue.
Understand?”
John stepped behind the dressing screen that shielded the closet from the rest of the room.
He opened the door and managed to fit inside the cramped space positioning his broad shoulders
between the packed wardrobe-closet filled with an assortment of clothing. He could smell the
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lingering scent of her perfume that permeated the clothes hanging neatly around him. “I
understand there, Missy. I’ll be more than ready to pounce when the time comes.”
Elizabeth reached up and gave John a seductive and compassionate kiss. “That’s for
luck.” As she started to close the closet door, she peeked in with a playful look plastered across
her face. “My, how I love it when you pounce. You are such a wild man!” With that, she closed
the door as she let out a sensuous purrrrrrrrrrr.
In an instant, she opened the closet door to once again clarify the most important part of
their plan. “Now, we will meet up in Hastings, two weeks from today, right?” She asked as she
drew his face close to hers with her hands.
“That’s right,” John whispered as he took in a deep breath in an effort to smell her
captivating perfume one last time.
“It’s a plan then,” Elizabeth blurted out as she gave him one last seductive kiss before
pushing him back into the shadows of the closet as she closed the door behind.
Elizabeth quickly finished preparing herself for the fast approaching rendezvous with
Bill. She made sure that her lacy, red lingerie was revealing plenty of cleavage as she threw her
winter robe over her attire, leaving the front open to reveal the erotic view of her voluptuous
womanhood.
Just as she was finishing up preening her hair, there was a knock on the door. “Who is
it?” Elizabeth hollered as she made her way to the door.
“It’s Bill,” came the reply from the other side of the oak paneled door.
“Just a minute,” Elizabeth responded as she unlocked the door to open it up. She placed
her left hand above her head on the door frame while seductively placing her right hand on her
protruding hip exposing the true shape of her bodacious form. “Well, it is so good to see you,
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Mr. Lange! I’ve been waitin’ a long time for this moment.” She playfully teased while running
her finger along the base of his chin. “Please, won’t you come in and make yourself at home.”
Bill stepped into the room, as Elizabeth poked her head out the doorway to see if he had
brought reinforcements. Not a soul was in sight as she closed the door and quietly turned the
lock. She quickly made her way over to her bed, stretching out across it with her robe barely
covering her scantily clad body. “Do you like what you see, Mr. Lange?”
Bill’s eyes nearly popped out of his head as he scanned the beautiful form before him. “I
must admit, Ms. Liza --- that the attire I’ve seen you in around town, does little justice to the
beauty of what it hides. I have never in my life seen more curves on a woman.”
“Why, thank you, Mr. Lange!” Elizabeth replied as she pulled her robe back, exposing
her leg all the way to the top of the thigh. “Now, why don’t you go ahead and make yourself
comfortable. The fewer clothes you have on, the better you’re going to enjoy this.” Elizabeth sat
up on the bed while seductively licking her lips as she reached up to help Bill pull off his coat.
As she pulled his arms out of the sleeves, dropping his coat to the floor, she stood up and
enticingly ran her fingers down the small of his back. The top of her head just barely made it to
the bottom of his chin as she began to unbutton his shirt.
Bill was cautiously looking around the room as Elizabeth continued to unbutton his shirt.
The information that Luke and Louise had shared with him had made him quite suspicious of
Elizabeth, but after seeing her seductively lying across the bed, he was hoping that the pair had
her mixed up with someone else. She had been a long-awaited challenge and his hope of adding
her to his exclusive list of conquests was quite compelling. Nevertheless, he continued to keep a
cautious eye out for any sign of betrayal.
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Elizabeth finally managed to undo the last button on his shirt. She stood as she slid his
arms out of the sleeves, and once removed, she tossed it over onto the chair. His masculine build
caused her to take a step back to admire as she began to run her hands across his hairless chest.
Bill grabbed her by the wrists and looked her straight in the eyes. “Before we get started, I have
somethin’ I have to ask ya. Word around town is that you been makin’ sorts with a man called
Williams, is that right?
Elizabeth was caught off guard by the forcefulness of his question. She stuttered for a
moment before gaining her composure to reply. She pulled her hands away from Bill as she
leaned back to once again seductively stretch out across the bed. “That’s right!” she confided.
“He’s an old friend of the family that I happened to bump into about a week ago and if my
preacher of a papa knew that I was doin’ one of his old parishioners, why, he’d have my hide and
display it on the altar of the church. But, what’s it to you if I know this Williams fella?”
Bill stepped close to the bed with his six foot two inch frame hovering over Elizabeth like
a vulture, ready to swoop down on its prey. “Folks are sayin’ that he has it in for me? Did you
two talk about that?”
Elizabeth stood up on her knees to look Bill directly in the face. “No! He’s just a lonely
old man that paid me well for sharin’ my time with him. He never mentioned anything about
you. In fact, I have no idea if he even knows who you are.” Elizabeth ran her hands down his
chest before reaching to unbuckle his belt. “So, what is he to you anyhow, Mr. Lange?”
Placing his hands on Elizabeth’s neck, he gently slid them down onto her shoulders,
pushing the robe back in the process. “He’s nothin’ to me, but if folks are sayin’ that someone’s
after me, I have to check it out.”
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Bill placed his hands along her jaws, lifting her off her knees to eye level. He began to
tightly squeeze her face as a look of anger shadowed his face. “I just have to tell ya, little lady,
that if anyone plots against me, and I find out; well, let’s just say that they won’t be around long
enough to see the break of a new day! Do you understand what I’m sayin’ here?” Bill violently
pushed her backwards onto the bed. “I don’t take kindly to folks who lie to me or anyone who
gets in the way of what I want.”
Elizabeth lifted her leg off the bed, rubbing her foot against his belly. “Oh, I like it when
you play rough, Mr. Lange. It gets me all bothered!” She continued to seductively run her toes
along the muscles around his chest. “Now, I thought you came here to have some fun, not talk
about some old, has-been that’s payin’ me for my company.”
Elizabeth’s performance was quite convincing that she was an innocent party to any
conspiracy to get at Bill. He was beginning to completely buy her story as the passion of his lust
began to overtake his common sense. Of course, as the robe came off and the skimpy red
negligee exposed more of her voluptuous form he became increasingly preoccupied at fulfilling
his pleasures. “Now, Mr. Lange, why don’t you take that pretty little pistol of yours and place it
right here on my bed stand so that you can drop that dirty old gun belt, along with your britches
that are about to burst at the seam.”
Bill took a deep breath as he pulled his pearl handled Colt 45 out of its holster and
carefully placed it on the night stand next to the bed. He figured as long as it was within arm’s
reach he wouldn’t have to worry about having quick access for his defense if the occasion
presented itself. When Elizabeth began to pull the negligee off her shoulders, providing a nearly
unrestricted view of her cleavage and of her entire breast, Bill fell for the bait. Immediately, he
threw all caution to the wind as he dropped his gun belt, kicked off his boots, and nearly
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exploded out of his britches. He plopped down on the bed beside Elizabeth, pawing and fondling
her like a madman while trying to kiss her on the lips.
Elizabeth somehow managed to roll him on his back as she sat up on top of him while
grabbing his wrists in an effort to restrain him from groping her. “Did I forget to tell ya, Mr.
Lange, that kissin’ on the lips will cost ya extra? I always make it a rule to never kiss my clients
on the lips!”
Bill settled back onto the bed as he continued to stare at her chest. “We made a deal and
you never said anything about no kissin’ on the lips. As far as I’m concerned, I’m payin’ for all
of ya, and the price I paid means I get all of ya for at least three hours and that means I can do
anything I want!
Inside the dark, cramped closet, John was doing his best to stay completely quiet as well
as, calm. It was all he could do to contain himself as he listened to the seduction occurring just a
few feet away. The jealous ire continued to build inside him until he felt like he was about to
explode. He knew that Elizabeth had to play the part of a seductress for their plan to work, but it
seemed to him that she was enjoying the role just a bit more than she should. Knowing what she
was wearin’, along with hearin’ what was transpiring on the bed, caused John’s jealous rage to
boil. His blood was well past simmerin’ as he carefully listened for his cue to emerge from the
closet. The more he heard, along with the more he imagined, caused him to seethe for the
opportunity to take his revenge.
Elizabeth leaned down to give Bill an unrestricted view of her breasts as they nearly
spilled out of her negligee. She began rubbing them in his face before pushing herself up off the
bed. “Well, if that’s the case, then you’ll have to give me a second to rinse out my mouth.” She
stepped over to the wash basin in the corner of the room and filled a cup with water from the
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pitcher. Bill couldn’t take his eyes off her as he lay motionless on the bed. She lifted the glass up
to her lips to take a couple of sips to whish around in her mouth. As she spit the water out into
the basin, she looked over and smiled at a naked Bill in his obviously aroused state. “My, oh my,
Mr. Lange, no wonder the women love ya!” She loudly declared.
Instantly, John burst out of the closet, knocking the dressing screen down on top of Bill
with a thunderous crash. Elizabeth let out a scream as she grabbed her robe to cover herself.
“Don’t move a muscle!” John commanded, keeping his gun pointed directly at Bill.
“What do you want?” Elizabeth shrieked as part of her act.
“Mr. Lange knows what I want. Don’t ya, Mr. Lange!” John replied as he raised the gun
to point it directly at Bill’s head. “I’m warning ya, you so much as twitch an ear and I’ll blow
your fool head off!”
John looked at Elizabeth out of the corner of his eye as he directed her to reach into Bill’s
coat to pull out the wallet. Just as Elizabeth stood up with the wallet in hand, Luke came crashing
through the door, knocking Elizabeth down to the floor in a huddled mass. Bill lunged toward the
night stand in an effort to grab his gun. Without even flinching, John fired a shot that hit Bill in
the middle of the back. His massive body fell into a crumpled, motionless mass face down on the
bed, with blood splattering across the ornate, rose designed wallpaper and pooling all over the
beautifully quilted spread.
John fell backward against the wall as Luke lurched toward him, trying to grab his legs to
knock him off his feet. Instinctively, he shot again, hitting Luke in the back of his shoulder
knocking him flat on his face. As he struggled to get up, John aggressively kicked him
backwards, up against the bed. Luke battled to get to his feet with the use of his one good arm, as
the blood soaked his shirt, dripped down his arm and pooled on the floor. John cocked the
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hammer to take another shot as Luke grabbed his hand while slamming him against the wall. In
the midst of the struggle, the gun discharged, hitting Luke in the upper thigh with a muffled
blast. Instantly, he fell to the floor, grasping his leg in a state of panic and shock. His screams
were nearly deafening as he writhed in excruciating pain.
John reached down to grab Bill’s wallet off the floor, before quickly stuffing it into his
coat pocket as he rushed toward the window. When he reached the curtains, he suddenly realized
he hadn’t seen Elizabeth since Luke crashed through the door, bursting into the room. Everything
seemed to be a complete and total blur, although the whole episode happened in an exaggerated
state of slow motion. It was almost as if time was standing still. He turned around to scan the
room for any sign of her, only to discover a crumpled form lying motionless on the floor near the
end of the bed. She was partially covered by the remnants of the broken down, oak door.
Quickly, John ran to her side, falling to his knees before placing his ear next to her chest,
listening for a heartbeat. As he turned her head, she let out a pitiful moan. She was still
breathing, but apparently when Luke broke through the door she had been knocked unconscious
by the force of his weight along with the impact of the door slamming against her.
He began to lift her head in an attempt to rouse her, when he noticed a large knot on her
forehead, just above her eye. It was a large, egg shaped bump that had already turned several
shades of black and blue. Apparently she had hit her head on the bed frame when she crashed to
the floor. Suddenly John heard the sounds of people storming up the stairs, racing toward the
room.
It sounded like the whole town was clamoring up the stairs in a torrential flood of fury.
John panicked as he tenderly laid Elizabeth’s head back down on the floor. In terror-filled
desperation he dashed to the window, slipping through the closed, heavy velvet curtains, before
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fumbling to raise the window to hastily slip out onto the balcony. After sliding the window back
down, he leaned against the wall of the building to take a deep breath of relief and to gain his
composure, just as the mob of people crowded into the room. John quickly reloaded his revolver,
just in case he had to fight his way out of town before quietly heading down the stairs from the
balcony.
Cautiously, he ran to the backstairs of the Franklin to sneak up to his room He was trying
to be as inconspicuous as possible as he entered the hotel backdoor. There was no time to even
check out, so he hastily pulled some money out of his saddlebag and left it on the bed along with
the room key. He grabbed his rifle, along with his saddle bags and cautiously stole down the
back stairs of the Franklin toward his freedom. As he made his way to the stables, he tried to
walk nonchalantly, even though, everything within him was crying out to run for his life. His
heart was beating out of control, as his lungs felt like they couldn’t breathe in enough air. He just
couldn’t catch his breath as his head pounded with each beat of his heart and the sweat poured
off him like he was caught in a deluge.
Finally, he made his way to the stable, where he quickly saddled up old Topsy. The stable
attendant was nowhere in sight, so once again, he pulled out a few bills and dropped them on the
floor of the horse stall to cover his bill. He quietly led Topsy out the door of the stable as he
checked for signs of life moving about on the street. There was a lot of commotion as folks were
running toward the boarding house hollering that somebody had been shot, so fortunately, no one
paid any attention to John leaving the stable. John pulled the collar of his coat up around his
neck, while pulling his hat down low over his forehead. Once outside the livery, he quickly
mounted Topsy to slowly make his way down the alley behind the buildings, trying to take the
back way out of town to the train station.
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As he rode up to the train station, he realized that he couldn’t be hanging around town
waiting for a train, so he twisted around in the saddle to glance about to see if anybody had even
noticed his presence. With the station being pretty much deserted, he decided to finally let his
emotions guide his actions, even though he was shaking like a leaf from head to toe. He kicked
old Topsy until he was running at a full gallop down the road toward Lead. With any luck at all,
he’d get there just in time to catch a train headin’ south.
He remembered that Lead was only about four miles southwest of Deadwood, so he was
hoping that with his head start, word wouldn’t travel that fast until he was on a train and headin’
out. His mind was whirling out of control with what he had just done. He knew that Bill Lange
had many powerful connections throughout the territory, as he realized there would probably be
a massive manhunt to find his assailant. He had no doubt in his mind that if he was caught by a
posse of local vigilantes, he wouldn’t stand a chance to get a fair trial. The possibility of
dangling from a hangman’s noose added to the relentless panic racing through his heart and
mind. He couldn’t believe what he had just done and the only thing he could think about was
running for his life. He wanted to get as far away as possible in the shortest amount of time.
Never in his life had he experienced such panic. Never in his life had he ever felt such
fear. Never in his life had he felt such uncontrollable terror. His entire being was overcome with
a sense of doom as he pushed Topsy to run like he had never run before. He had an
overwhelming premonition of impending doom as he knew that he could be apprehended at any
moment. But to his surprise, the most consuming emotion was the vast amount of regret and guilt
that flooded his mind and his soul for the crime he had just committed. “Oh, if I could only do it
all over again, where nobody would get hurt.” He thought to himself as his body bounced in
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rhythmic unison with the horses’ galloping stride as the image of Bill’s motionless body lying in
a pool of blood whirled through his mind.
For the first time since he set out on the trek, he realized, that the price of vengeance was
far more costly than he had ever imagined. There was no fulfillment or contentment to be found
for getting even with the swindler. In fact, he had created more misery for his life in the past five
hours, than could be found in the combined mistakes of the last 52 years. The reality of the
situation was drastically more terrifying than the recurring nightmare that had plagued his
dreams over the years. In addition to the terror, was the realization that there would be no waking
up from this nightmare. It would be a memory that would continue to haunt him through every
waking moment of his life.
Every muscle in the stallion’s old body was straining as he galloped down the dirt road
with every ounce of energy he had in him. His mane was flapping in John’s face and his tail was
flying straight out behind him like the tail of a kite keeping the old stallion on course. John held
on for dear life as Topsy instinctively negotiated every turn in the road while avoiding every rut
in his path as the shadowy light of the setting sun engulfed the road before them. The sound of
hoofs, pounding beneath the massive weight of old Topsy, echoed out in unison as they galloped
along the road that lead through the dense forest of the Black Hills. The eerie sound reverberated
through John’s mind, adding to the panic that was racing through his heart. It was a deafening
sound, exasperated by the thoughts of being apprehended and punished for his vengeful crime.
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“A Hasty Retreat!”
John never looked back as he frantically made his way down the windy, narrow path
toward the little town of Lead. It wasn’t until he saw the nearing lights, illuminating a darkened
valley town that he eased up on the reins to bring Topsy to a weary trot. John’s heart was still
pounding wildly out of control as he fought to catch his breath. As he drew closer to the town, he
pulled back on the reins to stop Topsy in his tracks. He eased around in the saddle, scanning the
darkened landscape for any signs of a pursuing posse. Listening carefully for any signs of
approaching horses, he finally pulled on the reins to turn Topsy around to get a better view of the
town, nestled quietly in the valley below.
He let out a sigh of relief for the quiet landscape that lay before him. Gently, he kicked
his heels into Topsy’s flanks to mosey down the dirt road into the town. He took a deep breath,
filling his lungs with the fresh mountain air as he tried to maintain a slow, steady pace into the
outer limits of the town. He knew the importance of maintaining his composure in order to avoid
any unwanted attention.
As he made his way into the outskirts of the tiny community, his breath mixed with
Topsy’s exhaling breath in the frigid air, turned into a vaporous fog that engulfed their each and
every step. The silence of the mountain air was broken by an eerie train whistle, echoing through
the valley as it announced its approach to the station near the south end of the town. John’s heart
leaped at the sound, as he realized the train would provide the best means of an inconspicuous
escape.
John gave Topsy another gentle kick in the flanks to quicken the pace toward the train
depot. He knew the train wouldn’t be staying too long, just long enough to take on passengers,
fuel, and to load up any livestock or goods into the boxcars. The more John thought about what
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to do next, the more convinced he became that he needed to move in such a way as to not leave a
trail behind for anybody to follow. He realized that by buying a ticket, he would run the risk of
leaving a trail. If he could somehow manage to hitch a ride in the boxcar without being noticed,
he would increase the odds of making a clean getaway. He had to be careful not to get caught
trying to stow away or else his whole cover might be blown. But, he was willing to take that
chance, because normally if the yard hands caught ya trying to hitch a ride without a ticket,
they’d just toss ya out on your ear. Chances were, they wouldn’t turn you over to the sheriff, just
rough ya up a bit, while having a bit of fun to break up the monotony of their job.
Sadly, John realized that trying to get Topsy onto the train without getting caught posed a
difficult dilemma. He knew deep down, that this might be the end of the road for his dependable
old friend. If there wasn’t a way to get the old stallion on the train before it pulled out, John
would have to leave him behind to make the rest of his escape on his own. In the worst case
scenario, John could jump into a boxcar just as the train started to pull out of the station. At least,
that way he would be able to toss his rifle and saddle bags in before jumping on board himself.
John and Topsy made their way off the road, heading over to the train tracks as they
approached the standing train at the depot. “Oh, how I hope it’s a headin’ south.” He whispered
to himself, over and over again. Once they rode over the ridge to find the train in sight, John was
thrilled to see that it was southbound. He rode up from the back of the train, passing the caboose
along with several boxcars. As he rode along the side of the motionless train, John contemplated
the feasibility of, somehow, hitching a ride. If after they reached the front of the train and it
didn’t look like sneaking on board was a possible option, he could, as a last resort, buy a ticket.
The more he thought about it, though, the more his heart ached at the thought of leaving Topsy
behind. After all, the aging old steed was the last and only friend John had left in this life.
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Topsy really was a magnificent piece of horseflesh, especially, in his hay-day. John had
often wondered through the years how he wound up with such an odd name as “Topsy,” it just
didn’t seem to fit. The name sounded more like a name from a moppet. In fact, John suddenly
remembered as they made their way along the boxcars, that the fella he bought Topsy from had a
beloved daughter who was known to be a bit daft. Her daddy, however, doted on her and would
give her anything that her precious little heart desired. Obviously, Topsy was a gift to the little
girl, and when he became too much for the young lass to handle, the horse had to be sold.
One of the reasons John had gone to her daddy, Tim O’Neil, when he needed an extra
pair of hooves around the homestead, was because he had heard that Tim’s ranch boasted some
of the best horse flesh in the county. O’Neil made it a habit to head out into the untamed
territories to round up some of the wild mustangs that still roamed the open prairies. When Tim
had brought back this wild colt and patiently, tamed it, he ended up allowing his daughter to take
it as her own. It didn’t take too long for her to fall in love with the magnificent animal.
Unfortunately, Topsy just became too much for the young girl to manage.
John was filled with excitement when he purchased the young Topsy from O’Neil. It
truly was one of the finest horses John had ever seen. But as he reflected back on the day he
bought Topsy and rode off with the horse in tow behind his wagon, the sounds of a little girl’s
heart-breaking cries once again echoed in his mind. O’Neil’s little girl was heartbroken that her
daddy had sold the horse that she loved so dearly. John never once considered changing the
horse’s name to anything else, even though he always thought it a rather strange name for a
horse. As he continued to hear a young girl’s cries echoing through his mind, he realized that
maybe Topsy was an appropriate description of such a fine horse. He really was the “top” of the
line and one of a kind. John had come to love and admire his faithful friend and companion as
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much, or maybe even more, than the little O’Neil girl. As tears filled his eyes, his heart suddenly
ached for a little girl from long ago. John hoped with all his heart that he wouldn’t have to leave
his devoted friend behind.
When they finally made their way to the side of the first boxcar, closest to the passenger
coach John noticed a ramp leading from a loading dock into the open door of the car. As he got
closer, he noticed about a dozen horses already inside, and to John’s surprise, not a yard hand
was in sight. Quickly he glanced around to see if there was anyone watching. Without even a
slight hesitation, he quickly led Topsy by the reins up to the dock and onto the ramp.
Gingerly pulling on the reins, he finally enticed Topsy into the darkened car, while
leading him back to a corner stall. John reached into his pocket and pulled out a sugar cube,
placing it in the palm of his hand, as he graciously lifted it up to the stallion’s mouth as a reward
for a job well done. Topsy was soaking wet from the exertion of a long, hard ride. He had
worked himself into a foamy lather, as the warm sweat covered his entire body. “I got to get you
cooled down and then get you some water.” John whispered as he rubbed his hand down the
horses’ nose toward his muzzle before providing an affectionate pat.
Just then, John heard voices outside the box car. He hunched down behind Topsy in an
effort to hide, as the ramp was pulled back onto the dock and the boxcar door slammed shut with
a thunderous crash. He was left completely alone in the silence of the dark, musty boxcar. John
placed his arms around Topsy’s neck as he held his breath in desperate anticipation. Once again,
his heart pounded relentlessly as he stood there waiting for the door to open back up and the law
to step in to discover him hiding. It seemed like hours, even though it was only a few seconds as
John stood there motionless, hanging on to Topsy, like he was hanging on for dear life.
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When the train whistle let out its lonesome wail, and the boxcar lurched with the first tug
of momentum, John let out a long, awaited sigh of relief. Immediately, he fell to his knees,
dropping his head into his hands, as he began to sob uncontrollably. As the train continued to
lurch forward, building up steam, John rolled onto the straw covered floor of the boxcar, crying
like a baby. His emotions let out like a torrential flood as he realized that he had at least escaped
to a momentary sanctuary. The tears flowed and his body shook for what seemed like hours, as
the pent up emotions of the past few hours stormed out of his body like a raging river. Totally
spent from the emotional and physical drain of his escape, he finally fell to the floor, curling up
in a heap, and falling into a light, restless sleep.
Even though John was totally exhausted both mentally and physically, neither his body
nor his mind could find any rest. Between the swaying of the boxcar, as well as, the haunting
images that kept creeping into his mind, he tossed and turned in an unsuccessful effort to stay
asleep. Every time the image of events played through his mind, he broke out into a clammy
sweat, opening his eyes in a panic stricken state of fear. He moaned, he groaned, he felt nauseous
as the images flashed through his mind, over and over again. He would begin to fall asleep in the
midst of the darkened boxcar, when his mind would once again whirl out of control with
haunting regrets. Finally, he dozed off for an extended bit of time, when Elizabeth’s face rushed
into his mist-filled dream, screaming in terror! John awoke with screams of his own as he pulled
himself up to lean against the wall of the boxcar while trying to gather his wits and composure,
surrounded by total darkness.
“Elizabeth!” He cried out. “What have I done to Elizabeth?” It was the first time since he
left the scene of his crime that he had thought about anything other than saving his own hide.
Once again, his heart raced while a cold, clammy sweat erupted across his being, as he thought
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of her lifeless body lying unconscious on the floor. He couldn’t get the picture of her out of his
mind as he tried to rationalize his decision to run off and leave her behind. The pitiful moan that
she let out as he lifted her head continued to echo through his ears as a haunting reminder of his
cowardice and betrayal.
Desperately, he wanted to go back to see for himself that she was all right. He wanted
with all his heart to head back to Deadwood, where he could rescue her from the fate of being an
accomplice to a possible murder. He would give anything to make his way back to the scene of
the crime in order to whisk her away to safety. He would give anything --- almost. He couldn’t
give anything. He couldn’t go back to give himself up. He wasn’t willing to go back and
sacrifice his own freedom, perhaps his own life for Elizabeth.
If there was anything else he could give to ensure her safety, he would willingly do it.
But, to risk his life as the sacrifice for hers, well, that was the one thing he couldn’t bring himself
to do. In his mind he rationalized the many reasons it didn’t make sense to go back to rescue her,
as he provided an endless list of reasons to justify his actions; numerous reasons to justify his
betrayal and self-preservation. But, after hours of riding in a darkened boxcar, he couldn’t bring
himself to admit that he was wrong for leaving her behind. He couldn’t find the courage to admit
that he was wrong to leave her lying there in a huddled mass of brokenness. All he could do was
hope that she was alright. His only option was continue on with their plan to meet up in Hastings.
But in the darkest recesses of his heart, he had a dreadful feeling that she would never be able to
hold up her end of the plan and to make her way down to Hastings in a couple of weeks. For
some unexplainable reason, he felt an overwhelming sense of dread and despair for Elizabeth.
To John, as he milled over the haunting images etched within his mind, he continued to
tell himself that the end justified the means. Bill Lange had gotten what he deserved. John
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couldn’t hold himself responsible for the way things turned out. None of this would have
happened if Lange hadn’t been such a swindler and a thief. Unfortunately, innocent people get
hurt when accounts are reconciled for the evil ways of men. “It’s just a fact of life,” he continued
to whisper in an effort to convince himself. But, the fact of the matter was, the end of his plan
had left him reeling in an agonizing and remorseful state of regret.
Now more than ever, he felt trapped with no place to hide and no one to turn to. He was
trapped within the dark recesses of his self-made demonic dungeon of regret. He couldn’t go
back to Deadwood to rescue Elizabeth, or to even see if she was alright. Worse yet, the door had
been completely shut on going back to his own life now. He couldn’t go back to Gillette to pick
up his life where he’d left off even if he wanted to. He had no place to go. He no longer had a
place he could call home. He was a man on the run; a terrified man running from the demons of
his past – a lonely shell of a man fleeing from the long arm of the law. In his attempt to justify
his actions, milling over the events of the day, and trying to figure out how he could have done
things differently, he finally fell asleep as his head fell back against the wall of the boxcar as he
lost the battle to stay awake.
Once again John was roused from a restless sleep by the nudging of a warm, slimy
horse’s nose. Topsy was doing his best to get John’s attention. Blurry eyed, John tried to push
Topsy away from his face to no avail. After a few minutes of continued pestering, Topsy won
out as John made his way to a sitting position, trying to allow his eyes to adjust to a darkened
boxcar. The moon was the only source of light as the muffled rays were filtered through the
cracks between the wooden slats that ran along the sides of the car.
John’s shaking and trembling from the terror of the night had been replaced by the
shivering from the cold in his unheated mode of transportation. The only heat to be found came
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from the radiant heat of the horses crammed into the confines of the spacious boxcar. As he
stood up to pull a rolled up, heavy wool blanket from the back of his saddle, he realized that he
had neglected to find any water and feed for old Topsy. Patiently Topsy had waited for some
attention --- that was until he just couldn’t stand it anymore as he woke John up with a gentle
nuzzling of affection.
“Sorry, old friend.” John declared as he patted Topsy on the neck. “Let me find you some
water, at least. I haven’t taken very good care of you tonight, have I, old fella? The last thing I
want to do is neglect the only friend I have left in this world.” John whispered as he fumbled his
way around the darkened boxcar in search of some water.
Finally, he stumbled upon a trough that was filled with water at the end of the car.
Hanging on a nail next to the trough was a bucket along with a feed bag. He pulled the bucket
down off the wall, then proceeded to dip it into the trough to fill it up to the brim. He made his
way back over to Topsy like a drunken sailor as the boxcar swayed from side to side, rolling
along with the contour of the land. Topsy could hardly wait for him to put the bucket down on
the floor before he started lapping it up with abandon.
John turned around to make his way back to the feed bag, in hopes of finding some oats
near the trough. It didn’t take long for him to find the feed as he filled the bag and staggered
back to find Topsy lapping up the last bit of water in the bucket. The old steed lifted his head in
contentment, letting out a gracious neigh as John placed the oat-filled, feed bag onto his muzzle,
strapping it on behind his ears. “At least Topsy was fed and watered.” John thought to himself as
he draped his woolen blanket over his shoulders, wrapping it tightly around his frame in an effort
to warm up.
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John plopped down against the wall of the boxcar in a huddled mass as he attempted to
keep the warmth of his body from escaping out any opening of the woolen blanket. The
shivering had subsided as he moved about while taking care of Topsy. He didn’t want to let the
shivering or the trembling return as he pulled the blanket up tight beneath his chin. As he
hunkered down in an attempt to stay warm, his mind began to drift off to the first time he
remembered running away from life’s problem. It was a memory that was buried deep within his
mind, as, at a young age, he made the voyage to America with his mother, and sister.
John was only five years old when he set out with his ma and sister to find a new life in
America. He barely remembered his father; his only memories were merely of a tall, husky
figure. All he could remember was that he was a man with no real facial features or fatherly
expressions that were clear. What he did remember, was the constant battles between his father
and his mother. The yelling, the screaming, the fighting with dishes being thrown and furniture
being broken as the physical abuse of his father made an indelible mark on his young mind. He
faintly remembered his father seeing them off at the dock as they boarded the massive ship to set
sail for a new land. His father gave him a hug, then a pat on the head as he said his final
goodbyes to a family he would never see again.
John often wondered what his father was like. What kind of a man was he? Did he love
his children, or were they a burden that he was anxious to do away with? Through the years the
questions about his father often filled John’s mind as he pondered the reasons behind his parent’s
divorce. He often blamed himself for their problems. Since, he was the youngest of the children
and things were fine before he came along, or at least, as far as he knew, the only conclusion that
a young mind could come to was that he was the problem; he was to blame for his parent’s
unhappiness.
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His mother refused to talk about John Sr. or her other children after they made it to the
States. All that he knew about his father was that he was a coal miner in Littledean, England
before he divorced his wife. For whatever reasons, John Sr. had kept the older kids with him in
England after the divorce. It troubled John to think that he had older siblings who he couldn’t
even remember. In fact, he couldn’t even remember their names let alone, what they looked like.
What was even more troubling to him was the realization that his mother could leave her own
flesh and blood behind without seeming to give it a second thought. John often wondered that if
he had been older at the time, if she would have left him behind, too.
There were a multitude of questions that haunted John throughout his life regarding both,
his father and his mother; questions that he would carry to his grave without ever finding an
answer. Even though, he knew he would never find the answers to the many questions that
continued to plague him throughout life, he often wondered how he would have been different if
his parents had been happily married and made the journey to America together, as a family.
John remembered that one of the major battles he witnessed between his parents stemmed
from his mother’s involvement with Mormon missionaries who had come to England, trying to
convert the inhabitants of their country with a new-fangled religion. In fact, it was a sect from
the Mormon Church that sponsored John’s mom, along with his sister and young John, passage
to America. His mother became fanatically involved with the missionaries when she converted to
their religion, professing their beliefs to all of their family and friends. John Sr. was furious
about the blasphemous claims that ran contradictory to his fundamental beliefs established
through the Church of England, regarding the Christian faith.
In spite of the fact that John Sr. gave an ultimatum to Harriet, ordering her to give up her
new found religion or leave the home, she refused to turn her back on the missionaries or their
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beliefs. When John’s pa kicked his ma out, she packed her bags and with Henrietta and John
tagging along behind, she sought refuge with the missionaries. It wasn’t long until they
convinced her to set sail for a new life in America, with a promise of happiness and prosperity in
their proclaimed Promised Land, in Salt Lake City, Utah.
John let out a sigh, as he rocked back and forth in unison with the swaying of the train on
the tracks. It reminded him of his trip across the great expanse of the Atlantic Ocean, or, at least,
the parts he could remember as a five year old. The first few days were quite calm and enjoyable,
as he spent hours running around the deck with his sister, exploring every inch of the great ship.
But, as the days went by and they sailed deeper into the recesses of the ocean, the seas became
rough and treacherous as the mighty storms unleashed their fury.
Nearly every one of the passengers had a dreadful bout of sea sickness. John was young
enough at the time that he wasn’t bothered too much by the constant motion of the ship, but both
his mother and sister spent several days locked in their cabin, trying to keep their stomachs from
heaving unmercifully. Finally, after about a week, the seas once again calmed and the passengers
grew accustomed to the gentle swaying of the ship. Fortunately, the last few days of the voyage
brought a much anticipated relief to the nauseous reality of life at sea, while the anticipation
continued to build for their time to arrive in America.
The screech of the train whistle brought John back to reality from the depths of his nearly
forgotten memories. He felt the train slowing down to a crawl as the dim lights from a depot
filtered through the cracks of the boxcar, casting slow moving shadows across the confines of his
narrow enclosure. John tossed his blanket over the saddle still resting on Topsy, as he began to
slowly make his way toward the door of the car before peering out between the cracks, in an
effort to get an idea of where they were at. The moon provided just enough for John to barely
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make out the sign on the station where the engine had come to a stop, “Union Station – Hot
Springs.” He quietly whispered as he made his way back over to stand behind Topsy.
They had only been traveling for a couple of hours, so John was hoping that this would
be a short stop to either take on more passengers or to take on fuel or water. He stayed close to
Topsy in an effort to stay calm while gently stroking the horse’s neck. He didn’t want to get too
close to the side of the car where a yard hand could look in and see him through the spaces
between the boards of the car. He hoped with all his heart that they wouldn’t come back to check
on the horses yet, although he knew that sooner or later they were bound to open up the boxcar to
feed and water the horses. He knew that the horses were probably headed to one of the army
posts, probably in Nebraska, Fort Robinson, no doubt.
The further into Nebraska that they traveled, the greater the odds they’d be coming in to
take care of the livestock. According to his calculations, that would be about the time that the sun
would be coming up on a new day. John knew that he would have to make a quick getaway as
soon as they opened the door to the boxcar. There would be no hiding when they came in to tend
to the stock. He figured the only chance he had to make a clean getaway was to mount old Topsy
and ride him right off the train, while taking the yard hands by surprise. One thing was for sure,
he had to maintain a low profile as they went through the door, or else he’d resemble the likes of
the headless horseman.
When the whistle finally blew, and the train lurched forward to start the next leg of its
scheduled trek, John took in a deep breath, while bowing his head in relief. He quickly wrapped
the blanket back around his shivering body, as he plopped back down onto the straw covered
floor in the corner of the car. The shadowy lights of the train depot seemed to vanish into the
night as the train pulled away from the station. John watched the light disappear in the distance,
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before tipping his hat down over his eyes to try to catch up on his much needed sleep. As the
boxcar gently swayed with the lay of the land, he dozed off into a sound and desperate rest.
John actually slept for several hours, including sleeping right through a short stop in
Chadron, Nebraska just before the sun started peeking over the tops of the sand hills of the
prairie. It was a good thing that it was early in the morning when they stopped at Chadron, since
John snored up a storm as he lay there with his head tilted back against the wall of the boxcar
and his mouth gaping wide open, sucking in all the musty air that his lungs could capture.
Finally, after a long hard journey, John had been able to find some much needed rest.
His sleep was short-lived as the demons in his dreams began to once again chase him
through the sage brush of a dry and desolate prairie. He began to toss and turn, as he tried to
escape the clutches of evil; an evil that was determined to drag him down into the pits of hell.
Desperately, he ran for his life, dodging and darting between the thick sagebrush that lined his
path of escape. On the horizon, he could see a bridge that lead to a beautiful, peaceful meadow –
if only he could make it to the bridge, he’d be able to cross the chasm of his demons.
John moaned and he groaned as the satanic forces relentlessly pursued their prey. But this
time, before he could wake up from his terror, the demon grabbed him from behind, latching
onto his shoulder with a deadly grip. John could feel the demon’s hot breath, panting down his
neck as he was spun around, tightly held in the clutches of evil. But, as he looked into the face of
evil, he saw the bearded face of the leader of the Mormon sect, relentlessly, staring back at him.
It was the same bearded man who led the mob in hot pursuit of young John, along with his
mother and sister, as they fled for their lives out of Utah.
John tried to scream, but not a sound would come out of his mouth. The tormenting
demon let out a devilish scream as he began to draw John close to his face. As John’s face drew
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closer to the man’s, the image before him transformed into a hideous demonic being that let out a
heart-stopping, terrifying shriek. Suddenly, John’s pa came out of nowhere, riding a magnificent
white stallion. His pa grabbed him by the collar, as he ripped him out of the deadly grasp of evil,
while riding at a full gallop. He pulled John by the arm as he frantically fled the demons that
were just a step behind in hot pursuit. John didn’t know how he knew the man was his pa, but
somehow, instinctively he knew his pa had finally come to rescue him.
“Where are Henrietta and Ma?” John cried out as his pa continued to pull him by the arm,
up and over the desolate landscape of the prairie while skillfully riding the splendid mount.
“They’re safe on the other side.” His pa cried out as the horse easily jumped over the
thick brush of the snake infested terrain.
The faster they rode, the more distance they managed to put between them and the mob
of evil. The vicious mob was beginning to lag far behind as John held on for dear life as his feet
continued to be lifted far above the ground by the strength of his father’s grip. Finally, after what
seemed like hours of fleeing, John and his pa, made it safely to the edge of the bridge. With his
pa still mounted on the massive white steed, he gently released his vise-like grip as he dropped
John to the ground - allowing him to land firmly on his feet. “You go on across, John!” John Sr.
urged, as he reached down to give his son a gentle shove toward the bridge. “You’ll be safe once
you’re on the other side. Go, on! Don’t be dallying, boy! It’s time to go!” He emphatically
implored, before finally giving him a stern push with his foot toward the safety of the other side.
John cautiously made his way to the far side of the bridge, before turning around to take
another glimpse of his pa. He was still there, majestically mounted on the white stallion, urging
him to go across by shooing his hands toward the other side. “Everything is going to be all right.
They can’t cross the bridge!” He confided.
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“But, what will I find on the other side?” John earnestly inquired of his pa, while inching
closer to the edge of the bridge.
“Forgiveness, boy, you’ll find forgiveness once you cross!” He called out, as his son
reluctantly took a step off the bridge, firmly establishing his footing on the other side.
Everything seemed so beautiful and perfect, as John scanned the tranquil landscape of the
setting beyond the bridge. There was a peace and a fulfillment that overcame his entire being as
he gazed the meadow before him looking across its vast expanse that stretched beyond the
distant horizon. Truly, it was a utopia of prosperity and contentment. Excitedly, he looked back
to tell his pa what it was like on the other side, but to his surprise, he had vanished off the bridge.
He was nowhere to be seen, as John frantically scanned for any sign of his whereabouts. John
took a step back onto the bridge and in a state of total panic, he let out a woeful scream,
“Paaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa……..”
John abruptly woke from the clutches of his nightmare as the train whistle let out a soulpiercing, high-pitched wail that helped to cover his own scream. His heart raced out of control,
while his whole body was covered in sweat. He couldn’t believe the nightmare he had just
experienced, as he was gasping to catch his breath. It had never gone that far before. In fact, he
had never been able to escape, except by waking up to the reality of life. Finally, his dream had
reached a haunting conclusion with the help of his father. Yet, John was deeply troubled by the
appearance of his pa in the midst of the flight for his life. “What does it mean?” He questioned,
as he stood up to lean against Topsy. “Why would he be there?” He quietly whispered, as his
whole body continued to shake from the unnerving vision.
Light was beginning to dawn within the darkened confines of the boxcar as a new day
was creeping above the horizon. John shook his head in disbelief at the revelation of his dream.
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The demons that had been chasing him throughout the years were reaching out from the days of
his childhood, pursuing him with a relentless passion. He had finally witnessed the peaceful end
to his nightmare. Yet, the sight of his pa was perplexing – it was deeply troubling. He didn’t
understand what it was supposed to mean, if anything. His pa had come out of nowhere, riding a
mighty stallion, like a knight in shining armor, to save him from his distress. John stood there for
quite awhile, reflecting back on the horror of his nightmare – the horror of the events of the past
day, trying to make sense out of the chaos and the confusion of it all.
John just shook his head in disbelief as he milled over the haunting images lingering in
his mind. “How ironic,” he softly whispered, “I finally make it across the bridge to safety in my
nightmare, and I wake up to the tragic reality of life on the run.”
At that very moment, John was startled by the blast of the train whistle, announcing its
arrival in another town as it began to slow down to a snail’s pace. John quickly headed over to
the door, trying to catch a glimpse of a sign, identifying the approaching town. As the train
pulled to a screeching, stop John was able to see a sign on the end of the station, “Sydney.”
“Well, it looks like this might be it.” He whispered, as he headed back to lead Topsy over
to stand in front of the door. He carefully mounted Topsy, as the leather saddle squeaked from
the pressure of his weight. “As soon as they open up that door, old fella, we’re gonna bolt out of
her like greased lightning! I don’t know where we’re headed, but one thing’s for sure, we’re
gonna head south ‘til we find that bridge to cross.” He reached down to give Topsy an
affectionate pat on the neck.
John anxiously waited for a sign that the yard hands were going to open up the boxcar to
take care of the horses. Before long, he heard voices, laughing and the shouting of profanities as
they drew closer to the side of the car. There was a loud thud as the ramp was dropped in place
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alongside the boxcar. He could hear the sounds of the metal door latch being jostled open. John
leaned forward in the saddle, placing his head up tight against Topsy’s neck in an effort to stay
low to avoid hitting the top of the door frame as they made their escape.
For a moment, there was complete silence, before the door slid open with a thunderous
crash. As soon as the door was opened halfway, John aggressively kicked Topsy in the flanks,
spurring him to bolt out the door. They burst out of the boxcar, over the ramp, and down the
dock nearly knocking over the yard hands as well as, a handful of passengers preparing to board
the train. The yard hands were shouting profanities and shaking their fists as the pair flew off the
dock like bats out of hell. There was no way they were easing up or stopping until they were
miles down the road.
Topsy was at a hard gallop for miles as the winter sun dawned on the new day. Finally,
John eased up on the reins, giving Topsy a much needed rest. Not a soul was in sight as they
made their way down the well-traveled dirt road. Heading south, John had no idea where he
would end up. He was nearly out of Nebraska, close to the Colorado border and near the Kansas
line. He wasn’t sure which way to go, other than to continue heading south. “Maybe I’ll just
follow where the road leads this time, rather than trying to forge my own trail along the way. I
haven’t had all that much luck with that approach, so I’m thinkin’ it might be time for a change
of strategy.” He shouted to Topsy, as if the horse could understand. John let out a chuckle as he
realized that actually, he and Topsy were a lot alike - kindred spirits, so to speak. Both had seen
better days at the apex of life; both were now stretched to their limit, trying to fight for survival
as they began the descent along the down-hill side of life.
John continued to converse with his old stallion as he rocked from side to side, swaying
in unison with the horse’s gait. “I’m thinkin’ that maybe we’ll hole up for awhile in the next
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town that we come across. After all, I’m about starved half to death. If I don’t eat soon, I’ll wind
up as buzzard bait, and so will you, old fella!” With that, John pulled a piece of hardtack out of
his saddle bag, before spurring Topsy to pick up the pace as they headed south.
“But you know old fella,” John declared after biting off a chunk of hard tack to chew on
for a bit as his lips smacked together with the effort, “I’m thinkin’ that I’m gonna have to change
my name for good. The law’s gonna be lookin’ high and low for old John Williams. So, I think I
better change my name to something new. I like the name Tipton; it has a certain ring to it.”
John continued to ponder possible names as he aggressively gnawed on the leather-like
hardtack. “Maybe I’ll be Sam Tipton.” He started saying it out loud to hear how it sounded,
“Sam Tipton! Yep, that’s what it’ll be from this point on, Sam Tipton! Topsy, my old friend,
meet your new owner, Mr. Sam Tipton!”
The sun was just beginning to climb above the horizon of the Nebraska skyline as they
gingerly trotted down the path that would hopefully, lead to a fresh, new start. A new day had
finally dawned. Only time would tell if he had actually crossed the bridge, leaving the demons of
his past behind, as he searched through life for his own personal utopia of contentment.
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“Epilogue”
It had been over twenty five years since anyone had heard from John Williams, or
Frederick John Williams, or John Frederick Williams depending upon what time in his life a
person had known him. As he rode off into the rising sun to begin a new life sometime in early
1918, the seventeen children and two former wives who he’d abandoned; the first for five years
while still married to the second… were left to wonder what had ever become of the man they
had once loved.
The lives that he’d touched were many before he vanished into thin air, never to be heard
from again. But, for the twenty five years after he disappeared, his family and friends were each
left to deal with their own individual grief and loss. Trying to find healing and comfort was
nearly impossible when there was no closure to the mystery of his life. They would often wonder
what had become of John, but seldom was a word ever spoken of him. Maybe that was a gesture
of respect toward Loretta, or maybe it was a form of self-defense geared at not letting the
emotions of betrayal and abandonment resurface for the world to see.
For many of his children, there was a profound resentment that built up through the years
for the deep seated betrayal they were forced to carry throughout their lives. The loss of their
father caused each of them to battle the demons of abandonment as they struggled to live a life in
search of personal prosperity and contentment. But each of them carried a deep-seated void that
could never quite be filled as they craved the loving touch, the guiding hand, and the words of
wisdom that only a father can offer.
Bob was especially hard hit by the burden of responsibility that his pa had placed upon
his shoulders. Although, he did start a family of his own as he pursued his own personal hopes
and dreams, he always felt a sense of obligation to look after his younger siblings, as well as, his
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ma, Loretta. He took his pa’s words to heart when he was told that he’d be the “man in charge.”
But, it hadn’t been an easy road to follow, as he juggled his own personal aspirations while
constantly making an effort to be watchin’ out for the rest of the family. Through the years, there
were many bumpy roads in his personal life as he constantly struggled to make good on a
promise to his pa.
Life did go on, at least, for most of the family. At first, the children that were still at
home waited anxiously for their pa’s safe return. But, as the days turned into months, and the
months turned into years, the family managed to move on with their lives. Loretta survived those
first few years by taking in borders to help pay the bills, while all the kids pitched in to take care
of the constant chores required on a homestead. To help buy the groceries, they would often sell
cream and fresh churned butter that came from their small herd of Holstein cattle.
In the process of it all, Bob lost his homestead since he couldn’t prove up on it, due to the
fact that he spent nearly all of his time being the man of the house for his ma. He just couldn’t
manage all the chores on John’s homestead in addition to all the building that he needed to do on
his own claim. By the spring of 1918, he had lost his 160 acres as the court ruled in favor of a
claim jumper who had taken over the deed to his land.
In the fall of 1918, Loyd was killed in a car crash near Snyder, where he was still
working for P.H. Peterson. He had been riding on the fender of a friend’s car when it veered off
the road, crashing through a barbed wire fence. The barbed wire stopped Loyd from tumbling
free of the wreckage, but unfortunately, he bled to death before he could be taken to the hospital.
For Loretta, it was a devastating blow. Loyd was the second child to die tragically at a young
age. Archie had died nearly 24 years earlier at the tender age of 4, and she never stopped
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grieving for her second born son. Loyd’s death just compounded her grief as the memories of her
beloved Archie came flooding over her with waves of emotional regret.
It wasn’t too long after Loyd’s death that several of the brothers made their way to
Snyder, Colorado to try their hand at farming and ranching. Art and Loyd had started the family
migration to the small cattle town, nestled along the South Platte River in Northern Colorado.
But, after Loyd died, both Bob and Heinie decided to make Snyder their new home. It didn’t take
too much convincing for the boys to persuade Loretta that it was time to leave the homestead and
move to Snyder, where they would be able to keep a close eye on her, to lend a helping hand as
needed.
Since the older boys were no longer living anywhere near Gillette, and since she was left
with Dick, Orville, Peggy and Pokey to try to tend to the demands of life on a homestead, she
quickly agreed to make the move, leaving Nellie and her husband, Henry, behind to tend to their
own parcel of land. In March of 1920, they loaded up all of their personal belongings and made
the move. Claude and Elwood had both made it safely back from the Great War in Europe and
they too, decided that Colorado would be a fine place to make a life for themselves. Claude first
had a homestead in Snyder, but later moved to Minturn where he worked as a carpenter. While
Elwood eventually bought a place in Snyder, in order to be close to the family.
It really was a season of change during that time in the lives of the Williams’ family. So
many things had happened in just a few short years that it was hard to keep up with the changes.
The war had ended, the boys had come home, many of the children had headed off to start
families of their own, and life in America was quickly advancing as horses and carriages were
being replaced by new fangled cars and gas-powered farm equipment. The life of farming was
beginning to be crowded out by the age of manufacturing with a myriad of factories and their
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innovative products of mass production. It truly was a time of change, both for the country, as
well as, for the families that called it home.
As the years continued to fly by, the family, at least all of John’s children, had given up
hope of ever hearing from their pa. Loretta, on the other hand, always maintained a constant
vigil, hoping that somehow, someday he would manage to make it home. As the years went on,
the painful memories of their relationship seemed to fade away, while the pleasant memories
filtered back to the forefront of her mind. She knew that when John left, chances were he’d
probably never make it back home. Somehow, in the deepest recesses of her mind, she always
recognized the reality of that fact. But, within the most intimate recesses of her heart, she always
maintained a hope, a longing, that he would one day reappear and they would have an
opportunity to rekindle their love and their life together. She always maintained a flicker of hope
hidden in the deepest recesses of her heart for the only man she had ever truly loved.
Through the years, there were many opportunities for her to pursue new relationships
with various men from different parts of the country. Yet, she always pushed them away, in spite
of the cold, lonely nights that pursued her throughout the remaining years of her life. Maybe,
that’s why she never filed for divorce, or went to the courts to have John declared legally dead.
After all, if seven years had passed by without a word or a glimpse of him still being alive, most
folks would start assuming the worst and consider him dead and buried.
But that was never the case for Loretta; she held on tight to the hope that one day she
would meet up with her long lost husband. There were very few souls who she ever shared her
innermost hopes with regarding John’s return. After John left, she never really spoke about him
to any of her friends or family. She never shared anything, whether good or bad about the man
she had married. In fact, as far as she was concerned, they would be man and wife ‘til the day
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both of ‘em died. She had made a promise on her wedding day, and through the years of good
times and bad, she kept to her word.
It wasn’t until the spring of 1944 that the family finally received word about John, when
Ardythe Cooley Ayres, a granddaughter of John by his first marriage, read an advertisement in
the Omaha, Nebraska newspaper. Surprisingly, John’s first wife, Iva was a distant cousin to
Loretta, so there were some rather close ties woven throughout the web of fabric involving
John’s dubious affairs. Iva’s daughter, Jessie May, along with Jessie’s daughter, Ardythe, had
actually become acquainted with Sydney, Loretta & John’s oldest son. Both families still lived
around Omaha, and since it was a relatively small city, it wasn’t surprising that members from
both of John’s families had the chance to meet and get acquainted. After seeing the newspaper
advertisement, Ardythe contacted the lawyer in charge of the estate, William Whetstone, at the
end of March, 1944, to let him know how to contact Sydney. Once Mr. Whetstone had sent word
to Sydney regarding his father’s passing in November of 1943, he forwarded him a copy of
John’s Last Will and Testament, or as he was known for the last 25 years of his life, Sam Tipton.
It read:
This is my will:
What I have left when I die, I leave to Alta Inez Williams, daughter of Fred J. and Loretta
May Williams, born near Calhoun, Nebraska. If she is dead, then leave to her brothers
and sisters. Advertise in Omaha, Nebraska papers.
/s/ Sam Tipton
Chester, Oklahoma
Sydney quickly contacted the rest of the family regarding not only the discovery, but
also, the passing of their father. For the younger siblings, the news didn’t make much difference,
one way or another. But for the older children who had grown up with their father around, the
news was met with mixed emotions. Bob took the news especially hard as he had hoped to
someday reunite with his pa. After all, he had spent a good amount of his young adult life
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helping his pa out on the homestead, laboring side by side to make a life and a living on the
prairie grasslands of the Plains. Besides, it was Bob who had taken his pa’s words to heart when
he was charged with lookin’ after the rest of the family when John headed off.
But for most of the family, the news did nothing to touch their heart or sadden their life.
All of the living children of John and Loretta had found their own personal niche in life. They
each had moved on, as their lives were filled with the joys and challenges of having their own
families. They all found their calling in farming, butchering, construction, or shop keeping as
they used the skills learned during the time of childhood to make it on their own. All of John and
Loretta’s children were resourceful, having the ability to make the most out of any given
situation. Maybe part of that ability came at an early age as they had to learn how to cope with
the challenges of life without the steadfast security that a father provides as he shares his wisdom
or lends a guiding hand. One thing was for sure, all of the children of John and Loretta knew
how to keep their word and stay committed to the ones they loved. Not one of them ever
followed in their father’s footsteps.
However, the news hit the aging Loretta quite hard. She had held on to the hope that
maybe one day, she could at least meet up with John to share the tragedies and the highlights of
the last 25 years or so. There was so much she hoped to share with him, so many things she
wanted to tell him. There were so many additions to the family as each of the children had
married, started families of their own, and even began the journey of watching the grandbabies
come into the world. John and Loretta were not only grandparents, but great-grandparents as
well. Oh, there was just so much that she longed to share with him, before it was too late. When
the sad news arrived, her hopes came to a mournful conclusion. Her ailing seventy-five year old
body had seen its better days, as her health had already started a rapid descent toward failing.
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But, after hearing the long-awaited dreadful news of her husband’s passing, her health began to
quickly spiral downward.
Her oldest daughter, Alta, immediately left her home in California to begin the journey
by train to Snyder, in order to meet up with Bob before heading out together to Chester,
Oklahoma. She had already begun the necessary correspondence with Sam’s lawyer, Mr.
Whetstone, to file the appropriate petitions to retrieve their father’s personal effects. Bob and
Alta headed out to Oklahoma on the last day in April. They were scheduled to appear in the
County Court of Major County on May 3, 1944, at two o’clock in the afternoon. The night before
boarding the train at the Snyder, Colorado station, they made it a point to pay a visit to their
ailing ma, who was in the hospital at the time. They wanted to make sure that she understood
where they were going, as well as, to let her know that they would pay her a visit as soon as they
made it back.
Bob and Alta made their way to Chester, Oklahoma where the courthouse was located.
They gathered as much information as they could about their father from the lawyer, before
making their way just five miles down the road to Sieling, Oklahoma where their pa had owned
and operated the town’s Snooker Parlor. As they talked to Sam’s few friends as well as, some of
his former customers from the snooker parlor, they were surprised to find out that he had never
mentioned anything about having families scattered around the Eastern Plains. They found it odd
to think that a man could live the last 25 years of his life in a community, and never reveal
anything about his previous life. But nearly every person that they talked to while visiting the
area, would take one look at Bob and say, “You sure are Sam’s boy!” It nearly broke Bob’s heart
to think that not one person knew anything about Sam’s boy, or the other 16 children that he had
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sired. In a sad way, it brought back a strange feeling of pride, in a mournful way. Similar words
echoed in Bob’s mind from the distant past, “You can sure tell he’s John’s boy!”
Bob did find some consolation when they learned that Chester was well known, notorious
area frequented by various criminals and outlaws hiding from the law. So, it made sense that a
lot of the folks in the area were intent on keeping their personal business close to their heart,
never opening up much to reveal anything from their sometimes shadowy past. Apparently, John
was no different and Bob always had a hunch that his father had actually caught up with the hay
swindler not long after he left Gillette. There could be no other reason that John never came back
or even tried to contact him. In Bob’s mind that hunch helped bring a rational excuse to his pa’s
defense, helping to ease the pain from the speculation regarding John’s disappearance.
The only indication that John maintained any type of love for the family he left behind
was the strange fact that his final request in this life was to notify the family of his passing.
Apparently, it was the only way John knew how to reach out to the loved ones he left behind in
order to bring closure and a sense of peace to the mystery of his life. Maybe it was the coward’s
way out to never face the facts associated with abandoning a wife and fourteen children. But then
again, maybe it was the only way he could find to let his children know that he had never
forgotten them. It’s comforting to think that even though they were never physically together, his
family had always been on his heart and in his thoughts.
On May 3, 1944, after visiting the grave of their long, lost father, Alta and Bob attended
the hearing that would award Sam’s estate to his heir. After the hearing was over, they headed
back to the house that he had called home for the last 25 years of his life. Once there, they
gathered up the few personal belongings that they wanted to take back to their ma. There were a
handful of photographs, as well as, a cigar box that contained a few small items, including the
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pistol that Bob had given him before John left the homestead. It’s ironic to think that the only
substantial evidence to unravel the mystery of his life after he left Gillette was contained in a
worn and tattered cigar box that he had kept in the drawer beside his bed. The only answers
offered to the mystery of his disappearance, as well as the obscurity of his life was contained in
just a few faded photographs and several brief letters. There wasn’t much of anything left behind
that could be considered a legacy to the man once known as John Williams. Just like his life, he
had faded away, into unknown oblivion.
Strangely enough though, contained in the midst of his humble personal belongings
found within that old cigar box were two letters. Both letters were addressed to “Sam and Claire”
and delivered to an address in a nearby town; two mysterious letters from a couple who were
friends with Sam and his lady friend. Apparently, he had never married again, but these letters
provide a mere shred of evidence that he did have at least one special lady in his life, a woman
named Claire. They didn’t live together, but apparently they may have been considered a couple
at least by the indication of these two letters.
Could it be that Elizabeth had survived their ordeal in Deadwood, met up with John
somewhere along the way and taken on an alias of her own? That is a question that will never be
answered. Just as there’s no way to determine what really happened to John during the last
twenty-five years of his life. We can only speculate that Claire may have been part of the
mystery associated with his disappearance and his secret life lived out incognito.
Bob and Alta didn’t stick around long after they collected their pa’s personal effects and
signed all the legal documents at the lawyer’s office. It was just a few minutes before five in the
afternoon and they were anxious to start their journey to head back home. They had so much to
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share with Loretta, including the things they found, along with, the bits of information they had
discovered about their pa’s mysterious existence after Gillette.
As they left that day, they found it ironic that the legal documents awarding the earthly
possessions of John Frederick Williams to his oldest daughter, Alta was the same day, May 3rd
that he had been born, exactly eighty-three years earlier, back in 1861. On that day, across the
ocean, in a town called Littledean, England, in the county of Gloucestershire, in the District of
Forest of Dean, baby John was born to Harriet and John Williams at ten minutes to five in the
afternoon. Many times in this life, little ironies have a tendency to pass by un-noticed. But, in the
case of John Frederick Williams, it was the smallest of ironies that provided the slimmest of
clues necessary to unravel the mysteries of his life.
The final irony of John’s life greeted Bob and Alta when they stepped from the train after
a long and emotional ride home. Nearly all of the family was waiting for the two as the Union
Pacific train came to a clambering stop in front of the Snyder train depot. As they stepped from
the train with their bags in hand, they were greeted with a solemn proclamation, “At just a few
minutes before five, on Wednesday, May 3, 1944, Loretta May Gilbert Williams, parted from
this earth and passed on into eternity.
Twenty five years of waiting for her husband’s return had taken its toll on her health. She
had kept her word to stand by her man, in sickness and in health, in good times and in bad. She
never divorced the man that deserted her and her children, and she never stopped carrying the
love in her heart for the man she vowed to love until “death do us part.” After hearing that her
wait was futile, she held on for just a few more days, before letting go of the threads of life that
bound her to the tapestries of this world. On May 3, 1944, the day that her beloved John was
born, she gave him one last present to honor their love. She had found the bridge that led to life,
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and she crossed over on a day that held great significance to her. It was the final connection that
she still shared with her long lost husband – the only man she had ever loved.
As far as John was concerned, or, maybe we should say, Sam Tipton was concerned, no
one really knows if he ever found his utopia? There’s no way to confirm that he crossed the
bridge that leads to forgiveness and entered into his eternal rest. One thing is for sure, he was a
man that allowed the demons of his past to dictate his future. When he walked away from a
family that loved him dearly, he stepped away from the greatest gift he would ever receive. He
continued down the path that his father had set before him. Many times, the lessons learned at
the beginning of life, set the course for a man to follow. In John’s case, it could be argued that
the legacy of his father played out in his own life.
So, the questions still arise. What possesses a man to leave a wife and family behind
without just cause or explanation? What are the inner demons that plague a man, causing him to
totally abandon the ones he loves – not just once, but twice in a lifetime? What is it that causes a
man to spend the final twenty five years of his life in isolation and loneliness, separated from the
ones that called him pa, or husband, or friend?
Could it be that when a man allows fear to rule over his life, he’s destined to run after
endless dreams of fantasy like the character, Don Quixote? Maybe it is the mistakes of youth that
cause a man to lead a secret life, never revealing the sins of his past or exposing the demons that
haunt his existence to those around him. Is it possible that his fear of letting people in to see the
real character of his heart would cause him to become a recluse, hiding in his self-made shell of
isolation? Or, maybe, the reason can be attributed to the dreams, the hopes, the aspirations, and
desires that every man is born with that drives him to continually seek something more; to strive
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to be something greater than he really is, or to conquer challenges that have never been met;
never allowing contentment to settle in as the years fade into unattainable pipe-dreams.
Regardless, through the reality of it all, it may be easy to conclude that there really are no
answers lingering to be discovered. It is possible that the questions to the cryptic lives of those
who have gone before us will continue to be an unsolved mystery, buried throughout the silent
graves of antiquity. It is easy to conclude that the only way to explain a person’s life is through
the trail they leave behind. Maybe, the mystery to all of life’s questions can only be discovered
through the experience of the journey, as they culminate in the final passage - never to be
completely revealed to those who are left behind. In reality, it is up to each individual to discover
their own personal destiny… hoping… praying… that they don’t realize the natural
consequences of an unforgiven destiny. In the case of John ‘Frederick’ Williams, we can only
speculate that his destiny led him across the bridge of personal forgiveness and into his own
distinct utopia of eternal peace!

“He that cannot forgive others, breaks the bridge over which he himself must pass
if he would ever reach heaven; for everyone has need to be forgiven “

George Herbert
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John & Loretta's Wedding Photograph
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The Williams' Clan - Early 1900's; Back Row – Bob, Alta, Sydney, Claude
Front Row – Loyd, Nellie, Elwood, Art, Dick, Oscar

The John Frederick Williams’ home in Overton, Nebraska 1890's
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John's & Iva's Children –Jesse May, Walter, Ethel; late 1800's

Some of the Williams' boys at the Gillette homestead - early 1920's
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Nellie & Henry Coles' wedding reception, May, 1915

Orville, Dick & Pokey at the Gillette homestead - 1916
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The pistol John carried when he left Gillette

John Frederick Williams, alias Sam Tipton
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Loretta Williams - Late 1930's

Sam Tipton in front of his Snooker Parlor, Chester, Oklahoma
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The hay fields 13 Miles southeast of Gillette

The train station at Gillette
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One of the locomotives of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad, providing service to Gillette, Wyoming

The grave of Loretta May Williams – Brush, Colorado
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The grave of Sam Tipton - Seiling, Oklahoma
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Most of Lanny’s books can be ordered through Amazon.com or through
any local book store. For more information about Lanny, check out his Amazon
Author’s Page at https://www.amazon.com/author/amazon.com.lannycook
or his author’s website at www.LannyCook.com
Amazon Culture – Exploring the Jungle of Narcissism
By L. K. Cook PhD
"Amazon Culture - Exploring the Jungle of Narcissism," has been
officially released. Lanny's latest book provides profound insight into
the world of narcissistic induced gender inequality. The reality of
sharing this insight was born out of the darkest time of his life. After
spending years working in public education and decades working
within various ministries of the church, Lanny's life came crashing
down. Within a matter of a few short months, he lost his father;
endured the heartache of a divorce; was terminated from his
ministry at a church he helped plant; and was then sent off into
isolation as the church leadership cast him into exile. The reality of
these dark challenges brought about a season of deep reflection into his life. Within God's
revelatory path that led to profound healing, Lanny embraced a startling realization. Many of
the challenges he had faced professionally, personally, and even within the ministry stemmed
from a battle with individuals who were intent on controlling and manipulating all situations
for their selfish gain and pleasure. Amazon Culture provides great insight into personal,
ministerial, and professional relationships that use emotional and spiritual abuse to manipulate
and control situations for their own twisted agenda.
"None of us were created in God’s image to find contentment within mediocrity. God desires
our lives to be extraordinary. Modern societal platforms are intent on elevating a segment of
the population to extraordinary levels, but only through the imposition of relegating others to
mediocrity. This is a tactic used throughout the world to suppress the potential, productivity
and prosperity of others. It’s a tactic of many politicians, business leaders, government
agencies, educational institutions and even certain religious organizations in this modern
world. However, what few people realize is that this is the foundation of gender disparity and
not the path to true equality. It is a basic premise of the modern Amazon movement. Their goal
is to be extraordinary at the expense of all relational counterparts. Their mission can only be
realized by attacking the masculine while simultaneously eradicating the feminine. They impart
their superiority through the proclamation of another’s mediocrity." ~ (Excerpt from Amazon
Culture)
Amazon Culture, Exploring the Jungle of Narcissism is the lantern in the church belfry,
beaming out a warning to the world that the Amazons are coming by land and by sea.
Probably, by air as well. They are marching throughout the land, weapons in hand, arrows of
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domination held securely within their quivers. They are intent on annihilating anyone and
everything standing in their way of complete gender dominance! Lanny's latest work is
revelatory and is a must read for anyone who has been victimized by the modern "woke"
culture.
The Mystery of Zion – Israel and the Last Days
By Lanny K. Cook PhD
Lanny's most recent book The Mystery of Zion is
the culmination of a lifetime of study and interest
in end time prophecies. As a teenager, Lanny
developed a deep interest and a profound
curiosity for the Nation of Israel and the Jewish
people. This is directly contributed to the Bible
studies that his parents participated in as he was
growing up. Through those studies his parents
would make those prophetic topics an everyday conversation within the family. Their Bible
studies weren't typical, run-of-the-mill discussions, instead, they involved in-depth prophetic
research of the end times, and dispensational studies. His parent's conversations created a
profound curiosity that stayed with him for nearly fifty years. They stirred within his heart as
many of those divine prophecies discussed at the dinner table of his youth have unfolded in
a miraculous way throughout his life time. Finally, after reading a library full of publications
regarding the end times, and watching endless hours of documentaries and teachings
regarding the subject, he has put together an incredible account of God's plan for Israel in
the last days.
The Mystery of Zion provides a prolific picture of not only God's purpose for Israel, but also
the Church. Within the early teachings of the Christian Church, a mindset began to develop
that erroneously alluded to the assumption that with the life, death, burial, and resurrection
of Jesus Christ, God was no longer intimately involved or concerned with the affairs of His
chosen people, the Nation of Israel. In this age, the Bible clearly states that there is only one
path that leads to salvation, which of course, is through the acceptance of God's gift of
Jesus Christ as your personal Savior. Because of this new covenant, over the past twothousand years, within the foundational premise of Christianity, an anti-Semitism infiltrated
the Christian Church. This belief system questioned the right for Israel to exist as a sovereign
nation, and created a bias and a bigotry toward the Jewish people both individually and as
whole; perpetuating the lie that God is finished with His once chosen children--the Jews.
Once again, this mindset is spreading like a wildfire throughout all the nations of the world.
However, biblical prophecies indicate and historical facts substantiate the premise that God
is still involved within the affairs of Israel. There is undeniable evidence that God's
everlasting covenant with His chosen people requires Him to maintain a personal
involvement and an interest in their existence, their provision, and their purpose not only
through this Age of Grace, but into the future. This existence is essential for God's "End
Time" plans for all humanity.
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The Bible provides specific reference for Israel's purpose throughout the end of this age and
the ushering in of the Tribulation, the Millennial Reign of Christ, as well as, God's eternal
kingdom. God has granted the world limited access into His future plans. Through the
Scriptures He has provided us a glimpse of the things He wants us to know, even though
there are still many untold mysteries involving the "End Times." If future events require a
greater understanding or a more thorough knowledge for the good of God's purpose, He
will provide the revelation to the appropriate entities. However, what He has revealed
provides amazing insight into many of the future events that will lead to His final return and
the creation of His eternal kingdom. Israel's role in those events are a crucial part of His plan.
Lanny's work provides profound insight into much of what God has revealed through the
Scriptures. It is a thought-provoking, biblically based resource that serves to prove God is
not only intimately involved in the affairs of Israel and the Jews, but they are written into the
blueprint of God's plan for all humanity not only now, but throughout the entire future of
the human race.
Fingernails on the Chalkboard
By Lanny K. Cook
Lanny Cook, a retired educator and author provides an
enlightening insider's perspective into the realities of everyday
life within the confines of a public high school. After spending
twenty-eight years in a comprehensive high school as a teacher
and program manager, he shares real-life experiences that
illustrate the hidden factors challenging the effectiveness and
integrity of public schools in America.
Forever captured in the mind of an educator is a cadre of
memories that can make the staunchest individual laugh, cry,
marvel, mourn, question, relish and even regret the things
they've witnessed and experienced through decades of service in the schools. While
providing an accurate representation of the modern world of American public education,
Lanny shares true stories that teeter on the edge of insanity and cross-over the boundaries
of the ludicrous. Stories filled with absurd reality, unbridled passion, uncontrolled hysteria
and heartbreaking tragedy. Humorous anecdotes, that will take you on a journey back to the
time of your own personal "school daze."
Understanding the complexities and dynamics of education is an impossible enigma filled
with synonyms and antonyms, analogies and illustrations, lectures and never-ending
rhetoric. Lanny takes the reader on a journey that can only be compared to the nerve
wrenching phenomenon commonly referred to as, "Fingernails on the Chalkboard!"
Even in the 21st century, there exists a great chasm separating the educational classes within
this country. From a suburban high school serving a neglected population of middle to
lower-class students, Lanny highlights the truth about school effectiveness where the
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majority of students never complete a high school diploma. Within a broken system, Lanny
provides examples proclaiming that "ignorance" is alive and well within every facet of
today's educational society. It's found within the shadows of every academic hallway and
corridor, from the board rooms of district-level administration, to the janitor's closet in the
basement of the smallest of schools.
There is no single factor and neither is there one single group that can be held responsible
for the current state of the educational system. But, in many instances, the schools serve to
filter out the less-capable students while focusing the majority of resources and efforts on
the more competent or gifted students. Regardless of the abilities that students possess,
many public schools have become a college prep factory, placing major emphasis on
standardized test scores while purporting to prepare all students for acceptance into fouryear colleges and universities. Sadly, few institutions provide a meaningful and relevant
education for every student. "Fingernails on the Chalkboard," provides critical insight into
the realities of this wide-spread philosophy.
Only by taking a close look into what actually goes on behind the closed doors of the schools
will society be able to address the true challenges facing public education. "Fingernails on
the Chalkboard" is a must read for every teacher and administrator; every parent who has a
child in a public or private school, every politician who campaigns on a platform of improving
education, and for every college student who plans on pursuing a career in education.
Sons of the Eastern Plains
By Lanny K. Cook
There are only two guarantees in life, "taxes" and "death."
"Sons of the Eastern Plains," doesn't state anything about
taxes, but it does share a powerful message about the
transition from this life to the next and the role that faith
plays in that process. Life is a journey that takes us through
some daunting challenges and trials, bringing us to a place
that no one could ever imagine when they first start out on
their own personal adventure. Yet, none of us are ever
prepared for the time, when we have to say goodbye to a
loved one, even when we've been given plenty of notice that
death is fast approaching. There's always something else to
be done, something else to be said, or one last thing we intended to do for those we love
before they pass through the door that leads to eternity. There are moments in life that
perpetuate reflection regarding the most important questions of our human existence:
"Why are we here? - What is our purpose? - Is there life after this one?"
"Sons of the Eastern Plains" provides emotional insight into the importance of living a life of
faith. This true story about two boys growing up in Colorado's Eastern Plains draws
attention to the importance of family and faith as life takes a tragic turn. Personal
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experiences of two best-friends growing up together, build the foundation of the story,
culminating in a courageous battle against cancer when as an adult, one of the boys puts his
faith to the test to face death head on. The bond developed through childhood is carried to
the grave as their friendship deepens in the midst of the final trial of life in this world. This is
a story, of life, faith, and death that culminates in the hope, and peace experienced by two
friends as they rely on Jesus Christ to see them through the final challenge.
Endorsements
This colorful, soul-written book is an unforgettable account of Lanny Cook's life, his family and
special friends, capturing the reader's heart with spontaneous laughter and tear. A magical
introspection, this candid disclosure of one's relationship with Jesus Christ moves the reader
with an undeniable force, leaving a sanctifying reverie. Each chapter is punctuated with tugging
poetry by Clarice Cook. I'm honored to know the Cooks, and to be an integral part of the lives of
these true-blooded Americans. It's a compelling read. ~ Pastor Bob Serrao - Minister and Author
"Sons of the Eastern Plains" by Lanny Cook pulled and tugged at every heart string in my body. I
laughed out loud, wept to myself, and felt the rush of adrenaline almost as if I were a part of
Lanny's adventures. If you enjoy a cacophony of emotions in your reading material, you will not
be disappointed as I highly recommend Lanny's latest work. ~ Reverend David Baca
Children of Promise
By Lanny K. Cook
Now there's new help for single parents...THIS BOOK! Lanny
Cook has done a masterful job in creating a workbook for
single parents, giving them guidance in every aspect of
"holding it all together." Everything from teaching children
morals and attitudes of prayer to dating again is covered in
this wonderful guide for single parents.
Endorsements:
"Children of Promise is a must read for every parent. It speaks to
specific issues that single parents have from someone who has
been there as a single parent. You will be greatly blessed as you
read and apply the truths that Lanny presents in this book. The
lessons and activities if applied will bring a freedom and a new appreciation for God's love to
parents and children." Vince Bousselaire, Associate Pastor - Singles Ministry, Faith Bible Chapel,
Arvada, Colorado
"Children of Promise" is cutting edge material - a single parent guide with God as the
foundation. It is an invaluable read for parents, lay-leaders, and Christian counselors seeking to
assist children and parents through the trauma of divorce and its aftermath while
strengthening their faith in the process." I found especially helpful the Activity Sheets and
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scripture backing all of the principles presented
Starla Quinn MA LPC, Psychotherapist for children and families

throughout

the

chapters.

They Called Him Jesus!
By Lanny K. Cook and Clarice D. Cook

No single life in the history of mankind has had a more
significant impact on the world than that of the Lord, Jesus
Christ. To millions of followers, He is considered to be many
things; Master, Teacher, Savior, Redeemer, and the Son of
God. Anyone who calls on his name and diligently seeks after
His face will receive God's gift of salvation and become heirs
to the throne of God. Children of the Holy, Living God--- saved
from the sins of this world through God's awesome mercy and
grace.
Found within the pages of this book are words of inspiration
regarding the life, death, resurrection, and purpose for the ministry of Jesus. Messianic
prophecies contained within each section highlight the significance and divine authority of
this Man known as Jesus. The short devotionals provide an opportunity for personal
reflection as you examine your relationship with Jesus. Each section ends with words of
poetic inspiration that are designed to draw you into a closer, more intimate walk with the
Lord.
This inspirational work was co-authored by Lanny and his mother Clarice and includes topical
devotionals regarding the life of Jesus as well as, touching poetry that provides added
insight into the amazing grace and purpose of Jesus Christ. It is our prayer that the words
contained within these pages will allow you to see Jesus Christ in a new and more
passionate light. A light that allows you to reflect on life's challenges and trials, while
focusing your attention on a personal relationship with the Savior. For He told us, "I am the
light of the World; he that follows Me shall not walk in darkness, but shall have the Light of
life." John 8:12

May you embrace a more intimate and meaningful walk with our Lord and Master---the One
they called... "Jesus!"

Available through special order by emailing Lanny at Lanny.Cook@LannyCook.com
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